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Abstract : 
This thesis argues that consumerism and the mass media wield an 
unparalleled influence o\ er contemporary North American society, and that these 
forces constitute the pritnarv means through which identity is constituted The 
historical and theoretical developments that ha\ e led to the foregrounding of these 
forces are outlined in the introduction - developments. i t  is argued. that  are 
intrinsicallv connected to the social upheaL a1 that characterized .America in the late 
1960-s and earl\. 1970.s. while their presence in and etl’ects on the fiction of four 
contemporary korth American w-iters - Thomas Pyichon. Don DeLillo. Hret Easton 
Ellis and Douglas Coupland - are examined in the main bodl. of’the thesis 
Chapter I focuses on Pynchon uhose novels. it is argued. G are the product ot‘a 
uniquelv post-1 960’s America, uhich mourns the sacrifice of traditional ideals to the 
corporate mindset M hich has been prevalent since t h s  1980’s Pynchon’s dominant 
metaphor for the direction in Mhich he believes American societl to be nio\,inq L is 
the thermodynamic concept of entropy, N hich stipulates that all p rqress  is towards 
death His novels abound with characters u h o  disintegrate c due to the information 
overload fostered by their media-based world Houeker, he retains his faith that a 
return to historical \.alues and traditions uill stem and e\en recerse the entropic tide 
DeLillo. a close contemporary of Pvnchon‘s, d r a w  on a different aspect of 
the legacy L -  of the 1960‘s. for his uriting is overshadoLzed b! the 1963 assassination 
of President Kennedy and the years of turbulence that ensued His nocels are 
ultimately more pessimistic because his characters do not succeed in  escaping i from 
the repressike narratices of consumerism and the mass media in order to reassert 
their o u n  personalities One reason for this failure. it is argued. c is that DeLillo’s 
characters represent a metaphorical dramatization of the dichotonic between the 
modernist desire for structure and the postmodernist embrace of fluiditL, arid 
u n c ert a i n t 1’ 
The fictional characters of the younger authors. Ellis and Coupland. inhabit 
this postmodern morld. \.z here all experience has been rendered depthless and 
traditional ontological and epistemological certainties hac e been collapsed Ell is’ 
characters fluctuate between the extremes of apathy and ciolence as thev search for 
a u a y  of preventing v their psyches from disintegrating amidst the surrounding chaos 
Neither one of these options brings - any relief 
Coupland is more optimistic about the ability of his characters to survive and 
even prosper in the contemporary world He arms them u i t h  the linguistic and 
technological skills necessary to adapt to the rapid social and technological changes 
Most importantly of all. he draus on the sense of objectivity fostered by his own 
background as a Canadian in order to provide them uith an alternatice and a sense 
of escape from the media-saturated environment of the ilimerican West Coast 
What is perhaps most remarkable about these four authors as a group is that 
in spite of their oblrious insight v into the nature of the contemporary postmodern 
world. thev are unmilling - or perhaps even unable - to full?. relinquish their hold on 
a number of traditional metanarratives, most notably the ideal of the stable, 
supporti\re family unit This implies a degree c of uncertainty and perhaps even offear 
on their parts about h l l y  committing to the fluidity of contemporary culture 
Introduction. 
Echoing the sentiments expressed above bc. hliller, this thesis will argue c that the 
compulsion to consume is one of the dominant characteristics of American capitalist 
society’. having infiltrated and ultimately overthrown traditional ideological structures 
such as history, religion and family ‘ I  Shop, Therefore I Am’.  the title o f the  thesis, 
points to a conviction expressed by many of the fictional characters I will be discussing 
below that it is principally through consumerism that they can express their identities in 
the turbulent world of the present Closely connected to the force of consumerism i s  that 
of the mass media, which is also credited with usurping the structuring U role played in 
the past by historical and religious ontologies c and epistemologies Mirroring c the mantra 
of consumerism, the related phrase ‘Televiso ergo sum’ ( I  am televized, theret’ore I am’) 
is also applicable to many of the characters who look to the mass media for guidance 
and validation The mair! focus of this thesis is thus on the forces of consumerism and 
the mass media and their effects on the characters portrayed in the novels of Thomas 
Pynchon, Don DeLillo, Bret Easton Ellis and Douglas Coupland I hill begin in this 
introduction by outlining the historical and theoretical developments that have led to the 
foregrounding of these forces in contemporary society, before moving c on, in the main 
body of the thesis, to exploring their presence in and effects on the novels in question 
One characteristic of what many observers have named the ‘consumer society’ 
is the large degree of emotional investment in the commodities themseives - the 
shopping mall, as Kowinski puts it, now represents ‘The culmination of all the 
’ Although Douglas Coupland. one of the four authors who constitutes the focus of this thesis. is 
Canadian. his foregrounding of Arnencan societ! and culture in his no\,& -justifies his inclusion in this 
examination of contempo- American phenomena. 
- Ha1 Himmelstein. Teleiision .\AT/? am1 The .fnierican .\find (Neu York: Praeger Publishers. 1084 1. 28 1 
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American dreams. both decent and demented; the fblfillment, the model of postwar 
paradiseT3 Admittedly this emphasis on consumerism is not a new development in 
American literature As early as 1877, for example. Christopher Newman, hero of 
Henn; James’ 7hc . 4 n w r c m .  equates his idea of comfort with ‘Possessiny a number of 
patented mechanical devices - half of which he should never have occasion to use”’, 
nhile novelists such as Icathanael West, John Dos Passos and Flannery O’Connor. 
uriting c in the 1930’s and 1940’s, testify to the growing strength of consumerism as the 
dominant American ethos In / ~ C J  / ) L W  . .  of /hc> / o c m / ,  for example, Claude Estee claims 
that even emotions can be packaged and sold as commodities ‘Lobe is like a bending c
machine You insert a coin and press home the lever”, while A h i t i / w f / L i t i  / t u t i \ f c r  
concerns itself with ’American individuals (who) are possessed by the economic 
machine of the city’” O’Connor’s observation, in U I w  HIooLi. that  people are 
increasingly v classified by uhat thev are wearing .(She) squinted at the price tay The 
shirt had cost him $1 1 95 She felt that that placed him’ , directlk foreshadohs the end- 
of-century novels of Ellis and Coupland U hose characters are almost exclusibely 
defined by the designer labels they wear ‘Evelyn’s wearing L. a cotton blouse by Dolce 
and Gabbana, suede shoes by Yves St Laurent. a stenciled calf skirt bv Adrienne 
Landau with a suede belt by Jill Stuart’*, and the beauty products they apply ‘Which 
shampoo will I use today’ Maybe PsychoPath. the sports shampoo with salon-grade c 
microprotein Afterward7 ‘4 bracing energizer splash of’ Monk-On-Fire”’ .4s this  
evidence suggests, consumerism has had a long history of engagement h i t h  American 
society - and, by extension, its literature Most notable is the considerable and 
consistent power it continues to wield over its subjects 
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’ Quoted in Georgc htzer .  7he .\ 1c~I~otinliIi~atio~i o f ’  Societi*: . 1 n /ti~.t..\.tiPcitioti I I I I ~  thc ( ‘haricqiiig 
C’haracter (!i(’o/iten~poran, Social Llfk (California: Pine Forge Press. 1996). 29. 
’ N a t l m e l  West. The 1101, . .  of the /,ocu.st (Nen York: New Directions Publishing Corporation. 1962 ). 
7 2 .  
Jay McInerneJ-’s Introduction to John Dos Passos. .2lanrihntta/? 7ran.?f&r ( U K :  Penguin Books Ltd.. 
Flannery O‘Connor. Jf7.w Blood (London: Faber and Faber Ltd.. 1985). 1. 
Bret Easton Ellis. .American P.sicho (GB: Picador. 199 1 ). 143, 
Douglas Coupland. S’hanipoo P / m e t  (GB: Simon and Schuster Ltd.. 1993). 7 .  






In spite of this thematic consistency, however, I believe that the fiction written 
from the mid-1960’s onwards constitutes a radical break with what went before. One of 
the defining characteristics of the more recent fiction is the tendency for the commodity 
to be subordinated to its image c This progression is emphasized bv Baudrillard. who 
abandoned his original project of extending c ‘the Marxist critique of capitalism to areas 
beyond the scope of the mode of production”(’ when he realized that hlarx’s analysis of 
commodity production was hopelessly outdated The reason for this was that capitalism 
was now predominantly concerned with the production of signs. images c and sign 
svstems. rather than with the commodities themselves While not all theorists agree c with 
Baudrillard’s rejection of Marxism - Jameson. for example, regards c the contemporan, 
situation as the latest development within capitalism rather than as a radical break from 
it”  - his equation of the modern world with a giant sirnulacrum composed of self- 
referential signs which are not tied to any specific meanings” c. has receiced uidespread 
support from theorists such as Eagleton, who points to its ‘Depthless, decentered, 
nature One obvious example of this liberation of signs, ungrounded, self-reflexive 
as Webster points out, is that different aspects of culture - styles of‘ clothing, c for 
example - no longer refer to specific historical eras as they did in the past, but that 
people now ‘Playfully mlx images to present no distinct meaning, but instead to derice 
‘pleasure’ in the parody or pastiche of, say, combining punk and a 1950’s Vlarilvn 
Monroe facial”‘ The neat categories into which the clothes worn by O’Connor’s 
characters immediately place them are thus imploded in the contemporary sign-filled c 
world of what Baudrillard calls the ‘hyperreal’ ” 
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Given that commodities are being subsumed by their images to such a degree c 
that the label ‘consumer society’ is often substituted by the more appropriate ‘societv of 
I ”  Mark Poster’s Introduction to Jean Baudrillard. Selected 1lkifing.Y (Cambridge: Polit! Press. 1988). I 
116 (Julv/August 1981). 55. 
’’ Jean Baudnllard. Sinrulacra a i d  Simulation (Ann Arbor: The UniLcrsity of Michigan Press. 1991 I. 0. 
T e q  Eagleton. The Il/u.s.ion.~ c?f’~~o.stinoLlernisin (US: Black\\ ell Publishers. Inc.. 1996 1. i i .  
Frank Webster. Theories ?f the Inf”rmntio~7 Societr: (New York and London: Routledge. 1995). 23. 
Jean Baudnllard. Fatal L5’frategie.s (Ne\+ York: Semiotest(e). 1990). 1 1 .  





the spectacle"". it is no surprise that the mass media, television in particular. have been 
hailed as the new main site of the production not only of the images eagerly demanded 
by hungy c.iewers but of the 'realitv' and meaning of life itself The effectiveness of 
television's persuasiveness is emphasized by Mayer who hails it as 'Undoubtedly the 
v greatest selling medium in the world"- One phenomenon noted by many theorists is 
the increasing tendency among consumers to purchase a commodity not for its intrinsic 
qualities but rather in order to identify themselves with the mythology c-- created around 
the product by its advertizement As Kellner points out 'Television ads are more 
svmbolic and rhetorical than informative (0 )ne  is clearly purchasing symbolic, 
indeed imaginary, values when one buys products advertized on telecision"' This and 
other issues relating to the emergence of consumerism and the mass media as prominent 
forces in contemporary North America will be examined later in this introductory 
chapter First, however, I believe it is important to provide both an historical and a 
theoretical outline for the developments that have resulted in societv being c so 
vulnerable to, and ultimately dependent on, their presence 
Given that the next section of this chapter will examine the emergence of 
postmodernism as the dominant theoretical discourse at the end of the twentieth- 
century, it may seem ironic - even contradictory - that I propose to begin c w i t h  an 
examination of the historical developments which, it is argued, haLe shaped the 
contemporary world History, after all, is rejected as a construction bv man! of the 
leading proponents of postmodernism'" Because I am convinced that some of' the 
events of American postwar history cast a crucial light on the contemporary phenomena 
that will be discussed below, I am inclined to moderate this rejection of history along 
the lines of Bradbury and Ro-s statement that 'An awareness of fictionality does not 
necessarily deny history its weight, it merely refuses its manipulative effect as 
I' See GUJ- Debord. 7hhe Socien, ofthe Spectacle (Detroit: Black and Red. 1983 ) (orig. pub. 1007 ). 
Institute. 1985). 38. 
%c.ieg.. 1.01. 1. no. 3 (1983). 75. 
simulation model'. The Illusion cfthe End (UK: Polit!- Press. 1994). 7 .  
Quoted in Philip Drummond and Richard Paterson. eds.. Tt.le\irioii i n  7Ya/i.~itioti (London: British Film 
Douglas Kellner. "Critical Theop. Commodities and the Consumer Socict!.". 7'l.lcv)r\,. ( 'trlturc oiid 
Baudrillard. for example. declares that: .Histog itself has alw.a~.s. decp dotin. becn ;in immense 
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system"" While realizing that history cannot provide all the answers, therefore, the 
next section of this introduction will provide a brief overview of the seminal events 
from which much of the present malaise appears to stem 
The paradox that defines America at the end of the twentieth-century is that 
although surrounded by visible manifestations of success - by 1999, America's rate of 
economic growth made it the best performing of the G7 rich industrial nations 
'Hollywood and Silicon \'alley rule supreme"' - one widespread mood seems to be 
that of despair This was illustrated in President Clinton's 1997 inauguration c speech 
which, as Esler remarks, was characterized by ' Anger. c- anxiety and apathv three 
svmptoms of the American disease of disconnection in the dying vears of- the t~ent ie th-  
century'22 These symptoms are also frequently expressed by the characters in Ellis' and 
Coupland's novels who complain that 'There's not a uhole lot to do anymore'", and 
furthermore that 'We're all working We all have jobs but there's something c 
missing'24 So widespread is this mood that the period has been dubbed *the Aqe c of 
Anxiety' by many observers. including Huxley" and McLuhanl'l This anxiety is 
c generally thought to stem from the turbulent societal changes c forged bv the nmnv crises 
that occurred during the 1960's One reason the events that unfolded during c the I%O's 
shocked the American public so badly was that they came after a period of 
unprecedented growth and complacency that had been enjoyed since the end of World 
War I1 Under the leadership of Dwight D Eisenhower, one of the military heroes of-the 
war, America had settled back in the 1950's to enjoy its role as the superpower with an 
optimism most clearly expressed in the baby boom that ensued The post-war boom 
meant that the average American's personal income rose by 2 9 P b  between 1930 and 
7 1 ,  - Malcolm Bradbun. and Sigmund Ro. eds.. ( 'ontenzporari* .-~lniericari kiction (London: Ed\\ ard .4rnold 
(Publishers) Ltd.. 1987). 43. 
'I L a m  Elliott. "The Good. the Bad and the Ugl!.: Back to California Dreaming". 7770 (ii(wdiot7 
(Tucsda!.. ?-  29 June. 1999). 22. 
-- G a i n  Esler. 7he nited State.\. of .-lt7per: The Peoplc and thc. . Initlricrrn I h m i  (Ne\\  h'orli and 
London: PengLun Group. 1997). 8. 
-- Bret Easton Ellis. Less 7han Zero (GB: Picador. 1986). 126. 
'-' Douglas Coupland. Girlfriend in a ( 'onza (London: Flamingo. 1998). 78. 
- Aldous H u s h . .  Brave .\'ew Iiiirfii He\*i.sited (London: Flamingo. 1994). 1 19. 
'' Marshal1 McLuhan. 
i99-l). 5. 
- 7  
-i 
i7der.c;tan~linp .\ feeclia; 7he Extet7sion.v c?f' .\ fat7 (Massachusetts: The MIT Press. 
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1955, with the result that by 1954, America. with only 6O0 of the world3 population, 
owned 60?/O of the world's cars. 58O0 of the telephones and 3500 of the radios'- These 
vears also witnessed the explosive growth of television as a social force. for although 
public television services began L in the US in 19-39. it i s  1954 - the first vear that over 
ha:f of the country's households owned television sets - that is generallc. pinpointed as 
constituting the start of the media-dominated society28 
The 1950's also heralded the emergence of many other kev elements of modern 
American postwar culture the first ILlcDonalds was opened in 1955. the same year as 
Disneyland. while the first fully enclosed mall followed a year later?" Linder this keneer 
of prosperity, however, many Americans lived in a state of constant anxiety, partly 
attributable to mounting pressure from communist forces with which they were engaged c c  
both in the Cold War and in Korea As a journalist of the time observed, .Americans 
%ere 'Confident to the verge of complacency about the perfectibility of American 
society, anxious to the point of paranoia about the threat of communism*'(' In  spite of 
these worries, however. the 1950's remain for many the focus of' nostalgia for values 
such as stable community and family bonds that appear to be missing today Jameson 
describes the era as representing 'The privileged lost object of desire - not merely the 
stability and prosperity of'a pax Americana, but also the first naive innocence of the 
counter-cultural impulses of early rock-and-roll and youth gangs' ("Postmodernism", 
67). DeLillo's huge end-of-century retrospective (hderwr/d" represents precisely 
such an attempt to revisit the more innocent days of the 1950's, a period before 
'Paranoia replaced history in American life'" and the post-war unity and optimism nas  
lost forever An understanding of the changes that occurred during the 19503 is thus a 
6 
usefill starting-point for an examination of contemporary society, for this decade not 
only saw the emergence of a culture dominated bv consumerism and the mass media. 
but also represents for Americans the bastion of many lost values and traditions 
The 1960’s are generally regarded as constituting L thtj turning-point c in recent 
.American history. representins a radical break between the relatively straight-fomard c 
life that preceded them and the widespread turbulence and chaos which many believe 
define the closing decades of the tuentieth-century Nothing. according c to Bradburv, 
marked the turn from the ’tranquilized’ 1950’s more clearly than the election. in 1%0, 
of John F Kennedy to the Presidency” The new President-s eloquence mirrored an 
optimism among many young Americans that the time had come for the old order to 
L give way to a more liberal mode of government Indeed one of the lastin2 c c  legacies of 
the early 1960’s was this idea that one could go out and challenge c the powers that be a 
mentality that never existed among the Cold War generation Counter-cultural and anti- 
war groups began to emerge in the various universities, and the Civil Rights movement 
began to hope that equality would soon spread to all sectors of society This dream ecen 
appeared to be on the verge of fulfillment when, having witnessed the President’s 
support for James Meredith, the first African-American student to attend the l l n i c  ersitv 
of Mississippi in 1962, more than two-hundred-and-fifty thousand people gathered to 
hear Martin Luther King‘s ‘I Have a Dream’ speech in June 1963 This optimism was 
short-lived, however There is no doubt that the assassination of President Kennedy, on 
22 November 1963, is one of the seminal events of twentieth-century American history 
One contemporary journalist wrote that for many people the assassination represented a 
turning point ‘The end of a time of hope, the beginning of a time of troubles’” In 
I,ihm, DeLillo, who often writes about the effect the assassination had on him 
personally, describes it as ‘The seven seconds that broke the back of the .4merican 
century’3h, filrther explaining its legacy in an interview ’ I  think we’ve all come to feel 
i i  Malcolm Bradbun. The .1foClem Inirncnn \To\~el (Ne\! York and Ovford Olford U n n  ersit! Press. 
Norton et al. 991 Race \+as not the onl! issue being addressed at this tme. for nori1cn.s rights groups 
Godfre! Hodgson Quoted in Norton et al. 989 
1983). 156 
11 ere equall! militant and actn e 
’ Don DeLillo, Lrhrn (Ne\$ York Penguin Books USA Inc. 1991 ). 181 
3 1  
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that Khat's been missing over these past twenty-five vears is the sense of a manageable c 
reality Much of that feeling can be traced to that one moment in Dallas We seem much 
more aware of elements like randomness and ambiguity and chaos since then'37 In 
similar terms, Engelhardt expresses the sense of a n  ending c that permeated the days 
surrounding c Kennedv's death ' In  its senselessness. that assassination had cut short 
narrative possibilities as if "The End" had quite unexpectedly appeared on every 
screen in the I ts deep roots within the American psvche are apparent in the 
almost unilateral recollection of the day's events 
Tragic though the death of the President was, however, it is important to 
remember that his was only one of a number of violent murders that took place over the 
next feN years, as sections of the Civil Rights movement veered out of control A n  early 
irictim %as Malcolm X, chief spokesman for the Black Muslims. who was  assassinated 
in 1965 by some of his own followers who were angry at the apparent softening ot' his 
hostility towards the white race 1964 was the first of the 'long hot summers' ot' race 
riots that erupted in various cities across the country, including the Los Angeles ghetto 
of Watts (in which thirty-four people were killed in August 1965). and in Newark and 
Detroit (in which twent\;-six and forty-three people respectively lost their lives 
following street battles between African- Americans and the security forces during a 
particularly violent week in Julv \967)30 The civil unrest reached its boi\ing point in 
1968, a year that for many historians represents the 'pkotal dividing-line of postwar 
years"O Two prominent and popular leaders were murdered In April, Martin Luther 
King's assassination led to rioting in one-hundred-and-sixty-eight cities and towns, two  
months later, Robert Kennedy, younger brother of the President, was also shot dead" 
American internal affairs had thus reached crisis proportions by the end of the decade 
8 
1968 was also the \.ear in which America’s position as a world power was 
seriously challenged and undermined The first shock was the capture of the USS 
Pueblo. a navy intelligence c ship. by the North Koreans in January. and the remanding of 
her creu of eighty-two until the following December” Almost simultaneously came 
what was to be known as the ’Tet Offensive‘ in Yietnam, when 1.ietconq c and North 
Vietnamese troops surprised the American army by sweeping across South Vietnam 
during Tet, the Vietnamese holiday of the lunar new vear. capturing c many procincial 
capitals4’ Although c the Americans subsequently retook much of what was gained. the 
incident hinted for first time that victory was not guaranteed Meanwhile American 
casualties were climbing - figures revealed that more American soldiers had been killed 
in the first six months of 1968 than in all of 1967 by July 1968, total American 
fatalities had surpassed thirty thousand When CBS anchorman. Waiter (’ronkite. 
formerly a supporter of the war, returned from a trip to Vietnam and announced on air 
that the war was ‘mired in stalemate’, President Johnson knew the time had come to 
pull out his troops, an operation that began in March of that yeard4 The psychological c 
effects of this defeat were both profound and long lasting By the earlv 1990’s. some 
sixty thousand war veterans had committed suicide (more than the fifty-eight c thousand 
who lost their lives during the war itself’), while countless others exhibited symptoms 
of post-traumatic stress disorder“ The slow psychological recovery is also revealed in 
President Bush’s declaration that the 1991 victory over Iraq was a chance for 
Americans to finally put the past behind them ’By God we’ve kicked the Vietnam 
syndrome for once and for all’4” Whether the mounting pressure from both internal and 
external forces could really have changed the fabric of American life will never be 
known, for just as the civil unrest reached its crest the American people, sickened and 
terrified by the iiolence and brutal assassinations, elected the Republican, Richard 
” Ibid. 1006 
“ Ibid. 969 
Engelhardt. 213 
’’ Norton et al. 9734  




Nixon, to be their President, a move that heralded the return of the old political. social 
and cultural conservatism that many historians believe remains dominant even today 
The representation of 1968 as the point of division betbeen two very dit'f'erent 
American societies - one characterized by hope and self-belief, the other by despair and 
apathy - remains a dominant motif in the imaginations c of many Americans I t  i s  
dramatized in the figure of Buck! Wunderlick. the protagonist L of DeLi1lo.s ( h ~  ./o w.\
S v t ' e f ,  who i s  described as standing at the crossroads between murder and suicide - a 
metaphor, according to DeCurtis, for the movement of American society from the 
political upheavals and turmoil of the late 1960's to the dreadful cynicism. deep 
alienation, and desperate privatism of the 1 9 7 0 ' ~ ~ ~  Certainly there nere concrete 
reasons for the pessimism expressed during this period Economicallc.. the countnr was 
hit by a worldwide recession, the worst since the Great Depression of the I 0 - 3 0 ' ~  
'Inflation reached unprecedented heights, unemployment swelled, productivity declined 
and the economy entered a period of stagnation"" Tough though this economic reality 
might have been, historians generally agree that the deepest scars were psychological. c 
for the recession clearly heralded the end of the abundance and optimism that had 
characterized American society since the end of World War I1 The prevalent feeling c - 
and one that, according to Hobsbawm, still lingers today - was that society no longer c 
kneb which direction to go 'The history of the twenty - <  years after l97-3 is that of a 
world which lost its bearings and slid into instability and crisis';" The forced 
resignation of President Nixon in the aftermath of the Watergate scandal in 1974 was 
for many the last straw 'Battered by over a decade of turmoil, many Americans ceased 
to believe in any version of the .4merican dream''' Bearing in mind that many of the 
characters who populate the novels of Ellis and Coupland - as well, of course, as the 
1- 
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Don DeLillo. Great Jones Sitreet (Neu York and London The Penguin Group. 1994) (orig pub 107?) 
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two authors themselves - here just about old enough to remember these events, the 
apathv and disinterest they display towards mainstream life is hardly surprising c 
After the scandal surrounding Nixon’s resignation c and his succession bv two 
c generally colourless and ineffectual Presidents, Ford and Carter, the elect ion of Ronald 
Reagan c in 1981 constituted. as one of his advizers observed ‘ A  yearning for 
leadership (for) an authority figure c who can take charge, return a sense of 
discipline to our government, and manifest the will-power needed to L get this country 
back on track’’ Reagan enioved - -  the most auspicious start possible to his Presidency 
uhen his inauguration was shortly foIlo\ied by the release of fiftytwo American 
hostages who had been held in Tehran for over a year” ,4 very visible manifestation of 
the nation‘s sense of impotence and frustration was thus abolished Reagan c also 
managed to stem and eventually turn the tide of the recession that held America in its 
c qrip at the time although unemployment peaked at 10’0 in 1982. it had dropped to 
7 1O% by 1984“ More importantly still, by making a clear stand against the Russians, 
not only with strong words but also with a large military build-up, Reagan c re-instilled in 
Americans a pride that had been lacking in recent years His stand against c abortion and 
belief that America should return to traditional pre-1960’s values, such as familv and 
organized religion, also reczived widespread support 
There was undoubtedly much to criticize about Reagan’s presidency even before 
he became implicated in the Iran-Contra scandal Society was becoming c increasingik 
polarized due to his economic reforms, while escalating social problems among the 
poorer and more marginalized sectors of the community (the AIDS virus first appeared 
in the US in 1981) were being ignored in favour of a rise in military spending (for his 
Strategic Defense Initiative. for example) Even cynics could not deny his popularity. 
however The dissident writer, Hunter S Thompson, is among those who nere forced to 
admit that Reagan was astounding even his most determined critics W e  have all come 
to live with the fact that Ronald Reagan is more popular now than John Wayne ever 
’’ Quoted in Chafe. 469. 
Norton et al. 1023. 
Ibid. 1025. 
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dreamed of being”’ The work ethic encouraged by Reagan as a means for Americans 
to move forward from recent hardships is credited with fostering c the c greed and 
materialism that are often cited as the defining characteristics of the 1980*s Thompson 
was among those who expressed disgust at what  they sau around then1 ’Huge brains, 
small necks, weak pulses and fat wallets - these are the dominant phvsical 
characteristics of the ‘80’s The Generation of Swine’”’ The extent of the moral 
degradation that went hand-in-hand with such a whole-hearted focus on the 
accumulation of wealth and consumer goods is the subject of nobels such as U’olfe’s 
7he H 0 1 1 f i t v  O f  the Lbtiities-’ and Ellis’ . 4 r ? i c w c m i  /’.’;)rho. which I will be discussing c in 
a later chapter The reality, however, is that the majority of Americans were enioving - .  c
the fruits of their labours, as demonstrated in ever-increasing c sales of a vast range c of 
new electronic goods” What is interesting about many of Reagan’s supporters 
bearing in mind that in his re-election of 1984, he captured all but the home-state of his 
opponent, Walter Mondale”’ - is that many ofthem must have been comerts from the 
countercultural movements of the late 1960’s and early 19703 This sacrifice of 
ideology in favour of the material rewards offered by Reagan’s economic policies is but 
one of the themes addressed by Pvnchon in l h ~ / m d  ‘First thing c all new hires found 
out was that their hair kept getting in the way of work Some cut it short. some tied it  
back Their once ethereal girlfriends were busing dishes or cocktail-waitressing””’ c 
The reason so many ex-hippies entered into mainstream life can perhaps be attributed to 
the soul-destroying cynicism that stemmed from the many crises discussed above The 
extent to which some former protestors embraced official politics, incidentally, reaches 
its nexus with the 1992 election of Bill Clinton, the first baby-boomer to be nominated 
by a major party, who had opposed the Vietnam War during his student days in  the 
- 
.. 
5 \  Hunter S. Thompson. Generation of ,Vwine: 7nle.c of ’  Shanw and 1)epradatron 111 thc Mi ‘.Y (London: 
Picador. 1988). 14 1. 
ik Ibid. 27. 
’ Tom Wolfe. 7he Bonfire o f  the i irnitir.c (London: Picador. 1990) (orig. pub. 1087). 
Sales of personal computers rose from tn.0 million in 1 ~ )  to fort>.-fi\.c million in I W X :  n ~ i i l c  tlie 
number of \.ideos being rented increased from tvcnt! -six million in 1980 to three-hundred-and-four 
million in 1983. Norton et al. 1053. 
” Ibid. 1039. 
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1960's and even pulled strings c- to avoid being drafted"'. This is but one piece of 
irrehtable evidence that the C i d  Rights and countercultural movements. 1% hich 
inspired such optimism at the start of the 19603, were well and truly assimilated into 
the mainstream by the 1990's 
If the ex-hippies of the baby boonier generation achieLed some measure of 
comfort by surrounding themselves u i t h  visible reminders of their success i n  the shape 
of designer clothes and the most up-to-date technical equipment, their children 
\*ariously denoted the Baby Busters, the Lost Generation or Generation X"' - hoid the 
dubious honour of being the first generation in '4merican history who cannot evpect to 
do better than their parents a presumption, according to Esler, that had once amounted 
to a kind of Creed among the middle classes (9)  .4dvances in technology c - and an 
increasingly less stable economy meant the end of the 'job-for-life' that had been the 
preserve oftheir ancestors It is telling that the largest c private employer in the I 'S  at the 
beginning i of the 1990's was not General Motors but Manpower Inc a temporary 
agency c The fact that two-thirds of the new jobs created in 1992 here temporarc, and 
thus without pension rights or job security . is certainly one reason for the aimless 
drifting and lack of direction displayed by many of the young characters w h o  will be 
examined later on The poinr is that this generation. which constitutes the main focus of 
this thesis, is a product of the many historical episodes examined aboke Their 
obsession with commodities and the messages of the mass media has its roots not onl\- 
in the post-war boom of the Eisenhower years, during which consumerism and the mass 
media emerged onto the scene as dominant social forces, but also of the materialist 
Reagan years, when many of their parents surrounded themselves with their possessions 
in a bid to insulate themselves from the horrors of the recent past This use of' 
commodities as a source of security is demonstrated both by Mucho Maas, in Pynchon's 
7he ('r-jwig @ot 4Y 'She suspected the disc jockey spot was a way of letting the 
Top 200, and even the news copy that came jabbering out of the machine be a buffer 
0 3  . 
Norton et al. 1074 f l  
'' Bret Easton Ellis. "The Tvenh somethngs Adrift in a Pop Landscape" 71w Itw 1 orL 7 / n r c \  (Sundaj. 
2 December. 1990). H1. H37 
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between him and that lot’‘’4, and by the Gladney parents, in DeLillo’s M h t c  No/.w, who 
describe the sense of satisfaction they derive fiom shopping ‘ I t  seemed to me that 
Babette and I. in the mass and variety of our purchases in the sense of replenishment 
me felt, the sense of uell-being the security and contentment these products brought c to 
some snug home in our souls’‘’5 Given that many of the new developments in 
technology and science have changed the nature of the world so radicallv - the concepts 
of time and space have arguably been undermined by inventions such as the Internet - 
manv of the younger L. generation are suffused by an anxious awareness that the world is 
uncharted territory through c which they must journey with little or- no historical 
precedent to guide them 
The apathy and refbsal to participate in mainstream societv expressed bv nianv 
young characters can also be attributed to some of the political dekrelopnients they 
would have witnessed when they were children. Some of the students in Ellis’ /hc 
R I I / ~ S  of Attractiorz claim to have been as adversely affected bv the assassination of 
President Kennedy as any of the older generation who were actuallv a1iL.e when it  
happened ‘John F Kennedv did it our mothers were pregnant with us hhen we I 
mean, he was blown away in ’64 and that whole incident screwedthinqsup’OO c The 
lack of regard for historical accuracy here is in sharp contrast to the photographic 
memories of many of those who ‘witnessed’ the assassination. Perhaps more persuasive 
is Rushkoff s argument that because the first President that his generation remembered 
was Nixon, who was forced to resign in disgrace - in sharp contrast to Eisenhower. the 
venerated military hero - it is impossible for them to regard authority figures as valid or 
even as constituting anything they need to rebel againstfI7 Generally they simply ignore 
them, or like Ellis’ students undermine their importance by disregarding c historical 
accuracy. It is an understanding of this attitude, fostered by many turbulent decades of 
American history, which resolves the paradox with which I began this section of the 
Thomas 
Bret Easton Ellis. The Rules of.-Ittmction (GB: Picador. 1988). 30. 
Douglas Rushkoff in an inten.iev n i th  Michael 0kLi-u. ”Generation X Commentator“. ( ‘nhlo \ ~ O M , S  
nchon The ( ’ y ~ i n p  of’Z,ot 4Y (GB: Picador. 1979). 9. h 3 
’’ Don DeLillo. IjThite .\’oise (London: Picador. 1986). 20.  
66 
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introduction Clearly the reason that so many Americans experience the 'anger, anxiety 
and apathy' that characterizes the dying years of the twentieth-century is quite simply 
that having c witnessed the destruction of so many facets of the traditional Anierican 
dream - Presidents have been disyraced, progress through hard uorl, is no longer c 
L guaranteed. and ideology has been sacrificed to the forces of consumerism and the mass 
media - many - -  young CI Americans have lost their u a y  and are floundering c The frequency 
with which this sense of aimlessness and disappointment at the way  in wh ich  life has 
unfolded is depicted in the literature of the period - in h I m o t * i c . \  o f  iiw h t d  
.;1dniiiiistmtioii ( 1992). for example, Updike's narrator complains 'We had u orn l o ~ e  
beads and smoked dope, we had danced nude and shat on the flag. u e  had bombed 
Hanoi and landed on the moon, and still the sky remained unimpressed'"s further 
testifies to its prevalence 
,4n important point to remember in relation to these recent historical eLents is 
that they encompass a great number of radical social and cultural changes L that came to 
pass over a very short period of time Within four decades, many of the institutions on 
which society had grown dependent - family. organized religion, c and so on - appear to 
have crumbled or at least sut'fered a major setback, while advances in technology c. habe 
c- greatly multiplied the ideas and images we are supposed to assimilate One statistic 
indicates that in only one hour's television viewing. one is likely to experience more 
images than a member of a non-industrial society would do in a lifetime"" The resulting 
sense of confusion is thus a natural result, according to RushkofT, of the fact that 
without having migrated an inch, we have nonetheless traveled further than any 
3 veneration in history" When people face what nothing c in their past has prepared them 
for. a natural reaction, as Hobsbawm explains, is to grope for words to name the 
unknown, even when they can neither define nor understand it The keyword 'post' is 
commonly used to mark out the mental territory of twentieth-centurq life?', its many 
John Updike. .\leeniories of' the Forcl .-1 hiiI?i.\.tmtion (New York and London: The Penguin Group. 
John Fiske. Quoted in Webster. 177. 
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variations including ’post-industrialism‘ -. ‘post-fordism‘ 73T  and even .post-historic’74 
Although c each of these terms - and many more like them - refer to the same growth of 
industrial and technological forces operating c to shape and mould contemporan societv. 
it is yet another term, ‘ postmodernism’. that has captured the intellectual imagination 
and is most widely used to denote a number of phenomena generallv hailed as 
characterizing the contemporary M orld Before discussing its most important aspects as 
they apply to both sociological and aesthetic life, 1 will look briefl\r at the historical and 
social conditions out of which postmodernism emerged 
The term ‘postmodernism’ was probably first used in 19-39 bv Arnold Towbee 
who suggests, in A Sfiidy * .  of H i s f o y ,  that the modern period came to an end durinq c 
World War I and that postmodernism began to articulate and shape itself in the inter- 
bar  years The term, characterized from its inception by ambiguitv, c -  hoLered around 
the edqes L of sociological arguments v and ‘end of ideology’ debates in the I95O‘s until i t  
was centralized by theorists who wanted to articulate the prevalent mood of 
dissatisfaction One symptom of this mood, according to Jameson, was a widespread 
-inverted millenarianism’, in which premonitions of the future, catastrophic or 
redemptive, have been replaced by the sense of an end of various things - the end of 
history, ideology, culture, and so on - all of which constitute what is increasinglv called 
postmodernism (“Postmodernism“, 53) Postmodern theory is based on the hypothesis 
that there was a radical break in society, generally thought to have occurred in the late 
1950‘s and early 1960’s Jameson sites the economic preparation for postmodernism. or 
‘late capitalism’ as he also calls it, in the 1950’s when the end of the wartime shortages 
71 
of consumer goods meant that new products and technologies could be pioneered”’ 
More important than this, however, was the psychic break that manv theorists associate 
- -  
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with the 1960's. One common opinion is that postmodernism began c- as a reaction 
against c the institutionalization of modernism in universities, museums and concert halls 
This entrenchment. according to Jameson. was felt to be oppressive by the c generation 
that came of age in the 1960's and tried to create some breathing c space for itself bin 
repudiating modernist  value^'^ Latimer similarly attributes this repudiation of authorit!! 
to ' A  collective mid-life crisis of the Yietnam War generation of graduate students 
permanently traumatized by mendacious authoritv figures and their death dealing c 
abstractions'78 The need for a neu system of values came to a head during c the 
tumultuous vear of 1968 I have already discussed 1968 as a seminal year in t e r m  of 
the history of the United States The year was also one of social unrest in  Europe. 
particularly in France, where it witnessed a series of student revolutions that %ere to 
have long-lasting effects Lyotard was himself involved in a protest at hanterre 
University that began on the twenty-second of March 1968 in protest against c a proposed 
reduction in university places Another focus of the protest was the a f fha t ion  of' the 
rights c of students to openly express their political views" What was most reniarhable 
about the events of 1968. according to Lyotard, was the anger displaved bv the students 
who regarded themselves not as free but as subject to the repressive strictures of' a 
pervasive bureaucracy"' Technically, students and intellectuals failed to lead a political 
revolution in 1968 Having expressed their anger, however, they were unable to return 
to how they were and began to look for alternatives One solution that quicklv - c  gained 
momentum was the abandonment of modernity and all of its repressive structures 1 will 
discuss the dismantling of metanarratives and the collapsing of hierarchies and other 
traditional differentiations associated with modernism later First, however, 1 want to 
mention briefly some of the other emerging phenomena that influenced the rise of 
post moderni sm 
- -  
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Despite its connection to the student rebellions in Europe, postmodernism is 
c generally regarded as a predominantlv American phenomenon Bertens claims that 
historically postmodernism was being c discussed in America long c before anywhere else 
in the Western World ‘Postmodernism was for a long time an euclusibeelv American 
affair‘ 81 Hall even ventures that the eventual popularity of the concept of 
postmodernism in other countries was a symptom of the c general ‘Americanization’ of 
the developed world ’(Postmodernism is) about horn the world dreams itself‘ to be 
American’” Certainly America is usually hailed as the bastion of postmodernist kralues 
Baudrillard, for example. describes the country as ‘The lyrical nature of pure 
circulation A c qiant hologram Utopia achieved’8’ One interestins tact about 
postmodernism in America is that it can be closely tied to some of the other social 
developments detailed in my discussion about American history, most siqnificantlb c to 
the rise of consumerism and the mass media as dominant forces As was mentioned 
above, Jameson is adamant that postmodernism can best be explained as a development 
within the later stages of capitalism and that its roots can be traced back to the consumer 
society of the 1950’s He even c goes so far as to claim that it is their respective positions 
within capitalism that constitutes the hndamental differences between modernism and 
postmodernism ‘Even if all the constitutive features of postmodernism were identical 
and continuous with those of an older modernism the two phenomena would still 
remain utterly distinct in their meaning and social function, owing c to the verv different 
positioning of postmodernism in the economic system of late capital’ 
(“Postmodernism”, 55) Jameson is not alone in his connection of capitalism and 
postmodernism. Springer also associates postmodernism with the rise of multinational 
corporations who began to control the world’s economic and cultural svstems after the 
war, with the result that the driving force behind social organization became the 
perpetual consumption of goods*‘ Brooker agrees that postmodernism has come to be 
Hans Bertens. ”Postmodern Culture( s)“. From Edrnund J .  Sm!.th. ed.. /’o.stt,roL/c~rii/.st~r NIR/ X i  
(’o~iteiizpornr\, Fiction (London: B.T. Batsford Ltd.. 199 1 ). 123. 
” Quoted in Ross. ed.. xii. 
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identified with the postwar period of late capitalism. although c he places his emphasis on 
the repressive nature of the expanding state and business bureaucracies, and their efyects 
on the individual psvche: ..411ied to changes in the modes and periods ofemplovment, 
patterns of consumption, the use and effects of global information and media netuorks, 
this neu phase of technological and capitalist development has induced a crisis of 
representation and sub-jectivity*8’ Apathy and paranoia are but two manifestations of 
this crisis - symptoms clearly demonstrated by many of the fictional characters uho  
uili be discussed belou. 
Like every other contemporary social phenomenon, postmodernism also has 
close links to the emergence of the mass media - television in particular -- as a dominant 
force The endless stream of images with which television bombards the world is 
arguably the main cause of the implosion of distinctions between catesories such as 
reality and representation. high and low culture, and so on, which is generallv regarded 
as a defining characteristic of postmodernism As Brooker obserces Postmodern 
communication technologies. principally television flood the uorld with self- 
i generating, self-mirroring images’. thus rendering all experience thoroughlv eclectic 
and superficial’Xh. Baudrillard, the theorist most associated with this particular area of 
postmodernism, draws on VcLuhan’s theories of the ’implosion of the social’ to 
describe the end of information and meaning in a world so swamped with sounds and 
images ‘We live in a world in which there i s  more and more information, and less and 
less meaning’ (Simir1ncr.n mid S‘imzilatioii, 6) Information is of central importance to 
postmodernism and is even described by one critic as ‘The key to contemporary 
living’87. Its link with television is obvious, for new developments in that medium have 
made information now instantly available all over the globe, its exchange no longer 
restricted by traditional obstacles such as time and space This has had many interesting 
side-effects, including the replacement of historical narrative with multiple 
X T  Peter Brooker. .\ew, I-orl; E’ictions; .\lodernjfi,, f’nstnioileniisin. and the .\‘CM .Z lotlern (Ne\+ York and 
Peter Brooker. .liodeniisnz Posfviodernism (GB: Longman Group Ltd.. 1992). 15 1. 
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interpretations. the subordination of the real by its image or representation, and the 
obliteration of the traditional boundaries between cultural categories. all of M hich I U i l l  
discuss in more detail below 
One final point worth makinr! c about this relationship betfieen postmodernism 
and these forces of consumerism and the mass media is that instead of dismantling c the 
controlling structures, as its origins in the student rebellions of 1968 would seem to 
require, postmodernism is regarded by many theorists as working with,  rather than 
against, c the energies of late capitalism Connor points out that postmodernism is, in fact, 
a helpful ideology G -  for a consumer society captive to the floating L sensations offered by 
the postmodern media of television and advertizing Moreover, the post modernist attack, 
on traditional structures such as family values and organized religion c actiiallc helps to 
undermine the few surviving sources of resistance to the complete domination of media 
and market” Connor may be guilty of overstating c the case here for. regardless of the 
much-hyped attack on such structures, it is by no means clear that their dismantlinq c has 
been affected, a point I will be returnins to later However, the fact remains that 
postmodernism certainly poses no challenge to the supremacy of capitalism Some 
theorists even claim that postmodernism has fallen victim to its own fragmented and 
superficial nature and has itself been ’consumed’ by capitalism ‘Theorv itself is 
--postmodernized”, adapting to the speed, fashions, superficial and fragmentarv nature 
of the contemporary era Theory thus becomes a hypercommodity, geared to sell 
and promote the latest fashions in thought and attitude’”’ The casual way in 
which the theory is discussed by some of Coupland’s young characters - Susan. for 
example, echoes Baudrillard’s simulacrum when she declares that the world is 
comprised of innumerable random images ‘There’s no subconscious underneath to 
generate the images”” - is certainly one indication that ‘postmodernism’ has entered the 
popular vocabulary like many other fleetingly fashionable ‘ in-’ words and phrases 
88 Ste\.en Connor. Po.stmoclernr.st (‘uiture: .-In Introduction t o  7heorre.s c?f’ the ‘ontenrpomq. ( UK : 
Ste\.en Best and Douglas Kellner. Postnzocleni 7’heoq*: ( ’riticnl 1nterro~gLlntron.s ( London: .Macmillan 
Douglas Coupland. .\ ficro.s-et$i (London: Flamingo. 1 996). 44. 
Blacki+,ell Publishers Ltd.. 1997). 45-6. 




In  ,iZIicro.vr~$~. Douglas c Coupland offers a useful metaphor for the ‘notoriously 
slippery concept’” of postmodernism ‘Do you know that if you feed catfish nothing c
but left-over grain mash they endup becoming c white meat filet units with no discernible 
flavours (marine or othemise) of their own3 Thus they become whatewr coatinq c -  vou 
applv to them 
Coupland’s image points to an aspect of postmodernism that troubles many obseners 
They’re the most postmodern creatuires (sic) in the world’ (128) 
namely that each theorist of the postmodern tends to bring hidher political affiliations 
and historical agendas to bear on their theorizing, c with the result that u e  are left ~ i t h  a 
number of inconsistencies and contradictions To give but one example, Janieson’s ( a  
hlamist) belief that postmodernism represents an advanced deLrelopment u i thin 
capitalism (“Postmodernism”. 55), is not consistent with Lyotard‘s claim that 
postmodernism heralds the demise of metanarratives such as capitalism‘”. nor- M it h 
Baudrillard’s insistence that we have left such structures behind us and have entered a 
realm of post-history or hyperreality ( 7hc I / / i ~ s i o t i  o f ’ f h ~ ’  l i d ,  6)  The ambiLsalence that 
characterizes the term ‘postmodernism’ is, of course, part of its appeal for some critics 
Mepham, for example, celebrates its release from the structures of narrow imposed 
meaning which leaves it free to enjoy itself, to have fun””, while Grossberr: c insists that 
its ’beguiling nature’ stems from the fact that it is ‘Such a “readerly term’-, i t  leaves so 
much to the imagination“‘ As this thesis intends to use postmodern theor?, as a tool for 
better understanding the world in which the fictional characters of four specific authors 
are set. however, some sort of working definition of its main characteristics i s  needed. It 
is generally accepted that, by the 1980’s, postmodernism has come to be used in three 
broad senses: as a term to designate the cultural epoch through which we are living - an 
epoch viewed in predominantly apocalyptic terms; as an aesthetic practice, and as a 
development in thought which represents a critique of many modernist or 
Enlightenment discourses”. The next section of this chapter will examine the main 
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coniponents of postmodern theory, relating them both to social changes and to aesthetic 
practices 
Lvotard, as I explained above, defines postmodernism as constituting c the 
abandonment of the grand narratives with which all life was legitimated in the past He 
attributes this decline to postwar technological c developments that undermined and 
overturned many traditional certainties"" The freedom afforded by the abolition of such 
totalizing c structures should. one would think. be welcome In fact the opposite is true. 
for, as psychologist Erich Fromm explains. as well as making c us  independent. freedom 
from traditional structures has isolated us, thus making us anxious and pouerless lhis 0- 
paradox is the subject of many contemporary novels. Pynchon's characters. fbr 
example, often appear to be trying to escape from various c generally malevolent and 
omniscient forces, only to reveal that their real nightmare would be to find themselves 
ignored and abandoned by those very forces. In Yhc ( ' tytig of Loi 49 (first published in 
1966), Oedipa Maas. although tormented by her bombardment with clues to a possible 
conspiracy, i s  much more disturbed when no such clues materialize: 'She could not say 
why exactly, but felt threatened by this absence of even the tnarqinal c trv at 
communication latrines are known for' (47) Her sentiments are echoed bv Tvrone 
Slothrop, in (;rni i t j  '.s R a i / h w ,  vv ho also expresses his preference for a life controlled 
by external forces: 'Either They have put him here for a reason, or he's just here He 
isn't sure that he wouldn't, actually, rather h i w  the reason"'8 In spite of their torment 
at the hands of their oppressors, therefore, Pynchon's characters confirm Fromm's 
theory that a life of independence from such controls is more frightening than the 
actuality of manipulation. In order to ascertain the general reaction to this postmodernist 
dismantling of many traditional metanarratives, I will now look at three of the most 
important structures - history, religion and family - investigating whether or not they 
really have been abandoned and looking at the effects, if any, their absence has had 
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societj. in u h i c h  the grand narrative of history has been dismantled and lefi behind 
Baudrillard’s explanation is that life has been accelerated to such a degree by recent 
technological c and scientific innovations that we have been propelled to ‘escape 
velocig.., wi th  the result that u e  have ‘Flown free from the referential sphere of the 
real and of history‘ Because developments in the media now bring us images c from 
e\rer\T corner of the world just as soon as the! happen, the concepts of time and space, 
uhich are integral c components of the historical narrative. are imploded ’U’e shall neker- 
know again c- what history was before its exacerbation into the technical perfection of 
news we shall never again knou what anything h a s  before disappearing c into the 
fulfillment of its model’ Baudrillard does not attribute the demise of histon to recent 
developments alone, however Rather he claims that the ease with uh ich  histow uas  
replaced bv its representation, television news, is proof that history was neber anvthing c 
other than a constructed narrative to begin with ‘History itself has always. deep doibrn. 
been an immense simulation model’(’” The reason this model, and other corresponding c 
models such as time, were created in the first place. according c to Rushkof’f: was to 
provide us with a framework within which to structure life ‘Provided a framewxk in 
which unpredictable events could appear less threatening c within an overall “order” of 
things””” Now that the divisions of time and space have been overridden bv inventions 
such as the Internet, however, these structuring models have become untenable 
An important consequence of Baudrillard’s ahistoric world of endless presents, 
in which signs refer not to specific meanings but back to themselves in endless self- 
v generation, is that language itself becomes devalued Given that many postmodernists 
insist that the symbols and images of language are all we have“”, the dismantling of 
language and its relationship between signifiers and signifieds threatens the stability of 
our identities Jameson draws on the Lacanian theory of schizophrenia, which results 
from a breakdown in the signifying chain (the series of signifiers that constitutes an 
utterance or meaning), to describe this effect on the psyche .With the breakdown of the 
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signifying c chain, therefore, the schizophrenic is reduced to an experience of pure 
material Signifiers. or in other uords of a series of pure and unrelated presents in 
A related consequence is that the juxtaposed images of certain art-forms may 
no longer be connected coherentlv - -  by the spectator ' I t  is no longer certain that the 
hea\rily charged and monitow -~ juxtapositions in a Godard film will be put back 
together c by the spectator in the form of a message. let alone the right message ."" There 
is, of course, another possible consequence of this disconnection of language from its 
meaning, L for this freedom from specificit? means that language can constant Iy reinvent 
itself Perhaps the most dramatic example of the potential power of'one of these free- 
floating L linguistic phrases is given in Heller's ('utch-22, which illustrates that it is 
precisely this inability to verify the existence of the phrase 'Catch-22' that renders it 
inviolable. 'Catch-22 did not exist, he was positive of that, but it made no difference 
L+!hat did matter was that everyone thought it existed and that was much worse. for 
there was no object or text to refute, to accuse, criticize, attack, amend, hate, revile, spit 
at, rip to shreds, trample upon or burn up '4 similar power is invested i n  the nianc' 
linguistic c- constructs that dominate Pynchon's novels, and like 'Catch-??'. it is the very 
fact that the existence of V, the Trystero or Them cannot be verified that makes them 
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omnipotent. Moreover lest we think that these all-encompassing w x d s  and phrases 
exist only in fiction, it is worth pointing out that +for the good of the country', Milo 
hlinderbinder's disclaimer for all his actions, is an echo of a phrase frequently used by 
Benjamin Franklin! "" 
Of course, as I have already mentioned, the interesting point about many of the 
linguistic traps that feature in these novels is the belief among the characters that life 
would be much worse without their structuring presence. The instinctive reaction of 
those living in a chaotic, unnarrated world is thus to surround themselves at least with 
the illusion that they are being narrated. One widespread characteristic of contemporary 
living is, accordingly, an obsession with the exhaustive recording of every detail of life 
1 ' I? 
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Coupland’s characters constantl!. engage in this attempt to narrate themseh es even at 
the most inappropriate and intimate moments ’As  I tvpe this in. 1 feel small arms 
around my neck and a kiss on m y  - - c  jugular‘ ( . ~ ~ ~ ~ , I . ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ I ~ # . ~ ~  58) incident all^^. what the 
narrator is being forgiven for in this instance is the almost unforgic.able sin of’ forgetting c 
his one-month anniversary, for these temporal demarcations are extreniel! iniportant in  
an increasingly c -  unstructured w x l d  This obsession w i t  h recording is. of c~)ur-se. otien 
taken to extremes ‘ M y  - c  girlfriend, %as big on anniversaries We celebrated then1 
constantly I t  could be almost anything c the anniversary of the day  ue met or the first 
night L- we slept together It could be a month since then, ten w e e h  or nine lunar  cycles 
- it didn’t seem to matter If this constant use of even the smallest milestones to qi\e 
life some structure is one way in which a sense of history and time is reclaimed. another 
option is an immersion in nostalgia The plethora of recent retrospectiw nocrels and 
movies, Pynchon’s I itielniid and DeLAlo’s ~~iLJC’~u~oi-/cj, for example. cannot really be 
described as historical because what they offer is images. simulacra and pastiches of‘the 
past They are, according to Jameson, ef‘fectivelv a wa\r of dealing c K i t h  ihe fact that 
history has been obliterated ‘‘4 way of satisfying - c  a chemical craving c for historicitv. 
using a product that substitutes for and blocks i t  The overwhelminii c consensus 
among certain theorists of the postmodern is thus that history, as a metanarrative, has 
been dismantled and replaced with various linpuistic constructs designed to cover u p  
if not to f i l l  - the void left in its wake 
- 1 oo 
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The second metanarrative under attack in postmodernism is the famiiv, which, 
as ToMer remarks, has traditionally been the ‘great shock absorber’ of’ society ‘The 
place to which the bruised and battered individua returns after doing battle wi th  the 
world, the one stable point in an increasingly flux-fi led environment Some theorists 
argue that liberation from the stranglehold of the family is a welcome development 
Jameson, for example, hails the attack carried out by Deleuze and Guttari on 
Freudianism, which he describes as ‘-4 reduction and a rewriting of the whole rich and 
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random multiple realities of concrete evervda\* experience into the contained, 
strategically c prelimited terms of the family narrative', as a liberating and positive act"'" 
Other theorists point to statistics that appear to indicate that the family is increasingly c . in 
peril - A  four-hundred-and-nineteen percent increase in illegitimate babies. a 
quadrupling in divorce rates, a tripling of the percentage c of children h i n g  L in single- c 
parent homes Coincident with this weakening c of the family is the increase of' its 
fictional representations, mirroring the proliferation of the nostalgia mo\ie as  a 
replacement for history, which u a s  discussed above Goodman points t o  the popularity 
of television series, such as M * A  *S*H and l h c >  Uirltori.,, which of'f'er the c.iebeer a 
*foster community' and a Yoster family' respectively, as a sign that the ban in2  c of'the 
real family has been a popular concern in '4merica since the 1970's"' Goodinan's 
point is reiterated by Lee Rich, one of the producers of 7hc @.tir/toii.s. hho  reasons that 
'The success of this series is because of what is going on in the countn todav, the loss 
of values Many, people see ethical qualities in this family that thec hope to c get back 
to.i12 Given that history is unlikely to reassert itself against its representation bc 
- 110 
television, one could perhaps conclude that the same fate awaits the family 
The fear that the fam.ly as an institution has had its day is, 1 t h ink  
pessimistic and unsupported by actuality Certainly the traditional patriarchal, 
family has been destabilized in much of the Western world It  has general 
o c  e r k  
nuclear 
v been 
replaced, however, by a new model more relevant to contemporary lifestyles Goodman 
explains. for example, that increased work commitments have meant that bhile our 
sense of belonging to a neighbourhood may be weaker, our sense of'belonging to a 
work place is stronger113 This theory is borne out by the replacement of the family- 
oriented television series of the past with dramas centering on various 'families' of 
1, r i  Frederic Jameson. The Political I i7con.vciou.c: .\'arrati\v . 1.y . 1 Social(\, L5,'\-n!holic. . Ic.1 ( U t i :  Mcthucrl 
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law-yers. doctors. and so on A less narrowly defined definition of what constitutes a 
familj- also provides a model for contemporap society, with many people no\\ drawing 
on a network of friends and extended family for support Again. L. this model is reflected 
in telei-ision series, such as br/ctd.\, in uhich the ‘familv’ . c  group is comprised of’ siu 
friends, only two of whom are actually related Although c family. as uill be discussed in  
c greater detail in subsequent chapters, constitutes a central theme for each of the fimr 
authors on whom I will be focusing. it exists primarily in this e\ol\-ed and mutated 
form The family reunion with which Pynchon‘s I itwlutid ends, for example. includes 
not only Prairie’s ancestors. the Becker and Traverse families, and her estranQed c 
parents, Frenesi and Zoyd, but also her newly discovered step-father, Hub Ciates, and 
step-brother, Justin (369) The ranks of the Gladney family, in DeLillo‘s F I h i c ~  ,%‘o/w. 
are similarly swelled by occasional visits and phone-calls from various ex-spouses and 
step-children, including Jack’s ex-wibes Tweedy Browner (85)- Dana Breedloc e ( \+  honi 
he married twice) and Janet Savoq (213), and his dauqhter c Bee (92).  while hick Shafs 
journey into the past in search of his missing father, in I ‘tidmtNot*/d, brinss h i m  into 
contact with multiple families of artists (70), waste specialists ( ISS), baseball t‘anatics 
( 168) and petty criminals (204) hor  is the family unit completely missins from the less 
conventional fiction of Ellis and Coupland Although the biological c familv unit is 
revealed to be seriously flawed and dysfunctional throughout Ellis’ novels. his lost and 
confbsed students continue to huddle together. sometimes going to absurd lengths c to 
fool themselves into believing c that they are not alone ‘ I  didn’t think the surfer was 
talking to anyone, that he was pretending to be talking and that there was no one 
listening at the other end and all I could keep thinking was is it better to pretend to tall\ 
than not to talk at all ( 1 ~ ~ s  7hm Zero, 200) Coupland’s characters go to even v greater 
lengths, merging both family and friendships in an almost claustrophobic bid for 
security. the co-workers in A4icroserfs bring their friendship to a higher level when they 
all move briefly in with the narrator’s family ‘For financial reasons, we have to work at 
Mom and Dad’s place’ ( 1  17), while the six school-friends in G/r/fr/ctd 111 ~i (’ornu 
merge into three couples, before eventually moving into the same house %hen the world 
ends ‘Richard, lodking at all of their lives from a distance, sees the recurring pattern 
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here a pattern in which the five of his friends seem destined always to return to their 
quiet little neighbourhood' (131-2) One conclusion that could be drawn from this 
evidence is that although the traditional patriarchal family may have been destabilized 
bj- the postmodern dismantling c of narratkes. it continues to exist in a n  ewlved form 
and to provide its members with the sense of security and belonging c the\, need to face 
the increasingly c -  chaotic external world In many ibays. the familv is thus stronger c than 
e\.e r before 
Given the human reliance on narratives as a means of structuring c the uorld. it is 
no wonder that the most enduring narrative of all is that which purports to explain all 
aspects of life right from its origins - namely the metanarratie of' religion c The 
dominant position of religion in many cultures is partly attributable to its clairn to 
proLide a blueprint for life 'Bin otherwise chaotic world makes sense because i t  is 
perceived as a plot, narrated by God' The disappearance of this God would. it is feared. 
rob the world of all meaning 'Physical universe becomes a clutter ofdebris. lacking c all 
C ert ai n I v t he o ve r b  he I m i n g transcendence, life becomes an accident of matter - 1  14 
c 
consensus among theorists of the postmodern is that God has indeed disappeared 
Lvotard, for example, declares that 'God has withdrawn from the uorld, abandoning i t  
to the violence and vanity of arts and works' (/ 'ostmohw /wh/c\, 172) Various 
explanations for His disappearance are tendered Baudrillard, as we would expect, 
suggests that, like history, God was only always a construction, erected to save us from 
the knowledge that we exist in a meaningless void 'If something does not exist, you 
have to believe in it Belief i s  not the reflection of existence, it is there for cxi.\tc>ticv, 
just as a language is not a reflection of meaning, but is there in place of meaning' c (7hv 
JI l irsiori  of the Ed, 92). For Baudrillard, therefore, God has not so much disappeared as 
revealed to be a fraud. Other theorists are adamant that there is a more concrete reason 
for the demise of God. Mailer, for example, claims that modern atrocities, often 
committed in the name of God, are the reason religion has been undermined to such an 
! ! -1 Scott Sanders. "P\xchon's Paranoid Histon.". 7iwitieth ('enturi' I,rterature. i.01. 2 I .  no. 2 (Ma! 
1975). 177. The retreat into paranoia. ivluch is one way of ensuring that the w.orld continues to appear to 
be ordered b!. an omnipotent force. i f i l l  be discussed later on in relation to P>.nchon's fiction. 
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extreme .L;ntil churches can offer an explanation for Buchenwald. or Siberia or 
Compelling though . I l C  Hiroshima, they are only - c  giving solace to the unimaginative c 
c 
Illailer's argument may be, O'Connor insists that the dismantling c of religion c is located 
further back in history The characters who populate her novel K/.w Hlood. fbr e\ample. 
imply that the emptiness of the religious c narrative was apparent in the earl\, decades of 
this century ' I  preach there are all kinds of truth. \'our truth and soniebodlp else-s, but 
behind all of them, there's only one truth and that is that there-s no truth' (W>)  The 
retreat into paranoia and superstition illustrated by so manv of PFmchon's and I>eL,iIIo*s 
characters, and the consensus among Ellis' and Coupland's characters that thec are 
living c in a godless universe - one of Coupland's novels i s  called l #  .-3ftw God'' 
uould appear to indicate that the metanarrative of religion c is not Lerv stable in niuch of 
contemporary American fiction 
Once more. as I illustrated above in relation to the family. all is not as it initiallc 
seems for the inexplicable, yet irrefutable, fact is that America continues to be recarded  
as a 'religious country' One visible indication of this is the pra\rers that continue to be 
offered before important sports fixtures and political events'I7 It  is one of the more 
fascinating paradoxes of America, as Bruce remarks, that ' A  large part of the 
population of one of the most advanced and productive industrial economies in the 
world In fact so completely has the 
modernist rationality and secularization of the world been overturned in recent decades 
that one sociologist of religion describes the period from the 1960's to the present as 
one of a third 'Great Awakening' .Yet another of a series of moments in American 
history when spiritual preoccupations intensify and new spiritualities flourish' "' This 
is certainly borne out statistically, for membership of religious congregations L- has almost 
I18 believe that God created the world in six days 
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doubled in the twent\.-fi\?e years after World War 11, increasing from se\ entv-four 
million, in 1946, to one-hundred-and-thirtv-one million, in 1970'") Gi\ en the turbulent 
and often frightening nature of the events that tooh place during this period. i t  i s  
probably, safe to surmize that this return to organized religion c indicated a need for 
c guidance and support among c many of the American people Significantl\. religion also 
became a factor in presidential campaigns, c u i t h  all three candidates in 1 ~ ~ 8 0 .  Reagan, 
Carter and Anderson, declaring their religious c conk ictions Despite initial indications 
that the metanarrative of religion had been destabilized in 4merica, thereti,re. all the 
e\ idence suggests that rumours of its demise have been exaggerated c 
1 2 1  
Much in the same way  as the institution of the famllc. has sur\i\ed i n  
contemporarv society by reinventing itself. so too has religion c had to restructure The 
multiple new religious cults and movements depicted in Pvnchon's I h o h i d  ranqinq c c  
from hative American and African traditions. to oriental martial arts traditions. to 
American transcendentalism, constitute examples of' how L arious religous 
micronarratives have been adopted to replace an all-encompassing metanarratiL e 
Elsewhere, examples abound of religious narratives that have managed t o  sur\ i \e b) 
allviaq - L  themselves with dominant contemporaw social forces The connect ion made b! 
Weber between capitalism and Puritanism'2' is hell known and relekant to the present 
discussion, for consumerism continues to be regarded as a source of transcendence and 
spiritual relief The extract from Miller with which I opened this thesis emphasizes a 
belief that shopping is the cure for all ills, an idea echoed by many fictional characters 
most notably, perhaps, the Gladneys of While hii)i.w who, along with their friend 
Murray Siskind, speak of being spiritually recharged by a \isit to the supermarket 'It 's 
full of psychic data' (37) One of the Gladney daughters, Stefie, unconsciously adopts a 
brand-name, Toyota Celica, as a surprisingly effective mantra 'Beautiful and 
mysterious, gold-shot with looming wonder How could these near-nonsense 
I-'' Norton et al. 936 
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uords, murmured in a child's restless sleep. make me sense a meaning. a presence3' 
( 155) -4s well as investing commodities wi th  this touch of transcendence. consumerisrii 
also supports the growth of organized religion by auakening c in the consumer the belief 
that there can indeed be a spiritual dimension to life 'Consumerism threu a new 
"sacred canopy" over everyday life. promising that the mundane could be instaritlt. 
Unlikely though it might seem, therefore, 
consumerism and religion c apparently continue to be linked as U'eber insisted t het 
u ould 
- 1 2 1  
transformed. even transcended c 
I t  is no L great surprise that the mass media should also plak an important role i n  
the recent religious revival for. along u i t h  consumerism, they dcniinate nearlt CL er\ 
aspect of contemporary social life According c to Hoover, the electronic media ha\ e 
been at the centre of the resurgence of religious and social consciousness since the 
1960's, playing the dual role of shaping the consciousness of the audience and ot' 
convincing the American public that the countq is indeed in the middle ot' a great 
cultural and religious change'24 The appearance of religious programs on the national 
air-ibaves has come to be referred to as 'televangelism' or 'the electronic church' 
Certainly television exposure has brought religious c issues to the forefront Charismatic 
preachers such as Billy Graham and Jesse Jackson have enjoyed increased popularity 
through their extensive use of the mass media as a pulpit from which to preach The 
1994 appointment of the first network-level religious affairs reporter by AB(' is further 
confirmation that religion has become an important part of American life'" There is. 
however, a feeling among many observers that television is devaluing, rather than 
promoting, religious dogma This is perhaps attributable to the fact that the medium of' 
television, as Baudrillard illustrates, is essentially anti-mediatory and intransitive, and 
that all messages transmitted through the medium are thus negated even as they are 
"' Graham Murdock. "The Re-Enchantment of the World: Religion and the Transfor~iialio~is of 
Modernit1 .-. From Stewart M. Hooi.er and b u t  Lundb) . eds.. Rethinking .\ledi(~ I ~ c ~ l i g i o n  rrml ( 'ultirrc 
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being broadcastI2" Another factor is. of course. the high c cost of airtime which means 
that the content of religious programs c- is generally tailored to suit the convictions of its 
sponsors or. in the case of cable. its paving - c  customers This rewiting c of the religious c 
message ' In  practice, the paid-time religious broadcasters ha\ e subtk rekersed these 
earlv principles of the Christian faith uhatever evokes a popular response is seen as an 
indication of the truth of the message and of God3 blessing c . is a shocking evariiple 
of the reduction of everythinr! c- to the status of a commodity or package c fo r  bhich the 
consumerist and media-dominated society of the present is renobned''s I'nlike the 
metanarrative of the family therefore, religion, c although c surviving L as a source cjt' hope 
and comfort for many, is c generallv thought c to have become cheapened by the \'er\- 
forces on which its resurgence seemed to be based 
. 
The dismantling of traditional v grand narratives is, as 1 have illustrated. a central 
concern of postmodern theory I t  is also an extremely problematic area. not least 
because although some metanarratives have indeed been undermined t he1 ha\ e 
managed to reestablish themselves in newer and more enduring c forms One trap into 
uhich  some theorists appear to fall is their failure to recognize that their own theorizing c
must also be regarded as fa1l:ble and temporary Lvotard's absolute rejection of the 
metanarrative, for example, can itself be regarded as a totalizinq c discourse'"' The 
dualistic choice between one metanarrative and a series of micronarratives offered by 
some theorists is strongly criticized by Eagleton as constituting the very opposite to 
u hat postmodernism purports to offer 'This all-or-nothingness i l l  befTits a supposedly 
non-binary theory What if there are a plurality of metanarratives?. ( U7c I / / i ~ s ~ o m  f 
Postmodemism, 1 10) This last remark points to an integral component of 
postmodernism, namely the concept of multiplicity, for postmodernism is not at all an 
attack on the narrative per se, but rather on the idea that there exists one 
, -e\  
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unc ha1 1 enqeab c 1 e. a1 1- enco mpas si ng narrative As Eag 1 et o n eup I a i n s U! hat 
postmodernism rehses is not history but Histon. - the idea that there is an entit\ called 
history possessed of an imminent meaning c and purpose which is stealthily unfolding 
around us e\ en as we speak‘ ( 7hc)  I / / i ~ v o i ~ \  o f  J’o.\tniocjc’i‘iii\ni, 3 0 )  Alt holliJi 
postmodernism rejects the idea that our lives are structured bc. a single L C  grand narratiLe, 
therefore, it celebrates the fact that our world i s  dominated more than ecer before bv a 
veritable explosion of sounds. images and multiple micronarratives .As Brooks puts i t  
‘U’e still live today in the age of narratke plots, consuming c a\ idlv tele\ ision serials 
and daily comic strips, creating and demanding L narrative in the presentation of persons 
and news events and sports contests One of the most enduring c of recent narratiLes 
has been the privileging of self, which c grew out ofthe n e d v  found freedoin eriloved b\ 
the youth culture since the 1950’s One of the consequences of this c glorification ot’selt’ 
has been the creation of what Applevard calls ‘the cosmetic society’, in b h i c h  clothes, 
makeup and, above all, the cultivation of the body i s  privileged’ c U This increasins 
preoccupation with surfaces constitutes another central component of postmoderni sin 
and will now be discussed in more detail 
9 1 3 0  
Oscar Wilde’s remark that ‘ I t  i s  only shallow people who do not judse bc. 
appearances The mystery of the world is the visible, riot the invisible could bell be 
adopted as a mantra by many of the young characters in the fiction of’ Ellis and 
Coupland, obsessed as they are with outward appearances Their insistence on defining 
each other in terms of the brand-names they are displaying ‘He-s wearing a linen suit 
by Canali Milano, a cotton shirt by Ike Behar, a silk tie by Bill Blass and cap-toed 
leather lace-ups from Brooks Brothers’ ( A n w i c m  Psycho, 30), A Tricia 
Vixon Dress - that’s so cool , i s  part of a wider tendency within postmodernism to 
privilege surface over depth Indeed the contention of some theorists is that depth is 
simply not a feature of a world defined by its superficiality and flatness Baudrillard, for 
example, claims that the psychological depth explored and analyzed by Freud in the late 
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nineteenth and twentieth centuries no longer c characterizes late twentieth centurv human 
beings. because postmodern humans experience themselves as surface phenomena 
ujthout depth’ and their interactions with each other as occurring c without distance ‘As 
ifall life were reduced to the immediacy and flat surface ofthe computer or television 
screen .‘’‘ I will be returning to the complicity of the forces of consumerism and the 
mass media in the creation of such an image-ridden society in a later section of this 
introductory chapter Before leaving the subject of the superficiality of contemporan: 
life, however. it i s  interesting to see that Baudrillard is himself accused bt. some critics 
of falling victim to the world of surfaces about which he theorizes Rest and Kellncr 
complain that his theories lack depth themselves and are more like adbertizing slogans 
than profound conceptualizations, giving *Little precise analvsis. evpl icat ion, or 
illustration’ Baudrillard’s comments about American societv are dismissed because 
thev fail to really see the problems defining contemporary life there ‘Baudrillard speeds 
through the desert of America and merely sees signs c floating by He looks at Keaqan c o n  
television and sees only his smile. He hangs out in southern California and concludes 
that the United States is a realized utopia. He fails to see, however, the homeless, the 
poor. . . ’  (138). Given that Resgan is an ex-actor who was elected to the Presidency 
mainly on the basis of the image he portrayed, it is possible that Best and Kellner are 
slightly missing the point here Certainly social problems do abound in America. as thev 
do everywhere else However, the focus of interest for theorists such as Baudrillard lies 
in the endless proliferation of the signs and images of consumerism and the mass media 
that swamp society and constitute a major part of contemporary cultural life 
Once again, consumerism and the mass media emerge as dominant players in 
the above, as in every other, aspect of contemporary life discussed so far Before 
proceeding to a detailed examination of these forces, there is one final aspect of 
postmodernism that merits a mention the general collapse of boundaries between 
previously distinct categories. Jameson emphasizes the obliteration of distinctions 
between high and low art forms that has led to the postmodern fascination with the 
‘Whole “degraded” landscape of schlock and kitsch, of television series and ~(LYICIC’I’ ’s 
! 7-1 Quoted in Springer. Elecrro/iic L7ro.{. 43 
1)1gt>.st culture. of advertizinrr L and motels, of the late show and c grade-B Hollvwood 
film’ The result of this mixing of genres is that commercial culture is no longer c 
quoted’ and parodied in Joycean fashion but incorporated directly into postmoder-n art 
(-.Postmodernism”. 55)  Poster points to the media as an important source of this 
dismantling of divisions, for the!. mix audiences norm all!^ kept separate in the course of 
daily life ‘Electronic media blur the lines betLzeen institutionall\ structured subgroups’ 
(4.1) This example has close links with hlcluhan’s prophecy that technoloqical c 
innovations would eventually implode structures such as time and space and t u r n  t he 
uhole uorld into a ‘global village’, with each part of it instantlv accessible to an)  other 
.The new electronic interdependence recreates the world in the image of’ a c global 
This argument is carried to its extreme by Baudrillard uho  claims that village 
electronics hace done no less than disestablish the boundaries between the real and its 
representation or image, for as information begins to circulate at the speed ot’ light, i t  is 
no longer possible to tell them apart He cites the Polaroid camera. which  produces an 
immediate image of the subject thus allowing the real and its representation to co-elist 
almost simultaneously. as one example where the boundaries betueen them are 
collapsed (Anwrcn,  37) Of course as far as Baudrillard is concerned. the ‘real’ does not 
exist anymore, and so the true task of the representation is to hide this fact from us He 
cites Disneyland, which appears to be ’a play of illusions and phantasms’, as one 
example of a phenomenon designed to persuade us that ‘the rest i s  real’. when in fact 
’.4ll of Los Angeles and the America surrounding it are no longer real, but of the order 
of the hyperreal and of simulation’ For Baudrillard, therefore, the distinction between 
real and representation has imploded to such a degree that it is no longer possible to 
salvage the .real’, only the ‘reality principle’ (S‘/n?ii/acta rid S / r n i i / [ i / / o t i .  12-3) The 
effect of such theorizing has been a widespread scepticism towards the existence of the 
real, and a privileging of the representation or image as the source of meaning 
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One final example I want to examine of the merger of real and representation is 
the relationship between contemporary fiction and the world in which it is set Waugh 
3 -  
3 3 
suggests i that some postmodern fiction appears to be written b\, authors Mho. haking  c 
read the work of the theorists. look at the u.orld with the intention of’ tindine c
Confirmation of what they assume postmodern society should be like ( 3 )  The most 
useh1 contemporary fiction is thus, according c to Federman, that which is aware of the 
many constructions shaping the present world and undertakes a thorough L i n \  estigation L 
offiction itself He calls this type of fiction ’Surfiction’ *Not because it imitates reality, 
Certainly the boundaries bebeen but because it exposes the fictionality of reality 
some postmodern theory and fiction are not too obvious Baudrillard’s more fanciful 
theorizing has been likened both to science fiction and to an advertizing L slogan L ’.A 
hvper-commodity. geared to sell and promote the latest fashions in thought c and 
attitude On the other hand, the depth of knowledge revealed in many  conternporar\‘ 
fictional texts - the teenagers in Ellis’ and Coupland’s novels gicfe us a wealth ot’ detail 
about the brand-names, cosmetics and social mores of the present - as bell as  the 
theorizing in which the authors themselves often indulge, means that many recent 
American novels reveal as much about the sociology of the culture as they do about thc 
fictional characters they portray 
1 3 0  
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One particularly good example of the latter is Coupland’s (kvwm/ /o / i  .I’ GL hich, 
littered as it is with helpful explanations and descriptions of contemporar? culture, is 
more like a ‘user’s guide’ to the period than a fictional text I t  includes definitions of 
such phenomena as ‘Successophobia The fear that if one is successful, then one’s 
personal needs will be forgotten and one will no longer have one’s childish needs 
catered for’; ‘Survivalousness The tendency to visualize oneself enjoying being the last 
remaining person on Earth’, and ‘Bradyism ,4 multisibling sensibility derived from 
having grown up in large families Postmodern fiction also displays many of the 
characteristics discussed above in relation to society at large Hilfer draws attention to 
the fact that the postmodern world portrayed in many novels i s  *Empty of presence - 
though replete with false signs of it’ (128), an apt description of Pynchon’s work, while 
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Davev focuses on the 'multiplicity of aesthetics and discourses' and the 'decentred, 
discontinuous forms'. which manifest themselves in the splintering c of the narratitle 
\soice in;o multiple, often unidentified, voices, and in the abandonment of the linear 
narrative in favour of a more fluid and unstable structure'") I t  is not my intention in this 
thesis to offer a reading of the texts in question based on postmodern literary theor\. fbr 
some of the novels I &i l l  be discussing c do not appear to fulfill all, or even most, of the 
criteria normally associated n i t h  postmodern art I t  could be argued, c for euample. that 
although DeLillo clearly situates his fiction within the imaqe- c and corni710ditC-ridden 
w r l d  of the present, the generally traditional. linear structure of his nokels precludes 
their inclusion in the genre of postmodern fiction"" I do believe, hoiiecer. that an 
understanding of the cultural and social changes described by postnioderiiisni - mosi 
importantly the disestablishment of traditional metanarratic es, the pr1L.i leging c c  ot' surt'ace 
and the collapse of divisions between previously distinct categories - is vital in order- to 
understand the world in which the authors situate their texts, and I bill continue to d rau  
attention to these characteristics as they become relevant to my argument c 
So far, this introductory chapter has examined the historical and theoretical 
developments which, it is argued, have influenced the character and identitk of' 
contemporary society Although the effects of this influence and its resulting c
manifestations in society were shown to be many and varied, 1 continually dreu 
attention to the fact that a common denominator exists in the form of'consumerisrn and 
the mass media which emerged as dominant social forces in the 1950's and are 
c generally acknowledged, if not to have actually created many of the characteristics of' 
the present world, at least to have propagated and spread their influence throughout 
society. The next section of this chapter will offer a detailed examination of these 
forces, describing their dominant characteristics and focusing particularly on the way in 
Frank Da\.e!-. Reading C'anadian Hendiii?g (Canada: Turnstone Press. 1988). 106. 
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-\.()i.w * '  (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni\.ersit\. Press. 199 1 ). 14: whle Leonard Wilcos argues con\-incingl! 
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mhich they inscribe their values both on the individual and on the surroundinc) 2 
environment 
Afthough c there is a general consensus that consumerism is one of the identifying 
features of contemporary American society, the timing of its emergence c- as a dominant 
ethos is a matter of some debate Jameson is adamant that the trend. which he reqards c as 
constituting the heart of postmodernism, began c in the immediate post-M'orld U ' a r  11 
\fears 'When multinational corporations began to control the world's economic a n d  
cultural systems and the driving force behind organization c became the perpetual 
consumption of goods' (I"o.~tmo~~r. t?rsrn,  xu) Historical evidence, as U as demonstrated 
earlier in the chapter, certainly supports Jameson's argument, c- for the unexpected post- 
war affluence not only fostered a culture of spending c but led to the de\pelopment ot' 
manv of the inventions without which societv today would be verjr Jif'f'erent - the 
opening of the first fblly-enclosed mall in 1956 and the launch of the first jet plane in 
1952 being but two examplesi4' There are, however, those who insist that the bond 
between American society and consumerism goes much deeper into the past than 
Jameson acknowledges Weber, for example, refers to complaints about a ' peculiarlv 
calculating sort of profit-seeking' among the colonizers of Nem Enqland c as early as 
1632, which would appear to prove that 'In the country of Benjamin Franklin's 
birth the spirit of capitalism was present before the capitalistic order' ( 5 5 )  While 
Weber attributes this trait to the dominance of the Puritan religion, O'Connor explains 
that it is tied to the prevailing national American ideology which he says i s  
'Individualism in all its forms' Furthermore, because the classical liberal doctrine of 
individuality is based on ownership of autonomous property, it has been easy for those 
who own the means of production to convince the individual that he/she will acquire 
status as the number of commodities he/she owns increases''' Whatever its origins, 
there is no doubt that the spirit of consumerism is a siqnificant L presence in 
contemporary American society Statistics reveal that by the beginning of the 1990% 
Americans were spending an average of twelve hours a month in shopping malls - more 
Ii 
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time than they devoted to almost any activity other than sleeping. c eating. c working c and 
kxatching It is thus no surprise that the inhabitants of America’s 
postmodern cities, as described bv theorists like Baudrillard, as well as the fictional 
characters I will be discussing below, are so often regarded as engaging c c  c i n  a cor11pit.u 
plav with the surfeit of signs that swamp their environment courtesy of the forces of 
consumerism and the mass media 
Having established that consumerism does play a prominent role in the shaping 
of contemporary society, the important question is whether its effects on its subjects are 
beneficial or detrimental There is, certainly, some evidence that an adherence to certain 
brands of commodities can foster a sense of connection among c otheruise isolated 
individuals ‘Invisible new communities were created and preserved bc hob and what 
men consumed Coupland’s teens, for example, bond over their obsession wi th  hair- 
care products ‘Your hair i s  you - your tribe - it’s vour badge c of clean Hair i s  \our 
document What’s on top of your head says what-s inside your head’ (S‘h~it?~poo /)/~imv. 
7)  Generally, however, the consensus is that consumerism is a repressibe and 
restricting force Adorno rejects as illusory the Marxist belief that when unfettered from 
capitalist relations of production, capitalist forces of production will c generate a free 
society On the contrary, he sees the underlying drift of capitalism as tending towards 
further integration and domination’“’ One way in which this domination is ef‘t‘ected is 
by convincing the consumer that hidher needs can be hlfilled - needs, incidentally, 
constructed by this very system Marx offers an interesting example of this conditioning 
when he points to the almost unilateral acceptance that food can no longer be eaten 
without the proper utensils ‘Hunger is hunger, but the hunger gratified by cooked meat 
eaten with a knife and fork is a diflereiit hiirger from that which bolts down raw meat 
with the aid of hand, nail and tooth’ The inevitable conclusion he draws is that 
production not only produces the commodity but also dictates the manner of its 
> 144 
consumption'J6 Eco's claim that Disneyland provides the most appropriate allegory of 
the consumer society 'A place of total passivity Its visitors must agree to behave like 
its robots - 1-47 certainly appears to be borne out by the examples presented abo\e 
Commentators also accuse many of those in charge c of' the production of 
commodities of exercizinrr, c undue power and influence over the consunier The credit 
card, which ironically is often hailed as the source of ultimate freedom tiJr the 
consumer, granting him/her mobility and the capacity to overcome obstacles in the 
pursuit of hidher goals, is also an important source of information for the banks and 
manufacturers as it documents the consumer's spending patterns and habits'Js Some 
critics worry that this increasing violation of privacy will lead to widespread repression 
Bauman, for example, compares the Nazi Holocaust to an efficiently run consumer 
society, claiming that the well-designed and carefully calculated c gassins process had an 
'assembly-line quality' about it'? Although extreme, Bauman's warning L resonates i n  
many late twentieth-century texts in the form of repressive social presences like Helier's 
-Catch-22', Kesey's 'Combine and Pynchon's 'Them'. all designed to keep the 
individual in line. The reality is that while the consumer may be presented with a wide 
variety of commodities, this sense of choice is illusory for he/she can only choose 
between commodities already selected by those who own the means of production 
9 1 5 0  
hkluhan 's  argument that the importance attached to information about consumers' 
preferred brands and products actually empowers the consumer, who can effect the 
discontinuance of certain products simply by not buying them , i s ,  I th ink,  ocerly IS1 . 
optimistic and does not address the reality of the situation which is that the consumer is 
still limited to rejecting only products pre-selected by market controllers The expansion 
of the markets and an increase in personal disposable income does not, therefore, mean 
more actual freedom for the consumer, but rather the enhancement of an illusion Much 
as Disneyland, according to Baudrillard, exists in order to foster the illusion that 
everything outside it is real. SO too is this apparent abundance of choice designed to 
blind US to the actual lack of alternatives existing L in contemporary society 
In a consumer society, consumption is not of course limited to the purchase of 
v goods but appears to influence almost every sphere of life Its influence on the 
surrounding culture is noted by Jameson who remarks that ’In postmodernism. 
evervone has learned to consume culture through v television and the mass 
media . Everything is culture, the culture of the commodity In fact so uidespread 
is this influence that the consumer society, as he points out in I’o.vtu77ocj~~i‘irI.Ylil, seems to 
have become a commodity itself and is thus subject to the same controllinlr c forces 
- 1 2  
described above ‘In postmodern culture, “culture” has become a product in its oUn 
right. v the market has become a substitute for itself and h l l y  as much a conirnoditL as 
any of the items it includes within itself ( x )  One visible manifestation of’ this 
commodification of culture is the reduction of works of art to saleable c goods Indeed, as 
Adorno points out, art is increasingly judged on the basis of its market value ‘Works of 
art are commodities. since they are valuable oniy to the extent that they can be 
exchanged’ (The Cziltirre Iizdiist~y. 9) The ultimate example of this trend is the art of 
Andv Warhol, which not only has a high market value but also has as its subject the 
commodification both of objects. such as tinned soup, and of human stars. such as 
Marilyn Monroe, who are themselves ’Commodified and transformed into their own 
images . One interesting result of the application of this system of values is the 
increasing; v dependence on guidebooks and other such manuals as a prerequisite to 
- 133  
enjoying art. The hero of James’ The ,4me1*icnii, for example, visits the Louvre but looks 
only at those paintings recommended in his tourist guide ‘He had looked out all the 
pictures to which an asterisk was affixed in those formidable pages of fine print in 
Baedeker’ (19). Serious though the situation was when James wrote his novel in 1877, 
the cornmodification of culture had advanced to such a degree by the time Pynchon 
wrote his first novel in 1963, that the entire world depicted therein is based on 
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descriptions taken directly from the same Baedeker and is thus defined by superficialitv 
and objectification ’He was that sort of vagrant who exists, though u n u i l l i n ~ l ~ ,  c .  entirelv 
uithin the Baedeker world - as much a feature of the topographv L- as the other automata 
uaiters, porters, cabmen, clerks Taken for granted The fact that eben language c has 
been reduced to a sequence of meaningless preconstructed phrases in I ’Conbersations 
at the Spoon had become little more than proper nouns, literary allusions. critical or 
philosophical terms linked in certain ways‘ (297), means that the characters are trull  
trapped in their commodified environment, unable even to articulate their predicament 
,154 
Some critics continue to regard the ubiquitous presence of commodities in 
society as a positive thing McCracken, for example, declares that far from representing c
the ‘unhappy, destructive preoccupation of a materialist society’, consumer goods 
constitute one of the chief instruments of its sunrival and one of the wavs in which order 
is maintained’” By choosing to belong to a specific cultural category, therefore, the 
consumer has found a way to express and safeguard hidher identith i21ost 
commentators interpret this situation very differently, claiming that the reduction of the 
self to a cipher pointing to one or other of the available cultural categories puts it at 
serious risk of being destroyed McLuhan points to the privileging of a female’s less as 
constituting one of the ways in which she i s  objectified and reduced to a collection of 
parts ‘Legs today have been indoctrinated They have large audiences They are taken 
on dates Similarly, Haug insists that when makeup is applied the face ceases to be 
the property of the individual, becoming instead an advertizement for the cosmetics 
company. ‘By gaining a new (made-up) face, one simultaneously loses one’s own 
Certainly the hoards of identical looking youth who roam through Ellis’ novel ‘They 
all look the same thin, tan bodies, short blond hair, blank look in the blue eves, same 
empty toneless voices’ ( L m  7 h m  Zero, 152), testify not to the health of the i n d h  idual 
psyche, as McCracken suggests, but rather to its subjugation and eventual obliteration 
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by the brand names with which it surrounds itself Another obvious problem uiith the 
definition of the self through commodities is what ToMer calls the ’throw-auaav‘ nature 
of contemporary culture ToMer’ s description refers to the ever-changing c v  and short- 
lived character of today’s consumer fads Fast-shifting i preferences, combined U ith 
high-speed technological changes, lead not only to frequent changes L in the popularity of 
brands, he claims, but also shortens the life cycle of products’” Given that almost 
every aspect of contemporary life conforms to this model - celebrity. for example. is 
both swiftly fabricated and ruthlessly destroyed - basing c one’s identiti. on commodities 
is obviously doomed to leave one feeling confused and abandoned uhen the fashion 
moves on 
A very interesting point is made by Williams who draws our attention to the fact 
that the use of the word ‘customer’ has declined in favour of ‘consumer’, a mord that 
points to the increasingly abstract nature of the relationship betneen the contemporam 
individual and the image-filled The latter also implies a more holistic 
approach for instead of merely paying for an object, as a customer would do. the 
consumer also buys into the meanings and mythologies that surround a particular 
commodity It is for this reason that many of Ellis’ characters not only describe 
themselves and each other in terms of what they are wearing. thus undermining their 
sense of identity as illustrated above, but also subordinate the clothes themselves to the 
designer labels they carry ‘Looking very studly in a Comme des Garcons black T-shirt 
under a black double-breasted jacket, a Cartier Panthere watch wrapped around a semi- 
hairy wrist, Giorgio Armani prescription sunglasses locked on a pretty decent head 
Underlying this relationship between commodity and meaning is a thinly veiled threat, 
for if emotional satisfaction and self-worth is, as Langman suggests, dependent on one’s 
use of the correct products, a failure to do so is fatal ‘Failure to use products that end 
foul odours or bathtub rings can lead to a social fate worse than death””’ Tyler‘s 
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obsession with his haircare products in Coupland's Shampoo I' lmiet  is, by  this criteria, 
not so much a harmless and amusing quirk as an illustration of his desperate attempt to 
obey the dictates of the market and thus fit in 
Commodities, as the evidence above demonstrates, derive much of' their 
importance not from their own intrinsic use-value but rather from the meaning uith 
which they are associated. Performing the vital task of connecting object with meaning, 
as well as broadcasting this connection to the consumer. is advertizing. The influence of 
advertizing on contemporary society is substantial and emphasized by theorists, such as 
Baudrillard, who proclaims that 'Adverts are our only architecture today . a 
statement that draws our attention to the ways in which it moulds and shapes not only 
9 l t l 2  
our environment but our own psyches as well. Advertizing has played a vital role in the 
formation of the American nation right from its beginnings. Boorstin points out that the 
country actually owes its existence to an advertizement enticing people to come and 
settle in the New World'". Moreover the present-day larger-than-life and mediated 
character of much of America leads Baudrillard to wonder whether the whole country 
does not represent a sort of 'advertizing copy' (America, 32). Whatever about these 
claims, advertizing is certainly present as a dominant force in American society, and has 
managed to infiltrate every age and social group. Langman claims that by the ace  of 
five, most children can not only identify various brand names but can actually place 
them within a hierarchical structure'". Nor is this bombardment confined to younger c 
viewers. Bryson draws our attention to the fact that each person in America receives on 
average an incredible thirty-four pounds - some five hundred pieces - of unsolicited 
junkmail every year! 16' In order to watch a sixty-minute football game during the 1997 
Superbowl, moreover, the television viewer was forced to sit through c a total of one- 
hundred-and-thirteen commercials, program trailers and products' I t ) ( '  The obvious 
I h 2  Quoted in E. Ann Kaplan. "Sexual Difference. Pleasure and the Construction of the Spectator in Music 
Tele\ision". CI)@ord Literq.*Re\ierr. \.ol. 8. nos. 1-2 (1986). 12 1.  
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conclusion, as Ogilvy points out, is that Madison Avenue has overtaken Wall Street as 
the symbol of capitalist vulgarity and the principle site of its production of meaning'"' c 
Without the means of transmitting their message. after all, commodities would remain 
empty of significance and could not wield the same power over the consumer 
There is widespread agreement among critics that advertizing c represents one of' 
the most important cultural factors reflecting and moulding contemporaw life One 
reason their influence is so considerable, according to Williamson, is that while they 
pervade all forms of the media, they are limited to none and thus combine the power of 
a vast superstructure with all the advantages of an autonomous existence""( The 
relationship between advertizing and the mass media has, incidentally. been someu hat 
turned on its head in recent times for whereas once advertizinq was dependent on the 
media for transmission, it is now their main source of income. Such is the cost of 
contemporary communications media that from the 1960's onwards national television 
stations, as well as the majority of newspapers and magazines. simply could not survike 
without the revenue derived from advertizements'". The power wielded by advertizing 
is also compounded by the fact that what the advertizements sell us are imaginary and 
symbolic, rather than concrete and thus limited, values. This is related to their abilitv to 
assume onto themselves the role traditionally fulfilled by religion or ideology: c -  the 
creation of structures of meaning because, as Williamson points out, for an 
advertizement to be successful, it must make its products meat? something to us, so that 
by buying the product we feel we are also buying into the values inscribed in it 
(Ilecodmg Advertrzemetits, 12). After all, as one observer puts it, &hat cosmetics 
The ironic thing about 1 170 manufacturers are selling us is not lanolin but 'hope c 
advertizing, as Meyrowitz indicates, is that while viewers often think of television 
programs as 'products', themselves as 'consumers', and advertizing as the 'price' paid 
Da\.id Ogil\?'s Foreword to Martin Ma\.er. A\fadi.wn A-l~-enue I :SA .: The Inside ,?tor\, c?f'.-lvirric.m 
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to watch the program, the true nature of television business is quite different: the 
products are in fact the viewers themselves who are sold to advertizers (73). The 
illusion created by advertizements is, therefore. that the consumer has the freedom of 
choice whereas they are actually based on the principle that the consumer is completely 
enmeshed and can ‘choose freely’ only from the choice he/she is given Like 
consumerism in general, advertizing - its prime source of the production of meaning L - 
thus reveals itself to be yet another means by which the consumer, fooled into belie\ ing 
he/she exercizes a freedom to choose, is fbrther trapped 
Many commentators seem to regard advertizements as if they contain some kind 
of supernatural powers of persuasion Adorno and Horkheimer, for example, point out 
that consumers often feel compelled to buy and use the products they see advertized 
even though they see through them’”. a phenomenon that Williamson can only attribute 
to ‘magic’ ‘All consumer products offer magic, and all adcertizements are spells’ 
(Ijecodmg .4chwtrzemeiits, 141 ) What Williamson is ignoring c is the fact that the 
success of an advertizement is h l l y  dependent on its ability to touch a nerve within the 
consumer Bryson claims that the great breakthrough in twentieth-centur~r adyertizing 
came with the identification and exploitation of what he calls ’The American 
consumer’s Achilles heel anxiety’ (Made 111 America, 283) Certainly a common theme 
running through many contemporary advertizements is the embarrassment and 
inconvenience that will almost inevitably arise if a different (and invariably inferior) 
brand or product is used One result of the guilt we are made to feel about perspiration, 
pimples, wrinkles and countless other biological processes that our ancestors accepted 
as the natural order of things- according to Mestrovic, is that the postmodern body has 
become tightly regulated’” Patrick Bateman, the protagonist of Ellis’ .4n1tv*ic~ati 
Psycho, represents an excellent example of the extent to which the messages c of 
advertizing can be internalized He not only uses a large number of beauty products, but 
can give a detailed rundown of their benefits and ingredients ‘The conditioner is also 
Theodor W. Adorno and Mas Horkheimer. Dialectic o f ’  Enliphtennient (Ne\\ York and London: 
Stjepan G. Mestroi-ic. The C ’orninp Fin De Siecle: .In .-lpplication o f  Ilurkhcliru ‘.s .\’ocio/oy1~ to 
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good - silicone technology permits conditioning benefits without weighing c v doun the 
hair which can also make you look older’ (26) His subsequent inability to have sex 
because of an overwhelming compulsion to use only the ‘right‘ products ’Where is the 
goddamn water-solirhle sper.rnrcru’nl lirhrrcarit3 I s  it a rt.cepticcrl tip9’  ( 102-3 ), further 
illustrates the extent to which advertizements have colonized his mind Bateman’s 
predicament is also hrther indication that the proliferation of products available in the 
marketplace is paralyzing rather than liberating 
Although Bateman’s predicament illustrates the repressive and negative aspects 
of advertizements. they do also offer some benefits to the consumer Far from 
constituting an intrusion, television advertizing, for example, is seen to offer a valuable 
service to consumers whom it keeps up-to-date with the many transient fashions and 
trends ‘If keeping up with or emulating the Joneses was a new version of the .4merican 
dream, television advertizing provided visual evidence of what the Joneses were 
buying Although this might seem to imply that the average consumer is motivated 
by greed and envy, the main redson people tend to keep abreast of these developments 
is in order to feel that they belong to a kind of community - a community that fakours a 
certain make of car or a particular style of clothing or home furnishings c The 
fundamental reason advertizing works, according to Boorstin, i s  that it provides a sort 
of insurance for consumers that if they buy certain products they Mii l l  not find 
themselves alone (The Aniei*rcam, 145) One final point that remains to be made about 
advertizing is that in spite of its repression of individuals like Ellis’ Patrick Bateman. it 
can also empower the consumer for its campaigns will only be successful if the 
consumer chooses to buy into its message I mentioned above that the commoditv is 
often linked to a particular quality or characteristic, and that it is the desire to be 
associated with the latter that motivates the consumer to buy Diamonds, for example, 
have long been marketed as symbols of eternal love The point is that if the consumer 
does not like this characteristic, or firthermore cannot decode the message inherent in 
the advertizement, the campaign fails Although this might appear to be reflective of the 
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illusion of choice offered in the marketplace, the fact remains that the consumer is an 
essential participant in the process of meaning transfer that lies at the heart of an 
adverti~ement]'~ In an indirect, but essential, way, therefore, the consumer is somew hat 
empowered by advertizing and responsible for the narration of its messages c 
Alongside the force of consumerism and its most powerful weapon. adbertizinq, c 
the mass media are widely acknowledged as constituting an intrinsic part of the 
contemporary world, hailed by one critic as 'The central nervous svstem of modern 
society 
Indeed the general consensus is that every other instrument of popular culture pales in 
comparison with the astonishing growth and influence of television Although invented 
in the 1920's and offering limited public services in  the 1930's, full incestment in 
television's transmission and reception facilities did not occur until the late the 1 9 W s  
and early 1950's"7 Growth thereafter was very rapid as statistics and b> the 
1980's it is estimated that television was on for over seven hours everv dak in the 
average American family - witk the result that the average individual could be spending 
an incredible total of ten years of hidher life watching  television^"" Given this lekel of 
exposure, it is no wonder, as Grossberg remarks, that some of our most memorable 
moments are inextricably bound up with the media the 1963 assassination and funeral 
of President Kennedy, the urban riots of 1964-5, the Watergate hearings of 1973-3. and, 
for younger viewers, the 1986 Challenger disaster, the Gulf War in 1991. the 0 J 
Simpson trial in 1995 and Princess Diana's hneral in 1997, to name but a few "(' 
7 175 - 1  -0 , and by another as 'The principle circulator of the cultural mainstream 
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Of course the problem with all of these statistics testifying to its popularity is 
that television tends to be scapegoated for every possible thing c wrong or lacking in 
contemporary society Kruger offers a particularly interesting and colourtul description 
of this vision of television as an omnipotent, manipulating social presence ’Like a mad 
scientist of global proportions, it elects presidents, conducts diplomacv, and creates 
consensus a consensus of demi-alert nappers caught half-way between the vigilance of 
consciousness and the fascinated numbness of stupor”” Much is made of the apparent 
ability of television to enter into the minds of its audience, anxiety possibly stemming 
from a prediction made by McLuhan in 1951 that ‘The ad agencies and 
Hollywood are always trying to get inside the public mind in order to impose their 
There is no doubt that television is an collective dreams upon that inner stage 
effective way of getting a message across to a large audience In fact the similarities 
between the strategies employed by television and by advertizing c in general are 
numerous and have led to telekision being described by one critic as ‘Undoubtedlv the 
greatest selling medium ever dwized”” The great coup performed by television is, of 
course, that the viewers are rarely aware of their own status within its manipulation, a 
situation which is ironic considering that many viewers become completely dependent 
on television to create their identities and give their lives a sense of meaning This is 
illustrated in the common perception that life is significant only if it is validated by 
television, a mindset noted by Baudrillard ‘Without this circular hookup uithout this 
perpetual video, nothing has any meaning today’ (America, 37), and demonstrated by 
many of the characters I will be examining below The Gladney family and their 
community, in DeLillo’s White Noise, for example, are devastated when their 
evacuation during the Airborne Toxic Event goes unreported by the media ’There’s 
nothing on network What exactly has to happen before 
they stick microphones in our faces and hound us to the doorsteps of our homes. 
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camping out on our lawns, creating the usual media circus? Haven't we earned the right 
to despise their idiot questions3' ( 1  61 -2) Their anger clearly stems from a presumption 
that events need media validation in order to be significant 
Television is also associated with many of the more debilitating aspects of 
postmodern culture The saturation of the world with images and information by the 
media is often cited as the main reason the individual has become paralvzed and 
meaning itself has been undermined Borges' story "The Library of Babel". in which all 
the information in the world is contained in the library but is inaccessible because of the 
infinite number of books in which it is held, is often cited as a metaphor for the current 
situation'" Television is also accused of undermining traditional family bonds by 
wielding much more influence over the child than any parent possibly can, its man\ 
roles including 'Third parent, second teacher, entertainer, informer 
Its presentation of all information, whether past or current. in an immediate, urgent c 
manner is said to have the effect of collapsing differences of time and space, thus 
resulting in what McLuhan calls a 'global village', in which everything that happens 
effects all of its inhabitants simultaneously'x6 Finally, it is viewed as encouraging the 
widespread blurring of genres which is generally hailed as one of the defining c
characteristics of postmodernism, for it juxtaposes news, children's shows, 
advertizements and music videos so that they become indistinguishable from one 
another Ellis' students comment on the impossibility of differentiating c betu een music 
videos and advertizements 'The video ends and another one comes on, but it's not a 
video, it's a commercial for soap' (The Kdes c!fAttractrm, 168), and television news is 
described in similar terms by another observer 'Both journalism and shou business, a 
key political institution as well as a seller of detergent and breakfast cereal 
Examples of these and many other related phenomena pervade contemporary fiction 
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and will be discussed in detail in later chapters. In the next section of this chapter. 
however, I would like to focus on the issue of manipulation, looking c in particular at the 
question of who exactly who is doing the manipulating, and who in turn is beinq i-
manipulated where television is concerned. 
It is, of course, impossible to separate television from the corporations who 
invest so much money in it for it is an expensive medium to run - so much so that 
independent channels are a rarity The recent merger of Time Warner and aol corn IS 
but one example of the way in which a few large corporations control much of the 
I X X  . 
electronic media. The result of this trend is that television is generally presumed to 
reinforce the conservative values of the dominant culture. Perhaps the most dramatic 
example of this was the Gulf War to which many theorists refer as a media spectacle 
The footage transmitted from the Middle East by television for public consumption 
clearly indicates the role played by the dominant media in the process of legitimating c
the views and values of the country's most powerful social groups for, as Michaud 
points out, the mainstream mass media adopted, supported and reinforced the discourse 
of the political leadership of the US and its military spokespeople, while ignoring or at 
least marginalizing opposition voices. So effective were the media in their valorization 
of the government's stand against Saddam Hussein that President Bush's speech 
broadcast live on the eve of the war became the single most watched event in America's 
televized history'". Of course the manipulation by the President and his co-leaders is 
but one aspect of the use of television at the time of the Gulf War. In fact many theorists 
go so far as to suggest that the whole campaign was structured to fit in with television-s 
schedule of peak viewing figures It has been alleged that the bombing missions here 
set to coincide with the evening news and even that footage was doctored so that the 
'smart' bombs, which in reality usually missed, were seen hitting their targets u i t h  
'surgical' precision"' It is thus that the realms of war and entertainment, reality and 
i 1 lusion became indistinguishable 
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The Gulf war is, of course, by no means the only example of the use of 
television by politicians as a means of manipulating the voters President Kennedv 
displayed a great awareness of the power of the media and was even dubbed ’the first 
television President’ by McLuhan because he was the first American politician to 
understand: ‘The dynamics and lines of force of the television iconoscope’ “” I t  is, 
however, only since 1968 that television has been used extensively during the run-up to 
the Presidential election”’ By 1992, the media, according to Rushkot‘f, emerged c as 
more than a mere conduit for the candidates’ expression. they became an active partner 
in the campaignlg’. The 
fact that it is generally 
election was because C 
media marketplace. The 
importance of the role played by television is revealed bv the 
agreed v that one of the main reasons George Bush lost this 
inton could respond better to the demands of‘the interactive 
latter’s decision to appear on MTV to answer questions from 
young people is said to have done more than any of his ideas or policies to elect him”” 
Even Clinton‘s manipulation of the media, however, pales in comparison with 
that of Reagan, who emerged from his movie career to become one of the most popular 
American presidents of all time. Reagan’s main advantage, according to one 
contemporary journalist, was that he recognized the power of the media and understood 
exactly how to utilize it: ‘A superb political actor who has conveyed exactly what the 
American psyche needs in the role of the President, reassurance. . We didn‘t reallv 
elect him but fell in love with him . . . .  Nothing broke the spell’’? The spell was, of 
course, broken to some degree by Reagan’s implication in the Iran-Contra scandal 
which surfaced in 1986 and concerned the sale of weapons to Iran by members of the 
President’s own security department. One of the most fascinating aspects about the 
scandal was the demonstration by one of the accused, Oliver North, of exactlv how a 
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favourable television appearance can completely change the public’s perception of 
events. Although indirectly to blame for the deaths of two-hundred-and-sixtv-nine US 
Marines killed at Beiruit airport by the Ayatollah (to whom North had sold weapons), 
North’s televized testimony transformed him into a national hero and earned him an 
approval rating of ninety-six percent’”. ‘Olliemania’ became the official name for this 
period of madness in which North played his starring role to perfection, a performance 
widely praised by a number of observers An article in one contemporan; newspaper 
declared ’He’s Jimmy Stewart in Mr. Sniith Goes to @th\hrtzgtoti, Clint Eastwood in 
The Good, the Bad ntzd the (Iglv, He’s Lt Colonel Oliver North in 7hc /iuii-( ’oiitiu 
&,%2rr’”’ The debt he owed to his favourable portraval by the media can perhaps be 
compared to Clinton’s, for the latter’s charisma and ease in front of the camera were 
certainly part of the reason he was saved from impeachment after revelations about his 
sex life were leaked by means of another component of the electronic media. the tape- 
recorder These examples provide irrefutable evidence that the mass media. television in 
particular, play an important role in the making or breaking of a public image c or career 
Although the discussion above may appear to imply that the mass media are the 
willing slaves of those able to manipulate them, there is some evidence that those uho  
appear to be controlling the airwaves are themselves but pawns of the media Far from 
representing a figure of supreme authority, the President is likened by many theorists to 
an empty cipher. McLuhan, for example, declares: ‘The President of the Cnited States is 
necessarily a scriptwriter, cued in by a hundred experts He has no satisfaction from 
involvement in the decision-making process. He is an image The possibilitv that the 9 198 
media might be used to hrther one’s cause is also undermined by Baudrillard uho  
insists, in For a Clritiqi~e of the Political Ecotzomv I .  of the Sipi,  that the media are not 
coefficients, but rather effectors of ideology (169). In other words, the media do not 
cooperate in the production and transmission of another’s ideology. but work rather to 
impose their own. One example given by Baudrillard is the capacity of the media to 
Thompson. 266-8. 
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neutralize dissent simply - -  by representing it: .Transgression and subversion never “get 
on air” without being subtly negated as they are transformed into models. neutralized 
into signs, they are eviscerated of their meaning‘ It is useless, therefore, according to 
Baudrillard, to fantasize about state projection of police control through c television for 
‘Television, by virtue of its mere presence, is a social control in itself Its most 
powerfid weapon is its ability to ensure that people, glued to their television sets, are no 
longer speaking to one another (172) This situation is reminiscent of Hudev’s 
prophecy in Brave N w   world'"^ in which ’Big Brother does not watch us, by his 
choice We watch him, by ours It also mirrors the theory behind Bentham’s famous 
prison, the Panopticon, in which the prisoners were controlled not through any physical 
means but through the knowledge that they were probably being watched at all times 
‘The more constantly the persons to be inspected are under the eyes of the persons who 
should inspect them, the more perfectly will the purpose of the establishment hace been 
attained By welcoming television into their homes, therefore, people are voluntarilv 
placing themselves under the control not of those who appear to be manipulating the 
content of the transmission, but of the anti-mediatory and repressive nature of the 
medium it self 
.I 200 
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As well as the constant though imperceptible control detailed above, there have 
also been occasions where television has directly intervened in history and dramaticall! 
changed the course of events Given that sixty million people regularly watched the 
evening news during the Vietnam War2”, for example, it is hardly surprising that 
television proved decisive in shaping the public reaction to the war When CBS 
anchorman, Walter Cronkite, returned from Vietnam and declared that the US war was 
’mired in stalemate’, President Johnson - who, incidentally, kept three television sets in 
the Oval Office, one tuned to each network203 - is said to have turned to an aide and 
declared ‘It’s all over‘, for if he’d lost Walter Cronkite, he had lost ’hlr Average 
”“ Aldous Huslej.. B r m ~  .\-ew HiAd (New York and London: Granada Publishing Ltd.. 1977). 
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9 204 Citizen This intervention by Cronkite was not the only way in which public reaction 
towards the war was influenced, however, for the very fact that the war was telecized 
proved fatal for its support This, according to Meyrowitz, was for two main reasons 
Firstly, television gave Americans an unprecedented view of the enemy Whereas in  
newspaper and radio stories the words ‘friend’ and ‘enemy’ are quite distinct. on 
television both groups looked very much alike This made it dificult to maintain a 
traditional ‘them against us‘ attitude about the Vietnam War Secondly, television 
revealed a disorganized and bloody view of fighting that was even more damaging L C  to 
the war effort (136-7) After a significant amount of exposure to Vietnam on telecision. 
therefore, few people were satisfied with the way in which the war &as unfolding c
Television thus clearly played a significant role in President Johnson’s decision to start 
pulling out of Vietnam from March 1968 onwards - just two months, incidentailv, after 
Cronkite’s famous broadcast One final point of interest about this relationship between 
the media and the Vietnam war is that fictional representations of the war hake since 
conferred a kind of quasi-victory on America, for if the physical bombardment of 
Vietnam failed, the electronic bombardment of the rest of the world was a resounding c
success It is for this reason that Baudrillard claims the war was won bv both sides - bq 
the Vietnamese on the ground, by the Americans in the electronic space ‘If the one side 
won an ideological and political victory, the other made Apoculrpw AVow and that has 
gone right around the world’ (Aniericcr, 49) The Vietnam War is thus an excellent 
example of the many ways in which the media, television in particular, can influence 
the public response to events, both contemporaneously and retrospectively 
There is, of course, no doubt that the most significant example of this intrusion 
of television into the realm of history came in the form of the assassination of President 
Kennedy in November 1963 The unique nature of the grief that gripped the count2 in 
its aftermath should not be attributed, according to Jameson, to the President‘s public 
position. for in fact his personal popularity and prestige were at a particularly low ebb at 
the time. Rather it is better grasped as a consequence of the ’coming of age’ of the 
whole media culture ‘Suddenly, and for a brief moment (which lasted. hoMie\.er, 
”“ Engelhardt. 213 
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several long days), television showed what it could really do and what it really meant - 
a prodigious new display of synchronicity and a communicational situation that 
amounted to a dialectical leap over anything hitherto suspected’ (J’ostmocjur’tiisn?. 3 5 5) .  
The television networks stayed with post-assassination events from soon after the 
shooting to the end of the hneral - four days, Friday to Monday, %ithout a single c 
commercial, to which at times nine out of ten Americans were tuned2()’ The 
extraordinary thing about the assassination is the extent to which it remains in the public 
memory as a significant turning point in American history This is expressed by 
Engelhardt who describes how viewers. ‘Seemed to sense that they were at some 
unexpected cutoff point, a possible unmarked exit into a storyless world’ (HE), while 
DeLillo, who makes no secret of the effect the assassination had on himself personally, 
describes it as: ‘The seven seconds that broke the back of the American century- (I , /btu,  
18 1).  As well as marking the beginning of a media-dominated society, the assassination 
is also sometimes hailed as -the first postmodern historical event . ushering c in a - 2ot j  
period of conhsion and chaos which is characterized, above all else, by the widespread 
obliteration of the boundaries between reality and representation. 
One of the lasting consequences of the assassination and its overwhelminq c
coverage by the mass media, as Boorstin illustrates, is that representation has come to 
be privileged over reality to the extent that people feel that it i s  only by looking c at an 
event on television that it can really be understood: ’The f u l l  flavour of the experience 
seemed to come only to the “viewer”, the man in the television audience The man 
there in person was space-bound, crowd-confined; while the television viewer %as free 
to see from all points of view, above the heads of others and behind the scenes Was it 
he who was realij, there? This blurring of reality and representation is mirrored in 9 207 
the widespread confusion about which of the multitude of accounts of the assassination 
are factual, and which fictional. These genres became mixed up to the extent that the 
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official Warren Commission report is generally regarded as fabricated evidence 
designed L. to clear the security forces of any blame, while Oliver Stone’s movie .JlX is 
granted the status of a well-researched investigation Stone himself helped to muddv the 
water when he claimed that he was ‘Acting as an historian in retelling c the stow of 
Kennedy’s death72o8 There is indeed evidence that those too young to have *witnessed’ 
the assassination themselves generally believe in Stone’s account””, a clear example of 
the privileging of representation over reality that characterizes the media-dominated 
world of the postmodern 
Although the assassination of President Kennedy is undoubtedlv the most 
dramatic example of the role played by the media in the construction of history, its role 
in the assassination attempt on Reagan is more interesting and reveals the even c greater 
extent to which the media had permeated the Bimerican psyche by the 1980’s The 
assassin, John Hinckley, admitted that his act was directly modeled on the character 
played by Robert DeNiro in T~rxi Drzwr, a violent and emotionally unstable figure c who 
plans to shoot a presidential candidate in order to win the admiration of a prostitute 
played by Jodie Foster Hinckley’s own motivation was eerily identical by 
assassinating the president he was hoping to attract the attention of the real Jodie Foster 
Bizarre though this is, the circumstances under which the attempted assassination took 
place are worthy of a movie script in their own right for it occurred on the cery dav of 
the scheduled Academy Awards ceremony, in which DeNiro went on to win  the Best 
Actor award for his role as another character with a violent streak, Jake Lahlotta in 
R a g q  Bu// Ironically, the President, himself an ex-actor, had prepared a taped 
greeting to his friends in the movie industry and the public, which was to be broadcast 
during the very ceremony that would honour with its highest award the actor who 
inspired his assailant Because of the assassination attempt, the ceremony was delayed 
by twenty-four hours, and Reagan’s pre-recorded greeting was omitted since, as a direct 
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result of a movie interpretation. he now lay recovering in a hospital”” Whereas the 
assassination of President Kennedy became a media spectacle only after the event itself 
had occurred, therefore. society went on to become so dominated by the spectacle that 
twenty years later the attack on another President was both inspired by and modeled on 
a movie 
Whether regarded as a means by which the truth can be manipulated bv those in 
power, or as a moulding force in itself, the effects of television as discussed above 
appear to be predominantly negative Part of the problem, according to Morlelr, i s  that 
many media theorists buy into the ‘pessimistic mass society thesis’ elaborated by the 
Frankhrt School, which blamed the rise of fascism in Germany on the IooseninQ c of 
traditional ties and structures which then left people open and vulnerable to the 
propaganda of powefil  leaders’” The most effective agency for the transmission of 
this propaganda was, of course, the mass media Goebbels, Hitler’s minister for 
propaganda, made widespread use of the radio and is said to have been in\,estigating 
television as a possible means of hrther brainwashing the masses”’ Baudrillard’s 
analysis of the media, in For U O ~ t i q i ~ e  of the Politicnl J i ~ ~ i o n i 1 -  - .  of the Sip i .  concludes 
that they make the audience passive and isolated, prevented from conimunicatinrr c U ith 
one another ’Media is always what prevents response, making all processes of 
exchange impossible’ (1  70) The media’s ‘crowning achievement’, he claims, lies in 
their ability to fool the public into believing that they too play an important role in the 
production of the spectacle The referendum, the opinion poll and the call-in radio or 
television show, in which the answer is always implied in the question thus preventing 
the expression of any real opinion, are all examples of this apparent interaction uith the 
audience (I 7 1 ) Of course, the fact that the participants in these surveys are generally 
limited to choosing between preset options is reminiscent of the illusion of choice 
offered to the consumer by the marketplace, a phenomenon which was examined in 
detail earlier in the chapter. The only real alternative available to the audience, 
Routledge. 1992 ). 
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according to Baudrillard, is the questionable strategy of dropping c out of societv 
altogether. ‘They (the masses) turn themselves into an impenetrable and meaningless 
surface, which is a method of disappearing’ (Selected Wtvtmgs, 2 1-3) Baudrillard’s 
analysis of the mass media is questioned by many critics Philo insists that the audience 
will always impose their own perspective or bias on what they see, with the result that it 
is always the audience and not the media themselves who impose the final interpretation 
on the message213 The obvious problem with this theory is, of course, that the media 
can foreground one dominant opinion or reading of a situation to the exclusion of all 
others Nevertheless, public opinion continues to play a part in the production of 
meaning in contemporary society I mentioned above that it w s  the public’s 
dissatisfaction with the way the Vietnam War appeared to be going - dissatisfaction 
based on footage shown by the mainstream network channels - that turned the tide of 
opinion against continued US involvement I also discussed the valorization of Oliver- 
North as a patriot after his performance during his televized trial in 1987 Although this 
might appear to support the supremacy of the media in their manipulation of public 
opinion, it is important to point out that the Iran-Contra hearings awoke manv \viewers 
out of their passivity and engaged them in public debates and letter-writing campaigns, 
both in support and in condemnation of North”“ In spite of Baudrillard’s claim that the 
media are fundamentally anti-mediatory and promote only isolation amonq c their 
audience, therefore, it is clear that the viewers can and sometimes do respond to the 
stories they see unfolding 
The public debate that raged during North’s trial is but one example of how. 
contrary to the claims made by theorists such as Baudrillard that the media isolate 
people from each other, controversial media stories can sometimes bring people 
together by providing them with a common subject of interest Some of the theorists 
involved with the study of the family in postmodern society have also concluded that, 
rather than being at the root of its downfall as is sometimes claimed, television can 
Greg Philo. Seemg m d  Relie\*ing. The Influeme o f  Telc-.\~r.rion (Ne\+ York and London Routledge. 21 3 
1990). 177. 
’ I 3  Thelen. 1 5 ~  
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provide a usefkl framework within which family members can discuss their problems or 
worries2". Parents watching television with their children, for example, can use a 
situation portrayed on television as a possible model for the behaviour of people in real 
life, in particular of the family members themselves Sam Hughes and her familv, in 
Mason's 111 Comtry, use television footage of the Vietnam War, as well as M*A * S * H ,  a 
fictional account of life among the American medical corps during the Korean war, to 
attempt to relate to what they believe her father may have experienced in Vietnam I t  
was, in fact, the death of one of the characters in the latter that first brought the reality 
of her father's death home to Sam 'Years ago, when Colonel Blake was killed, Sam 
was so shocked she went around stunned for days She was only a child then, and his 
death on the program was more real to her than the death of her own father Each time 
she saw that episode, it grew clearer that her father had been killed in a b a r T 2 ' "  The 
latter example is particularly interesting because A4*L4 *S*H has  a hugelc. popular 
television show which represented a common source of interest for many Americans 
The final two-and-a-half-hour episode, for example, was watched by over two million 
Americans and Canadians"' - including the characters in hi Coiutf/:v * Sam remembered 
the time last year when they, along with most of the country, had watched the final 
episode of M*A*S*H Irene had made a double popping of popcorn in 
advance Emmett was choked up the whole last half hour' (107) What was significant 
about this transmission was that, like Mason's characters, people tended to c qather 
together to watch it, thus transforming what was usually a solitary experience into a 
shared one When the show ended, some thousands of people reportedly got together in 
more or less spontaneous 'hf*A*S*H parties?, many of them dressing up as the 
character with whom they most closely identified The discovery that they shared a 
common love for the series with so many strangers was what lay at the root of what 
Desaulniers calls 'An intense expression of the phenomenon of communication and 
' I 5  See Gene H. Brad?- and Zolinda Stoneman. "The Influence of Tele\ision Viewing on Famil! 
Interactions: A Contestualized Frame\iork". Jourml q f  F'nmi(\, Issues. \-01. 4. no. 2 (June 1983 1. 729. 
''' Bobbie Ann Mason. In ('ountn. (London: Flamingo. 1987). 25.  
'I- Jean-Pierre Desaulniers. "Tele\ision and Nationalism: From Culture to Communication". From 
Drummond and Paterson. eds.. Tele\,ision in 7i.ansition. 1 12. 
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-218 identification . This kind of community spirit is also fostered by certain media 
spectacles. such as important sports events, state occasions and even television award 
ceremonies The Super Bowl, for example, represents the combination of media and 
live sports which some critics believe generates an almost religious fenour among c its 
viewers 'The Super Bowl is best explained as a contemporary form of mvthic 
Similarly. world-wide events, such as charity concerts, can also inspire spectacle 
feelings of solidarity and community 'Televized rock music spectacles such as Band 
Aid may also invoke a more direct sense of emotional solidarity U hich may reawaken 
and reinforce moral concerns such as the sense of common humani t \  human 
Although watching television and assimilating its messages is usual 1.c. 
something one does on one's own, therefore, occasionally an event or spectacle does 
manage to unite people into a kind of community of viewers if only for a brief time 
T219 
, 2 2 0  
rights c 
Of all the theorists who examine the role played by the media in contemporar\r 
society Douglas Rushkoff, acclaimed by one reviewer as 'The brilliant heir to Marshal1 
McLuhanT2", is probably the most optimistic about its effects on humanity Rushkoff s 
optimism is based on his conviction that although the media mav originall) hake been 
established by the giants of industry in the hope that they could thereby manipulate the 
public and 'develop a consumer mindset in our population', this stratew c-' has ultimatelq 
backfired because continuing developments in all aspects of the media have 
empowered, rather than paralyzed, the individual Although he agrees that footage can 
indeed be manipulated - the Rodney King tapes, for example, have been used to prove 
both the innocence and guilt of the policemen involved - he claims that the 
instantaneous quality of today's media means that much of what i s  transmitted is 
relatively pure and uncensored222 What theorists such as hkluhan  failed to foresee, he 
insists, was that technology has become so complex that it no longer adheres to any 
kind of linear or hierarchical structure The old style of television viening in\rolved 
_ ' I x  Ibid. 
'I' Michael R. Real. "The Super Bowl: M!thic Spectacle". From Nekjcomb. ed.. 207. 
- - ' I  Mike Featherstone. ('onsumer ('ulrurti ami Postnzoc~~niism (London: SAGE Publications Ltd.. 199 1 ). 
121-2. 
''I .\'ew 1'erspective.c c)uarrer/\,. Quoted on the back co\.er of Rushkoff. .\fed0 I 
--- -\ledin 1 i'rus. 5 .  26. sii. 
? ?  
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selecting a channel and passively watching whatever program was on. with the result 
that ‘We were a captive audience, relatively unable or at least uninspired to make 
choices while we watched’ With the invention of the remote control, however, the 
linear form of programs can be obstructed by the viewer who now has the means to 
‘surf hidher way through the channels, deconstructing the messages and aboiding c the 
advertizements (Clhildreii of (’haos, 39-40) Control of information has thus been 
returned to the viewer. who is yet hrther empowered by other recent technoloqical c 
developments such as the Internet 
Rushkoffs theories are certainly compelling and his faith in the liberating 
possibilities inherent in the media is heartening Nevertheless, his optimism 
occasionally serves to cover up some hndamental flaws in his argument 
Notwithstanding the fact that the image of an individual liberating c him/herself from the 
repressive linear narrative of television scheduling with the sole aid of a remote control 
is pathetic rather than empawering, there is one basic problem with this premise this 
ability to change channels is reminiscent of the illusion of choice offered to the 
consumer by the marketplace as was discussed above Rushkoff s telebision biewer mac 
be able to choose what to watch. but only if what he/she chooses is among the programs 
being broadcast at the time There is no suggestion that an alternative - that the viewer 
might perhaps use the remote control to turn the television off - is available RushkofTs 
faith in the liberatory potential of the Internet is also. I believe, misguided Certainly the 
Internet is a valuable source of information from a wide range of sources, both official 
and independent The problem is that the wealth of information contained is so 
overwhelming that Baudrillard’s prophecy that where there is ’more and more 
information’ there will be ‘less and less meaning’ is a distinct reality (Siniidcrcm atid 
Sirnirlatioii. 6) This is a theme broached by Pynchon at the end of Grcnq*’s  Huiiihmt 
where Byron the Bulb, who is part of the national grid (an obvious metaphor for a 
computer network), prophesizes that ’Someday he will know everything and be as 
impotent as before’ (654) The implication is obvious in spite of the vast new sources 
of information available due to recent technological developments, the lack of a 
structure or framework by which to navigate this information means that it rarely fulfils 
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its potential It appears that where the mass media are concerned the individual is stuck 
between two extremes too much control by the media and information becomes useless 
propaganda, too little and it cannot be assimilated 
Television is undoubtedly the most important component of the mass media 
forces that play such a central role in the construction of the contemporary world, for its 
popularity and relative affordability means that it is available to almost all social 
groups This final section of the introduction has provided a detailed analysis of its 
characteristics, paying particular attention to the way in which it shapes public opinions 
and perspectives Television is not the only component of the mass media that mi l l  be 
discussed in the course of this thesis, however In spite of the vast decline in cinema 
attendances with the emergence of television - the sixty million people who attended 
the cinema per week in 1950 had fallen dramatically to forty million in 1960’” - 
movies continue to constitute a significant social force in many of the novels 1 hill be 
examining, particularly thase written by Pynchon and DeLillo Other neu media 
phenomena such as MTV and technologies such as the Internet also provide the voung 
characters who populate the novels of Ellis and Coupland with many of their everyday 
experiences and the means by which they structure their world These too will be 
examined in more detail in later chapters The conclusion that must be drawn from an 
investigation of all of these texts is that the mass media. along c u i t h  consumerism, 
constitute both the dominant ethos of the environment portrayed and the primary means 
through which the characters interact with each other and with the external world 
One final point that remains to be made before beginning my analysis of the 
fiction of the four authors is that although the issues discussed above are relevant to 
much of contemporary American society - certainly the statistics cited during this 
introduction regarding the growth of consumerism and the mass media were based on 
surveys conducted on a nationwide basis - the novels I will be examining focus on a 
very particular group of people from a specific kind of background The novels are 
primarily located either in New York (DeLillo and Ellis) or in Southern California 
- 9 3  Norton et al. 944. 
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(Pynchon, Ellis and Coupland) It would appear that recent developments in 
consumerism, the mass media and technology, as well as the mind-set associated with 
postmodern theory, have had the greatest impact in these two large metropolitan 
centres, located on either coast of the American continent Indeed so prekalent is their 
mutual devotion to the image or spectacle that it appears to eclipse, and even collapse. 
many of the traditional differences that were said to exist between the two locations 
Anderson claims, for example, that ‘The main line of mutual contempt that used to 
flow between the coasts - New York versus L A - mostly devolved into Woody Men  
and Johnny Carson punch lines People in New York and L A fuss hysterically over 
nuances of style and status that would be invisible elsewhere This is an opinion 
shared by many observers New York, for Brooker, represents a kind of ‘Global n i i iw  
i n i a p i ~ ~ ~ e ,  a collective dream’”?’, while Baudrillard describes the city as a kind of 
ongoing movie in U hich the inhabitants themselves star *With the markeeious 
complicity of its entire population, New York acts out its own catastrophe as a stage L 
play’ ( A m e m a ,  22) It is the dislocation caused by the apparent superficiality of this 
experience that makes New York the ‘terminal of fear’, whose ‘casual savagerv’ c -  and 
‘fatal beauty is so well depicted in the novels of DeLillo and Ellis Southern 
California is usually viewed as taking these trends to extremes, and is described 
variously as a product of consumerism ‘L  *4, it should be understood, is not a mere 
city On the contrary, it is, and has been since 1988, a commodity, something to be 
advertized and sold to the people of the U S, like automobiles, cisarettes and mouth 
wash”2’, and of the mass media ‘L A i s  probably the most mediated t o w  in .4merica, 
nearly unviewable save through the fictive scrim of its mythologizers”” M y  focus on 
these two locations during the course of this thesis will thus be on the dominant role 
played by the forces of consumerism and the mass media in the structuring of the lives 
- 224 
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”‘ Kurt Anderson. Turn ofthe (“ei?tur\* (London: Headline Book Publishing. 2000). 3 75. 
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and experiences of their inhabitants - and, by corollary, of the fictional characters 1 will 
be discussing 
The phenomena and characteristics discussed in the course of this introducton. 
chapter are the focus of manv recent works both of theory and of fiction I t  i s  mv 
contention, however, that the four authors who constitute the focus of mv thesis 
contribute in unparalleled ways to the current debate Although thev share many of the 
same assumptions and anxieties about the nature of the contemporary morld, they each 
approach their examination of its dominant characteristics from different angles, c thus 
offering a wide perspective Two of the authors, Pvnchon and DeLillo, haLe been 
publishing since the 1960-s and 1970’s respectively, while Ellis and Coupland’s novels 
date only from the mid-1980’s and early 1990’s I believe that the t w o  c qenerations of 
writers complement each other very well because the novels of Pvnchon and DeLillo 
highlight L L  many of the trends and phenomena that first manifested themsehes in the 
1960’s and 1970’s, and became increasingly prevalent towards the end of the centug, 
as evidenced by their overwhelming representation in the fiction of Ellis and Coupland 
Many of these trends, including the emergence of consumerism and the mass media as 
dominant social forces, as well as the various developments associated with postmodern 
theory, have been examined already in the course of this introduction I do not wish  to 
imply, however, that the novels of Pynchon and DeLillo are useh1 onlv because thev 
provide a background for the discussion of these contemporary phenomena On the 
contrary, both authors have continued to reassess their positions in regard to the present 
world, culminating in the end-of-century publication of two retrospectives, PJmchon‘s 
Ilinsori mu’ DZXOH and DeLillo’s h3erwor/d, which delve into the .4merican past in 
order to find some clues that might help their characters to understand - and sunive in 
- the present Indeed the fact that all four of the authors have published within the last 
three years (Coupland as recently as April 2000) means that their novels offer an 
informed and up-to-date analysis of contemporary life, and this is what makes them 
particularly relevant to the present discussion 
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Chapter 1:  Thomas Pynchon. 
’Toto. I ha\ e a feeling ne‘re not in Kansas an! more‘ - 77x1 li.i:ard o/ 0: 
In the novel Heer? / ) o w r i  So Lotig /t /,oaks (2) 7 0  M). by Thomas Pvnchon’s 
great friend and classmate Richard Farina, the main protagonist is handed a card On 
one side, written in indelible purple ink, is the message ‘The statement on the other 
side is false‘. on the other, the message .The statement on the other side is true” The 
card thus represents a closed system, like Heller’s Tatch-22’, from uhich there is 
neither satisfaction nor escape The dilemma faced by Gnossos is one uith u h i c h  
Pynchon’s characters constantly grapple, for their world is also a closed svstem 
constructed out of different narratives, symbols and ciphers, where meaning c is no longer 
c. guaranteed and communication has become impossible because society has become so 
saturated with messages that none reach their intended recipients uithout hac iniz c been 
corrupted out of all recognition This chapter will examine the u/orld in u h i c h  Pvnchon 
situates his novels, paying particular attention to the issues of control and subLersion 
that characterize it In the first half of the chapter, I will discuss the forces present in 
society that wield such influence over the lives of Pvnchon‘s characters forces 
including consumerism, the mass media and technology The second half of the chapter 
will investigate the strategies employed by the characters in order to help them survive 
in such a world I will show how they use language and the narratives of religion c and 
science in order to structure the surrounding chaos for themselves My focus throughout 
will be on the progression of the characters into states of fragmentation, alienation and 
inertia which Pynchon believes comprise the dominant characteristics of contemporary 
human life, and I will conclude by suggesting how such a progress might be halted and 
even reversed 
If contemporary America is, as I discussed in my introduction, defined to a large c 
degree by the spirit of consumerism, it is appropriate that the sight that gee ts  the 




protagonists of Pynchon’s most recent novel h4a.sori arid Z)rxori  when they first arrive in 
America over two centuries ago is also that of a market set up on the docks in which 
‘All the debris of global Traffick, shreds of spices and teas and coffee-berries, splashes 
of Geneva gin’2 are for sale The advice given to the surveyors by tmo of the founding 
fathers of modern America, Benjamin Franklin and Charles Washington. is also based 
on the politics of the marketplace Franklin warns them ‘Never pay the Retail Price’ 
(267), while Washington encourages them to invest in real-estate (276) This could 
perhaps be interpreted as a forewarning that the Presidency itself would also become the 
preserve of those best able to sell themselves to the nation through the channels of the 
mass-media, like Ronald Reagan, the ex-actor, who rules (or misrules) the country in 
Iirzelariu’ Although most, if not all, of Pynchon’s characters are susceptible to the 
forces of consumerism that surround them, one family, the Slothrops of ( ; t*m~//\, ‘ 5  
Rairihcw - who are based. incidentally, on Pynchon’s own ancestors - are particularlv 
tied to the economics of America The family’s timber business serves as an appropriate 
metaphor for the central components of American society, for it converts trees into 
paper which is then hrther converted into toilet-paper, banknote stock and new spaper 
print, or what Tyrone Slothrop calls ’the three American truths’ S h i t ,  money, and the 
Word’ (28) Using this statement as a framework, the first section of this chapter w i l l  
discuss consumerism in terms of the power it brings to those who control it (‘money’), 
the waste it generates through both its unusable bi-products and those sections of 
society against which it discriminates (‘shit’), and the transcendent value instilled in 
commodities by people with very little else to believe in (-the Word’) 
Pynchon’s novels are filled with examples of plots and conspiracies - both real 
and imaginary - which manifest themselves as forces manipulating the characters The 
single most persistent and widespread conspiracy in both 7he (’rytig c?f J,o/ 49 and 
Grm*zgq’s Kazrihw involves a number of industrial cartels The area of Southern 
California in which Oedipa finds herself, in The Ciyrzg of Lot 4% seems to be entirely 
owned by Yoyodyne, Inc , of which her ex-husband, Pierce Inverarity,  as a director 
‘What the hell didn’t he own?’ (25) ( ~ w z J , ’ . ~  Hambout similarly seems to attribute the 
- Thomas p! nchon. .2Imon and Ilrxon (W: Jonathon Cape. 1997). 259 
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entire course of the twentieth century to the machinations of another cartel, I.G. Farben. 
Pynchon' characters believe that even World War 11, which provides the backqround L in 
the novel, is a consequence not of politics which is 'All theatre, all just to keep the 
people distracted', but has been dictated by the 'needs of technology' which thrive on 
the opportunities for expansion and experimentation provided bv war (( ~ I * ~ Y ? Y ' S  
Kniriho~~l, 52 1 ) .  Indeed, relationships of buying and selling c- in ~ ; r i i w ( ~  's Ikirrrhow are 
often seen to override any loyalty to one's country in times of crisis. Worries about the 
creation of stockpiles of thungsten filaments, which would lead to decreased profits are 
the basis for an agreement between the American General Electric and the German 
Krupp to set price guidelines, a move which directly governed the production of 
machine tools, and thus all areas of light and heavy industry Anv murmurs of 
disapproval about the arrangement were discounted 'When the War came. some people 
thought it unpatriotic of General Electric to have given Germany an edge like that But 
nobody with any power. Don't worry' (654)' Having thus established that the forces of 
the marketplace dominate the world in which Pynchon's novels are set. 1 will now 
examine the two most important industrial cartels that control the lives of his characters 
I.G. Farben and its fictional manifestation, Yoyodyne, Inc 
Josiah E. Dubois, a member of the -4merican prosecution team who built the 
case for war-crimes against I G Farben, describes the history of the cartel as 'The 
story of twenty-four geniuses who changed the face of the earthT4 Certainly, the 
importance of the role played by I G Farben in Germany's war effort cannot be 
exaggerated Richard Sasuly, who was Chief of Financial Intelligence and liaison of the 
Finance Division of the I_! S Military Government at the time, insists that without the 
1 G ,  Hitler could never have gone to war', for not only did I G Farben create massive 
shortages of vital army supplies among the Allies - 8050 of all magnesium products in 
the Western hemisphere were controlled by its subsidiaries in the various countries - 
T h s  is similar to the scenario in Catch-??. in \vhich Milo Minderbinder defends German membership in 
h s  syndicate by pointing to the huge profit he is making: 'Ma!.be they did start the uar. and rna!-be the! 
are killing nlillions of people. but they pa!. their bills a lot more promptl!. than some allies of ours I could 
name' (326). 
' hchard Sad!.. I.G. Farhen (Nav York: Boni and Gaer. 1917). 11. 
Josiah E. Dubois. Jr.. Generals in GrqL, Suits (London: The Bodel!. Head. 1953 ). 3 .  4 
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but through its invention of buna rubber it also transformed Germanv in less than four 
years from a country that imported 95O/O of all its rubber to one that imported only 7O0" 
Besides its obvious influence on Hitler's foreign policy, I G Farben also played an 
important role in his domestic decisions, particularly in regard to the massacre of'the 
Jews Sasuly likens the cartel to 'The engine that drove the Nazi war machine along the 
road to Buchenwald' (14) Not only did I G Farben locate its third largest buna rubber 
factory in Auschwitz and employ vast numbers of concentration camp inmates , but it 
also had a world monopoly on the sale of Zyclon B, known all over the world as 
insecticide but also used to exterminate multitudes of prisoners in 4uschuitz I t  is a 
testament to the power of the cartel that despite the incriminating evidence brought c to 
light by investigators, such as Dubois and Sasuly, of the twenty-three defendants tried at 
Nuremberg in 1947, ten were acquitted and the remainder served short sentences on the 
sole charge of 'plunderingT8 
7 
I G Farben is very much a force in Graw?3 K a / i h m ,  uhere most of the 
characters seem - either consciously or unconsciously - to be controlled b\ it Slothrop 
discovers that he was sold as a child to the cartel by his parents for experimental 
purposes (286) Besides constituting one of the central themes of the novel, Slothrop's 
betrayal is symbolic, according to Carter, of the collaboration which occurred between 
American industrialists and I G Farben during the 1930's and 1940's- often w i t h  
disastrous results for American soldiers (Slothrop is, of course, himself a soldier)" As 
well as its physical presence in ( knv~ * ' s  Rari?how, the control enjoyed by I G Farben 
also manifests itself through its fictional representation Yoyodyne, Inc We first come in 
contact with this company in I: where it begins life as the Chiclitz Toy Company, based 
in New Jersey (227) The company became extremely successful when it cornered the 
' Dubois. 80. 151. 
B\- 191 1. 1.G. Farben was using 10.000 sla\.es in its factories. In 1942. s1aL.e einplo\-rnent rose to 
22.000; in 1913. to 58.000: and b!. 1945. to it-ell o\.er 100.000. Dubois also reminds us -that gi\.en the 
brutal condtions in the concentration camps the turno\.er of labourers ttould ha1.e been huge (50). 
Interestin&.. I.G. Farben are still in\.ol\-ed in legal proceedings with some of their former labourers and 
their families. See Denis Staunton. "Holocaust Suni\.ors Protest at I.G. Farben Meetins". 7 h e  Ir/.d? 7 IIIIC).$ 
(Thursda!. 19 August. 1999). 9. 





market for yoyos, which were in demand both as children‘s tovs and as an important 
component of a military instrument, the gyrocompass The basis of its success is 
reflected in its new name, Yoyodyne, Inc (227) The companv re-emerges c in 7 1 1 ~  
(’qwig of Lot 19 as a considerable controlling force, for what the inhabitants of San 
Narcisco have in common is not a shared ancestry or history, but rather a shared present 
as employees or subjects of the Galactronics Division of Yoyodyne, Inc, one of the 
giants of the aerospace industrv and San Narcisco’s biggest source of employment ( 15)  
Not only does Pierce Inverarity. former director of the companv, appear to own 
everything in San Narcisco - including, it appears, Oedipa herself - but it becomes 
increasingly apparent that the mystery in which Oedipa - and by extension the reader - 
becomes embroiled could also be a creation of his, an elaborate hoax set up to 
demonstrate the power he wields even after his death ’It’s unavoidable. isn’t it3 Everv 
access route to the Tristero could be traced also back to the Incerarity estate’ ( 1 17) The 
action and characters of both The (’ryng of I,ot 49 and Grmity’.~ Kaiirho\r are thus 
firmly under the control of their respective cartels The inevitable result of such a 
society which. as Levine says ‘Wrests control from humans and invests it in things”(), 
is that human beings are cbjectified and reduced to the status of commodities Slothrop. 
for example, is bought, sold, and finally discarded by Jamf and I G Farben Having c
established that ‘Money’. or those who own these powefil  cartels, are indeed a 
significant presence in society, I will now examine the second of Slothrop’s ‘American 
truths’ - Shi t ’ ,  or those who are used and then thrown out by these cartels 
Pynchon, as Tanner points out, is a writer with great sympathv for what  society 
designates as ‘rubbish’” His works are populated not only by examples of actual 
dumps and landfills, such as in “Low-lands”, in which the protagonist. Flange, actually 
ends up moving in to live in a dump”, but also by many of the categories of people 
whom society regards as ’rubbish’ or socially useless junk ’Bums, homos, drifters, 
transients, itinerants”’ In The Oyirig ofLot 49, for example, Oedipa manages c to slip 
______ 
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below the surface of official American society and discover a whole world of ‘excluded 
middles’ (125) she never knew existed The consciousness that these categories are 
created and organized by particular market forces is one that pervades Pynchon’s novels 
and is at the root of much of the paranoia and feelings of persecution displayed bc his 
characters Of course in the case of certain characters, Slothrop. for example. this 
paranoia is well justified for he is indeed a commodity controlled by I G Farben Hi s  
status as a piece of waste is emphasized, by the fact that our introduction to him takes 
the form of the layers of rubbish covering his desk ‘Slothrop’s (desk) is a godauful 
mess It hasn’t been cleared down to the original c wood surface since 1932 ’Llade u p  
of millions of tiny red and brown curls of eraser rubber. pencil shavings, L dried tea or 
coffee stains’ (18) The fact that the debris includes ’lost pieces to different j i g a w  
puzzles’ is an early indication that Slothrop will never get all the ansuers he is looking c
for 
Like DeLillo, whose novels I will be discussing in the next chapter, Pynchon is 
also interested in human waste, or ‘shit’ as Slothrop calls it Both the main protaqonists L 
in I ’  find themselves wandering about the sewers - Profane in order to finance his 
aimless yoyoing * -  (122), and Stencil following another lead in his interminable search for 
information about V (13 I )  Similarly, Slothrop disappears down through his toilet. in 
G ~ ~ Y I ~ J ’ s  Kairihw, in a bid to find the harmonica he dropped in (64) One of the 
reasons that people (especially those in positions of authority) are so afraid of baste, 
according to Ames, is because of its indestructible fertility Just as an obscenit). such as 
‘shit’, is a symbol of rebellion against prescribed manners ‘An illocutionar\ act that 
violates a taboo of the official culture and in so doing silently acknouledqes c alleqiance c 
with the entire counterculture of the dispossessed’I4, therefore, so too does Pynchon 
repeatedly locate any hope for an alternative to the official version of reality - nob 
empty and barren - in those echelons of society normally confined to the margins c In 
The (’ryiiig of Lot 4Y, for example, Oedipa discovers an alternative to the offkial means 
of communication in the appropriately named W -4 S T E system, used by outcasts and 
~ 
Clnstopher Ames. ” P o ~ e r  and the Obscene World Discourses of Extremih in Thomas hnchon’s  11 
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dropouts from mainstream life ‘It survived today, in California, serving as a channel of 
communication for those of unorthodox sexual persuasion’ ( 7 9 ,  in Gmwy ‘ 5  KLiiriho\i , 
hope is located among the Hereros, black African troops based in Germany, who retain 
an element of spirituality so lacking in the majority of the other characters. as 
demonstrated in the subsumation of their dead into their daily lives, while, in T iiwlmid. 
it is the hippies, like Zoyd Wheeler and his friends, who represent the last bastions of 
the innocence and purity of the pre-capitalist 196O’s, to counteract, through their strong 
sense of family and community, the destructive power of Reagan-s government troops 
It would appear to be precisely because of their exclusion by mainstream culture that 
these undergrounds or ‘waste. possess the potential to replenish society Whether or not 
any of these alternatives could really take on the might of the forces of consumerism is 
unclear, however Oedipa never finds out whether the W 4 S T E system really exists 
or if it is merely a hoax set up by precisely one of those market forces. Pierce Inkerarit) 
‘Has it ever occurred to you, Oedipa, that somebody‘s putting you on‘’’ ( 1  16), a 
substantial group among the Hereros, the *Empty Ones’, have embarked on a campaign 
of racial suicide which will indeed defy the colonial intentions of their German masters, 
but will also, of course, inevitably end all resistance to authority (-3 17), and the hippies 
of Vineland, California, are gradually, through financial necessity, beginning to cut 
their hair and enter into the system ‘First thing neu hires all found out was that their 
hair kept getting in the way of work Some cut it short, some tied it back’ (32 1 ) This 
idea that the idealism of the 1960’s has been sacrificed to a corporate mentality 
frequently recurs throughout Pynchon‘s fiction and will be discussed at v greater length L 
later in the chapter What all of these examples imply, therefore, is that the forces of 
consumerism are likely to continue unchecked in spite of the potential inherent in waste 
as a source of possible rebellion 
Of course, another reason the marketplace is set to continue as a p o u e h l  force 
in contemporary society is that we need it and its constructions to protect us from an 
external world which many suspect is nothing but a void One particularly disturbing 
image in 7hhe (’ryziig @Lot 49 is that of Oedipa who wraps herself up in as many lavers 
of clothes as she can in preparation for her sex-game with Metzger ‘(Oedipa) began 
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putting on as much as she could of the clothing she’d brought with her six pairs of 
panties in assorted colours, girdle, three pairs of nylons, three brassieres. (23) The 
message inherent in this image is two-fold, as Tanner points out, for Oedipa becomes 
both a grotesque parody of an insanely eclectic culture which ‘over-dresses’ itself with 
bits and pieces of fabrics and fabrications taken from anywhere, while simultaneouslv 
revealing a poignant vulnerability, for under the absurd, multi-layered ‘protection’, she 
is oddly defenceless, naked and exposed Metzger L. does not fiilly undress her, but he 
does seduce her, a fact that proves the superficial nature of the protection offered bv 
commodities (Thomas Yyrichnr?, 58) In spite of this obvious failure. however, 
Pynchon’s characters continue to instil commodities with religious sisnificance, much 
in the same way as Jack Gladney and his wife Babette, in DeLillo’s WMC) .Vo/w. hho 
speak of ‘the sense of well-being, the security and contentment. afforded to them bv the 
sight of their car-load of purchases (20) Oedipa’ s immediate reaction after receiving c 
the news of Inverarity’s death, for example, is to go shopping (6)  The supermarket is 
also where many of the characters feel closest to a sense of transcendence Frenesi 
Gates, in Iirielaizd, has a ‘moment of undeniable clairvoyance’ about the futility of her 
cocooned existence while wandering around her local store (90) As well as constituting 
an important controlling and shaping force on the lives of Pynchon’s characters and the 
society in which they live, therefore, consumerism also fills the sap left in their lices bv 
the widespread decline of spirituality 
One of the legends or myths of the contemporary consumerist society portrayed 
in Iirielnrzd is based on an event now known as ‘the Great South Coast Plaza 
Eyeshadow Raid’, an event which, we are assured, is still being talked about ’in tones of 
wounded bewilderment’ at security seminars nationwide (327) The raid was comprized 
of a well-organized attack by ‘two dozen girls, in black T-shirts and jeans’ and wearing 
roller-blades, who swept into the Plaza shortly before closing, filled their bags M i t h  
cosmetics and fashion accessories, which they then sold to a black-marketer parked 
near-by (328) Besides constituting an amusing anecdote in a style very reminiscent of 
DeLillo’s White Norse, this passage provides a useful bridge between the previous 
section of this chapter on the force of consumerism and the next section uhich will  
discuss the forces of the mass media, illustrating in particular the complicity between 
them In their strike against the local stronghold of consumerism. the girls initially 
appear to be aided by the forces of the mass media Prairie, for example, manages to 
save her friend Che from a ‘mall cop’ in a manoeuvre she likens to being c ‘Bionically 
speeded-up, like Jayne Sommers’ (328), a reference of course to the popular tele\ision 
show, 7he Hioriic Womari However, the bravery of the rescue and the revolutionary 
connotations of her friend’s name are undercut by the mockery of the background c 
music, whose ‘unthreatening wimped-out effluent’ both tranquilizes the other shoppers 
and illustrates that the shop itself could not really be damaged by the efforts of 
teenagers The tune which is playing when the girls disperse u i th  their spoils - ’a  
sprightly oboe-and-string rendition of Chuck Berry’s “Maybellene”’ (328) - effortlesslv 
subsumes their attack into the larger scheme of things, for the s0ng.s c title, also the 
brand name of the large American cosmetics company Mavbelline. lets us  know 
without any doubt that nothing can disturb the hold which the cooperating forces of 
consumerism and the mass-media have on society The fact that Chuck Berry’s rock .n* 
roll song has been reduced to its nemesis in the form of unthreatening, unrevolutionarL 
musak is also significant because it refers, once more, to the fact that the spirit of 
rebellion which characterized the 1960’s had well and truly been quoshed by the time 
Reagan was in power With this in mind, the next section of this chapter will discuss the 
widespread influence first movies and then television has on Pynchon’s novels and their 
characters 
Pynchon himself is obviously both profoundly influenced b y  and interested in, 
movies, for his work is pervaded both by references to specific movies and by stylistics 
generally associated with film’’ According to McConnell, Pynchon reveals himself to 
be a ‘true child of his age’ through his affection for the 1939 classic Ihe C~’IZLII.L/ qf O z  
references to which appear in C;rni*rg*’s Kairihow, in which Kansas is represented by the 
There is some e\idence that at the start of hs career he considered takmg a job as a f i l ~ n  critic for 
Esquire magazine. Da\.id Cowart. 7homn.s finchon: 7he Arr of-4 llusion (Carbondale and Edv ards\.ille: 
Southern Illinois Uni\.ersih Press. 1980). 33. 
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relative normality of London and Oz by the mysterious underworld of the Zone"'. 
References to movies in Pynchon generally fall into two categories: The first is one 
associated primarily with Gra\~ro* 3 Kaiiihow, where German movies predatinc 1946 are 
used to infuse the novel with a flavour of the time and to explore the cultural trends that 
may have influenced the explosion of fascism which resulted in World War I1 The 
second category are American movies of the popular and commercial varietv which, 
according to Clerc, are designed to satisfy the needs of a mass culture for sheer 
entertainment and escapism, and also rekeal a certain yearning for the nostalgia c of 
adolescent movie-going'- These appear most notably in I Tirie/md, where their titles are 
italicized and include a release date The Hetirni of the Jedi (1983) (7). as if to c give the 
impression that the novel is a kind of reference book for contemporary cinema Pvnchon 
uses these movies in a varietv of ways he incorporates cinematic techniques into his 
writing and the structure of his texts, he draws upon cinema as a source of images. he 
illustrates the power of cinema in shaping people's perceptions of themselves and their 
situations, and he uses the medium of film to dramatize his concerns regarding the 
widespread collapse of boundaries between reality and fiction These topics will be 
addressed in the following section 
Pynchon's obvious interest in cinema reaches its climax in Gia\*ig* 's JhiiiihoM 
Cowart has counted allusions to twenty-five movies, nine directors, and at least fortv- 
eight actors in the novel (7homas Pyrichuri, 33) The influence of cinema on Pvnchon's 
novels does not end with its provision of this source of cultural references. however. for 
the texts are often based on filmic techniques Wolfley points to the 'stylized square 
film projector sprocket holes' used to divide the chapters in GKZYI~Y's  KwihoM as an 
indication that Pynchon's chosen artistic metaphor is the novel as movieIx The latter is 
also structured like a visit to the cinema we begin and end the text as a cinema 
audience so that, in a sense, the narrative is the movie we are watching Some scenes in 
Quoted in .*That m c h  Has Seemingl!- Influenced Thomas 
Charles Clerc. "Film in Grmii\* 's Rninhow". From Charles Clerc. ed.. .-lppronche.\ to ..( ;m\.it\, *.v 
Laivrence Wolfley. "Repression's Rainbou: The Presence of Norman 0. B r o w  in fixclion's N o \ d " .  
nchon". I6  
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the novel are even written like a director’s shooting script ‘Aftcr.  nrr h o i t r .  (comic 
bassoon solos over close-ups of the old recreant guzzling some horrible fermented 
potato-mask lobotomy out of a jerrican, wiping L her mouth on her sleeve, belching) c .  of 
fi.iiit1e.s.~ search, our moder-ri-dq pirates hmd o i i t  to seu qairi’ (528) This technique is 
also used to great effect in Iir~elnriJ where the dramatic hi-jacking c of a passenqer c -  jet in 
mid-air occurs during Zoyd’s performance on the piano of the main theme from the 
movie Goddla, Kirig of the h!or?stcrs ( 6 5 )  Pvnchon’s interest in cinema is not limited 
to his thematic use of a number of movies, therefore. but also manifests itself in the 
style of his writing 
In his use of German movies of the pre-war period throughout c ( k w t ~ ~ ’ ~  
I<nirihow, Pynchon’s main interest appears to be in the way they mah’ or may not have 
influenced the mindset that allowed - and even encouraged - the rise of Vazism and its 
horrifying consequences He is certainly influenced to some degree br. Kracauer’s 
extensive study of the cinema of the period, in which the author concludes that there 
were definite links between filmic themes and political trends ’It is mv contention that 
through an analysis of German film deep psychological dispositions prominent in 
Germany from 1918-33 cm be exposed - dispositions which influenced the course of 
events during that time”I’ Pynchon utilizes a number of the movies of Fritz Lang. a 
renowned German director of the period, to dramatize the problems m i t h  which his oun 
characters are forced to grapple He refers, for example. to I k r .  .Mdc 7od (-’Destiny“. 
1921) and Metropdis (1927), which illustrate the extent to which life is narrated by  an 
omnipresent force from which there is no escape As Stark points out, perhaps the most 
important question asked throughout Pynchon’s work relates to authoritv whether it is 
dangerous and resistance to it, therefore, not only justified but also obligatory. or 
whether it is benign and resistance to it merely a symptom of paranoia”’ This is a 
puzzle with which many of Pvnchon’s characters struggle, and 
and Hitler’s subjects - many of them choose the reassuring, if 
Siegfried b c a u e r .  From C ’nlignri to Hitler: .-1 P.nv.holopicnl Iliston 
John 0. Stark. f?nchon ‘s Fiction.v: Thomas Plnchon n ~ i d  the Literatlire 
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authority over the chaos and terror of the alternative structureless world 
The collapse of the distinctions between reality and fiction is another important 
issue for Pynchon, and film provides an ideal medium for him to explore both the 
possibilities and limitations of such a collapse. His novels are full of examples of what 
the narrator of (;rniity’s Kairzhow calls the ‘paracinematic’. the impingement c of film 
and life upon each other (388). Perhaps the most dramatic example of this i s  the 
propaganda movie made by Von Goll, a filmmaker closely modelled on Lang, which is 
designed to frighten the Germans with the ‘information’ that a black rocket troop, the 
Schwarzkommando, are present within their borders. When it transpires that this is in 
fact the case. Von Go11 and his crew are convinced that the existence of the 
Schwarzkommando is somehow a consequence of the documentary made about them 
‘It is widely believed that the Schwarzkommando have been summoned, in the way 
demons may be gathered in, called up to the light of day and earth by the now dehnct 
Operation Black Wing’ (275-6). Many of the characters also adopt the personal habits 
of famous movie stars In G ~ L Z W ~ * ’ S  Kuirzhow, Pirate Prentice’s grin is one he has 
copied ‘It is the exact mischievous Irish grin your Denis Morgan chap goes about’ (E), 
while Slothrop, master of disguise, does an impersonation both of Cary Grant (292) and 
of Errol Flynn (381) among others Similarly, in Ii~relarid, Roscoe sees himself as ‘.A 
sort of less voluble Tonto’ (271), and Takeshi is referred to as ’A  Jap Robert Redford’ 
(381) The problem with all of this is, of course, that the assumption of another’s 
identity is generally a precursor to the loss of one’s own By adopting the characteristics 
of their favourite movie stars, therefore, Pynchon’s characters mav be empowering 
themselves temporarily, but they are simultaneously putting the integrity c -  of their own 
identities at risk. 
The seemingly close connection between life and the movies does appear to 
have some benefits, however. In Ii’rzelurzd, Prairie regains contact with her mother by 
watching archival footage ‘Until you get to see her would you settle for watchin’ 
her?’ (194). Similarly, although her childhood was suffused with politics. Frenesi only 
achieves an understanding of the significance of her memories in the wider context of 
contemporary politics when she watches movies on the subject: ‘Seeing older movies 
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on the Tube with her parents, making for the first time a connection between the far-off 
images and her real life' (8 1 )" Her mother's remark that 'History is no more worthy 
of respect than the average film script' (8 1 ) takes on a whole new significance L U hen we 
take the movies of the period in the context of the House UnAmerican Activities 
Committee, who targeted film-makers, actors and other artists as being L the source of 
civil unrest and the evil of communism Pynchon's use of film as a means of reclaiming 
the past also contains a warning. however, for as a medium film is s h o w  to have its 
limitations The credo of 24 fps. the guerrilla film crew in I~tivlmid, which is based on a 
belief that the photographic image never lies, i s  revealed to be naive and misleading 
because it presumes that the image could speak for itself. without mediation, and that it 
would speak truly, without distortion*' Moreover, as is revealed in G r ~ i w y  's lkutibow. 
although a person's movements may be captured on film, the camera cannot read minds 
and so does not reveal its subject's inner thoughts and feelings 'At the images c she sees 
in the mirror, Katje also feels a cameraman's pleasure, but knows what he cannot that 
inside herself, enclosed in the .\orpi& surface of dear fabrics and dead cells. she i s  
corruption and ashes' (94) The representation of life presented by film is thus seen to 
suffer from certain shortcomings, and the boundaries between reality and fiction, 
although perhaps not as clear as they were in the past. are nonetheless still present 
One area in which life is very much related to movies for manv of Pynchon's 
characters is that of war As Cowart points out, for those of us born since 1930 
(Pynchon himself was born in 1937), World War 11 exists almost exclusk ely as a mo\ie 
experience (Thomas Pvtichoti, 33) It is no wonder, therefore, that Oedipa's 'World 
War 11' is cinematic 'John Wayne on Saturday afternoon slaughterins 10,000 Japs with 
his teeth' (5 1 )  Simmon also reminds us that although Grawty's Rcutihow is nominally 
concerned with World War I1 and its aftermath, Pynchon's real subject is the thwtw of 
war, so that the actual war and the chaotic conditions it creates serves but as a backdrop 
" Frenesi's experience is echoed in Mason's In ('oui?tq-. in which Sam also gams an understanding c of her 
heritage. the Vietnam War. b!. natching teleLision: 'The realih of it didn't register on Sam until one da\ 
soon after the!- got their first colour TV set. She \$'as eight or nine. On the e\.ening news. a report from 
Vietnam' (51). 
-- N. Katherine HaTles. .- 'Who Was Sai.ed'?' Families. Snitches. and Recuperation in Rnc1~on.s 
I i'mlnnd'. C'ritigue. j.01. 32. no. 2 (Winter 1990). 83. 
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for the more personal dramas and dilemmas of the charactersZ3 Cowart points to the 
shared vocabulary - 'Action', for example, is common to both sound stage and 
battlefield - as one indication of the intrinsic similarities between war and filmmaking L 
(Thomas Pyichori, 35) As well as providing a structure within which Pynchon can 
dramatize the events of his war, movies and weapons are also closely connected The \'- 
2. which reverses the relationship between cause and effect by not making any sound 
until after it has hit its target, owes its existence at least partly to techniques developed 
by filmmakers2' Again Pynchon underlines that representation cannot fully portray the 
essence of an event by calling both films and calculus 'pornographies of flight'  c because 
'They break up the actuality of movement into an illusion of mocement without 
participation in the real experience itself '' This point is also made in l ' / t i ~ d m d  where 
Frenesi's decision to film Weed. the leader of the student revolution, in order to 
determine whether or not he has turned traitor 'Nail him with my Scopic, c get up  in his 
face with a radio mike, no mercy' (236), is undermined by the introduction of a real gun 
into the equation 'Feel like we were running around like little kids with toy beapons, 
like the camera really was some sort of gun, gave us that kind of power Shit Hou 
could we lose track like that, about what was real?' (259) Despite the shared 
vocabulary, therefore, these events in I irdaricj, like those discussed in relation to 
C;r.avity's Rairihow, prove that 'shooting' a film and 'shooting' with a weapon are not 
the same thing at all, and that in this instance, at least, the barriers betbeen reality and 
representation remain firmly in place 
At the very beginning of this section on movies, I made the point that one of the 
most important characteristics of film was the extent to which images have traditionally 
been manipulated in order to condition the audience to accept certain truths This is 
underlined by the examples we are given throughout Pynchon's nokels of direct 
' 3  
- -  Scott Simnion. "Beyond the Theatre of War: Grm*ih,'.s Hnrnhow as Film". From Pearce. ed.. 124, Both 
Heller and West. ~ . h o  focus on the ridiculous preoccupation among commanding officers \\it11 the 
appearance of \jamme troops and parades. are important antecedents for this idea of the 'theatre of mar.. 
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government involvement in every aspect of the film industry I irielarid for example, 
emphasizes the increasing extent to which Hollywood is coming under the control of 
politicians, through both violent means, in the case of the HUAC who blacklisted any 
artists thought to deviate even slightly from the official line, and more subtle, though c 
equally effective, means, through Ronald Reagan, whose career brought him from the 
Screen Actors Guild to the Governance of California and eventually to the White House 
itself In  Grai~$+ Ka/iihow, meanwhile, we are introduced to Ufa - Tniversum Film 
AG’ - founded in 191 7 by the German Government High Command with the support of 
prominent financiers, industrialists and ship owners, and with backing from a number of 
banks Ufa’s official mission was to advertize Germany according L. to government 
directives Metropolis is but one of Lang’s movies released by LTfa2” Of course an 
inevitable correlation can be drawn between Ufa and I G Farben. both of Mihich 
wielded huge control over Germany’s affairs in  the 1940’s This connection is made 
explicit in Gravity’s Rairzhow, when Von Goll admits that he gets much of his film 
stock from Spottbilligfilm AG in Berlin (another I G outlet) (387) This i s  one obvious 
example of the complicity - between the giants of consumerism and of the movie 
business in manipulating people into leading their lives in accordance u ith their 
dictates Interestingly, this is a point also made in h e l m d  in relation to Reaqan cr and 
the cable companies whose machinations turn America into uha t  is described as a 
‘prefascist twilight’ (371) Politics, as will be discussed towards the end of the chapter, 
is thus ever to the fore in Pynchon’s novels 
It is important to remember that in spite of their manipulation, movies can also 
benefit the characters, for the imaginative world they generate can help to protect them 
from the horrors of external reality Frenesi, for example, describes hou she distances 
herself from the part she played in Weed’s betrayal and (apparent) death in order to 
enable her to continue with her life ‘She was walking around next to herself, haunting 
herself, attending a movie of it all’ (237) It is perhaps understandable that the 
characters of Graiv~q’s Ra7i7b0w, stuck as they are in the middle of a brutal war, employ 
a similar strategy There are, however, drawbacks to this, for the mediation of one’s 
”Kracauer. 36. 
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reality not only protects but also deadens one’s emotions and makes real human contact 
impossible. Frenesi, for example. finds that: ‘Even sex w-as mediated for her now - she 
did not enter in’ (237). Alongside her shielding from the horror of the betraval she 
helped commit, therefore, is her loss of ability to participate in a bonding and life- 
affirming act The conclusions to be drawn about movies as a force moulding c the IiLres 
of Pynchon-s characters are thus very similar to those drawn about consumerism 
movies are the property of those in power (Ufa and I G Farben have been compared) 
who use them to manipulate the consumer towards accepting certain truths The 
consumers themselves are glad of the structure and sense of protection offered bkr these 
fabricated worlds, but their participation in them is seen to lead inevitab v to 
dehumanization and the collapse of meaninghl interpersonal relationships 
I irzelard, published seventeen years after Pynchon‘s previous novel ( ;mw/s  ’ \  
Rai?ihow, represents an important turning-point in his fiction not least because of its 
shifting of focus from movies to television as the dominant source of’ media control 
The historical moment which represents the crux of the novel itself, the ‘sex. druqs, c and 
rock ‘n’ roll’ revolution of the 196O’s, coincides with the technical shift from mo\ies to 
television, a move greatly aided by John F Kennedy who attributed his presidential 
victory to the new ‘gadget’27 The importance of this cultural shift is emphasized by 
Slade, who remarks on the much wider audience-base available to the newer medium 
‘Video supersedes film, recycles the older medium, and extends its grasp over the 
culture by means of the cable systems whose tentacles reach even into rural areas’” 
This is illustrated in the intense competition among the rival cable-companies in 
Ib7e/a~Cj ‘The cable television companies showed up in the country. got into 
skirmishes that included exchanges of gunfire between gangs of rival cable riggers, 
eager to claim souls for their distant principles’ (319) The fact that the novel is set in 
1984 is also significant Safer points to a possible connection b i t h  Omell’s \ision, in 
?-  
- Joseph W. Slade. ”Communication. Group Theory. and Perception in I ’ii?eland’. ( ’ritrque. j.01. 32. no. 
2 (Winter 1990). 127. It i s  ironic that Kenned!‘~ death and the subsequent murder of his alleged assassin 
has become one of the most famous media ej’ents ej’er. 
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PAY-#, of a world in which people were directed by their television screens:" In 
Pynchon's world, viewing is, of course, voluntary but the fact that many of the 
characters are actually addicted could be said to make their viewing L less a matter of 
choice than an involuntary reflex Rushdie reminds us that 1984 was also Rearran's i- re- 
election year3* - a year when forty-nine out of fifty states3' re-elected a man who had 
starred in over fifty B-movies and understood that the President of the United States i s  
'The leading soap-opera figure in the great American drama, and had better possess 
star value"' The issue of control - those who control the medium of television and by 
corollary the people who watch it - is thus as central to my discussion of teleLision as it 
was in the previous sections on consumerism and the mass media 
While Pynchon is often admired for his ability to ingest the trends and fashions 
of the surrounding culture - his London-based publisher of I' describes him as being c
'Fantastically aware of everything around him He has an incredible facility for picking c
up what's going on, in the papers, on the radio. everything'" - Iitzr./md seems to haLe 
surprised many of his readers with its wealth of references to popular culture Slade 
even remarks that 'References to TV in Iitdarzd were numerous enough to turn off 
academic audiences'34, a rzmark which, it must be said, reflects far less favourably on 
these so-called 'academic audiences' than on the author himself Certainly I ?mkitzd is 
different to Pynchon's previous novels in that it limits its cultural references almost 
solely to those of the popular and commercial variety The only notable literar) 
reference i s  to a passage from Emerson read out at the annual reunion of the Becker- 
Traverse families, but even this is mediated for it is not the original, c but rather its 
quotation in a 'jailhouse copy' of The IlnrrerzeJ of Rt'/zgzozis Exprwtzce by William 
James, that has become a central part of the families' mytholog) (369) This 
'' Elaine B. Safer. "hnchon's  World and Its L e g e n m  Past: Humour and the ,4bsurd in a Tuenticth 
Century Vineland". Critique. \.ol. 32. no. 2 (Winter 1990). 108. 
Salman Rushdie. S t i l l  Craq After All These Years". 7'he -\.eu' l-ork Tin1e.s Hook He\~t.w. ( 11 J a n u q .  
1990). Section 7 .  36. 
-" Norton et al.. 1039. 
-'- Mailer. The Time of Our Time. 1084. 
'.' Quoted in ..That &ch Has Seemingl!. Influenced Tho~nas Pynchon". 
http://departments2 .pomona.edu/pynchon/bio/influences. html 
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postmodernist merger of high and low culture reaches its apex when Billy Barf and the 
Vomitites, a rock band posing as Italians at a Mafia wedding. squeeze a suite from 
Tosca into their set somewhere between tunes from the Italrarl F'nkt. Ut'ddrrig Hook (97) 
and television theme tunes (96). The point of this treatment of popular culture is to 
illustrate the postmodern undermining of historical consciousness and the collapsing L of 
boundaries between high and low culture which has created the MTV L generation drip- 
fed game-shows, soap-operas and canned laughter also portrayed in c great detail by 
DeLillo and Ellis and Coupland - a point the 'academic audiences' cited by Slade 
appear to have missed 
Pynchon himself is obviously both knowledgeable about and fond of much of 
popular culture. In his Introduction to Slow I,eanrer, for example, he admits his love for 
both cartoons: 'May Road Runner cartoons never vanish from the video cvaves. is niv 
attitude' (19); and rock 'n' roll: 'As we all know, rock & n 9  roll will never die' (E?), a 
belief that is also central to the 'People's Republic of Rock 'n .  Roll' founded bv the 
students in Ii'rielard He is also known to have written 'linear notes', which appear 
inside album covers, for albums by Spike Jones in 1994 and Lotion in 199s3' What is 
unusual given this degree of immersion in all areas of modern mass culture is his 
categorical rehsal to partake in any way in the media hype surrounding - his novels In 
fact he even goes to absurd lengths to avoid being recognized. until a British journalist 
snapped a fuzzy photograph in 1997, the last known picture of him was taken in the 
m i d - 5 0 ' ~ ~ ~  The fact that this infringement on his privacy was justified by the journalist 
in question because of its context within a culture based on the circulation of 
informatiod7 is an ironic illustration that the mass media are no longer the potential 
source of liberation its inventors envisioned, but have evolved into an instrument of 
repression and entrapment. Slade compares this to the rocket in Grmrtv 's Ktriiihoir~, 
whose invention was inspired by dreams of escaping gravity, of breaking c down national 
borders and of achieving new knowledge. Inevitably, of course, these dreams were 
> -  
-" "The Uncollected 
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perverted by the Nazis and other supranational corporations and political bureaucracies 
who took the rocket, wedded it to the atomic bomb, and transformed it into a permanent 
threat and reminder of their control3’ In the same way, the revolutionary possibilities of 
television - the 24 fps crew in helmid ,  for example. believed that their documentary 
footage could expose the corruption of the system to the American public (195) - were 
soon perverted by those in authority and used to strengthen support for the status quo 
The result is a country governed by an actor, Reagan, and populated bv people 
dependent on television for every aspect of their identities This is another indication 
that Pynchon believes that the political legacy of the 1960’s represents an opportunitv 
that went unfidfilled and that corporate America has since come to subordinate the 
individual U S  citizen 
The frightening thing about the control enjoyed by television in litiulcnid is the 
extent to which even deviancies have been subsumed by it Zoyd’s annual jump through c 
a glass window has become a chat-show topic and is tolerated as long as he sticks to the 
prescribed routine ‘Screaming ran empty-minded at the window and went crashing c
ihrough He knew the instant he hit that something was funny There was hardly anv 
impact’ (1  1 )  Pynchon’s novels abound with other characters who are similarly 
reminded of the omr,iscience and omnipresence of television On her first night as 
executor of Inverarity’s estate, for example, Oedipa is subject to a twofold manipulation 
by television Firstly, Metzger’s appearance in a television movie makes her more 
vulnerable to his sexual advances, as illustrated by her simultaneous climaxing wi th  the 
action on television ‘Her climax and Metzger’s, when it came, coincided with eberb 
light in the place, including the TV tube, suddenly going out, dead. black’ (37) 
Secondly, the interspersion of the movie with commercials relating c to different 
companies all owned by Inverarity ‘Fangosa Lagoons’ ( 19), ‘Beaconsfield Cigarettes’ 
(21), ‘Hogan‘s Seraglio’ (25), brings home to Oedipa the extent of Inverarity’s empire 
The fact that he and Metzger had been sure that she would allow herself to be seduced 
further emphasizes her powerlessness at the hands of external forces What is 
significant, however, is the extent to which Oedipa welcomes this intrusion by the 
”Communication. Group Theon. and Perception in T Ineland’. 128. 38 
media into her life Her wholehearted immersion into her quest for information about 
the Trystero is an indication, according to Dugdale, that she welcomes the opportunity 
to escape from the external world ‘Looking around for words which enable her not to 
think about war, death, industrialism, she comes upon the auratic name Trystero, which 
fulfils this role”’ Her current husband, Mucho, also uses his job as a DJ to insulate 
himself from the threat of an unstructured void, represented by the emptiness and 
soullessness of the cars he used to sell in his lot (9) Similarly, in I * / m h d 7  Frenesi is in 
the habit of keeping her television permanently switched on in the belief that it can 
ward off evil spirits ’Believing that the rays coming out of the TV screen would act as 
a broom to sweep the room clear of all spirits, Frenesi now popped the Tube on and 
checked the listings’ (83) It is significant that the Thanatoid population of I h i c k z t d  - a 
community completely dependent on television - is said to be on the increase ever since 
Vietnam (320), a clear indication that television is used as a shield to protect them from 
contemporary reality This tendency to seek rehge from the political and social 
upheavals of the late 1960’s and early 1970’s in commodities and in television 
programs was also discussed in the introductory chapter 
The mass media are also important to Pynchon’s characters because thev often 
provide the only basis for connection between them Prairie first gets to know her 
mother through footage she finds of her in the 24 fps archives ‘Until you c get to see 
her would you settle for watchin’ her3’ (194) This reliance on the mass media as a 
basis for a relationship is undermined, however, when Prairie finally meets her mother 
and they find that they can communicate with each other only through the empty catch- 
phrases of television ‘I want you to sing the “Gilligan’s Island” theme for your mother’ 
(368) On the other hand, members of their complicated family manage to find common 
ground by watching television together Frenesi’ s ex- and current-husbands, for 
example, bridge the awkwardness between them by watching ’Say, Jim’. a sit-corn 
based on ‘Star Trek’ together, while Prairie and her half-brother, Justin, also bond 
during the course of the eight o’clock movie (370) Despite fears about television 
John Dugdale. Thonim P\nchoii. .1 llu.n\ie Parnhles of Poir er (GB The Macmillan Press Ltd . 1990 ). 39 
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fragmenting families and rendering inter-personal relationships untenable, as is the case 
for the Zuniga family who name their television set as a correspondent in their divorce 
(Jhe/ai?d, 348), therefore, it is also credited in some instances with actually forsing a 
bond between people In the case of San Narcisco, or L A as described by Pvnchon in 
“A Journey into the Mind of Watts’.4o, a shared heritage of television series is often all 
the inhabitants have by way of a community As I noted in my introduction, the 
solidarity felt by many fans when the television series hf*A*S*H ended testifies to the 
strength of this ‘community’ 
As is appropriate for the inhabitants of these media-based cities, Pynchon’s 
characters often mould their identities around images they see on television, in much the 
same way as they draw on movies The police in I: for example, are dedicated viewers 
of Dragnet, and have adopted many of the characteristics of their fictional counterparts 
‘They’d cultivated deadpan expressions, unsyncopated speech rhythms, monotone 
voices‘ (364); Roseman, in The (’ryrig of Lot 49, is so obsessed with Perry Vason that 
he puts almost all his energy into compiling a file with which he hopes someday to 
undermine him (1 1 ) ,  while Hector, in he /a i id ,  is constantly found to be humming c 
theme tunes from television programs such as Meet the E’lintstoiies ( 2 6 )  It is also the 
dream of many of the characters to have their actions validated by the mass media 
Slothrop visualizes a photograph of himself in his Rocketman costume in h f t )  
magazine, with the caption ‘Barely off the ground, the Zone’s newest celebritv “fucks 
up”’ (377), and Hector plans the movie version of his life ‘With Marie Osmond as 
Debbi and no one but kcardo Montalban as Hector’ (338) Pynchon’s novels are also 
peppered with characters who take their dependence on television a step further In I-. 
we meet Fergus Mixolydian who, by using electrodes implanted in his forearm to co- 
ordinate his sleep/wake cycles with the television’s o d o f f  switch, has truly become 
‘An extension of the television set’ (56) Even more chilling is the Thanatoid 
community, in I iiielaiicl, whose collective name meaning ‘like death, only different’ 
refers to the zombie-like state in which they live ( 1  70) The Thanatoids are extremely 
I” Thomas bnchon. ”A Journe! into the Mmds of Watts“ The \ e ~  1ork Iiiiie.5 \ f q m i w  ( 12 June. 
1966) All references n ill be to http //departments2 pomona edu/p\ nchorduncollectedh atts html 
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important for two reasons they appear to have managed to collapse the distinctions 
between reality and fiction by retreating into the world of television and thus abdicating c- 
any responsibility they might have for their lives, and they have also merged c the worlds 
of the living and the dead by existing somewhere between the tmo The latter is best 
illustrated by the plight of Weed Atman, a figure shot simultaneouslv by both a c gun and 
a camera His apparent return from the dead is attributed by Takeshi to the fact that 
death has been completely trivialized by television, with its history of ‘Pickin3 awav at 
the topic with doctor shows, war shows. cop shows. murder shows’ (218) In the same 
way that life has become mediated by the media, it only stands to reason that the same 
fate can befall death Weed’s inability to die, therefore, stems from his failure to find 
any difference between the two mediated states However, it must be noted that Weed’s 
return to life as a Thanatoid, or mediated image of his former self. does habe its 
limitations, for the image, as I discussed earlier in relation to rocket-flisht and its 
representation by film and calculus, cannot compare to the experience itself The 
resurrected Weed is thus no more than a shadow of the former student leader and 
revolutionary ‘As a resident of the everyday world, Weed Atman may haLe had his 
points, but as a Thanatoid he rated consistently low on most scales, including L those that 
measured dedication and community spirit’ (2  18) In spite of its apparent omnipotence, 
therefore, television like film is seen to have its limitations Indeed Pynchon appears to 
indicate that it may yet be possible to free oneself from its tyranny Most promising c is 
the figure of Takeshi, in Iirwlmd, for he realizes his susceptibility to teleyision and is 
engaged in a conscious struggle to turn his back on the zombie-like world of the 
Thanatoids by engaging in some karmic adjustment and entering into a fulfilling 
relationship with DL ’The difference being, I think, that I’m trying to go - the opposite 
way! Back to lifer’ ( 1  7 1 ) It would appear, therefore, that in spite of the unquestionable 
power that television wields over the lives and identities of Pynchon’s characters, he has 
not written off their chances of escaping just yet 
At the centre of Pynchon’s novels is the issue of information, which is regarded 
as a most significant part of contemporary society The characters in Gr.n\q $ 5  Ka/rihow 
are h l l y  aware of its important place in their lives and of its replacement of traditional 
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values and means of exchange. ‘Information. What‘s wrong with dope and women? I s  it  
any wonder the world’s gone insane, with information come to be the only real medium 
of exchange?’ (258). In fact three of Pynchon’s novels - 7hc. C/;wg of L o t  49. 
(;ra\vt~-’s KnirihoMi and helnrid - have information and its effects on societv as 
central themes All of these novels open with the delivery of messages in a variety of 
forms. In The C?yirig of Lot  4Y, Oedipa arrives home from a Tuppemare party to find a 
letter informing her that she has been appointed executor of Inverarity’s estate (5). 
C;rnvip’s Rnirihow opens with the image of a bomb ‘screaming across the skv’  ( 3 )  This 
image turns out to be a dream of Pirate Prentice’s ( 5 )  who interprets it as a subliminal 
indication that he i s  to expect some ’incoming mail’ (6); and Ii’irthiid begins uith a 
dream of Zoyd’s that, like Pirate, he also interprets as a subliminal message ‘He 
understood it to be another deep nudge from forces unseen’ (3 )  These examples are 
important for two main reasons: Firstly, they demonstrate that even the dreams of the 
characters offer them no rehge from the relentless onslaught of information; and 
secondly, they illustrate the use of information by those in positions of authority as a 
means of controlling the population Oedipa is essentiallv ordered to enter I n k  eraritf s 
empire by her nomination as executor, Pirate i s  reminded again of his sexual 
conditioning for his message includes a picture to help him ejaculate on the 
‘Kryptosam’, the ink developed by Jamf which only becomes visible after coming in 
contact with seminal fluid (12); while Zoyd-s message is a reminder from the 
government that it is time to perform his annual stunt (8). Neither they, nor the readers. 
are thus left under any illusions but that the use of information as a medium of exchange c 
is very much the preserve of the powefil .  
While some critics, like Norbert Wiener, hail communication as being ’The 
cement of society”’, its benefits are generally overshadowed by an abareness of the 
manipulation of the message by those in control. In ~1rider.vtnizhig Aledi~z. McLuhan 
expresses this dichotomy: ‘Technology may become the great connector of man, or it 
may become the ultimate means for their subjugation and control’ (321) Given 
Norbert Wiener. The Humat? I lw ofHunion Beings C‘\hernetics nrid Socien (CS The RI\ crside Press. l i  
1950). 111. 
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Pynchon’s interest in issues of control. it is no surprise that examples in his novels 
relate primarily to the latter Melley refers to the ‘supremely competent mailman’ 
behind the multiple narratives and systems of Griwi[v’.s k i ~ r i b o \ t ~ ~ - ’ ,  while the central 
force operating in The C r y r g  c?f Lot 49 is the Trystero postal system, which was 
originally founded on the basis that ‘Whoever could control the lines of 
communication, among all these princes, would control them’ ( 1  13) As well as 
controlling the actual means of communication. it is obvious that those in authority also 
control the information transmitted Oedipa’s discoveries about the Trystero and its 
fictional representation in The Coiuier’s 7rc7g43, for example, are not reallv of very 
much use to her because the messages transmitted through this channel have been 
distorted to such an extent that she cannot read them The word &Trystero’. for example, 
appears in two different forms, spelt both as above or as ‘Tristero’ (29). while Thurn 
and Taxis, the name of the family who ran the monopoly Trystero was originallv L set u p  
to oppose. also becomes distorted in a children‘s nursery rhyme ‘Tristoe, Trisoe, one, 
two, three, Turning taxi from across the sea’ (82) Some of these distortions are 
allegedly c in the interest of the transmission of correct information Mucho, for example. 
has to change L Oedipa’s name to ‘Edna Mosh’ so that it will sound like -0edipa Maas‘ at 
the other end ofthe broadcasting process ‘It’ll come out the right way I was allowinq c
for the distortion on these rigs, and then when they put it on tape’ (96) The vast 
majority of cases, however, owe more to the deliberate distortion of information than to 
any concern for the public It is worth remembering that the pre-war German movies 
which occupy such a prominent position in G r a ~ ~ t y ’ s  Kcirribo~l also hnctioned as what 
Dugdale calls ‘the official government delivery system’ ( 7honm /<vrichori, 138), 
brainwashing the audience with propaganda It is clear, therefore, that both the medium 
and the message (to borrow terms from McLuhan) are the preserve of those in authority, 
and that any deviant communication can only be delivered by an alternative and 
generally underground system which, as Oedipa finds out, is itself also vulnerable to 
corruption 
Timoth! Melle!. ”Bodies Incorporated. Scenes of Agenc! Panic in (;rm-it\ ‘ 5  Knir7ho3r .- ( ’ori~c~mporq 
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The extent to which society is moulded by the forces of communication is 
repeatedly emphasized by Pynchon, not least in Oedipa's revelation that San Narcisco, a 
product like L A of the mass media, resembles the inside of a radio when viewed from 
above 'She thought of the time she'd opened a transistor radio to replace a batterv and 
seen her first printed circuit The ordered swirl of houses and streets, from this high 
angle, sprang at her now with the same unexpected, astonishing clarity as the circuit 
card had' (14) Stonehill insists that this sense that 'the planet is being wired into life' is 
palpable throughout Pynchon, and that the Internet represents the 'nervous system' that 
makes it possible"" This metaphor surfaces in the story of Byron the Bulb which is 
recounted towards the end of G r a w ~ ~ ' s  Kaidmw. The fact that Bvron is immortal IS 
regarded as a threat to their profits by the 'Committee on Incandescent AAnomalies', who 
send an agent to unscrew him from his socket Within seconds, this information has 
spread along the 'Grid' *At  something close to the speed of light c e\er! bulb in 
Europe knows what's happened' (650) This Grid and the speed at which information 
can be transmitted along it make it an obvious analogy for the Internet Although the 
internet is. of course, a means for those not in power to transmit and receive 
information, thus making it at least a potential source of anarchy, Pvnchon, as I 
mentioned in my introduction. does not appear overly optimistic that it can be used as 
an instrument of change The fact that Byron's story ends with a prophesy 'Someday 
he will know everything, and still be as impotent as before' (654) is a reference. 
according to Stonehill, to all the e-mail addicts of the world who have access to as much 
information as they want, but find themselves able to do so little with it This 
smphasizes yet again that information and the channels of communication belong c to 
those in power, and that regardless of how much information an individual, like Oedipa. 
U gathers it will be useless to them because they will not have the facilities to decode and 
use it Information, therefore, still demands an intelligence to value and structure it 
Besides the Internet, Pynchon displays a thorough knowledge of other 
contemporary advances in technology and refers to them throughout his nobels in order 
Brian Stonehill. "b-nchon' s Prophesies of C!.berspace". li 
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to illustrate his various concerns Unfortunately, his obvious expertise on the subject is 
not always appreciated by the critics Larner, for example, claims that Pynchon himself 
is a victim of the same inanimate world his characters are so helpless against, and that 
I: through its very technique ‘Loses the fight against mechanical domination and 
becomes one more symptom of the disease it portrays’ For Larner, therefore, I’ is no 
more than a lifeless construct itself ‘ A  novel of acts, constructed bv a Master 
Engineer’4J This section of the chapter will deal with the issue of technolow c _ in the 
novels of this ‘Master Engineer’, focusing particularly on those aspects already 
discussed in relation to the forces of consumerism and the mass media the use of 
technology to control society, the dissolution of boundaries between the animate and the 
inanimate, and the objectification and alienation that results 
McLuhan is optimistic about the effects technological advances will have on 
society, for he believes they will produce a global culture that will transcend divisions 
and undermine imposed patterns of control (U17derstn1idirig Medm7 5 )  Pvnchon does 
not seem so sure, and the effects of technology are accordingly portraved in his novels 
as being predominantly negative The battle between humanity and machine. animate 
and inanimate forces, is a dominant theme in many of his novels The supremacy of the 
latter is illustrated in I’ through the evolution of the title character from the licely 
schoolgirl, Victoria Wren, to the collection of mechanical parts she has become by the 
end of her life ‘Both eyes glass but now containing photoelectric cells. connected by 
silver electrodes to optic nerves of purest copper wire and leading to a brain exquisitely 
wrought as a diode matrix could ever be’ (41 1 )  Many of Pynchon’s characters suffer 
from anxiety about their own increasing colonization by technology Profane’s personal 
version of the nightmare is based on a story he heard about a boy ‘Born with a golden 
screw where his navel should have been ‘ (39) The boy’s attempt to remove this screw 
results in his falling apart ’The screw is gone Delirious with joy. he leaps up out of 
bed, and his ass falls off (40) In Profane’s dream, the disassembly continues until there 
are parts scattered all over the pavement Indeed this fate is not too distant for many of 
the characters who are gradually transforming themselves from animate to inanimate 
Jerem! Lamer. ”The Ne\{ Schlemihl“. Pnrtr.wn Hr\*rerr,. 1.01. -30. no. 2 (Summer 196.3 ). 2 7 1  11 
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creatures We meet characters like Bongo-Shaftsbury, who has wired his brain to a 
switch implanted in his arm ‘These wires run into my brain When the switch is closed 
like this I act the way I do now When it is thrown the other-’ (I*, 81), Tchitcherine, who 
is ‘more metal than anything else’ (C;rm771j~’s Knizihow, 337), and Frenesi, who has 
become the mechanical eye of her camera (Tiiielnlid, 200) The problem is that this 
subordination of animate to inanimate is thought to result in the death of the soul for it 
appears that behind all the false parts is nothing but a void This is illustrated in 
Profane’s nightmare in which nothing is left when the mechanical parts of which he is 
composed lie scattered in the street (40) Another consequence of this tendency towards 
mechanization is that human relations are undermined, as illustrated in the widespread 
replacement of one’s human sexual partner with a mechanical one In I-. Rachel spurns 
Profane’s advances in favour of her MG ‘You beautiful stud I love to touch 
you the w a y  ~~ you start to 
shudder around 5000rprn when you‘re excited’ ( I 7 ,  28). and numerous characters in 
Gral77ty’s HaizihoMi fantasize about the V-2 Rocket which is also portrayed in phallic 
terms ‘Enzian in the course of a wet dream where he coupled with a slender white 
rocket’ (297) This copulation with an object also results in the reduction of women to 
the status of objects in men’s sex lives The women in ( h m v ~  ’ 5  KniriboH complain that 
they are now regarded as mere collections of sexual parts ‘Tits .n. ass That’s all we 
are around here‘ (507) This objectification also has wider political connotations 
because, as Slade explains, the reduction of another human being to the status of an 
object means one does not feel an obligation to treat them with any humanity (7honici.s 
Pyiichon, 48) This i s  illustrated by the persecution, in both I and ( ~ r m i ~ ~ ’ . s  I<niiibo\r, of 
the Hereros, and, of course, historically by the behaviour of the Nazis who, having 
reduced the Jews to valueless objects, could subject them to all manner of brutality 
This is perhaps the main danger associated by Pynchon with the forces of technology 
which have such an influence on our society - that our obsession with mechanical things 
will lead inevitably to our inability to respond to each other in any way but as objects, 
with the same horrifying consequences as were seen in Nazi Germany 
Your knny responses, darling, that I know so well 
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In the first half of this chapter, I have examined the forces that I am arguing c v 
exert the most important influence on contemporary society - the forces of 
consumerism. the mass media and technology I believe that my discussion has proved 
without doubt that these forces are indeed hndamental to the organization of the 
modern world as it is represented in the fiction of Thomas Pynchon One very important 
point I have made regarding each one of these forces is that they are clearlv the presene 
of those in power, who use them to manipulate and control the rest of the population 
who are disempowered and objectified as a result In the second half of the chapter. I 
will focus on these characters and examine the strategies they adopt in order to suniice 
in such a world I will begin by looking at the way in which many characters narrate an 
existence for themselves, participating in both real and imaginary plots with the aim of 
insulating themselves from the void they believe surrounds them I will also discuss the 
way in which many of Pynchon’s characters turn to religious or scientific explanations 
(or more often a mixture of the two) in order to try to explain the world and their place 
in it 
One very noticeable characteristic of Pynchon’s fiction is the extent to which 
both the narratives and the characters themselves are obsessed with patterns and plots 
This obsession is grounded, according to Tanner, in the widespread fear among recent 
American writers that the unpatterned. unconditioned life of the American dream has 
been replaced with ubiquitous control over our thoughts and actions“ In I ; the shaping 
force of all the action is a cipher, the letter ‘V ’ ,  which gives the novel its title The 
narrative also adheres to a V-shaped structure for while the two main protagonists. 
Stencil and Profane, begin the novel at opposite extremes - the former seeing L patterns 
everywhere, the latter seeing only randomness - they eventually end up together i on 
Malta two initially divergent lives thus converge on a single point The forces that 
appear to be controlling Oedipa in The Ciyiig c!f‘Lot 49 are less subtle, in that she is 
more aware of her manipulation than either Stencil or Profane However, whereas the 
structure of I’ clearly indicates the presence of such a force, neither Oedipa nor the 
reader is ever h l l y  sure if the evidence she uncovers points to the existence of an 
underground movement or if she is merely the victim of a hoax perpetrated by her late 
ex-husband ‘Has it ever occurred to you, Oedipa, that somebody’s putting vou on3 
That this is all a hoax, maybe something Inverarity set up before he died3‘ ( 1  16) There 
is no such uncertainty in Gra~i!\-’.v Knirihow where the characters are acutely aware of 
their manipulation by ‘Them’, or the ‘The Firm’ as they are also known (32)  .4lthou%h 
unidentified, it is abundantly clear that this force is one dedicated to annihilation, for 
their most effective instrument is the Rocket, in whose vicinity many of the male 
characters (including Slothrop) have been conditioned to have an erection The situation 
changes v slightly in I itidmid where the controlling forces are clearlv identified as 
government agent Vond and his troops Finally, in h4a.50ri ntiJ I ) i x o t i .  like the nokels 
before I ?ridarid, the controlling forces are never identified, although they are thought c of 
in vaguelv religious terms ‘Forces beyond his ability at present to reach. - a Station of 
the Cross being his preferr’d Trope’ (158) As the novel proceeds. it becomes 
increasingly obvious that Mason and Dixon are indeed being c used by some larger c 
agency and that the boundaries they studiously lay down in America will be penerted 
from their original use as soon as they are finished ‘Hearken, Gentlemen, - Someone 
wants your Visto Not your Line, nor the Boundary it defines Those are but a pretext’ 
(601) Of course the Mason-Dixon line was, very soon after this, subsumed into the 
larger narrative of American history, for it became the boundary during the C i d  War 
between those states which supported slavery and those that did not It is clear. 
therefore, that this sense of having one’s life controlled by an external force - be it the 
government or some unnamed agency - is one which pervades all of Pynchon‘s novels 
The fascinating point about the controlling forces depicted in Pynchon‘s novels 
is the complicity of the characters in their continued existence, an occurrence that 
proves that the relationship between manipulator and manipulated is not always as 
straightforward as it may initially appear Many of the characters make the point that 
however uncomfortable it may be to be subject to a controlling narrative. it is much 
worse to be set adrift without any form of connection at all‘” Profane describes his most 
fundamental fear as finding himself alone in an empty world ‘Some of us are afraid of 
dying, - c  others of human loneliness Profane was afraid of land or seascapes like this, 
where nothing else lived but himself ( I ;  20), while Slothrop also makes his preference 
for a life of control by external forces clear ’Either They have put him here for a 
reason, or he’s just here He isn’t sure that he wouldn’t. actually, rather have that 
~mwt  (434) In spite of their torment, these characters continue to regard their 
manipulation by external agencies as preferable to the alternative of isolation Their 
determination to remain under the control of these forces is illustrated bv their refusal to 
face the possibility that they may only be figments of their imaginations c Stencil, for 
example, is aware that his obsessive search for clues about V may be but a symptom of 
his isolation ‘It may be that Stencil has been lonely and needs something for company’ 
(54) However, he refbses to even contemplate ending his quest ‘He tried not to th ink ,  
therefore, about any end to the search Approach and avoid’ (55 )  Similarlv, Oedipa 
decides to insulate herself from the possibility that the evidence she has uncovered may 
be but part of a hoax by retreating, temporarily at least, into a nervous breakdown ‘Old 
fillings in her teeth began to bother her Waves of nausea, lasting five or ten minutes, 
would strike her at random, cause her deep misery, then vanish as if the\ had necer 
been’ ( 1  18) Nor can we really blame them for rehsing to let go of their fantasies, for, 
as Sanders points out, when one is no longer part of a plot it is only a matter of time 
until one loses one’s identity ‘Isolated from external schemes, character dissolves’ 
(186) This fate is precisely that which befalls Slothrop who, having escaped from Their 
control, literally dissolves and fragments ‘Slothrop has begun to thin, to scatter- 
(509) By the end of the novel, he has become like a ghost, visible on14 to Pig Bodine 
‘One of the few who can still see Slothrop as any sort of integral creature any more’ 
(740) Having thus established the presence of narrating or structuring forces in 
Pynchon’s novels, and, moreover, the need expressed by the characters to believe in 
them in order to survive as integrated beings, I will nou examine both the basis for this 
This is a point that r j i l l  be discussed at length in relauon to the characters in DcLillo‘s no\cls 46 
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need for order and the methods used by the characters to ensure that they remain subject 
to its control. 
The need to find a coherent narrative on which to base our lives is, according to 
Henry Adams, himself a historian and one of Pynchon’s great influences‘?. very much a 
twentieth-century phenomenon. for the undermining c of many traditional metanarratives 
which shaped society in the past ‘When God was a father and nature a mother‘, has left 
us directionless and vuInerable‘X Stencil’s insistence on referring to himself in the third 
person - in a parody of Henry Adams - is clearly an attempt to convince himself that his 
life is part of a larger narrative: ’Herbert Stencil, like small children at a certain stage c 
and Henry Adams in the lIJcj2icatiori. 
This helped “Stencil” appear as only one among a repertoire of identities’ (62) Of 
course, the problem with these assumed identities is that they often obliterate anv 
always referred to himself in the third person 
remaining vestige of self a character might retain. By thinking of himself purelv in 
terms of ‘He Who Looks for V’ (226). therefore, Stencil loses any identity he mav once 
have possessed and becomes, as his name suggests. a ’stencil‘ - not a person but merely 
a process by which patterns and designs can be produced While narratives are 
obviously important as a means of inscribing one’s presence on the world, therefore. an 
over-emphasis can lead to one’s becoming a mere function of the narrative and one’s 
subsequent reduction to an empty cipher or stencil 
Given the widely acknowledged modern preoccupation with signs: c . Modern 
man is above all an interpreter of different signs, a reader of differing c discourses. a 
servant of signals, a compelled and often compulsive decipherer”’. it is not surprising 
that some of the most important controlling narratives in Pynchon consist of languase v 
itself The assertion in Mason arid Ilixori that ‘(life) is Text - and u e  are its readers, 
and its Pages are the Days turning’ (497) is applicable to many of Pynchon’s 
protagonists, like Stencil whose name refers to the activity of composing c a design v or 
structure. Berressem suggests that one of the many connotations that can be drawn from 
~~~ ~~~ ~ ~ 
hmchon refers to the influence that Adams had on his fiction in tus Introduction to Slov i.cnriirr. 13 
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Oedipa’s name is that of the OED, or the Oxford English Dictionary5”, a very suitable 
allusion for a character who obviously relates to the environment surrounding c her as a 
kind of text she must struggle to read More specifically, if the ending of her name - 
Oedipa - is emphasized, the text with which she struggles is clearlv the language of her 
father (Inverarity does, after all, represent a kind of father figure to her) Much of her 
quest focuses on the word ‘Trystero’, which fascinates her from the very first time she 
hears it ‘Trystero The word hung in the air hung in the dark to puzzle Oedipa Maas, 
but not yet to exert the power over her it was to’ (51)  Her obsession u i t h  this word is 
compared to the Puritan obsession with the Word ‘You’re like Puritans are about the 
Bible So hung up with words, words’ (53)  This Puritan connection is also made in 
relation to Slothrop, in G~mi&’s  Raztihow, who wonders whether his immersion in a 
plot is an inevitable consequence of his heritage ‘Did They choose him because of all 
those word-smitten Puritans dangling off of Slothrop’s family tree?’ (207) Of course 
the irony in relation to 7he (’yz’it~g of Lot 49 is that Oedipa’s ardent study of the bord 
‘Trystero’ does not lead her to any revelation, but rather to an endless proliferation of 
other words and signs. all of which conspire to confuse her even fkrther ’Oedipa 
wondered whether, at the end of this (if it were supposed to end), she too might c not be 
lefi with only compiled memories of clues, announcements, intimations. but never the 
central truth itself (66) She even goes so far as to speculate that, unlike the Puritans for 
whom the Revelation would lead to eternal life, the endless clues and references to the 
Trvstero are there to try to hide the fact that there is no revelation ’She *ondered if the 
gemlike “clues” were only some kind of compensation To make up for her having lost 
the direct, epileptic Word, the cry that might abolish the night’ (81) Mendelson points 
to the novel’s title as proof that the Revelation will always be just out of reach for 
Oedipa Since the word ‘Pentecost’, he explains, derives from the Greek word for 
&fiftieth’, the crying by the auctioneer of the forty-ninth lot suggests the moment before 
a Pentecostal revelation ‘The end of the period in which the miracle is in a state of 
i i  I - 
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potential, not yet manifest? That the heroine of The Cryit~g of Lot I Y  is afforded no 
more than a brief mention in the later novel T7itie/md is an indication. perhaps, that she 
never did have her Revelation, and is still living an empty, insignificant life while she 
waits 
Rather than regarding The C y t i g  of Lot 1 Y  as an example of how to interpret a 
text, Oedipa’s approach to her quest serves rather as a warning about how not to read 
Pynchon, for she fails as a reader in a number of hndamental ways Her first mistake, 
according to Carter, was to assume that the text which confronted her was meant to be 
solved, instead of regarding it as an ‘open text’ capable of accommodating many 
interpretations (35) She imposes her own interpretation on the painting ‘Bordando el 
Manto Terrestre’ - she is so upset by the apparent captivity of the embroidering girls 
that she begins to cry (1  3) - instead of realizing, as Siege1 points out, that the painter’s 
name, Remedios Varo, which means ‘various answers’, was trying to indicate to her 
‘The relativity of truth and multiplicity of possible conceptions of reality. (6)  Her 
second hndamental mistake was her presumption that she would definitely hace a 
revelation This belief is rubbished by Sr Rochelle, in I i t ~ d m L J ,  who warns Prairie that 
to have any meaning, understanding must come as a result of a concerted effort 
‘Common sense and hard work’s all it is Only the first of many kuniochi 
disillusionments is finding that the knowledge won’t come down all at once in ank 
big transcendent moment’ (1  12) Another basic problem Oedipa has is her inability to 
interpret, or even read, the clues she uncovers When she first comes across the 
W A S T E system, for example, she gets her punctuation wrong and thus loses much 
of the meaning inherent in the words ‘It’s W A S T E ,  lady an acronym. not 
“waste”’ (60) She is also unable to distinguish important information from triLia1 
nonsense, and is thus constantly bringing into the equation information, such as a 
meaningless children’s nursery rhyme, which only leads to hrther confusion Far from 
leading either Oedipa or the reader towards a significant revelation, therefore. /he 
(’tytig ofLot 19 undermines the very possibility of interpretation by focusing on the 
’’ Ednard Mendelson. ”The Sacred. the Profane. and The (’ciii?g of Oot 49**. From Mendelson. ed.. 
P\ncl?on: .A C’ollection cq C’riticnl L.ssn?~s (Ne\\ Jerse!.: Prentice-Hall. Inc. 1978). 135. 
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absence of the skills needed to decode the text In this sense, it could be argued that she 
is as much post-Puritan as she is postmodern This is an interesting obsevation to extend 
towards Pynchon himself, for although many of the anxieties that characterize his 
novels - the over-saturation of society with the signs and images of consumerism and 
the mass media, and the subsequent destabilization of meaning - are related to 
postmodernism, they could also be attributed to a post-Puritan environment in which 
life is no longer explained by one all-encompassing metanarrative 
The difficulties experienced by both Pynchon’s readers and his protagonists in 
their attempts to penetrate the text with which he confronts them is attributed bv Tanner 
to the author’s own fear that he himself might be controlled and his words distorted by 
the very language he uses (c‘rt\* of Words, 16) In an attempt to avoid this. he distances 
himself from his narratives and leaves the onus of interpretation on the reader and our 
fictional representatives Nevertheless his narratives abound with instances of 
manipulation, both subtle and oblique In his Introduction to Slow I , e u r m ~  for example, 
instead of editing or even re-writing his short stories in order to bring them u p  to date, 
Pynchon decides instead to manipulate the reader by telling us what we should both 
notice and disregard about the texts ‘What I find interesting about the stow no\% is not 
so much the quaintness and puerility of attitude as the class angle’ ( 6 )  There are also 
many examples of this manipulation to be found within the novels themselves Clerc 
points out that the tone used by those narrating often conditions the uav  we react to the 
characters In Grmvty’s Hnidx)w, for example, the tone is breezy and informal uhen 
dealing with the American characters, but becomes more formal and serious when 
describing the Germans ( 1  8) Less subtle, though no less penasive, are instances u hen 
the characters themselves deliberately distort their stories in order to serve their own 
purposes Stencil, the surrogate author of Lr, frequently ‘stencils’ or repatterns the 
information he gains about V to support what he already knows ‘I  only think it strange 
that he should remember an unremarkable conversation, let alone in that much detail. 
thirty-four years later A conversation meaning nothing to Mondaugen but everything c to 
Stencil’ (249) Oedipa also forces us to read the text from her perspectiLe, for the 
collection of clues she offers to us for our perusal is indicative, Dugdale sugsests. of her 
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own selectiveness rather than of any fantastic perception she may appear to possess 
(Thomas Pyrichori, 129). In both I i‘rielniid and Masoii aid DI-~oii, the narratorial 
intrusion is more direct Takeshi and DL both participate in the telling c of their stow to 
Prairie, and discuss whether or not to leave some parts of it out ‘Maybe we should just 
skip over the sex part here She is just a kid’ (149), while Re\ Cherrvcoke’s 
reliability as a narrator is undermined bv a similar tendencv to censor the information 
‘They have heard an Herodotic Web of Adventures and Curiosities selected, the Re\ 
implies, for their moral usefulness, whilst avoiding others not as suitable in the Hearing 
of Youth’ (7) Baker makes the point that the Rev’s sojourn with the LeSpark family 
will last only for as long as he can keep his audience amused Like Sheherezade. it is in 
his best interest, therefore, to extend his narrative as far as possible b h  including 
‘Detailed speculation and lengthy accounts of stories he describes at the outset as 
false’5’ Interestingly, the Rev’s narrative is also subject to manipulation bb various 
members of his audience the twins, Pitt and Pliny, who beg him to end on a happ! note 
for their fictional representatives, Mason and Dixon ‘Perhaps this would be a good 
moment for us to abandon the Narrative’ (315), the young lovers. Tenebrae and 
Ethelmer, uho  focus on the romantic aspects of the tale (527) -  and numerous listeners 
who urge the Rev to invent the contents of Mason’s long-lost letters in order to procide 
the narrative with a sense of continuity ’Make up something, then, - Ilunchausen 
would’ (720) These exhortations forcibly make the point that in relation to ston- 
telling, as with every other force or narrative previously discussed in this chapter. the 
characters are not only aware of their manipulation by external agencies, but actual11 
encourage their presence and the structures they impose 
As a final point in relation to Pynchon’s manipulation of both his protagonists 
and his readers through his narratives, I would like to address the issue of the names he 
gives his characters throughout his fiction - names uhich have the dual result of 
trapping the characters within some implied characteristics and predisposing the reader 
’’ Stephan Baker. The Fiction of Postrriodeniir* (Edinburgh. The Uni\.ersit! of Edinburgh Press. Ltd . 
2000). 134. 
towards certain expectations about them? In The ('[\*iiig of I,ot 49, we meet a number 
of characters whose names lend themselves to multiple connotations Oedipa, for 
example, could stand for OED (Oxford English Dictionary), as befits a character 
Petillon describes as being 'so hung up on words'54, or alternatively for 'odd'". or 
even 'od', a word meaning 'sad and lonely. from The Waste I ,mLj ,  a poem ofien 
referred to in Pynchod6 Her surname 'Maas' also has a number of possible derivations 
It could refer to the 'mass' media!', to the Afrikaans word 'maas' which means 'net. or 
'web', and thus perfectly describes her situation", to 'mass. which means 'loophole' in 
Dutch, suggesting that her activities could in fact represent a way of helping c her to 
escape from her entrapment? or alternatively to Newton-s Second Law of Motion, in 
which 'mass' is a term denoting a quantity of inertia, suggesting perhaps that all her 
activity is controlled by an external force"" Most critics point to the obvious dericration 
of her name from Sophocles' Oedipus myth, a relation that traps both the reader and 
Oedipa herself into thinking that her mission is to find out what it is her destint. to 
know Despite this obvious similarity to the story of Oedipus, however, Stark points out 
that many other parts of the classical tale and its psychoanalytic baggage v do not applv to 
Pvnchon's Oedipa (13)' ar, indication perhaps that Pynchon may be trvinq - c  to blur rather 
than sharpen the character's outlines with all this information. in order to show that 
things often cannot be understood as easily as may initially appear 
Some of Oedipa's fellowcharacters also enjoy, or perhaps suffer, similarli 
complicated names 'Pierce Inverarity', for example, could refer to the penetration of 
.F .; Seed reminds us that nanies also represent an important source of control for the authorities in ( 'ofch- 
22. u.hich is L5.h:- Yossarian's campaign of forging signatures is regarded as such a sub\erske act. 7 h c  
Fiction o f  .Jo.seph Heller. 3 8. 
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.\Tew _ _  Eksavs OH "The C'winp o f L o t  49 " (Cambndge: C.U.P.. 1991 ). 14 1 .  
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Beressem. 82. 
' Bernard Du\$huizen. "Hushing Sick Transmission: Disruptmg Storl\ in 7he ( 'r1~ng o i ' h i  49". From 
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Oedipa's - and, by extension, the reader's - mind by the alleged author of the Trystero 
hoax (and thus the novel as a whole) It could also be read as an exhortation to Oedipa 
to try to 'pierce veracity', or find out the truth Slade suggests that it could be a play on 
'Professor Moriarty', arch-rival of Sherlock Holmes (like Oedipa a collector of clues) 
and master of nefarious design (7hhonin.5 I~wchoii, 108) Johnston believes it could refer 
to C S Peirce, the American founder of semiotics'". again appropriate to Inverarity's 
suspected authorship of the plot, while Stark points out that the town of Inveraritv, in 
Scotland, was the bastion of the Protestant reformation and that Pynchon may thus be 
implying that he agrees with Weber's connection between Protestantism and capitalism 
It is hardly a coincidence that Inverarity was also the birthplace of James Clerh 
Maxwell, inventor of Maxwell's Demon, which, as I will discuss later, is such a 
dominant metaphor in each of Pynchon's novels" 
One of the most exhaustively discussed and analyzed names in Pynchon i s  that 
of Slothrop, the main protagonist in G ~ I Y I J  '.I Kairzhow Stark suggests that it represents 
an amalgamation of 'sloth', meaning laziness, and 'rop', which is a term used when an 
editor has the right to place an ad wherever it is convenient in a newspapero3. referring, 
perhaps, to Slothrop's narration by controlling forces who can make him react even in 
the most intimate of ways, the most obvious example being his conditioning L to c get an 
erection whenever in the vicinity of a V-2 rocket Simberloff points out that 'Sloth' 
could be an acronym for the Second Law of Thermodynamics, which expresses the 
tendency of life to progress towards a state of increasing disorder64 This is obviously 
very appropriate to Slothrop who not only sees the world around him degenerate into 
chaos - from the neat dichotomy between the opposing sides during the bar to the 
melting-pot of cultures and nationalities in the borderless Zone - but disintegrates 
John Jolmston. "Ton.ard the Schzo-Test: Paranoia as Semiouc Regime in 7 1 7 ~  ( 'r\,/ng of ' / .oi  49". Froni h 1 
O'Donnell. ed.. 56. 
'' Thomas Schaub. "A Gentle Chll. an Ambiguitj-: 717e C'y-\i17p o f  L,ot 19". From Pearce. ed.. 37.  
h3 Stark. 13. e n c h o n  also discusses the concept of sloth in the contc?;? of Aquinas' thesis on the deadlj 
sins in hls essay "Nearer. Mj- Couch. to Thee". TI? e . \Lrr  l-ork 7-i)?ie.$ Boo A- Ht.\*/e\i, (6 June 1993 ). All 
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himself as the novel progresses until finally he becomes a scattered mess of fragments c 
Finally, in kfasoii aid Ihxo t i ,  the narrator, Rev Cherrycoke, has his authority undercut 
by the absurdity - not to mention anachronism - of his name, and Mason is 
automatically welcomed by the Free-Masons because of his name. although c he is 
neither a believer in nor a supporter of their creed (290) This last example is vet 
another indication of how Pynchon undermines or mocks the act of naming c -  bp gicinq c 
his characters names that are either inappropriate (in the case of Oedipa and some of the 
wider connotations of the Oedipus myth) or false (Mason and his presumed connections 
with Free-Masonry) Although the names given by Pynchon to his characters thus  open 
our eyes to a multitude of wide-reaching references, an overemphasis on these 
connotations can ultimately confuse us and destabilize the characters themsek es What 
these names demonstrate, therefore, is the lack of connection that exists between 
signifier and signified in the postmodern world 
One final way in which Pynchon undermines his characters is b\r having c them 
cross over between his different novels This has the effect of ensuring that we alwavs 
remain aware of their fictionality As Stark says they come to resemble puppets which 
Pynchon can take out of h,s box whenever he chooses ( 1  8)6i The fact that Oedipa, U ho 
was the central protagonist in The ( ’ ~ y r i g  o f  Lot I Y ,  hardly merits more than an offhand 
reference in Iirdariu’where her divorce is described as ‘Remarkable even in that more 
innocent time for its geniality’ (309), is one example of how the reappearance of a 
character serves to undercut the prominent role they may have played in an earlier 
novel Pynchon also uses this technique against the reader The most obbiously 
recurring of all of Pynchon’s motifs is the letter ‘V’, which gives two novels, l -  and 
VrrieIarid, their titles It appears throughout I: both as a character Uith multiple 
identities that include Victoria Wren (64), Vera Meroving (236) and Yeronica 
Manganese (472), and also as a structural design or stencil along which the action of the 
’’ Characters M ho appear in more than one no\ e1 include. Kurt Mondaugen and Lt h’eissmann ( 1 and 
Crrmvp ‘s Rainbow); Mucho Maas (The C‘c*ing of Lot 19  and T ineland). Takeslu (C;rm.it\ ’ $  Unrt?ho\i and 
T inelanci). and Re\ Chem coke (Grm,it\ ’J Hainho,r and -\inson and Dixon) 
text is structured66. In The ('ryir?g of Lot 49, we come across 'Vesperhaven House'. a 
home for senior citizens founded by Inveraritv where Thoth i s  resident (63) G m * / t ~ -  'S 
KniiihoMi is obviously pervaded by the V-1 and V-2 Rockets We must also remember, 
of course, the plethora of new terms and cliches adopted by the Nazis in order to drum 
up nationalist support Words like Volk, Volkskrieg, Vergeltunswaffe, c etc . lurh behind 
the scenes in G r n ~ v ~ ~ ' . ~  Rcrii~how, adding to the atmosphere of menace The e\ i l  force in 
I irzelaizu' i s  also appropriately Brock Vond, and the surveyors, in M i s o r i  mid I ) ~ X O I I ,  are 
treated to a concerted attack on their maleness by the Vroom women (60), while they 
are in Cape Town to observe the Transit of Venus, or 'V-ness', as Rosenbaum puts it"? 
Besides forming a cohesive vein that runs throughout his fiction, Pvnchon also uses his 
repetitive V's in order to condition his readers As this last paragraph indicates, it is 
easy for the reader to become as obsessed with 'V' as Stencil, eagerly i -  focusing c on each 
manifestation of the letter as it appears in the various texts As Sklar says. the cipher 
becomes 'Charged with greater resonance with every repetition, until the e! e responds 
to every capital letter V as if it were inked in redyh8 We would do well tc remember that 
the key to T' is the mysterious word 'Vheissu' (157)- which Eddins interprets as .\' is 
you"' The fact that both characters and readers are chasing clues referring c back to 
themselves i s  but another indication of how much under Pynchon's control we are Here 
the narrative clearly dramatizes the idea of a closed system of reference similar to that 
proposed by Farina 
Many important aspects of Pynchon's fiction were covered during this section of 
the chapter which focused on narratives I began by illustrating the extent to which 
Pynchon's characters and even the structures of the novels themselves are obsessed wi th  
ht' Raymond M. Olderman points out that the orignal hardback edition of I. had a riolet corcr! k w n d  
the If hstelnnd: &4 Stud\* o f  the .-1rwrican .\?i\*el in the . \~i t?ete~~n-~~ixt i~.~ (Ne\$ Halm and London: 'Yale 
Uni\.ersih- Press. 1972). 128. 
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patterns The backgrounds to the various narratives seen to be acting as controlling 
forces in the novels were discussed some were seen to represent manipulation by those 
in control. others were self-imposed by characters desperate to have something c with  
which to structure the surrounding void The use of language itself as a means of‘ control 
was examined, and it was revealed that the quests undertaken by many of the 
protagonists were based on letters or words, such as ‘ V ’  and ’Trvstero’ The use of 
linguistic c distortions in order to manipulate was also discussed in relation both to 
specific examples within the texts themselves and to Pynchon as the author Finallv, I 
illustrated how the reader also falls into this trap in relation to the endless appearances 
of the letter ‘V’ Having thus established the presence of controlling c narratives 
throughout Pynchon’s fiction. I will now discuss the two most important and 
widespread narratives used by the characters in order to explain and structure their 
worlds the narratives of religion and science 
Religion is a particularly appropriate narrative to discuss in relation to ideas of 
control and order because, as Sanders points out, God is the ‘original c conspirack 
theory’ ‘An otherwise chaotic world makes sense because it is percehed as a plot, 
narrated by God’ (76) Although the presence of God in the postmodern world has been 
destabilized, the point made throughout Pynchon’s fiction, as Olderman comments, i s  
that the impulse towards belief in a superior being and desire for spiritually higher 
existence is still as strong as ever ( R ~ y r z c l  the fi‘astularid, 199) Certainly religious c- 
m\ithology and imagery play an important role in Pynchon’s fiction 1: for example, 
could be described as a struggle between the inanimate, spiritless waste land and an 
almost demonic force planting clues and patterns which Stencil follow s with religious 
zeal, 7he O y i g  of I,or 4Y is obviously based on the idea of the Pentecostal revelation, 
with understanding always just out of reach, C;mi*zp ‘s HazrihoM! explores the dichotomy 
between the Puritan extremes of sacred and profane, Elect and Preterite, I iritdcrtid of’fers 
new-age alternatives to conventional religions and also suggests the possibility of a 
return to the Eden-like Vineland of the past, and Masori arid Zhxori dramatizes the 
basic similarities between religion and science Many critics believe ( ; m i ~ < v  ‘ 5  Kcurihow 
to be modelled on a reworking of the old Puritan ’jeremiad’, which is defined as a tevt 
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relating to the apocalyptic and millennia1 visions which prevailed in the Puritan culture 
of colonial New England ' A  mournful complaint, an expression OF sorrow. a 
lamentation denouncing evil refers to any literary work which contains prophesies of 
destruction or complaints about the state of society and the world.70 Pynchon clearly 
believes that the jeremiad is an appropriate vehicle for his expression of a world beinq c
brought hrther and hrther along the brink of destruction by new and more deadl\r 
technological advances The Rocket is widely acknowledged to be the asent of 
apocalypse in the novel, as emphasized by its constant couching in religious c terms 
Slothrop, for example, imagines death by V-2 in terms of ' A  Word, spoken wi th  no 
warning into your ear, and then silence forever' (25) Although invented bv Weissmann 
as a means of transcending gravity, and thus perhaps death itself, the fact that Gottfried. 
the cargo of the mysterious Schwarzgerat, dies shortly after its launch clearly indicates 
that the Rocket is an angel of death rather than of redemption. as tittiny for the central 
motif of a novel based on the death-wishing Puritan jeremiad These examples indicate, 
once more, that this Puritan legacy is perhaps as important to Pynchon as his 
postmodern heritage 
Another important Biblical symbol pervading ( ~ X W U J *  's J i u t i h t  is the imaqe c of 
the rainbow which gives the novel half of its title In Genesis, the rainbou represented 
the covenant made after the flood by God with Noah that there would be no more 
destruction on earth" In other words, the rainbow of Genesis was a token of'second 
chances and a promise of renewal72 In Pynchon, however, the promise inherent in the 
rainbow is undermined by its connection with gravity, which inverts God's cokenant bF 
forcing all things, finally and inexorably, down and into the earth .An absolutelv 
neutral promise that all living things will dieT7' The 'gravity's rainbow' of the title can 
thus be interpreted, as Safer suggests, as referring to the parabolic course of the Rocket, 
wreaking destruction on the world and contributing to the entropic lust for death and 
- ' I  Marcus Smith and Khachig Tolo! an. "The Nen Jeremiad. (;ra\*if\< 's Kninho\t .. From Pearce. ed . 169 
- Sanders. 181. 
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disorder which Pynchon sees as the controlling process of life in all his novels'" 
The landscapes depicted in Pynchon's novels have often been likened to that 
which appears in T.S Eliot's poem 7he Waste Idarid Wolfley, for example, describes 
Pynchon's writing as: 'Haunted by an awareness of T S Eliot's fundamental point - 
that a totally secular culture is absurd and ~nworkable '~ ' ,  a belief mirrored in the 
attempts made by the characters to create systems of belief for themselves out of any 
available resources. These range from a widespread immersion in various quests 
directed towards spiritual revelation, to the tendency to invest commodities with 
transcendent meaning, like Mucho, in 7he ('ryrg of Lot 49- who 'Believed in the cars 
Maybe to excess' (8) Unfortunately, the fact that the agency in which Mucho so 
fervently believes is the National Automobile Dealers' Association, whose initials 
'NADA' refer to the vacuum or nothingness that lies at its heart (100) sugsests that 
these attempts to locate transcendence in the surrounding environment are doomed to 
fail because they provide only the illusion of relief from the void or waste land 
surrounding them. Ironically, Pynchon seems to blame the secularization of society and 
its disastrous results for the human psyche at least in part on religion itself - specifically 
on the Puritanism that defined and influenced America from the start. Weber's 
connection between religion and capitalism manifests itself throughout the novels, most 
notably in the .materialistic spin"" given by many of the characters in l i r r ~ h r d  to the 
teachings of Zen and other religions. Zen Buddhism is based on the seventh centuw 
teachings of Bodhidharma, which herald meditation as a means of blocking out desire 
for attachment to worldly things. This is inverted and reduced to the level of the profane 
in I 'irie/mcl through its colonization by contemporary consumerist culture. Prairie 
works at the 'Bodhi Dharma Pizza Temple', where the workers are v given 'meditation 
breaks' (45); the Sisterhood of Kunoichi Attentives has evolved from a spiritual order to 
one based almost solely on the desire to improve cash flow (107); and the Harleyite 
Order represents a male motorcycle club which, for tax purposes, has been reconstituted 
Elaine B. Safer. "The Al1ush.e Mode and Black Humour in Pl\.nchon's ( ; r a \ ~ i ~ ~  '.Y Naii?how". From -4 
Pearce. _ _  ed.. 158. 
' Wolfle?. "Repression's Rainbon.". From Pearce. ed.. 102. 
-' Safer. 117. 
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as a group of nuns (358) What these examples demonstrate is that religion has 
restructured itself so as to survive in an increasingly competitive market This relates to 
the phenomenon of ’televangelism’ discussed in the introduction, which similarly 
represents the reshaping of the religious message in order to make it more appealing to 
its audience (and accordingly more profitable for its sponsors) 
In spite of the many destructive tendencies associated with religion that I have 
examined throughout this section of the chapter, Pynchon nonetheless holds out some 
hope for the coming of the Redeemer Although Siegel. at the end of “Mortality and 
Mercy in Vienna”, chooses to sacrifice his guests in order to save himself from 
imminent massacre?’, his counterpart in “Entropy”, Meatball Mulliqan, c- makes the 
opposite choice, thus redeeming himself ‘He decided to try and keep his lease-breaking 
party from deteriorating into total chaos he gave wine to the sailors and separated the 
niorra players”’ Similarly, in spite of all the doubts discussed in relation to Oedipa’s 
reading of the Trystero, the fact that at the end of the no\rel the auctioneer raises his 
hands in a manner reminiscent of the performance of sacred rites ’Passerine spread his 
arms in a gesture that seeined to belong to the priesthood of some remote culture. 
perhaps to a descending angel’ (127), suggests that a revelation may be imminent after 
all Although Pynchon focuses primarily on the obstacles facing the characters on their 
quests for transcendence, therefore, he does not completely rule out the possibility that 
they might some day find the answers for which they have been searching With the 
exception of these last few examples, however, Pynchon tends to base his hope for 
redemption less on religious dogma than on a variety of machines and new 
technologies In  the next section of this chapter, I will discuss the ways in which 
Pynchon uses the language and metaphors of science to provide his novels uith a 
structure and a background for the dramatization of many of his themes 
Science and literature, as C P Snow argued, have traditionally been inimical, so 
much so that at the time he gave his renowned lecture in 1959 academia had become 
~~ 
_ _  
Thomas h-nchon. .*Mortalih and Mere? in Vienna“. Epoch (Spring 1959) All references ni l1  be to 
this ston as it appears on the lnternet at. 
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divided into two separate extremes: ' I  believe the intellectual life of the whole of 
western society is increasingly being split into two polar groups .4t one pole are the 
literary intellectuals At the other pole are the scientists"" Pynchon marks the twenty- 
fifth anniversary of this lecture with an essay "Is I t  0 K to be a in u hich he 
examines the origins of the hatred of technology amone v the Luddites, a group uho 
flourished in Britain between 181 1 and 1816'' By the time Pynchon wrote his essay, 
however, Snow's condemnation of intellectuals as Luddites would no longer c hold up  as 
many areas, including science and literature, have begun to merge 'Todal nobody 
could get away with making such a distinction all the cats are jumping c out of all the 
bags and even beginning to mingle' Pynchon's own background L is suitabh mixed 
Although he initially began his academic career in the Department of' Engineerinq c
Physics at Cornell University, he transferred, after a term of duty with the N a k c .  to the 
College of Art and Science where he was taught for one semester by Vladimir 
Nabokov, before graduating with a degree in English in 1959": In the earl! 1960's. 
while writing ?: he also worked as an .engineering c aide' for Boeinrr, v in Seattle, a job 
that consisted of re-writing technical reports in a style approved by Boeingx3 He makes 
full use of his scientific training and knowledge throughout his fiction His long and 
detailed account of Esther's nose-job in I' is but one example of his meticulous research 
into such procedures 'Schoenmaker first made two incisions, one on either side through 
the internal lining of the nose, near the septum at the lower border of the side cartilage' c 
(105) So thorough is his scientific knowledge that he is as frequently regarded as a 
writer of science-fiction as of literary fiction Mackey points out, for example, that 
('irmq '.r Hauihow was nominated for the Nebula Award (best science-fiction novel of 
-, 
'' C.P. Snov.. The Two C'ultures am1 the Sciemfic i i e~wlu t io~~:  The Kecie Lecture (Cambridge: L CaIiibridgc c 
Uni\.ersit!. Press. 1959). -3-4. 
'I' Thomas h-nchon. " Is It OK To Be A Luddite'?" 7ht. .\krt, IOrk 7inie.v Book He\-re\t, (28 October. 1984 1. 
All references ni l1  be to this article as it appears on the Internet at: 
http: //department s2. pomona. edu/p\-nchoduncollectedluddi te. html 
explores the dangers inherent in technolog?- \+.hen it is allon.ed get out of hand - during 18 16. 
'' "The Straight Dope". http://dep~~ients2.poniona.edu/p~-nchon/bio/prophet. html 
Supporters of the mo\.ement included Shelle!- \+.ho \+.as \+.orking on l.rI-rnkenstoi~7 - a no\ e1 \\ hich X!  
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the year)84 Its failure to win either this or the Pulitzer prize in 1974 is an indication, 
perhaps, that C;ra~w'~*'s Rairihoui fitted into neither category sufficiently neatly to please 
the judges The scientific element of Gra1*i113- I<arrihouB is firther legitimized c by the 
fact that one of the journals that reviewed the novel was S"c/eriz#c rlnw/ccr/i Pvnchon 
would no doubt be pleased that this last fact has also featured on the popular television 
show ,Jeopa@ 'Category was American Authors For $1,000 "Scietrtifrc~ ,4nitwccrri was 
one of the magazines that reviewed ( h n ~ i t ~ * ' s  Knirihow This clearlv signals the 
amalgamation of science, literature, high and low culture which many theorists believe 
is one of the defining characteristics of contemporary, postmodern societv Havinr! c thus 
established that Pynchon uses his interest and knowledge of science throughout his 
fiction, I will now discuss specific examples of the scientific and mathematical theories 
he uses to structure the world in which his characters live My focus throughout c this 
section will be on how Pynchon's characters look to the narratives of science, as thev do 
to consumerism and the mass media, to provide them with an epistemolorrF c _  bv - which 
they can live in an increasingly chaotic environment 
.,.xs 
Science is often used as a basis of control in Pynchon's novels Slothrop's 
sexual conditioning which, according to Kappel, reduces him to the status of ' A  
footnote in the history of science'x6, is clearly based e n  the work of Pavlok who 
conducted conditioning experiments on dogs Vond, the manipulative and controlling CI 
government agent in he/arzd, is particularly devoted to a theory which alleges L that a 
tendency towards criminal behaviour can albays be read in the facial features 'The 
brains of criminals were short on lobes that controlled civilized values caused the 
crania that housed them to develop differently, which included the ha)  their faces 
would turn out looking' (272)" Vond's use of this as a way of classifying people is 
reminiscent of the blatant misuse of scientific theory, such as Mendel's laws of genetic 
classification, by the Nazis as the justification for their massacre of the Jewish 
Douglas A. MackeF.. The Hninhow Que.c.t of'7homn.s Prnchon (California: The Bongo Press. I%( 1 ) .  6 .  
Lajvrence Kappel. "Ph!-sic Geograph!. in Crmm-ig. *.Y Rainbow". ('ontenipomr\- I-itemotiire. 1.01. 2 1. no, 2 
Interestingh th s  theor! i s  one that also appeals to Mason. in .\Inson nnd /,)ison: 'Large 
8 -1 
" -196 1-6: The Pynchon Files". http://p~-nchonfiles.co1n/1961-66.html 
(1980). 227. 
EFebrons.. . .betray a leaning to pugnacious eccentricit? * (595). 
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population - the so-called unclean or impure element of society Another lastinq c - c -  leqacv 
of the concentration camps, according to Mailer, is the realization that human life can 
be reduced to a statistic ‘Doomed to die as a cipher in some vast statistical operation in 
which our teeth would be counted, and our hair would be saved‘” As we would expect, 
many of Pynchon’s characters are devoted to this idea that their lives mav have a 
statistical underpinning In Grau[y’s Kauihow, Enzian suggests that life itself’ exists 
only on the basis of statistics ‘I think we’re here. but only in a statistical w a y  The 
slightest shift in the probabilities and we’re gone - schnappl Like that’ (-362) Roger 
Mexico is a great believer in Poisson’s distribution. an equation that helps one to work 
out the probability of an event occurring Mexico initially uses Poisson’s equation in 
order to predict where the German bombs will fall in London However, as is often the 
case in Pynchon, the equation soon seems to supersede reality. and it begins c- to appear 
as though the equation is actually controlling where the bombs fall rather than merelt 
charting them ‘The rockets are distributing about London just as Poisson’s equation in 
the text books predicts As the data keeps coming in, Roger looks more and more like a 
prophet’ (54) The fact that the areas in which the rockets fall also correspond to the 
areas in which Slothrop has just had sex ‘It’s the map that spooks them all, the map 
Slothrop’s been keeping on his girls The stars fall in a Poisson distribution. just like the 
rocket strikes on Roger Mexico’s map of the Rocket Blitz’ ( 8 9 ,  firther underlines the 
apparent control of the equation over all aspects of life The panic that besets the 
characters of Mason am’ L)~xon when the Julian calendar is updated with the loss of 
eieven days ‘What’s become of the Eleven Days? and do you even know3 You’re 
telling me they’re just gone?’ (191) is yet another indication that statistics, such as 
dates, are regarded not as mere mathematical tools by Pynchon’s characters, but rather 
as constituting the basis on which their world is built This is another point at which 
Pynchon’s characters are closely related to DeLillo’s, for many of the latter also look to 
numbers to provide them with a sense of structure and meaning 
One area of mathematics that is of particular importance throughout ( k w ~ ~ ~ ’ . ~  
Rairiho~i is calculus, the mathematical tool used to predict and describe the parabolic 
The Time o f  Our Tinic. 2 1 1 XX 
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trajectory of the Rocket by breaking it into minuscule sections, each denoted ‘dt’ 
Pynchon‘s characters also use calculus in order to describe their fascination with the 
idea of what exists beyond death It is particularly well defined in 7he ( ’ y i g  of Lot J!, 
by Oedipa, who realizes that the suffering experienced by the sailor as he died in her 
arms was a consequence not only of ‘DT’ (delirium tremens), but also of .dt’ (time 
differential) ‘ A  vanishingly small instant in which chance had to be confronted at last 
for what it was, where it could no longer disguise itself as something innocuous. (89) 
The zero of death to which each dt (change in time) brings us even closer is located 
both at the apex of a parabola and at the corresponding point at which the rocket reaches 
‘Brennschluss’, or ‘end of burning’ the highest point of its course when it starts on its 
symmetrical descent to earth This point is also important because it represents the end 
of human control over the rocket science powers its acceleration as far as Brennschluss, 
but thereafter it is its own weight and the force of gravity which pull it down to earth 
‘A  switch closed, he1 cut off, burning ended The Rocket was on its own’ (( k w i t \ ,  ‘ 5  
liaiiihow, 301) By corollary, life is controlled up until the point of death when it passes 
into the unknown These connections are made even more explicit with reference to 
another symbol drawn from calculus, the double integral ’ . f . f ‘  At various times 
throughout G m w h ~ ’ ~  Kaznhow, this is used to define the rocket ‘To integrate .- here is to 
operate on a rate of change so that time falls away change is stilled’ (301). the Nazis, 
who are also known as the ‘SS’ (299), life, in that it suggests the shape of lobers lying 
together ‘Katje lies, quick and warm, S’d against the S of himself (198), and death, 
through its similarity to ‘The ancient rune that stands for the yew tree, or Death’ (302) 
It is clear. therefore, that calculus represents an important and fertile source of imagery 
for Pynchon Not only does he use it to project the shape of the path taken by his Rocket 
and the progress U of his characters towards death, but he also uses its symbols. At and f f .  
in order to demonstrate the fhdamental connections that exist between apparent 
opposites, such as humanity and the Rocket, life and death This is a particularly 
interesting example because it demonstrates the extent to which these scientific 
narratives are being used by the characters to explain all aspects of life and death to 
them 
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Another scientific concept that is fbndamental to Pvnchon's fiction is the binarv 
system, in which everything is represented either by one or zero, and which forms the 
basis of computing Both Oedipa and Frenesi specifically refer to computing c as a means 
of ordering life 'It was now like walking among matrices of a great digital computer. 
the zeroes and ones twinned above' (7he ('ry7tig c?f Lot 4Y, 125), 'If patterns of ones and 
zeros were 'like' patterns of human lives and deaths' (litielmid, 90) Pvnchon's nobeis 
are also full of examples of binary opposites black and white, Elect and Preterite, 
animate and inanimate, and so on Snow's warning that 'The number two is a very 
dangerous number' (9) is particularly well dramatized in A4moti mid I)I-YOII, where the 
protagonists become increasingly convinced that the boundary they are drawing has evil 
connotations Zhang's contention that such a line can lead only to disaster 'A411 else will 
follow as if predestin'd, unto War and Devastation' (61 5) is justified bv the fact that the 
Mason-Dixon line became the division, during the American Civil War. between those 
states that advocated slavery and those that did not Of course given Pynchon's obkious 
dislike of the simple dichotomy, it i s  no surprise that many apparent opposites are 
merged in his novels in order to focus on what Oedipa calls 'excluded middles' ( 125) 
Tanner suggests that the real function of the Trystero is to fulfil the yearning c for 
diversity and unprogrammed possibilities which are missing from a world increasinglv c -  
digitized by the ubiquitous computer (('IQ+ of Words, 177) Stonehill similarly points to 
the rainbow of C;rai-r~'.\ Hnirihow as an indication that Pynchon wished to remind us of 
'The colourful spectrum between the extremes, the analog glories that hang c suspended 
above the on and off of black and white'X9 One final point I would like to make in 
regard to binary divisions is that the fact that they are susceptible to collapsing must 
mean that they are not truly different to begin with"' As Carter remarks, an important 
aspect of the 'opposites' which appear in Pynchon is that they are not true opposites, but 
rather idea5 of opposites, for unlike absolutes ideas can be changed 'They remain open 
'"Brian Stonehll. "hmchon's Prophesies of C!-berspace". 
http://departments2.pomona. eduip\-nchodgr/bsto. html 
l X s  is similar to the point made b!. Baudrillard n.ith regard to the metanarrati\.e of histoe \those 
demise he claims i s  a consequence of the fact that it ki'as ne\rer more than 'an immense simulation model' 
to begin vith. The Illusion o f  the End 7 .  
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to reformulation and restatement' (3)  Pynchon, therefore. uses the idea of binarv 
division mainly in order to collapse it and reveal the whole range of possibilities that 
exist between the polar extremes 
By far the most important theory used by Pynchon to explain the direction in 
which he believes the world to be heading is the scientific concept of entropy hewton3 
Second Law of Thermodynamics basically states that within a closed system (such as 
the universe) all progress tend towards disorder, a state also known as .entropy"" That 
the lives of many of Pynchon's characters unfold according to this law is apparent in the 
increasing chaos that besets them as the novels unfold Siothrop, uhose name. 
according to Simberloff? is an acronym for the Second Law of Thermodvnamics (6 17). 
is a particularly good example of an initially integrated character whose heins becomes 
scattered, eventually into oblivion 'Scattered all over the Zone It's doubtful if he can 
ever be ..found" again, in the conventional sense of "positively identified and detained..' 
(712) Entropy is also a measure of the energy in a system that is not convertible into 
work The higher the level of entropy, the less energy available, until finallFT a state of 
inertia or stagnation is reached Wittgenstein's assertion that 'The world is all that is 
the caseTo2 is echoed throughout I 'as an encoded warning to the characters that their 
world does indeed represenr the kind of closed system in which entropy thribes It is 
significant that the original title of the nocel was World O t i  A S'ti-it&'- an idea that 
appears within the text in the frequent description of characters as "t'ovos'. i -  and is. 
according to Slade, a metaphor of broad application to the modern human condition. 
suggesting ' A  spinning in place, or inertia in motion''4 Oedipa's tower in /he ( ' p i ~ g  
of Lot 19 also represents a kind of closed system 'All that had then gone on between 
them had really never escaped the confinement of that tower' (U), and her life has also 
begun to show signs of approaching a state of equilibrium, as demonstrated by the 
levelling of differences 'Shuffling back through a fat deckhl of days which 
seemed more or less identical' (6) All the indications suggest that if Oedipa does not 
Alan J. Friedman. "Science and Technology". From Clerc. ed.. 84. 91 
'' Lud\tig Wittgenstein. 7ractntu.v I,opic.o-Philost,phzcus (GB: Routledge and Kegan Paul. Ltd.. 196 1 ). 5 
c)3 Da\id Seed. "In Pursuit of the Receding Plot: Some American Postmodernists". From Sni>th. ed.. 49. 
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do something to open her system, her energy will slowly degrade until she is nothing 
more than a body of random disorder. Slothrop, as I have discussed above, is a 
particularly extreme example of the .random disorder' that may lie ahead for Oedipa 
Indeed even the narrative of G ~ ~ I Q ~ ' . ~  Rartiholi appears to be subject to the force of 
entropy, for it progresses from an initial state of coherence to a fragmented and 
disjointed closing section Vidal goes so far as to call the novel ' A  practical exercise in 
entropy', exhausting the patience and energy of its reader? G r m q -  's l&r/tiho\t is. 
therefore, an excellent example of how Pynchon uses the concept of thermodynamic 
entropy both to depict the inertia and increasing tendency towards disorder displayed by 
his characters, and as a way of structuring the text itself 
Entropy i s  also of vital importance to the scientific concept of information 
theory, which Dutta defines as 'The mathematical theory of communication that is used 
to find out the speed and quantity of information transmission'"'' The interesting point 
about entropy in relation to information theory is that it increases, rather than decreases, 
the potential of the system This is because the more disordered and random a system 
becomes, the less structured (and thus controlled) the information it contains In these 
terms, Oedipa should certainly be the most successful of all Pynchon's questers for 
information, because the deluge of signs and symbols she uncovers must contain a 
wealth of information which would be lost or unavailable if the system were more 
orderly Brillouin explains that total entropy decreases whenever we happen to have 
some specific information about the structure of our physical system''- By this 
formulation, the fact that the Trystero has multiple potential meanings v should cause an 
increase in entropy and a corresponding increase in the value of the information L qained 
However, several factors prevent this from happening For one thing, as Dutta points 
out, the Trystero is an unstable structure which has been in a state of degradation since 
the eighteenth century, a deterioration which manifests itself in the different spellings L of 
Gore Vidal. "American Plastic: The Matter of Fiction". 7he .\'err, lark Ue\>rew, o f ' l~ook .~ .  \,ol. 23. no. 12 3 
(15 Julv. 1976). 38. 
')6 AninQta Dutta. "The Paradox of Truth. the Truth of  Entrap!". 
http://departments2 .pomona. edu/pvnchon/entropy/parados. html 
(March 1951). 312. 
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the word: ‘Tristero’ (29), ‘Trystero’ (51). The result is that after over two hundred 
years, the information Oedipa has managed to gather does not justify the amount of 
energy she has wasted on it Another problem is that the transmission of information 
through language systems results, paradoxically, in what Mangel describes as ’Massive 
destructions of information”x The line containing the word ’Trystero’, for example, is 
repeatedly distorted to such a degree that the information originally contained in it is 
finally negated, as its inclusion in a children’s nursery rhyme illustrates Finally, as is 
the case with thermodynamic entropy, too much information in a svstem can also 
paralyze and overwhelm This is precisely what happens to Oedipa, for the information 
she has gathered about the Trystero eventually overwhelms her to the point that she i s  
no longer able to distinguish between what is real and what is not ‘Spent the rest of the 
night finding the image of the Trystero post horn What fragments of dreams came 
had to do with the post horns Later, possibly, she would have trouble sorting c the night c 
into real and dreamed’ (81)” It would appear that Pynchon thus had no choice but to 
continue to hide the meaning of the encoded message at the end of the novel. for to 
reveal it would have represented a violation of the theory of information Regardless of 
the potential that exists for the growth of different forms of information in a highlv c -  
entropic state, therefore, the disorder inherent in the system itself makes both 
transmission and interpretation of the message highly improbable This clearly relates to 
Baudrillard’s argument that the saturation of society with the signs and images v of 
consumerism and the mass media has destabilized the possibility of genuine 
understanding and communication ‘We live in a world where there is more and more 
information, and less and less meaning’ (Srmzrlacm atid Srnizilatrorz, 79) The dominant 
role played by these forces in contemporary society is obviously a leading contributon 
factor in the growth of entropy noted by Pynchon 
Although, as Nefastis explains to Oedipa, the equations which express entroplr 
Anne Mangel. ”Manvell’s Demon. Entropy and Information: 7he (’n’ing q f h r  49.  From George 
Lejine and Da\id Le\.erenz. eds.. .\iintlfiri Pleasures: Essq\.x on 7honzns Plnchon (Boston: Little. Bronm 
and Co. 1976). 97. 
L!.otard makes the point that this formulation could be applied to man!- modern bureaucracies who 
often stifle the %stems the!. control and asph!-siate themsel\.es in the process. Me Po.vtmociern 




in both thermodynamic and information theory look quite similar, the two fields are 
almost entirely unrelated except at one point 'Maxwell's Demon', so named after its 
inventor, James Clerk Maxwell, which represents a hypothetical way to challenge L 
Newton's Second Law of Thermodynamics'"" Nefastis himself builds a machine which 
he claims demonstrates how the concept of Maxwell's Demon directly links 
communication with mechanical energy 'All you had to do was stare at the photo of 
Clerk Maxwell, and concentrate on which cylinder, right or left, you uanted the Demon 
to raise the temperature in The air would expand and push a piston' (60) Oedipa's 
disappointment when she fails to operate the machine 'For fifteen minutes more she 
tried. repeating, if you are there, whatever you are, show yourself to me, I need you' 
(74), demonstrates how much she wants to participate in the ordering of the random 
information that surrounds her Despite this failure, however, Oedipa does in fact play 
the role of a Maxwell's Demon throughout the novel. through her attempt to sort out 
and organize the massive amounts of data emanating from Inverarity's estate It cannot 
be a coincidence that Inverarity, whose surname is derived from the name of the town in 
Scotland in which Maxwell was born'"', was the one who appointed Oedipa to her task 
Just as Maxwell invented of the Demon, therefore, Inverarity started Oedipa on her task 
of trying to impose order on the varied and random information she gathers 'She would 
give them order, she would create constellations' (63) Rosenbaum suggests that Mason 
and Dixon also stand, both acronymically (through their initials. M and D) and 
metaphorically, for a two-headed version of Maxwell's Demon, because just as the 
Demon functions by dividing molecules into two states, a hot region and a cold region, 
so too do the surveyors in Pynchon's novel divide disputed territory into two 
Masn.el1.s Demon w.as a tin\- being who operated a shutter on a w.all di\.i&ng a box o f  air into tuo 
sections. A and B. allowing onl!- the svifter mo\ing (and hotter) molecules into one section. and the 
slouer into the other. The Demon v.ould thus re\.erse equilibrium and return energ! to the s~s tem in 
contradction of the Second Lan. Janies Clerk Masn,ell. Theorr, o f  Heal (London: Longmans. Green and 
Co. 1921). 3-38. 
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States’? In a perversion of the normal relationship of cause-and-effect, which would no 
doubt delight Pynchon, Rosenbaum‘ s article actually predates the publication of ,h4asoii 
mJDixof7, and is thus written in anticipation of what metaphoric connotations might be 
drawn by Pynchon from the work of the surveyors, as opposed to constituting an 
analysis of what Pynchon does in fact write In a sense then, Rosenbaum i s  himself‘ also 
functioning as a kind of Maxwell’s Demon, attempting to impose order on Pynchon’s 
text, and managing in the process to collapse traditional binary divisions 
The challenge to Newton’s Second Law of Thermodynamics in the form of 
Maxwell’s Demon came to an end in the 1950’s when Brillouin pointed out that some 
form of energy would be needed by the Demon so that he could see -hat he has  doing 
‘In an enclosure at a constant temperature, the radiation is that of a ‘*blackbodv”, and 
the demon cannot see the molecules Hence. he cannot operate the trap door and is 
unable to violate the second principle The introduction of the necessary enerqv c- - 
light, c for example - might solve the Demon’s problem, but the overall balance of 
entropy would increase Brillouin’s discovery obviously has an important eff‘ect on the 
efficacy of many of Pynchon’s own sorting demons As I discussed above, the more 
order (and thus energy) Oedipa tries to impose on the information she gathers, the more 
it spirals out of control This is because the entropy that decreases due to the Demon’s 
sorting, increases again due to the input of energy into the system needed in order for 
him/her to carry out the task Similarly, the energy created by the boundary imposed by 
the surveyors in Masoir nird Dzxoii contributed significantly to the explosion of enmitv 
during the Civil War Whereas a high degree of entropy within a system, therefore, may 
be beneficial as far as information theory is concerned, in that it reduces certainty and 
thus increases the potential for information, many of Pynchon’s protagonists find 
themselves approaching a state of maximum entropy, where uncertainty is so rife that 
meaning, c and understanding become unattainable This can also be related to the 
postmodern demise of traditional structuring metanarratives which, as I illustrated in the 
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introduction, has left manv feeling lost and conhsed 
Entropy in both thermodynamic and information theory is obviously a concept 
with which Pynchon is fascinated, and he exploits it to its full potential in relation to the 
lives of his characters and the quests on which they embark As well as focusing c on its 
scientific applications. however. Pynchon uses entropy as a metaphor for how the world 
appears to be losing energy as the second millennium draws to a close A s  Stark points 
out, he is particularly interested in three of entropy’s bi-products waste. disassembly 
and inanimateness (52) The first of these bi-products, waste, is a consequence of the 
information which ‘leaks’ out of a system during transmission In the closed 
environment in which Pynchon’s protagonists live, language has become exhausted or 
wasted I have already discussed how the over-use of the line in uhich Oedipa first 
hears the word ‘Trystero’ has caused the information it originall! held to be negated 
The problem, according to Saul, in “Entropy”, is that words appear to haLe lost their 
meanings ’Tell a girl “I love you” No trouble with two-thirds of that. it’s a closed 
circuit Just you and she But that nasty four-letter word in the middle. / h d s  the one 
you have to look out for Ambiguity Redundance Irrelevance, even Leakage A11 this 
is noise Noise screws up your signal, makes for disorganization in the circuit’ (90- 1 ) l o 4  
If Saul is to be believed, me are stuck within a vicious circle, for the entropy which 
causes words to become meaningless waste in the first place, is itself subsequentl! 
increased when these empty signifiers or ’noise’ are fed back into the svstem This 
relates again to Farina’s image of the closed system of signification in which Gnossos 
finds himself trapped 
The second bi-product of entropy, as suggested by Stark, is that of disassemblk 
or fragmentation, a tendency I have already discussed in relation to a number of 
Pynchon’s protagonists Stencil. who is unable to impose a rigid and linear form on the 
clues he has gathered about V, feels both himself and the object of his quest begin to 
disintegrate in the face of the increasing disorder ’Stencil that way had left pieces of 
himself - and V - all over the western world V by this time was a remarkably scattered 
Ths idea of noise and its connection to death‘s imminent approach is also a central feature of  I 1 i4 
DeLillo‘s I f  hire .\70ise. and n4l be discussed in the nest chapter. 
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concept’ (389); when her quest for structure becomes increasingly improbable due to 
the high LI levels of entropy generated by her very efforts, Oedipa also succumbs to a kind 
of mental fragmentation: ’The toothaches got worse, she dreamed of disembodied 
voices from whose malignance there was no appeal, the soft dusk of mirrors out of 
which something was about to walk’ (121); and Slothrop, having escaped from Their 
structures into the chaos of the Zone, disintegrates both mentally and physicallv towards 
the end of G t m i z j ~ ’ . ~  Kaidmv has begun to thin, to scatter’ (509) These 
characters thus fulfil the prophecy of the Newton-s Second Law of Thermodvnamics. 
for they become increasingly disordered until eventually the energy remaining in the 
system runs so low that they are unable to prevent themselves from disintegrating In 
other words, an over-proliferation of information, as Baudrillard argues, c does indeed 
‘Slothrop 
lead to personal collapse. 
The third of the bi-products of entropy listed above is that of homogenization 
This has its roots, of course. in thermodynamic entropy where the levelling of 
differences results in stagnation and inertia A system that approaches this state of 
maximum homogeneity will die in what Wiener calls ‘Warmetod’ - universal heat 
death (7hhe Hzrrnatr Ushe of h’rrmnrr Heiiigs, 22) This tendency towards homogenization, 
which is a result of the increasing presence of entropy in our society, is also related to a 
broader movement towards death, which many theorists believe is one of the defining c
characteristics of the modern world The stasis of the thermometer and the death of all 
motion noted by Callisto at the end of “Entropy”, for example, also heralds his own 
demise. ‘The moment of Equilibrium was reached and the hovering, c curious 
dominant of their separate lives should resolve into a tonic of darkness and the final 
absence of all motion’ (98)”’ In G-aviQ*’s Kaidmtl, a number of characters express 
their sexual-attraction to the Rocket, death’s chief agent Slothrop gets an erection every 
time he is in the vicinity of a V-2 (738); Enzian dreams of having sex with the Rocket 
‘Enzian had his illumination, in the course of a wet dream where he coupled with a 
slender white rocket’ (297); while Gottfried essentially marries the Rocket and shares 
I“’ See Michael Wood. ”Rocketing to the Apocal\pse“ 7he \’err l-ork He\-re\t of Rooks. \ 01 20. no 1 (22  
March. 1973). 22. 
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its final orgasm of destruction ‘The flame is too bright for anyone to see Gottfried 
inside, except now as an erotic category, hallucinated out of that blue violence, for 
purposes of self-arousal’ (758) The fact that these examples appear within a book based 
in post-war Germany is particularly appropriate given that the Nazis, as Olderman 
points out, were the ones who personified this attraction to death most completely 
‘Nazis were the entropic result of nationalism become rigid and mysticism usurped bv 
the Manicheadromantic ego Nazism is the name for the entropic death-wishing 
element of human consciousness Tanner points to the Trystero as another example 
of this death-wishing force ‘There is a strong suggestion that the Twstero svstem 
represents the process of entropy-turned-Manichean, stealthily at work bringing c 
disorder and death to the human community’ ((’109 of Worzl.\. 177). uhile Hilf‘er 
suggests that the Trystero’s logo, a muted post horn, also symbolizes ‘Ultimate silence, 
absolute entropy, heat death’ ( 1 1 )  An obvious indication is given by one of the 
system’s acronyms ‘D  E A T H DON’T EVER ANTAGONIZE THE HORY’. 
which Oedipa spots on the seat of a bus (84) The disappearance of many of the men 
who help at various stages of her quest, as well as her own v gradual fragmentation 
suggests that her attempts to decrease entropy and thus postpone death may indeed habe 
‘antagonized’ the Horn The increasing entropy present in the world inhabited by 
Pynchon’s characters is clearly steering it in one direction only towards inertia. 
stagnation, disintegration, and eventually death 
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The conclusion that the high level of entropy present in the modern world can 
only lead us towards death is not in keeping with Pynchon’s well-known dislike for the 
binary ‘either/or’ dichotomy It is no surprise, therefore, that the seemingly inevitable 
death-ward drive of the world inhabited by his characters is also punctuated with an 
occasional glimmer of optimism, as well the kind of fatalistic humour which also 
characterizes the fiction of DeLillo In this final section on entropy, I will examine some 
of these possibilities and their potential to save humanity from the .heat-death- touards 
which postmodern culture appear to be heading 
It is fitting that one of the sources of this hope is linguistic Friedman reminds us 
12 1 
that the wording of Newton's Second Law of Thermodynamics is crucial. for it states 
that within a closed system progress tends towards disorder There is, however, no law 
demanding that the universe must always behave in this way, merely that it tends to")' 
As a result, there is, as Pearce points out, always a chance of a system not running L- down 
- or of a force that counteracts thermodynamic entropy'"' The fact that Oedipa's 
surname means 'loophole' in Dutch is one indication that 7he ( ' y r ~ g  c?f Lot  49 should 
be regarded not only as an exposition of the process of entropy in American society but 
also as 'An examination of the loopholes in the metaphor itself 'O" Hendin insists that 
Pynchon's symbol for human salvation i s  not the cross but the proverbial 'partridge in 
the pear tree' 'The bird lives off the pears, his droppings fertilize the tree so it can 
make more pears, the bird makes more droppings' In this instance, nature is revealed to 
be self-perpetuating 'A  Newtonian motion machine powered by crap hor is this the 
only occasion on which potential rebirth is located by Pynchon among what is c generally 
considered to represent the waste of society I discussed the potential inherent in 
marginalized groups such as the Hereros of (~rmrt_r- 's Hairdwrrl and the 'excluded 
middles' of The C n ~ g  of Lor I!, who, appropriately communicate via the U' A S T E 
system, earlier in this chapter 
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Some critics argue that by becoming involved in their quests in the first place, 
Pynchon's protagonists are saving themselves from inertia and thus halting the tide of 
entropy"' If this is true, then the majority of Pynchon's characters are potential 
redeemers, for they are generally still seeking revelation even when the novels close 
The problem with this theory is that it fails to take into account that many of the 
characters appear not to be acting freely, but rather as if they are being manipulated by 
external forces Others claim that entropy can be avoided once human beings c become 
open systems One way in which this can be accomplished is through love which, bv 
metaphorically keeping open the boundaries between people, can be both vital and 
Alan J. Friedman. "Science and Teclmolog-". From Clerc. ed.. 81. 
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resistant to entropy Whereas most of Pynchon’s characters are closed systems, a feu,  
like Roger L. Mexico and Paola Maijstral, resist the disintegration around them bv loving cr 
This idea that love can conquer all is also, of course, expressed in l i t i thid by Zovd. 
one the novel’s hippies ‘Frenesi, do you think that love can save anybody’ You do. 
don’t  YOU^' (39) Unfortunately, Zoyd realizes the naivety of this belief when Frenesi 
dumps him soon afterwards One of the problems associated with this idea that salvation 
resides in love is that the concept itself has long been trivialized I referred earlier in the 
chapter to the ‘leakage’ which one of the characters in “Entropy” claims to have 
emptied the word ‘love’ of meaning and reduced it to the status of a cipher ‘That nastv 
four-letter word in the middle, that’s the one you have to look out for Ambiquitv c -  
Redundance Irrelevance, even’ (90) In h t . / a d ,  Frenesi comes to the same 
conclusion ’The word low its trivializing in those days already well begun, its magic 
fading, the subject of all that rock ‘n’ roll, the simple resource we orice thousht would 
save us’ (217) The belief that love offers a means of resisting entropy i s  thus ridiculed 
even by the characters themselves, who point to its trivialization as an indication that it 
no longer possesses the pouer it once had to change the world t\gain this point can be 
related to Pynchon‘s disillusionment with post-1960’s America. in which so manv 
traditional ideals appear to have been sacrificed to a corporate mentality This point will 
be discussed at greater length towards the end of the chapter 
This chapter has provided a detailed and comprehensive examination of the 
many forces that are present throughout Pynchon’s fiction, controlling c and moulding c the 
lives of the characters and of the narrative itself The conclusion that must inebitablq, be 
drawn is that there is no escape, for Pynchon’s characters at least. from the 
manipulation of these forces The fact, moreover, that many of these forces encourage 
or even propel the world towards a state of increasing entropy and disorder. as indicated 
by the inanimateness, fragmentation and alienation experienced by many of the 
characters, suggests that the future is looking fairly bleak In this final section, I will 
discuss the two main strategies adopted by the characters as a means of coping with the 
world in which they live a retreat into a paranoia, which is a negative mobe, and a 
reclamation of family, which I will show is a far more positive and life-affirming course 
to take 
Paranoia has long since become a feature of the Contemporary world As Vidal 
points out, of the many words with which mental therapists have 'enriched' our 
language, paranoia is one of the most used, if not most Its central image, c as 
Hofstadter illustrates, is of a vast and sinister conspiracy, set in motion to undermine 
and destroy a way of life"' Although the single most vivid example of the triumph of 
the paranoid style in the modern world happened in Nazi Germany, it has also 
manifested itself in various displays of 'Americanism. which have characterized the 
twentieth century. References to McCarthy and the HUAC, and to later repression under 
both Nixon and Reagan. in Iirdazid, serve to remind us that behind the humorous 
descriptions of contemporary American television and mall-culture lies what is indeed 
Given Pynchon's preoccupation with the prevailing 
structures and trends of modern society, it is no surprise to find that paranoia is also a 
central concern of his fiction From the early short stories through to kfu.wrr mrJ I ) / x o r r ,  
his many characters display most, if not all, of the classic 'paranoid tropes., as defined 
by Slade 'The fear of psychological, corporate and state control, sensitivitv to 
messages and codes, the quasi-religious obsession with words that intersect. the 
struggle against guilt that freights psyches, the search for "higher order variables" that 
survive transformations of life and death'"' Many of these ideas have already been 
discussed in the course of this chapter the forces of consumerism, the mass media and 
technology were demonstrated to wield considerable power - both conscious and 
unconscious - over the characters, while various narratives, like those of religion c and 
science. were seen to represent potential sources of transcendence from their ordinary 
lives I also drew attention to the fact that Pynchon himself is possibly the most guarded 
- one could even say paranoid - contemporary writer when it comes to protectinp his 
privacy Paranoia is thus clearly a presence both within the novel itself and in the 
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personality of its author. 
Some of Pynchon's characters try to subsume themselves within their paranoia 
in order to avoid facing up to reality Oedipa, for example, calls to see her psychologist 
Dr Hilarious in the hope that he will tell her that she is indeed being paranoid about the 
Trystero 'She wanted Hilarious to tell her she was some kind of nut and needed a rest, 
that that there was no Trystero She wanted to know why the chances of its being real 
should menace her so' (91 ) Unfortunately for Oedipa, Hilarious has himself retreated 
into a world of paranoid delusion Petillon suggests that the character Hilarious is based 
on Timothy Leary, the 1960's guru who experimented heavily wi th  mind-altering c
drugs"" If this is the case, Pynchon could be drawing our attention once acain  to the 
failure of the counter-cultural movement of the 1960's to provide a feasible structure for 
contemporary life That Oedipa would prefer to be declared insane than face up to wha t  
she has discovered is one indication of this lack of options available in modern society 
Her desire to be subsumed into paranoia or even insanity can be attributed to the wide- 
spread belief among the characters that paranoia, the feeling that you are part of a 
conspiracy, is infinitely preferable to the opposite state of 'anti-paranoia'. w here 
nothing is connected to anything else As Slothrop puts it 'Either They hace put him 
here for a reason, or he's just here He isn't sure that he wouldn*t, actualh. rather have 
that ,vcIJorf (434) Regardless of the torment inflicted by their persecutors, Pynchon's 
characters thus continue to fight against the idea that their world might be structureless 
Although Pynchon offers plenty of evidence to suggest that his characters are 
either paranoiacs or otherwise hallucination-prone, the fascinating thing L is that the 
conspiracies they appear to be hallucinating often turn out to be real Plater points out. 
for example, that the most outrageous plots mentioned in the novels are often the ones 
that really happened 'There are conspiracies that have killed sixty thousand Hereros 
and stacked Jewish corpses like rusted car bodies (192-3) Likewise. the intricate 
Trystero plot described in The Cryrig of Lor 4Y is also a matter of historical record, as 
are the cartels which reappear as a source of control and repression throughout the 
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novels. In spite of the seemingly improbable nature of the conspiracy < c  against Slothrop. 
moreover, the evidence he uncovers regarding his sale to I.G. Farben as a subject for 
one of Jamf s conditioning experiments would seem to exonerate him from the charge c 
of paranoia. With his whole life reduced to the status of a plot 'All in his life of what 
has looked free and random, is discovered to've been under some Control, all the time. 
(209), and thus to a closed system, his fragmentation and internal disorder are 
inevitable In Slothrop's case at least. therefore, his conviction that he is the subject of 
an on-going plot is proved to be correct, and not merely a manifestation of the paranoia 
which besets many of his fellow-characters 
Some critics believe that paranoia can sometimes constitute a positice force for 
the characters Cowart, for example, claims that the information uncocered by Oedipa, 
although occasionally frightening and leading eventually to a nervous breakdown, is 
still better than .the drab predictability' that robs the modern Miorld of a spiritual 
dimension (7homa5 f<yrichoii. 24), while LeVot is convinced that Pvnchon himself 
regards paranoia as a positive force, elevating his characters from the status of ciphers 
and making them feel important 'It gives (the characters) a purpose in life, a becoming 
like Oedipus it is for (them, a matter of life and death to solve the riddle Some of 
this is undoubtedly true Paranoia does indeed bestow many of Pynchon's characters 
with the feeling that they do matter, as evidenced in the fear they express that they may 
merely be hallucinating their immersion in a plot and are, therefore. truly alone and 
unnoticed However, I am not convinced by LeVot's argument that Pynchon regards c 
paranoia as a .liberating' force For one thing, he is extremely critical of the Puritan 
rationalism that is often blamed for the excesses of America's post-industrial society 
Given that many of the characters are severely marginalized by the contemporary 
consumerist society, it is unlikely that Pynchon would be hailing the search for patterns, 
which is derived from Puritanism and equated with paranoia, as a source of liberation 
Furthermore, none of the characters who resort to paranoia end the novels in a happy 
and secure state Stencil disappears off to Sweden on another leg of his exhausting L and 
- I I h 
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ultimately unhlfilling pursuit of V (whom the reader has learnt is dead), Oedipa, who 
we believe may be on the verge of hlfilment at the end of 7he (’ryiug o f  l,ot 19, 
reappears as a divorce statistic in h d a t i d ,  her former status as heroine completelv 
undercut, and Slothrop’s psyche fragments and he becomes invisible In spite of what 
some of his critics argue, therefore, I do not believe that Pynchon regards c paranoia as 
anything but a most negative and limiting course for his characters to take 
Given Pynchon’s obvious distrust of many of the forces operating c in the 
contemporary world, and his conviction that they are propelling society towards a state 
of inanimateness, fragmentation and final inertia, it is fascinating that he locates much 
of his hope for our survival as a race in the traditional - some uould sav archaic and 
outdated - institution of the family Pynchon himself is a descendent of one of 
America’s oldest families, the first member of which arrived from England L. in 1630 His 
rigid L maintenance of a private life is an indication perhaps of his determination not to 
allow his own family to  become corrupted or  undermined by the imasive attention of 
the mass media Of course family can have its disadvantages, a fact Pynchon also 
demonstrates in his fiction Taking his cue from Henry Adams, whose family are 
described by Vidal as ‘First among the country’s political families- (Uti//ed S/ntv5. 
645), and who himself refers to his legacy as constituting both ’An identitv and a 
burden’ (viii), Pynchon articulates both sides of the question through v his various 
characters Some draw great strength and comfort from family bonds The Hereros, for 
example, to whom many critics point as a source of redemption, retain close 
connections even with their dead ‘Carry on business every day with their ancestors 
The dead are as real as the living’ (Grrn~t), ’J Kaztihow, 153) On the other hand. family 
could be cited as the root of all Slothrop’s problems, for it was his own parents w h o  
sold him as  a subject for experimentation to  Jamf and I G Farben (286) This 
destruction of familial bonds is also apparent in The C y i g  of Lot JY. in which Oedipa 
gradually finds herself being abandoned by all the men in her life Wv shrink, pursued 
by Israelis, has gone mad, my husband, on LSD hopelessly away, from what has 
passed, I was hoping forever, for love, my one extra-marital fella has eloped with a 
depraved fifteen-year-old’ (105) Given this trend, it is appropriate that Oedipa, the 
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mother figure of the novel as indicated, possibly, by her surname ‘Maas’ (‘ma-s‘ 
meaning ‘mothers?’), reappears later on in I iiwlnrid as a divorce statistic Dysfunctional 
families are almost the norm in Ii~ielaiiJ Two of the characters, DL and Che, come 
from abusive backgrounds, while Frenesi abandoned her family for her manipulative 
lover, Vond Furthermore, when Prairie and Frenesi are eventually reunited. they find 
that they have little to say to one another and resort to cliches and television references 
to bridge the awkwardness ‘ I  want you to sing the “Gilligan’s Island” theme for your 
mother’ (368) This illustrates, as Hayles points out, that family bonds are based on 
shared experiences and mutual commitments, and that when these are lacking c biolorrical c 
relationships are no more than an accident of birth (“Who Was Saved?’., 89) Pvnchon. 
therefore, does not initially appear to be too optimistic about the idea that the family can 
represent a source of strength and comfort for his characters, for his novels abound wi th  
examples of family relationships corrupted by the authorities and undermined b) the 
actions of the characters themselves 
In spite of the examples of destructive relationships discussed above, howeL er. 
the majority of the characters continue to emphasize the importance of familt &hen 
Frenesi deserts her family in i h h r i d ,  Zoyd and his mother-in-lab, Sasha, make a 
conscious decision to over-ride their mutual dislike in order to provide Prairie u i t h  the 
most stable and united family possible They both realize that if they are not prepared to 
cooperate, Prairie will most likely be taken away from them ’No  judge would baste the 
time deciding whose rap sheet was more disreputable Prairie would end up as a ward 
of the court, and no question. they had to keep her out of that’ (57) As it happens, Zoyd 
and Sasha’s enforced co-operation eventually blossoms into mutual respect and e\ en 
affection, and Zoyd begins to take Frenesi’s place at the annual reunions of the Becker- 
Traverse families in Vineland This reunion is extremely important because, as Hayles 
points out, it represents the point at which the recuperative potential of the family 
reaches its zenith (‘.Who Was Saved?”, 88) The families symbolize their continued 
unity by sharing a meal and reading aloud a passage from Emerson which they interpret 
as implying that their bonds of kinship will always be supported by ’divine justice’ in 
their struggle to remain cohesive in the face of increasing external pressures ’ I t  mas the 
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heart of the gathering meant to honour the bond between Eula Becker and Jess 
Traverse, that lay beneath, defined, and made sense of them all’ (369) Within the 
embrace of this bond, it is hardly surprizing that Frenesi does eventually return to 
Vineland in order to be reunited with her mother and daughter The redemptive 
potential of family bonds is also repeatedly reiterated throughout h h w i  mid l ) i . yo t i  
The surveyors themselves are frequently referred to as ‘twins’ or as a long-married c 
couple ‘Now. - which is the Husband?’ (642) Mason is even accused bv one of his 
children of deliberately producing the same number of sons as Dixon had daughters, c in 
order that the close bonds between the surveyors could be replicated and further 
strengthened by the unions of their children ‘Two Sons Two Daughters Mason- 
Dixon Grand-Babies’ (766) Rather than basing his novel on the Mason-Diuon line. 
which came to have such resonance during the Civil War, therefore, the fact that 
Pynchon‘s novel is entitled h4asoti and Dixoti could be taken as an indication that it was 
the mutual affection and friendship experienced by the surveyors. and the uay  in which 
it enriched their lives, that most interests Pynchon 
This suggestion that Mason and Dixon might have been hoping to cement their 
friendship and pass it down to their descendants through the intermarriages of their 
children, much in the same way as the Becker-Traverses have in 17/tidmd, is an 
interesting one because it refers to an idea which recurs throughout Pynchon‘s novels - 
that of a legacy. The quests undertaken by Stencil, Oedipa and Slothrop, for example, 
could all be regarded as an attempt to hlfil the legacies left to them by a father, an ex- 
husband and a surrogate father, respectively The legacies that feature in both I h h t i d  
and Masori arid Dzxori are slightly different, for they allude to physical and v geneticallv 
transmitted characteristics rather than to diary-entries or life-altering decisions on the 
part of ancestors These novels are filled with examples of characters searching each 
other’s faces for inherited features The reason for this, as Hayles explains. is that 
likeness of form or face is often taken as evidence of lineage ‘-4 visible sign c of the 
relationships that bond families together’ (“Who Was Saved?”, 81) Prairie is often seen 
searching for her mother in her own face, which she appears to regard as an 
amalgamation of her parents’ features rather than as something unique to herself - I t  
was easy to see Zoyd in her face - that turn of chin, slope of evebrows - but she’d 
known for a long time how to filter these out, as a way to find the face of her mother in 
what was left’ (98) The fact that after having been reunited with Frenesi she can now 
begin to concentrate on her own individual features ‘After having just spent hours with 
Frenesi’s face, found it easier now to make out her own not-yet-come-to-terms-Mith 
face’ (374), indicates that she is ready to assume control of her own life Prairie’s 
conviction that one’s legacy c -  is revealed in one’s face is reiterated bv Mason, in h h w i  
ami Ilzxoii. who avidly searches his sons’ faces for traces of their dead mother ‘Upon 
Days when he knows he will see them, he stares into his Mirror, memorizing his own 
Face well enough to filter it out of Willv’s and Doc’s leaving, if the Trick succeeded, 
Rebekah’s alone, her dear living Face’ (21 1 )  It is a common opinion among c -  Pvnchon’s 
characters, therefore, that their ancestry can be read in their faces. a legacv c -  that c gives 
them much comfort and serves to further strengthen their familial bonds Incidentally, 
this willingness to fulfil what they interpret as their legacies, as well as their devotion to 
the idea of inherited characteristics, could perhaps be read as another demonstration b! 
the characters of their desperate need to find themselves connected to a narrative (one 
might even say ayi- narrative) which might give their lives a sense of meaning and 
cohesion 
Family is clearly an important element in each of Pvnchon’s novels In 
Iizielaiid, however, it provides not only the stimulus for the search which constitutes its 
framing narrative - Prairie’s search for her mother - but also the dialectic through 
which the remaining characters are classified On the one hand is the ‘Kinship system‘ 
the networks of close family and friends, and on the other the ‘Snitch system’ the 
networks of government agents who seek to control the population Eventually, the 
latter is overthrown This happens for a number of reasons For one thing. as Hades 
points out, the threat posed to family by the snitch system often results in solidarit! 
rather than betrayal, as evidenced by the decision made by Zoyd and Sasha to protect 
Prairie from the system by strengthening their own relationship (.‘Who Was Sa\red3”, 
79) The alienation and isolation fostered by the snitch system is also sometimes 
overcome by the ties of love and friendship Frenesi, for example, meets her second 
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husband, Flash, in one of Vond‘s ‘re-education camps’ (70) Crucially. one of the main 
reasons the kinship system wins out, according to Havles, is because of Pynchon’s 
deliberate intervention into the action of the story When Prairie is in danger of being c
co-opted into the snitch system by Vond at the end of the novel, he i s  yanked back into 
the helicopter just in time (376) This turn of events is explained within the novel as 
being a result of Reagan’s freezing of funds for Vond’s ‘REX 84’ evercize (-376) It 
could also be evidence of the infallibility of the Emersonian justice that constitutes the 
credo of the Becker-Traverse families (89) Most importantly of all, it can be interpreted 
as a sign of Pynchon’s determination that this novel, which incidentally he dedicates to 
his parents, will herald the family as the primary source of redemption and salbation 
Safer points out that the novel ends with the word ‘home’, thus leaving us wi th  a feeling 
of security and togetherness (121) She also claims, however, that this feeling c of hope is 
undermined by the fact that the final image of the novel is of birds being c killed bv the 
Wheelers. dog, Desmond, his ‘face full of blue-jay feathers’ (385) For Safer the 
progress of the novel is thus that of a ‘fallen world’, for these same birds here alive in 
the opening sentence ‘ A  squadron of blue jays stomping around on the roof ( 3 )  
Although these images of the birds frame the narrative in much the same wav  as the 
Rocket in Grawty’s Ramhow, I believe Safer is mistaken in her interpretation of the 
final sentences of the book The birds at the start of the novel represent a subliminal 
message L to Zoyd from the authorities that the time has come for him to perform his 
annual stunt ‘Carrier pigeons each bearing a message for him He understood it to 
be another deep nudge from forces unseen’ (3) The fact that at the end of the nobeel 
these birds have been captured and eaten by Zoyd’s dog, who incidentally is himself a 
visual symbol of the endurance of familial traits throughout the generations 
‘Desmond the spit and image of his grandmother Chloe’ (385), can surelv only be 
taken as proof that the power of the authorities has been completely undermined and 
that the family is once again the most fertile source of empowerment and strength 
The central question in Ii~aelmJ is posed by government agent and television 
addict, Hector Zuniga, who refers to the revolutionary activities of the 1960‘s and asks 
Zoyd ‘Who was saved?’ (29) This question is crucial because it draws attention once 
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more to what Pynchon perceives to be the political legacy of the 1960’s. specificallv the 
fact that the promises made by the counter-culture to alleviate povertv, abolish racism, 
and so on, went unhlfilled Hector suggests that the situation is not too hopeful ‘One 
OD’d. one took a tumble in a faraway land, so on, more’n half of ‘em currently on the 
run, and you so far around the bend you don‘t even see it’ (29) Certainlv as the 
historical evidence I discussed in the introduction demonstrates. few of the ideals of the 
1960’s survived through to the materialistic and depressed 1980’s and 1990’s What is 
also important about this question, as Hayles explains. is that it points towards the 
metaphoric meaning of the familv the generation gap that separates Pvnchon from 
readers who might wonder what the h s s  in the 1960’s was all about ( W h o  Was 
Saved?”, 78) This desire on Pynchon’s part to educate his readers about the origins of 
contemporary society is important because I believe that it summarizes his intentions 
with regard to his latest two novels After the nihilistic and despairing condition of the 
society depicted in Gmi~ity’s Kairihow, where not even the best eYforts of the 
Counterforce could halt the progression towards destruction, both I irichrid and ~ V m o i i  
a d  Lhxori could be interpreted as journeys undertaken to two different points of 
American history in order to trace the origins of the contemporary condition Perhaps 
the central historical events in these novels - the hippie revolution of the 1960’s which 
was quashed by the government and followed by years of conservatism and repression 
under Nixon and Reagan, and the drawing up of the boundary between the states of 
Pennsylvania and Maryland which quickly solidified and became a symbol of a much 
deeper division during the Civil War years - each represent what Slothrop calls ’The 
fork in the road America never took. the singular point she jumped the wrong u a y  
from’ (556) Slothrop suspects that it may not yet be too late to correct this mistake ‘ I t  
seems to Tyrone Slothrop that there may be a route back’ but only if the increasing 
divisions within society can be overcome and obliterated ‘The whole space of the Zone 
cleared, depolarized, and somewhere inside the waste of it a single set of co-ordinates 
from which to proceed, without elect, without preterite, without even nationality to fuck 
it up’ (556) As a conclusion to this essay, I will briefly discuss Pynchon’s use of 
history in both Iirielnrid and Masori arid Ilixorr, pinpointing both the mistakes he 
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believes were made and the lessons which should be learned in order to unifv society in 
the face of increasing chaos and disorder 
Rushdie describes I 7irie/ord as ‘ A  major political novel about w hat .4merica has 
been doing to itself, to its children, all these years’ (37) Certainly - -  Pvnchon is critical of 
the loss of options, such as any feasible counterculture, which characterizes 
contemporary society One of the most poignant observations of the novel. for example, 
is that Vond’s strong-armed tactics and reeducation camps are no longer necessarv 
because in Reagan’s America the young are conservative and docile to begin b i t h  and, 
therefore, do not need to have their spirits broken ‘Since about ’81 kids were coming c in 
all on their own askin about careers, no need for no separate facility anymore. (-347) 
Nevertheless, Pynchon remains confident that traditional values such as community and 
family, which were subverted and used as a means of control by both Yixon and 
Reagan. can be wrested back and used as a source of hope for the future The fact that 
the novel’s most serious discussion about the ’prefascist twilight’ into nhich the 
country appears to have fallen (371) takes places within the comfortable context of the 
Becker-Traverse reunion is one indication that family has already begun to subsume 
politics and negate its importance by reducing it to the nonthreatening status of‘ after- 
dinner chat. Zoyd’s nostalgia for his wedding day when ‘Evervthing L in nature, everv 
living being on the hillside that day, strange as it sounded later whene\.er Zo\.d tried to 
tell about it, was sentle, at peace - the visible world was a sunlit sheep-farm’ (-38)- 
could be interpreted as an indication of Pynchon’s own desire to celebrate the 
transcendental meaning inherent in the beginning of the new nation, U hose unsullied 
beauty, as Safer points out, is evoked in the novel’s title (123) It is important to realize 
that although the characters in Iirdnrd represent only a certain type of lifestyle, and 
one associated primarily with Southern California, Pynchon’s vision of a future in 
which many of the traditional values of the 1960’s and earlier are restored is meant to 
apply to the whole of the U S Cowart explains that Pynchon expects the reader to 
connect his imaginary Vineland with the real Vineland in Kew Jersey, which is on 
approximately the same latitude This implied spanning of the continent at the latitude 
of its greatest breadth indicates that Pynchon’s setting is really the whole vast tract of 
land that the Vikings discovered and named 'Vineland the Good', at the end of the first 
millennium' 1 9 .  Another millennium later, Pynchon's hope seems to be that America can 
become once more 'Vineland the Good', the 'harbour of refuge' as it i s  described in 
Ii'iielaiicl (316) - a place in which Americans can reconnect with the past in order to 
draw the strength with which to fight for a future Pynchon is perhaps suggesting C L  c here 
that anxieties about the contemporary culture of information and signs can be alleviated 
by recourse to history 
In Masori arid Ihxori, Pynchon travels back even fbrther into American history, 
to a time in which politicians, like Franklin, were scientists. rather than mocie stars, and 
before the country experienced the psychic devastation of the Civil War Although the 
boundary laid down by Mason and Dixon is generally blamed for much of the bitterness 
that characterized the country during the war years, however, Pvnchon once more 
emphasizes hope rather than despair through his depiction of them in his nocel One 
way in which he manages this is by focusing on the hlfilling relationship enioced - -  bv 
the surveyors, rather on than the divisive nature of their work The title of the novel. as I 
mentioned earlier in the essay, draws attention to their partnership and co-operation 
Moreover the text itself. rather than focusing solely on their work in America, begins c 
when they first meet in the Saloon of Mason's Inn at Portsmouth prior to embarking c on 
their first mission together to Cape Town, and ends, many years after thev return from 
their surveying in America, with their respective deaths The evil which stems from the 
boundary they draw up in America is thus overturned to quite a large v degree bv its 
situation within the context of a hlfilling and life-long friendship 
While on his deathbed, Mason tells Franklin about an important \ision rebealed 
by the stars both to his master, Bradley, and to himself 'Tis a Construction a great 
single Engine, the size of a Continent' The fundamental point about this construction is 
that it is as yet incomplete, its potential unhlfilled 'Not all the Connexions are made 
Da\ id Con art "Attenuated Postmodemsin p! nchon's T ineland' ( 'rrrique. \ 01 32. no 3 (U'inter 
1990). 73 It i s  xsorth noting that Oedipa comes to interpret the legac? left to her in 7ht. ('r\iiig of L ot 19 
as a request that she too should examine the problems besetting the counm 'There either was soine 
Tc stero be\ond the appearance of the legaq Amenca. or there vas just Amenca' ( 126) Dugdale 
suggests that ths idea is encapsulated in the title *Lot 49' stancfing for America i4hich i s  bounded b! the 
49"' parallel (7honia.c Plnchon. 9)  
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9 120  yet, that's why some of it is still invisible Moreover, the construction is still 
growing in both size and complexity 'Day by day the Pioneers and Sunrevors c go on. 
more points are being tied in, and soon becoming visible, as above, nem Stars are 
recorded and named and plac'd in Almanacks' (772) Mason's vision obviouslv relates 
to the creation of the United States, for each state is represented as a star on the national 
flag and, of' course, other states were added to the union as time progressed Pvnchon is 
perhaps suggesting here that a return to the original vision of the founding c fathers i s  an 
obvious way in which to start reclaiming many of the values and traditions uhich have 
been perverted and emptied of meaning in recent years Certainly, in his latest t h o  
novels, Pynchon seems to have become more optimistic that regeneration and reqrowh c 
are possible even as the entropic tide, clearly fostered by the omnipresent forces of 
consumerism and the mass media, pulls us into the new millennium 
' ' ' I  Interestingly. this image of the stars as a construction also appears in O'Connor's \i;.w ~ o o c / :  ' T ~ K  
black sk\ was underpinned uith long sil\.er streaks that look like scaffolding.. . .thousands of stars.. . .as  i f  
it \$.ere about some \.ast construction work that in\.ol\,ed the v.hole order of the uniiw-se' ( 3  1 1. 
ChaDter 2: Don DeLillo. 
'Consume or d e .  That's the mandate of the culture. And i t  all  cnds up 
in the dump' - I i?tlt~ncwlcl. 
When David Bell, narrator of DeLillo's first novel .rImvxmiLi. introduces 
himself as a 'Child of Godard and Coca-Cola' he is unwittinslv describins the 
protagonists of DeLillo's novels as a &hole, immersed as they all are in the 
contemporary world of consumerism and the mass media Bell's conviction. moreoL er. 
that it is the external packaging rather than the commodities themselves that constitutes 
the main core of our being 'My pockets full of scraps of paper, index cards. neatl! 
creased sheets, Scotch-taped fragments what detritus and joy-' also d r a w  our 
attention to the intrinsic relationship between consumption and waste u hich is outlined 
in the above epigraph and reiterated throughout DeLil1o.s fiction This relationship i s  
also a central feature of the fiction of Thomas Pynchon, as I discussed in the prekious 
chapter Indeed the tmo authors share many of the same concerns about and insishts 
into the nature of the contemporary &odd both stress the dominance of consumerism 
and the mass media as moulding social forces and examine the use of larious 
structuring narratives employed bv the characters as a means of survila1 in the 
turbulence of the present Rather than mere11 echoing the concerns raised in the 
previous chapter, howeker, I will be focusing on the substantial dif'ferences betueen the 
authors' perspectives on contemporaq society and the conclusions they dracb about the 
future These differences can, I believe, be attributed to two main sources Firstl!. the 
locations in which the novels are set influence their prevailing mood and atmosphere 
The ephemeral landscapes of Pynchon's fiction, ranging from the chaotic 'Zone' in 
G ~ m i f i ~  '.s I < n / ~ h o ~ ~  t  the dreamlike California of 7he ( ' y i g  (?f I.ot 49 and I h h i d .  
offer his characters a certain freedom from structure and the possibilitk of escape from 
their ordinary lives The more realistic and harsher setting of DeLillo's fiction, b h i c h  
generally unfolds either in Ne& York or in the deserts of the South-West, creates a more 
Don DeLillo. .-1niencnnn (Ne\\ York and London: Penpin  Group. 197 1 ). 269. 1 
violent and less easily transcended environment I believe that their differing c historical 
interpretations also contribute to the disparity between their views of the contemporary- 
world Although closely contemporaneous (Pynchon was born in 19-37, DeLillo in 
1936), each interprets the legacy of the 1960‘s in radically different ways In spite of’his 
disillusionment with the materialist nature of contemporary society, Pwchon appears to 
retain some degree of faith in the potential of the counter-cultural movement to provide 
a viable alternative to mainstream politics, for in spite of the failure of the 
‘Counterforce’ in (;raw(\* ’s KLiiiihow to repel the entropic movements in society. the 
community spirit displayed by the Californian hippies in I he/cimi represents his 
c greatest source of optimism for the future DeLillo, on the other hand, urites all of his 
fiction under the shadow of the 1963 assassination of President Kennedv and the 
subsequent violence and civil unrest that characterizes the later years of the decade The 
fracturing of the old American dreams of civil and familial unity pervades his no\els, 
making them ultimately - in spite of their often humorous and ironic tones - more brutal 
and pessimistic than Pynchon’s I will return to these points in the course of the chapter 
I will begin, however, by examining the presence of the forces of consumerism and the 
mass media in DeLillo’s fictional world 
Like Pynchon, DeLillo is amare of the power wielded by those in charqe G of the 
means of production in contemporary society ’The corporations The militar? The 
banks This is the underground network This is where it happens‘ ( ( ; reat  . J o ~ w ~  .\’twct, 
232) What is disturbing about DeLillo-s portrayal of these forces is the lack o f a  viable 
alternative to their power, for whereas the Becker-Traverse families in Pynchon’s 
J iiielaizd represented one potential source of resistance, the counterculture has merged 
with the mainstream to such a degree in DeLillo’s fiction that they have become almost 
indistinguishable This i s  best illustrated in Great Joizes Street which i s  based almost 
exclusively on the buying and selling of various products, most notably a package i of 
drugs believed to affect the part of the brain that controls language ‘I t  damages the 
cells in one or more areas of the left sector of the human brain Loss of speech in other 
words’ (255) It is in the fight for these drugs that we see uhat Johnston describes as 
‘The almost seamless meshing of 1960’s counterculture with the commercialism it had 
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formerly opposed'*, for the tactics employed by both groups in their negotiations wi th  
Bucky Wunderlick are identical. In this context it is appropriate that Dr Pepper, the 
representative of the Happy Valley Farm Commune, is named after a popular .4merican 
soft drink, for the once revolutionary counterculture has, as far as DeLillo is concerned, 
effectively sold out to market forces. 
Unlike Pynchon who focuses mainly on the corporations who control the 
marketplace, DeLillo's primary interest is rather on the effects their immersion in a 
world of commodities has on his characters Many of them introduce themselves to us 
through their clothes. The image-obsessed David Bell in Anier/catitr frequently runs 
through his dress 'I put on a pair of green chinos with slash pockets. niv mandarin 
opium-shirt and Tobruck desert boots. Then I slipped into the stained leather Montana 
grizzly-hunting c studcoat I had just bought at Abercrombie's' (46), nhile the terrorists in  
"The Uniforms" are described almost exclusively in terms of what they are wearing c 
'He was wearing a red beret, a khaki fatigue jacket and pants, and a pair of combat 
boots Bandoliers crisscrossed his chest" This relationship between consumerism and 
violence recurs throughout DeLillo's fiction and is made even more explicit later on in 
the same story when, after a morning of murder and rape, the terrorists: 'Went into the 
village and window-shopped all afternoon' (454) The point being made here. as Osteen 
explains, is that like the counterculture in Great ,Joties Street these 'revolutionaries' are 
devoted to the capitalism they claim to want to destroy'. The reason for this is perhaps 
that in a world increasingly defined by uncertainty the characters desperately cling to 
their possessions in the belief that they can shelter them from the external chaos I t  is 
significant that when he is told of his mother's impending death, David Bell immerses 
himself in a detailed examination of his clothing: 'I was wearing white Top-Siders, 
white sweatsocks, a pair of olive chinos, and an old basketball jersev. white with blue 
trim and lettering, bearing the number nine. While we spoke I studied these articles of 
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clothing intensely' (Americm~a, 168). Bell's bid to keep unwanted emotion at bay is 
mirrored by Lyle Wynant in P / q r r . . ~  who checks the contents of his pockets with 
unhealthy frequency in the belief that if he knows exactly where his possessions are his 
own place in the world is assured 'Lyle checked his pockets for chanse. kevs. wallet. 
cigarettes, pen and memo pad He did this six or seven times a dav I t  uas  a routine 
that required no conscious planning yet reassured him, and this was supremel? 
important, of the presence of his objects and their locations" The point. as James 
Axton explains in 7he Names, is that objects comfort us because the\ define both our 
abilities and our limits 'Objects are the limits we desperately need The\ shorn us 
where we end They dispel our sadness, temporarily") In a uorld increasinglv c -  
characterized by a lack of structure, the physical presence of one's possessions thus  
often constitutes the only way in which DeLillo's characters can define their role or 
place in society To possess and to consume are thus crucial activities for an integrated c 
and healthy sense of psychological well-being 
This dependence on possessions to insulate one from the terrifying chaos of the 
postmodern world reaches its ultimate manifestation in fl'hitu Xoiw. in u hich the 
Gladney family. as Saltzman puts it W i t h  the urgency of addicts. accumulate material 
possessions to defend their sense of presence, to lend them personal densit! and the 
illusion of spiritual "smugness"' Jack Gladney describes the relief he feels when his 
ATM card works, thus validating his status as part of a vast system of consumers 
'Waves of relief and c gratitude flowed over me The system had blessed my life I felt its 
support and approval' (46) Jack also emphasizes the feeling of securitv that he and his 
wife derive from a full carload of groceries, again as if to imply that the\ will be 
protected by the sheer weight and plenitude of their purchases * I t  seenied to me that 
Babette and I, in the mass and variety of our purchases in the sense of replenishment 
we felt, the sense of well-being. the security and contentment these products brought to 
some snug home in our souls - it seemed we had achieved a fullness of being that is not 
7 
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known to people who need less, expect less' (20) One particularly significant example 
of this use of consumerism as a protective shield comes when, having been described bv 
a colleague as 'A big, c harmless, aging!, v v  indistinct sort of guy' ( 8 3 ,  Jack embarks on a 
desperate shopping spree ' I  shopped with reckless abandon I shopped for immediate 
needs and distant contingencies c I shopped for its own sake' (84) To borrou a metaphor 
much favored by Pynchon, Jack has been made aware of the leceling of difference 
between himself and the rest of the human race and is trying to stave off this entropic 
progression CI by immersing v himself in the protective embrace of consumerism 
Jack's description of shopping as a life-affirming activity is, of course, ironic 
given that there is some evidence that the commodities that flood the world of C t h t t ~  
h h s e  are themselves the main source of the phenomenon that gives the noLe1 its title 
The 'dull and unlocatable roar, as of some form of swarming life just outside the range c 
of human apprehension' (36) which perL7ades the supermarket scenes throughout the 
book reminds us that although consumerism might be vieued by many of the characters 
as constituting a defense against the external turbulence, its overwhelming presence u ill 
ultimately destabilize meaning and reduce the world to a stifling system of' unconnected 
signs and symbols There is some evidence that human life has already begun c to be 
subordinated to this world of signs The students who attend the unicersit\ at uhich 
Jack Gladney teaches are introduced solely through their possessions, a fact that 
troubles Jack although he is not sure why 'Things, boxes Why do these possessions 
carry such sorrowhl weight? There is a darkness attached to them, a foreboding' (6)  
An explanation i s  offered by the narrator of "Baghdad Towers West" bho  emphasizes 
that his own psyche was almost destroyed by the weight of his possessions W y  sole 
achievements were my possessions Then, slouly, 1 began to disappear 1 
became no more than my Mercedes 220 SE sedan, no more than my Lberlinqen- c 
Sasaki solid-state-receiver FM-stereo component system. no more than my ke! to the 
Playboy Club" Jack Gladney eventually realizes that he is also in danger of becoming c
suffocated by his possessions and during a period of severe anxiet) about his impending 
Don DeLillo. "Baghdad To\\ ers West" i<poch (Spnng 1968). 205 8 
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death he too begins to divest himself of what he has hoarded over the vears ' 1  threw 
away picture-frame wire, metal book ends, cork coasters, plastic key tags, dusty bottles 
of Mercurochrome and Vaseline I was in a vengeful and near saLage state I bore a 
personal grudge against these things Somehow they'd put me in this fix They'd 
dragged me down, made escape impossible' (294) Unfortunately DeLillo does not 
appear to be too optimistic about the potential success of this strategy. c -  for the 
protagonist c of .'Baghdad c- Towers West" gives up his life of consumerism onl? to spend 
all of his time in bed - hardly a life-affirming path to take ' I  had disappeared almost 
completely and it was wonderful I slept most of that week' (205). while the GladneF 
family are back in the mall by the end of the novel. once again clearl! conc inced of the 
recuperative and unifying qualities of contemporary consumerist culture 'This is the 
language of waves and radiation, or how the dead speak to the IiLsing c And this i s  \%here 
we wait together, regardless of age. our carts stocked with brightly coloured b goods' 
(326) In spite of the obvious correlation between the white noise generated bc the 
omnipresence of commodities and the general deathuard drive of society". therefore. 
rnanv of DeLillo's characters remain convinced that it is only through c a wholehearted 
immersion in consumerism that they can survi\ e in the contemporarv world 
One of the main reasons that consumerism fails to d e h e r  as a source of 
structure for DeLi1lo.s characters is, I belieiTe, that at its centre is a coid, for although 
many of the novels are ostensibly based on consumerism, the commodities themseh es 
are subordinated to their images and packaging In other words the characters do not fill 
their lives with shopping because they actually wish to eat, drink or otherwise use what 
theq' have purchased, but rather because they are buying into the aura that surrounds the 
brand names and advertizing mythology of their favourite v goods This widespread 
reduction of the real to its representation results in what Baudrillard calls 'hvperrealit! .. 
a world of self-referential signs, w herein the model or representation becomes more real 
than reality itself (Fhtnl Strategies, 1 1 )  This privileging of image or representation is a 
Thus connection betueen death and the n h t e  noise generated b! the signs and iinages of corisiiiiierisni 
<and the inass media i s  made explicit in a con\ ersation Jack Giadne! has M ith his \\ ife . "\Vhat i f  death i s  
nothing but sound')" "Electrical noise 
1 
Uniform. M hite"' ( 198 1 
central theme in Mao If'". where we hear of a Chilean magazine editor imprisoned for 
publishing caricatures of General Pinochet on the charge of 'Assassinating c the image c of 
the general' (44), and where the recently completed novel of Bill Grav (the cornmodit\) 
is set to be subsumed into his own image 'We don't need the book We have the 
author The book disappears into the image of the writer' (71)" The most extreme 
example of this submersion of the real into its representation is the astonishing 
reduction of Hitler and his history of genocide to a mere subject of academic and 
consumerist interest, the focus of a class taught by Jack Gladney &hose principle theme 
is the use made of imagery by the Nazi party 'Advanced Nazism uith special 
emphasis on parades, rallies and uniforms, three credits, written reports' ( WI//C~ ,"Cimc~. 
25) Pynchon was also primarily interested in the iconoclasm of the Nazi movement 
However DeLillo goes much fbrther in his undermining of Hitler3 reputation as an 
historical figure by reducing him to a highly marketable cornmodit! Jach's lack of' 
German, for example, does nothing to threaten his status as an expert in the field as long i
as he provides the delegates at his conference with appropriately scripted name badges 
'Their names lettered in gothic type' (274) These examples clearly support 
Baudrillard's claims that the real (the general, the author and Hitler himself) is no 
longer U a necessary feature of a world based on image and representation 
Because the commodity has been reduced so thoroughly to its imase or 
packaging in the postmodern world of DeLi1lo.s fiction. garbage represents the ultimate 
icon of the consumerist age for it comes full circle from the supermarket to the dump 
while still retaining the 'Formal structure and even undiminished colours of the 
presentation of surfaces"? When Jack and Murray meet in the store and compare each 
other's preferences for different brands of items. therefore, it is on the packayiny rather 
than on the product inside that they focus 'This is the neu austerity Flavourless 
packaging It appeals to me Most of all I like the packages themselves You mere 
' "  Don DeLillo. .\la0 // (Ne\\ York: Pengun Books USA. Inc.. 199 1 ) .  
It is significant that Mao Tse T u g .  the \.ec- antithesis of capitalism. is himself reduced to a comniodit! 
b\. And\- Warhol. an artist kn0ri.n for h ~ s  prkdeging of surface. whose prints of Mao are reproduced on 
the co\.er of DeLillo's no\.el. 
'' John Fro\\.. "The Last Thngs Before the Last: Notes on Iihire .\'oi.w~~. From Lentncchia. ed.. 
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right. Jack This is the last avant-garde Bold new forms The power to shock’ ( H ’ h t ~  
Noise, 18-9) This tendency to reduce a product to its external packaying L C  is echoed in 
[Jriderwwh’, in which Nick and Marion Shay also base their choice of product on its 
future potential as waste ‘Saw products as garbage even when thec sat gleamin2 c on 
store shelves, yet unbought First we saw the garbage, then we saw the product as 
food or lightbulbs or dandruff shampoo How does it measure up as waste, me asked’ 
(121) Such is the preoccupation that Nick and the other ‘waste theorists’ in the novel 
have with its presence that it begins to intrude on their perception of the world as a 
whole Its presence in their minds ranges from the conscious ‘Trouble is, the job 
follows me The subject folloms me I went to a new restaurant last week. nice neu 
place, you know, and I find myself looking at scraps of food on people’s plates 
Leftovers’ (283), to the subliminal ‘When people heard a noise at night. c did they th ink  
the heap was coming down around them, sliding toward their homes, an omnivorous 
movie terror filling their doomays and windows?’ (185) This last description is 
particularly interesting if we consider that this intrusion of waste into people’s 
nightmares suggests that it is usurping the power traditionallv associated bv theorists 
like McLuhan with the mass media 
What is fascinating about the subject of waste in DeLilio is that rather than 
constituting a mere bi-product of consumerism it has itself become one of the most 
sought-after commodities, with whole shops dedicated to selling the v garbage v of mok ie- 
stars ‘The actual stuff deep-frozen in a warehouse - you looked in a catalogue c and 
placed an order’ ((Jriderwordd, 3 19) Moreover, in much the same way as Warhol based 
his art on ordinary commodities, so too is garbage adapted into contemporary morks of 
art in DeLillo There are two main artists at work in Priderwor/d, Klara Sax and Ismael 
Munoz (otherwise known as ‘hloonman 157’). both of whom are engaged c in a similar 
project Klara’s work involves -transforming and absorbing junk’ (102) by painting c
two-hundred-and-thirty derelict bombers and using the surrounding c desert as a canc-as 
on which to mount them ‘Coppers and ochres burning off the metal skin of the aircraft 
to exchange with the framing desert’ (83) Ismael’s artistic mission, on the other hand, 
is to decorate as many trains as possible with his now legendary tag, a pastime uh ich ,  
although affording much pleasure to those who witness the passing of his trains. is 
dismissed by Klara as a ’Romance of the eso’ (393) - an accusation someuhat justified 
by the pleasure Ismael takes in being photographed with his work ‘Ismael sidled to the 
open door so that he could be in the picture too, unknown to the man The man was 
photographing the piece and the writer both, completely unknown to himself (434) 
This scenario also provides us with another example of the collapsing of the boundaries 
between real and representation as the artist merges with his art into an image c In fact in 
spite of Klara’s derision of Ismael, her own work, as she admits elseuhere in the noc,el, 
represents a similar attempt to make her mark ‘Mavbe there’s a sort of sunical instinct 
here. a graffiti instinct - to trespass and declare ourselves, shou who we are’ (77)  
Waste is clearly being employed in these examples to affirm the existence of those uho 
transform it into art In this context, it is worth remembering v that it is also through c 
various forms of art, ranging from graffiti to forgeries, that the underground h’ A S T E. 
system in The Ctyiig of Lot 4Y made their presence felt to the uninitiated .Again this 
could be related to a particular legacy of the 1960’s - namely the connection betueen 
alternative political movements and underground art 
Klara’s observation that her an represents a discipline through c which she can 
explore her identity is an important one in the context of this discussion about baste for 
one of the most significant attributes of the latter - like consumerism itself - i s  the 
structure it imposes on the lives of the characters Detwiler, one of Kick’s  colleagues. c 
heralds the consumerist mentality as the ‘Mandate of the culture’ (287). and points out 
that by submitting to this mandate we are allowing ourselves to be controlled bv it %’e 
let it shape us We let it control our thinking‘ (288) Rather than struggling against c this 
control, however. many of the characters seem to relish the stability it c gices them Nick 
and Marion Shay, for example, fulfil the weekly classification and diLision of their 
garbage with an enthusiasm and a diligence that speaks loudly of its importance to 
them ‘There is no language I might formulate that could overstate the dili, c (Fence we 
brought to these tasks We did the yard waste We bundled the newspapers but did not 
tie them in twine’ (103) It is noteworthy that Nick’s feelings towards his work ‘1  felt a 
weird elation, a loyalty to the company and the cause’ (285) are akin to that o f a  d u t i h l  
son, for it represents a kind of substitute for the father who deserted him when he was 
young 
If waste provides the characters of Uriu’ur-\.rwdUI with a means of structuring their 
lives, however. its status as the key to their identities also leaves it open to misuse for it 
constitutes an important source of manipulation in the realm of public relations J 
Edgar Hoover, the supreme leader in this field, gains much of the information that 
swells his beloved dossiers from examining his subjects’ waste ‘Thev took 
the garbage back for analysis by forensic experts on gambling. c handwriting. 
fragmented i paper, crumpled photographs, food stains, bloodstains and e\ er! knou n 
subclass of scribbled Sicilian’ (558) hor  is Hoover alone in his faith in uaste as a 
source of information His own domestic garbage is also under threat from dissident 
groups wishing to display it and subject it to all kinds of indecencies ’Thet intend to 
take your garbage on tour Get lefty sociologists to analyze the garbage item b> item 
Get hippies to rub it on their naked bodies’ (558) The status of waste as keeper of the 
secret history of humanity also becomes obvious to Jack Gladney as he sifts through his 
own household’s garbage ’Why did I feel like a household spy? I s  c garbage so prikate? 
Does it glow at the core with personal heat. with signs of one’s deepest nature. clues to 
secret yearning, humiliating i flaws? What habits, fetishes, addictions. inclinations’’ 
What solitary acts, behavioural ruts3* (259) The defensiveness manc of DeLillo’s 
characters feel about their garbage relates back to a point made earlier that possession 
is a crucial aspect of their subjectivity In other words, they know themsehes to exist 
because they can hold the things they consume In this, DeLillo anticipates the 
psychological anxieties of Ellis’ characters, who desperately surround themseh es U ith 
the brand names and designer labels through which they believe their identities can be 
defined 
As well as representing a potential form of control over one’s enemies, uaaste is 
also intrinsically connected by DeLillo to the larger world of weaponry ‘tidmi otki 
abounds with examples of the convergence between the atomic bomb, uhich  is one of 
the central presences of the nocel, and common domestic materials A radio DJ instructs 
his listeners in the art of making explosives using only domestic ingredients ’You 
could make your own napalm by mixing one part liquid detergent Jov wi th  two parts 
benzene or one part gasoline Shake vigorously’ (603). while a compani advertizing 
lawn fertilizer attempt to cash in on this mind-set as part of their marketing c campaign c 
‘The creative types here in the shop wanted to do a Bomb Your Lawn Campaign ’4 
little twist on the fact that these fertilizer ingredients. plus fuel oil, could produce a 
rather loud disturbance if ignited’ (528) .Above all else, ordinary domestic waste is 
cited as the ‘mystical twin’ of modern weaponry because the) constitute an increasingly c -  
serious threat as their bi-products multiply underground The problem of contaminated 
waste has become so serious that - with extremely questionable misdom - nuclear 
explosions are being used in an effort to destroy it, a measure that results in the ‘Fusion 
of two streams of history, weapons and waste’ (79 1 ) In  fact. according to some sources. 
the threat from the bacteria breeding on human waste has now exceeded that posed by 
nuclear bombs ‘Weapons utilizing pathogenic bacteria could be every bit as destructic e 
as megaton i- bombs’ (557) This wresting of control from its traditional strongholds is 
dramatized in relation to J Edgar Hoover who may have been able to use one tvpe of 
waste to his advantage but grows increasingly powerless in the face of his oblious 
terror of its bacterial bi-products Germ-obsessed Hoover lives in constant fear of the 
invisible multitudes of germs in the surrounding environment, and c goes so far as to 
make provisions for his continuing insulation from insidious bacteria even after death 
‘To protect his body from worms, germs, moles. voles and vandals Lead-lined. yes, 
to keep him safe from nuclear war, from the Ravage and Decay of radiation fallout’ 
(577-8) kdiculous though this is, I believe that it points to an interesting trait shared bv 
the majority of DeLillo’s characters namely their need to find something c that can gice 
their lives a sense of structure and purpose Hoover’s excessive precautions against c 
germs, after all, is not so different to the ways in which the Gladney famili try to 
insulate themselves from the perils of the external world with their bags c of shopping c
Although bacteria and consumerism represent forces that pull the characters to\+ ards the 
‘white noise’ of death, therefore, they retain a dominant and privileged presence in their 
lives 
The irony about the representation of consumerism and waste in DeLillo‘s 
fiction is that in spite of their obvious failure to provide the characters wit  I a Liable, 
life-affirming structure, they continue to be regarded with a kind of mvstica a b e  The 
strongest sense of religious transcendence in White iVoi.w. for example. is located in 
Steffie’s solemn chanting of the brand-name ‘Toyota Celica‘ which strikes her f’ather as 
‘Beautiful and mysterious, gold-shot with looming wonder How could these near- 
nonsense words, murmured in a child’s restless sleep. make me sense a meaning. a 
presence7’ ( 1  55)  It is of course a possibility, as Maltby points out. that DeLillo ma! be 
mocking traditional faith in the visionary moment or even questioning c the vert. 
possibility of such moments in a postmodern culture” Certainly the description of the 
child’s chant as “Gold-shot with looming bonder” would appear to be head! ironic 
On the other hand, the simple manner in which the incident is relayed could suges t  that 
DeLillo is allowing c for the possibility that Jack might indeed be enjoying a genuine 
‘Moment of splendid transcendence’, an indication perhaps that postmodern phenomena 
can still have moments of modernist epiphany attached to them Similarh, when \ick 
and his co-workers in 1 JtIdmt’ot-lLj speak of their landfills in tones of reverent adoration 
‘Waste is a religious thing We entomb contaminated baste with a sense of reLerence 
and dread’ (88), it is again difficult to ascertain wheiher DeLillo is being c ironic 
Certainly waste, as I discussed in relation to Pynchon. represents a potential alternative 
to the repressive mainstream Whereas Pynchon’s u aste includes those echelons of 
society normally confined to the margins, however, DeLillo’s generally refers only to 
the decomposing mass of the landfill The constant parallels he drabs betueen these 
landfills and the atomic bomb ’There is a curious connection between weapons and 
uaste Maybe one is the mystical twin of the other’ (791) suggests that they are far 
more likely tc threaten the human race rather than represent the means of our salvation 
It is worth bearing in mind that the i r -2  Rocket in Pynchon’s Gtuw[v’s Kcr/tiho\t was 
also regarded by many characters as a transcendent force, when in fact it ua s  the 
ultimate instrument of destruction of a death-based regime In spite of the support 
9-l Paul Maltb!. ”The Romantx MetaphJsics o f  Don DeLillo“ (i)ntenipomn Z,/rernrurtj. \ol 1 . no 2 1 3  
(Summer 1996). 260- 1 
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DeLillo’s characters appear to derive from their immersion in a world of consumerism 
and waste, therefore, I am inclined to regard the signs v and symbols generated as 
contributing to, rather than reducing. the entropic white noise of the surrounding L
environment Given that 1 hdetwwld ends, after a section devoted to the Internet. on the 
word “Peace”, however, it is impossible to be sure 
David Bell’s description of himself as a ‘Child of Godard and Coca-Cola’ is also 
an appropriate introduction to the next section of this chapter, Nh ich  uill examine the 
presence of the mass media in DeLillo‘s fiction Bell’s declaration could in fact be 
applied to the author himself whose first response when asked to name some of his 
influences was to cite not a novelist but a filmmaker ’Probably the movies of Jean-Luc 
Godard had a more immediate effect on my early work than anything c I’d e\er read”‘ 
The prevalence of the mass media throughout his fiction has resulted in his being c
nominated ’The poet laureate of the media’ by one critic’’ The influence of the media 
on DeLillo’s writing manifests itself in a number of ways Besides Bell’s quotation 
which is a parody of a placard that appears in Godard’s movie L W u . w i / / i i i  , f c w i i t i i t i .  the 
French avant-garde filmmaker also provides the inspiration for a number of DeLillo‘s 
snort stories, including “Baghdad Towers West” which derives its plot from , 1 I m c d i t i  
fentirizii, and “The Uniforms.’ uhich is based on Weeketid and unfolds to the back drop 
of ‘ A  Godard film playing at the local cinema’ (4S9)’t) Some of DeLillo‘s urit ing + 
also owes a debt to filmic techniques While he was writing .4mericcrt7~1, a novel which 
has a movie as its subject matter, he kept in mind ‘The strong image. the short 
ambiguous scene, the dream sense of some movies, the artificiality, the arbitrar! 
choices of some directors, the cutting and editing The power of images”-, v uhile the 
first scene of Y / q * e i : ~  i s  composed almost entirely of a description of a movie being c
shown aboard a plane ‘The long lens picks out a man and woman standing at the top of 
a small hill More bass chords Accumulating doom’ (7) Far more important than 
Quoted in Osteen. 139. 
h o l d  Weinstein. .\’obo&‘.q Home: Speech. Se!/’ ant/ P I R C P  iii .-1 meric‘aii kjctioii F r o m  ilcm~thoriii~ t o  
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the ways in which DeLillo experiments with styles and techniques derived from the 
media, however, is his demonstration of the close relationship between media and 
identity in contemporary America. This section of the chapter will examine the 
influence of the media” on DeLillo’s characters and the ways in which thev use them 
both to define their own identities and to structure the surrounding environment I will 
begin by examining these issues in a general way. before focusing on a number of 
specific movies that feature in the texts 
The intrinsic connection that DeLillo sees as existing between television and the 
American imagination is encapsulated, according to Lentricchia, in two scenes from his 
novels’? The first is the belief expressed by David Bell in .4n1c.riccrm that the invention 
of America is synonymous with the invention of television for the desire to become the 
‘universal third person. i s  shared both by the contemporary consumer slumped in front 
of the television set and by the original pilgrims who arrived dreaming c of reinventing c
themselves in the new world. Whereas advertizing exploits this American dream of the 
ideal consumer, therefore, he has existed in the American consciousness since the 
country was founded: ’Advertizing discovered the value of the third person but the 
consumer invented him. The country itself invented him. He came over on the 
hkzyflowuf 4. (271). DeLillo returns to this image in Lihrcr where Marina’s arrkal in 
America is dramatized by her appearance on a close-circuit television in a shop 
window: ‘It was the world c gone inside out. There they were gaping back at themselves 
from the TV screen’ (227). Although c frightened, Marina is also fascinated by her 
transformation into an image and is unable to stop looking at herself S h e  mas 
compelled to look. ..She kept walking out of the picture and coming back She was 
amazed every time she saw herself return’ (227). The significance of this episode, as 
Lentricchia points out, is that it condenses the entire Bimerican story that began on the 
Mayflow-er with the spiritual invention of telekision and that concludes in the electronic 
society of real television where: ‘The romantic third person of the pilgrims is literally 
G i \ w  that DeLillo does not dfferentiate between film and tele\.ision to the sane extent a s  mxchori - 
in fact the lug11 incidence of home-ino\.ies in DeLillo effecti\d! collapses the boundaries bet\\ eeri thc 
genres - I will be discussing both components of the mass media together in h s  chapter. 
I $  
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imagined as ourselves on television'2". DeLillo's assertion that the invention of .4merica 
is connected to the invention of television means that only those &hose likes are 
validated by television are its true citizens 
The second scene which, according to Lentricchia, is of seminal importance to 
DeLillo's representation of media-saturated America is the visit made by Jack Gladnev 
and Murray Siskind to 'the most photographed barn in America' in fl 'hitc ,Vo/w. What 
is important to realize, as Murrav points out, is that tourists do not come to see the barn 
itself but rather to take part in the media spectacle that has blossomed around its status 
as the 'most photographed barn' 'We're not here to capture an image, we're here to 
maintain one Every photograph reinforces the aura' (12) The real has thus been 
abolished for just as history in Baudrillardan terms has disappeared into the 
sensationalism of news. so too has the barn been subsumed completely into its oun 
representation .What was the barn like before it mas photographed? We can't answer 
these questions because we've read the signs We can-t get outside the aura' ( 1-3) 
Significantly this proclamation is delivered by h4urray not with nostalgia L for a more 
authentic past but with great pleasure 'He seemed immensely pleased by this' (1-3)  
Murray's lack of concern about this increasing colonization of every aspect of life b i  
the media is perhaps attributable to a consensus shared by manv of DeLillo's characters 
that the real has been destabilized to such an extent that only its representations are nou 
available David Bell's confession that he married his wife primarily because they 
looked so photogenic together 'The distances between them absolutely right so that the 
whole scene obeyed an abstract calculus of perspective and tone, as if arranged for the 
whim of a camera' (Anie.ricn~m, 30) is perhaps not quite so ridiculous or ironic in  this 
context 
One of the characters in Uizdeiwir/d wisely proclaims that 'There is only one 
truth Whoever controls your eyeballs runs the world' (530) The validity of this 
statement is borne out by the number of characters who depend on the media to instruct 
them about the appropriate emotional responses to events In Ulhrtr AVo/.w. for elample. 
'' Frank Lentncclua. " L i h m  as Postrnodern Cntique". From Lentncclua. ed.. lntrochc /t?y I )ot? I k I , i / / o .  
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public anxiety regarding the toxic spill is directly proportional to the gravitv of the 
words used by the media to describe i t .  While it is still designated a ‘feathery plume’ 
(1  1 l), the characters are not too worried, when this is corrected to a ‘black billouinrr, c 
cloud’ they are almost relieved, believing that this more accurate description must mean 
that the authorities are on top of the situation That’s a little more accurate, which 
means they’re coming to grips with the thing Good‘ ( 1  13), when this becomes the 
‘Airborne Toxic Event’. however. the characters react to the menace inherent in the 
words ‘He sensed the threat in state-created terminology’ ( 1  17) and evacuate the area 
immediately Also notable is Heinrich’s rehsal to let himself be v guided bv the rain 
obviously falling outside the car, relying instead on the radio to validate its presence for 
him “It‘s going to rain tonight” *‘It’s raining now” “The radio said tonight”’ 
(22), - a scenario anticipated in Americutzu ‘When it rained Sullivan put on her old 
buttonless trenchcoat even though we were inside the camper’ (204) This reliance on 
the media is hrther illustrated in I’ /q,ers where Pammy Wynant finds herself unable to 
grieve for the tragedy that has befallen one of her closest friends until she sees a similar 
scenario unfold on television, whereupon she becomes ‘Awash with emotion Then it 
came, onrushing, a choppy sobbing release’ (205f’ More worrying than this relati\ely 
conscious use of the media as a guide for behaviour are ihe examples DeLillo ZiLJes of 
the suggestive, and even hypnotic, powers of the television In I hkniwlcr’, u e  hear of 
a woman from Normal, Illinois who contracts the illnesses and diseases of celebrities 
‘Through some odd form of neurohypnosis showed the symptoms of 
whatever illness Elizabeth Taylor uas  suffering at a particular time, or John U’awe, or 
Jackie Onassis It was the modern stigmata’ (378), while in White .Voi.w, the Gladne! 
daughters work their way through a series of the side-effects reported to follou 
exposure to the toxic spill ‘ A t  dinner Denise kept getting up and walking in small stiff 
rapid strides to the toilet off the hall, a hand clapped to her mouth’ ( 1  17) Worrying 
though this is, their father seems bizarrely to be most concerned about the fact that the 
this woman 
7 1  
Panim!‘s situation i s  comparable to San‘s. in Mason‘s 17 ( ‘oui i tn \I ho likevise grie\es for her father 
onl! 11 hen she has been prompted b! an episode on the telei ision ’Each time she sm that episode. it 
greu clearer that her father had been hlled in a nar’  (25) 
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v girls do not show all the symptoms in the order prescribed bv the media ‘She and 
Denise had been lagging all evening They were late with sweaty palms. late with 
nausea. late again with 1’14 What did it all mean3’ (125) This last example 
illustrates that Jack Gladney is perfectly happy for his daughters to submit to the 
persuasive powers of the media, as long as they do it in the prescribed manner The 
wisdom of allowing them to be controlled to such a dangerous extent is clearl! not an 
issue in a world in which all aspects of life. including one’s health and illnesses. are 
conditioned and determined by the media 
As the examples discussed above clearly indicate, the mass media are a 
dominant force in the novels of DeLillo ‘4s well as impeding on the lives of his 
characters in a general way - through the advertizing slogans i and mores that they 
internalize, for example - some of the novels focus on a number of specific moiies. 
both real and fictional At the centre of Kimmr~g Ilog is a home-movie thought to 
feature an orgy in Hitler’s bunker during the last days of the Third Reich As it happens. 
the footage is not of a pornographic nature Instead it shows Hitler imitating Charlie 
Chaplin’s famous send-up of himself in lhe ( h u t  I)/c.tator ‘He produces an 
expression, finally - a sweet, epicene, guilty little smile Charlie’s smile A n  accurate 
reproduction’” Although c a c great disappointment to the characters who were hoping to 
become rich through their discovery of an erotic movie starring Hitler. this footage v is of 
seminal importance to the subject of the postmodern undermining of the real uhich I 
have discussed above, for by imitating Chaplin’s imitation of himself, Hitler has 
collapsed the boundaries between the real and its image and is existing c simultaneously 
both as himself and as his own representation 
71 
One of the movies discussed in bhhmwr*/d also relates to the Nazi period and is 
comparable to the work of Fritz Lang, which dominates Pynchon’s imaginary landscape 
in G r a v 1 ~ 9  Kairzhow The movie in question is an old Eisenstein creation called 
7711tenwlt The fact that its title is the German equivalent of the novel’s is immediately 
striking, but even more crucial is its depiction of the underworld to which it refers Its 
7 -  
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subject appears to be the horrifying experiments carried out on prisoners in some 
nameless underground prison .Other victims appeared, muscles and bones reshaped. 
slits for eyes, shuffling on stump legs' (429) Two things strike Klara Sax. one of the 
onlookers, about these scenes Firstly, the deformities displayed by the victims are 
uncannily like those caused by nuclear fall-out 'Was Eisenstein being c prescient about 
nuclear menace?' (430), and, secondlv. the horror of the footage is reminiscent of that 
shown at movie drive-ins during the 1950's. when both movies and their spectators 
were very much aware of the overhanging threat of atomic warfare 'These were rnoc ies 
for the drive-ins of the fifties. a boy and a girl yanking at each other's buckles and snaps 
while the bomb footage unfurls and the giant leeches and scorpions appear on the 
horizon' (430) This connection between the threat posed by the bomb and the public 
hunger for horror movies is a well-documented characteristic of the Cold War period in 
America, as DeLillo points out in an interview 'It's (the Cold War period) ineLitabh 
associated not just u i th  danger but with popular culture'" Like Pynchon, DeLillo 
clearly believes that including some 'footage' from old moI*ies in his noLels - ekes them 
an air of authenticity This inclusion also underlines the faith invested b! these authors 
in the power of the image as a signifying presence 
The most interesting of the movies included by DeLillo in his fiction are t n o  
home movies that emphasize not only the blurring of boundaries betueen the senres of 
film and television, but also illustrate the wide-reaching effects that the mass media 
have on the Bimerican psyche The first of these is video footage recorded bi  a child, in 
Ihdmtoi*/d.  of a freeuav shooting c -  by a mythical figure knomn as the Texas Hiohma! c 
Killer This tape is replayed on television throughout the nokel and holds endless 
fascination for its audience 'You don't usually call your wife over to the TY set She 
has her programs, you have yours But there's a certain urgencl here You \\ant her to 
see hou it looks You uant her to be here uhen he-s shot' ( 1 % )  h e n  the killer 
himself is intrigued, if somewhat n a r y  of the pouer of the recording 'He uas  
suspicious of the tape because it had a vista different from his experience and he kept 
thinking the girl was goiny to moire the camera and get him in the picture' (270)  The 
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way in which this footage enters the public consciousness is. of course. easily 
comparable to the media coverage of the assassination of President Kennedy, an event 
which was also endlessly replayed and watched It is appropriate that this historical 
moment, which i s  often hailed as marking the start of the contemporary television 
culture, is also represented in Uiidem~odd in the form of the bootlegged and secret 
Zapruder footage which a group of artists watch both sequentially and frame-by-frame 
(488) The interesting point about the Zapruder movie is, of course, that certain vital 
frames are missing - frames that might clear up the mystery still surrounding c the 
President’s death The loss of these frames, ninety-two in all, is one of the main reasons. 
according to DeLillo, that both the movie and the assassination itself hace come to be 
regarded as the source of so much uncertainty ‘Valuable things have been learned - 
distances, locations, rates of speed But in the end, the film has become our major 
emblem of uncertainty and chaos The powerful moment of death, the surrounding c 
blurs, patches and shadows’24 Given that the assassination is probabl! best known 
(certainly by younger generations) as a media spectacle. it is appropriate that DeLillo’s 
Oswald i s  also represented primarily as a creation of the media. whose own death and 
its simultaneous transmission to every household in America, is an indication perhaps 
that this pawn ofthe media is now being subsumed by the forces that created him I mil l  
be returning to the question of 0swald.s narration by various external forces later in the 
chapter Before leaving the issue of the mass media, however, I want to look briefl? at 
the overall effects their prominent position has on the world represented in DeLillo’s 
fiction 
As I have illustrated, both consumerism and the mass media are held in high 
esteem by the vast majority of DeLillo’s characters who look to them for structure and 
guidance in an increasingly chaotic world It is no coincidence that the void left b! the 
postmodern dismantling of many traditional grand narratives, such as religion, c is 
generally filled by one of these forces In White Noise, for example, hlurray Siskind 
likens a trip to the mall to a kind of spiritual rebirth ’This place recharges us 
spiritually It’s ful l  of psychic data‘ (37) ,  while, in Uizdenwr/d, Matt Shay declares 
” Don DeLillo. ”American Blood“. Hollrnp Stone (8 December. 1983 ). 24 
that the cinema is ' A  thousand times more holy than church' (307) As was 
demonstrated in relation to consumerism, however. it is not clear that the structure 
offered by the mass media is a beneficial or life-af'tirming one David Bell makes a very 
interesting observation in Amerrcatin when he draws our attention to the disparity 
between the amount of holes on the mouthpiece (thirty-six) and the earpiece (six) of a 
telephone (96) - a phenomenon that clearly indicates a decrease in genuine 
communication after all, if everyone is talking, no one can be listening c Baudriilard 
insists that this decrease in communication is attributable to television, bhich b;, virtue 
of its mere presence ensures that 'People are t70 lotiger sjwzkltig to tmh ohcv' (or. as 
David Bell observes. IIstetwig to each other). that they are definitely isolated In the face 
of a speech without response' (f+r U Critiqire of the €'oli/icml FA;cwionn* . .  o f  thc S I ~ I I ?  72)  
This tendency for television to be a personal rather than a shared experience is 
illustrated throughout DeLillo's fiction in the embarrassment experienced bv characters 
forced to do their viewing in a communal setting L In Plqvers. Lyle refuses to allou 
Pammy to sit with him because ' I t  made Lyle nervous There was something private 
about television It was intimate. able to cause embarrassment' (40) His reluctance is 
shared by Marion Shay, in Vtidetwwt-ld ' I  guess I knew what she meant, that another's 
presence screws up the steady balance, the integrated company of the box She wanted 
to be alone with a bad movie and I was standing judgement' ( 1  16), and illustrated in the 
discomfort suffered by the Gladneys during their Friday-night ritual of hatching 
television as a family 'The evening in fact was a subtle form of punishment for us all 
Heinrich sat silent over his egg rolls Steffie became upset every time something c
shamekl or humiliating seemed about to happen to someone on screen' ( W h t e  A"co/w. 
16) As these examples indicate, DeLillo appears to agree with Baudrillard's assertion 
that the mass media isolate people from each other and undermine personal and familial 
relationships. 
Although the embarrassment displayed by some of the characters is funny. 
Bell's observation about the disparity in the number of holes in the mouthpiece of the 
telephone does have some serious connotations It refers, for example, to the 
overabundance of communicational devices in contemporan, society. the ironic 
consequence of which has been to make real communication impossible The reason for 
this, as I discussed in relation to the novels of Thomas Pynchon, is that societv has 
become saturated with sounds and images to such an extent that language c - c itself has been 
cheapened and undermined Pynchon’s characters often become so suamped by the 
information they are attempting to order that they become disorientated and confused I t  
is no coincidence that DeLillo’s original title for U’hitt) Noi.sc) was ‘Panasonic’, a word 
that would emphasize the stereophonic nature of television‘s verbal and Lisual 
onslaught” It is worth bearing in mind one of McLuhan’s aphorisms which states 
’Silence is all the signs of the environment at onceT2” The implication is that the mass 
media, along with the omnipresent signs and symbols of consumerism, are the main 
generators of the white noise that characterizes DeLillo’s fictional world and that driLes 
it ever closer to its demise 
The indubitable Heinrich is quick to remind his family that as \bell as its 
representation of death through footage of various natural and chemical disasters. 
television also operates as an entropic force in as much as it contributes ph!sicallv to 
the increasing radiation present in our environment ’Forget c spills, fallouts. leakases 
It’s the things right around you in your own house that’ll get vou sooner or 
later There are scientific findings Where do you think all the deformed babies are 
coming from9 Radio and TV, that’s where’ (175) DeLillo’s principle focus. however. is 
on the sense of dislocation and conhsion often fostered by its representations and 
images v One particularly poignant episode in White LVoi.w is Babette’s unexpected 
appearance on television teaching one of her classes Jack describes the initial 
’confhion, fear, astonishment’ experienced by the watching members of the family * A 
strangeness gripped me, a sense of psychic disorientation’, until realizing that her class 
was being broadcast, they were able to regain their sense of a distinction between the 
image on the television screen and their own reality ‘It was only as time dreb on. 
normalized itself, returned to us a sense of our surroundings, the room. the house, the 
reality in which the TV set stood - it was only then that we understood uhat uas  yoing 
on’ (104). This conviction that the boundaries between reality and representation are 
sustainable in the media-saturated world of the present may, according c to Ferraro. be 
too confident The scene ends with Wilder’s distress at the disappearance of the image c 
he has taken simply to be Babette, signifying perhaps the danger that the television is 
mediating all experience If the chapter had concluded with the reappearance of the 
flesh-and-blood Babette, Jack might have left us with a sense that danqer c has been 
averted and that regeneration is at hand Leaving us with Wilder’s tears. howeier, 
appears to be a warning that ‘Our acts of recoverv - c  against image narcosis may (one dav 
soon) come too late’27 Ferraro’s assessment suggests that the white noise generated b! 
the multiple transmissions and energies of the electronic media are indeed behind wha t  
appears to be a general death-ward drive of society 
There i s  another way in which this scene can be interpreted, howeker Jack’s 
faith that the boundaries between reality and representation can indeed be reinstated in 
the face of impending chaos brings the focus onto the dichotomy betueen modernism 
and postmodernism. which some critics believe is at the centre of the novel U‘i1cox.s 
description of Jack as “ 4  modernist displaced in a postmodern world.. (348) is 
particularly appropriate in this context because it aligns Jack’s worry that traditional 
boundaries are being disestablished with a modernist desire for structure In sharp 
contrast to his father. Wilder. who fails to acknowledge or even understand the 
differentiation between Babette and her image, is a svmbol of the postmodern future 
His lack of anxiety about, and casual acceptance of the dismantling of traditional rules 
and conventions is one of the reasons his parents regard him as the source of their 
salvation and security ‘He doesn’t know he’s going to die You cherish this simpleton 
blessing of his, this exemption from harm’ (289) I will discuss this idea that Jack’s 
interaction with his children represents a kind of dialogue between t u o  conflicting c
systems of belief at greater length towards the end of the chapter 
In the first half of this chapter, I have examined the presence of the forces of 
consumerism and the mass media throughout DeLillo’s fiction and concluded that the! 
7 -  - 
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influence every aspect of the characters’ lives and the surrounding environment The 
characters themselves adopt a variety of strategies in  order to survive in such a world 
Their reactions can be divided into two distinct. although not mutuallc. ewluske. 
categories those who endeavour to escape from the ever-proliferating imapes and signs c 
by purifying themselves and repressing to a time uihen something that resembled 
c genuine meaning was still attainable, and those who throw themselves u holeheartedk 
into the pursuit of patterns and narratives in a bid to impose some structure and order on 
the surrounding chaos In the concluding half of the chapter, both strategies c will be 
investigated and their efficacy determined 
Characters belonging to the first categow - those who wish to escape from their 
media-ridden society by divesting themselves of all structures - appear throughout c 
DeLillo’s novels Their main aim is to achieve an inner state of tranquillit\ One of the 
ways in which they strive to accomplish this is by moving from various cities. czhich 
represent maximum chaos, to areas of America associated with space and reiatke 
peace David Bell, for example, decides to abandon his high-pouered career and trai e1 
westwards in order to discover ‘An authentic origin. a core identit!. a c enuine 
passion’”8 Many of Bell’s co-characters follou his lead and search for enc ironments 
that appear to offer them relief from the media circus that characterizes contemporarv 
life Gary Harkness’ quest, in Em’ Zo~ie ,  is for the .end zone- that gives the noLe1 its 
title He frequently flees from the codified nature of his life as an athlete. finding solace 
in the surrounding desert ‘The sun The desert The sky The silence’2‘’, In G / w t  ,/otit)s 
Street, Bucky Wunderlick abandons his life as a ‘hero of rock ‘n’ roll’ ( 1 ) in order to re- 
evaluate his life in private ‘Beyond certain personal limits, in endland, far from the 
tropics of fame’ (4), while in O?idewot*/d, Nick and Matt Shay leave their home in the 
Bronx and move into the ‘white space’ (the uncharted, uninhabited areas) on the map 
(451) It is interesting to note that this progression from the city to the empt! spaces of 
the desert recurs throughout DeLillo’s fiction. from .4???el*lC~m2 ( 197 1 ) to h d w t  ot./d 
( 1997), particularly since DeLillo often undermines these supposedly liberating 
’‘ Osteen. - t ~ .  
- Don DeLillo. t:-ritlZow (Nev  York: Penguin Books USA Inc.. 1986). 89  Y Q  
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journeys by drawing our attention to their failure to provide his protagonists with a life- 
affirming environment in which to re-evaluate their lives. The dangers c inherent in 
David Bell’s image-based life in New York pale in comparison to his effective 
kidnapping and near rape in the Texan desert ( 3 7 3 ,  while Bucky Wunderlich’s mission 
of self-discovery is reduced to an aimless existence in bed ‘The bed w a s  a vast 
welcoming organism, a sea culture or synthetic plant, enraptured by the object it 
absorbed I headed deeper into mists. (132) Perhaps most significant of all is the 
comparison that can be drawn between the scorched landscape of /hi Zotw and the Los 
Alamos bomb testing site in the New Mexico desert3” This comparison is made explicit 
not only u i th in  the novel itself, where references to nuclear uarfare and m a s  
destruction abound ‘I became fascinated by words and phrases like thermal hurricane, 
overkill, circular error probability, post-attack en\ ironment, stark deterrence. dose-rate 
contours, kill-ratio, spasm war’ (21), but also in I itidei*~d orkd. in u h i c h  Vatt  Shai 
recollects a popular rumour about one of the ‘white spaces’ through c which he is 
travelling ‘He recalled something Eric Deming had told him about this part of Arizona. 
a rumour, a sort oftwilight zone story about people known as sensitkes There u a s  a 
secret facility near the Mexican border where sensitives were tested and experiments 
carried out’ (451) Given this systematic undermining of the ’end zones. where the 
characters expect to find peace from the turbulence of the externai world, it is clear that 
DeLillo does not regard these environments as life-affirming or conducive to better self- 
understanding In this context, it is unclear w h y  he continues to send his characters to 
the deserts in search of a means of escape from dominating structures 
The tendency of the characters to withdraw from heavilj populated areas is al l  
part of a wider movement towards ‘purity’, a state they believe they will achieLe uhen 
they divest themselves of societal structures and conventions David Bell’s filmic 
representation of his past, although ostensibly an attempt to recover memories. could 
equally be interpreted as an attempt to destroy them and to make him ’colourless’ by 
intertwining scenes from his past with the .white noise’ of contemporaq teleL ision and 
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advertizements The very title of the novel, as Osteen points out, i s  suggestike c of a 
pastiche of assorted images and tones ‘Arnericatin is presented as a collagelike 
assortment of images and mementoes that incorporate generic and structural models 
derived from diverse literary and cinematic sources’ (458) In postmodern terms, 
pastiche is, of course, indicative of a depthlessness and a loss of meaninq“ c- Bell’s bid to 
withdraw from the identity forced upon him as a consequence of his high-pouered c- job 
is echoed by the main protagonists of h i d  Zotw, Great ,Joties Street and MLIO 11- all of 
whom are trying to disentangle themselves from the public mythologies c into which thev 
have been thrust Gary Harkness, the ‘modern athlete as commercial myth’ ( h id  Zotw, 
3), Bucky Wunderlick, the ’hero of rock ‘n’ roll’ (Great ,Jotiv.) Sti*w/ ,  1 ), and Bill Gray, 
the mysterious, hermetic author, who ‘Doesn’t go anywhere else. except to hide from 
the book he’s doing’ (Mao 11, 24) I will look briefly at some of the escape strateQies c 
adopted by these characters 
Harkness’ life as a footballer is extremely ordered and disciplined. each dac 
rigidly i structured by a strict training routine and by his coach’s voice uhich. as Keesecr 
remarks, is the ‘Controlling principle of the little universe inhabited by the plavers on 
the team’ ( I h  I..dd/o, 34) Unable to satisfy himself with these emptc words, 
however, Harkness embarks on a program of abstinence and denial in the hope that he 
might find Some  form of yoid. freed from consciousness’ in which the mind could re- 
make itself (89) He begins by denying himself meat ‘I  decided not to eat meat for a 
few weeks’ ( H ) ,  before extending his fast in imitation of the purification process 
undergone by Sioux warriors before they set off to war ’The Sioux purified themsehes 
by fasting and solitude Four days without food in a sweat lodge Before you went out to 
lament for your nation, you had to purify yourself (200) His eventual rehsal of all 
food is described by DeLillo as constituting a retreat from all of the things that c gike our 
lives structure ‘He goes on a hunger strike He isn’t protesting anything or reacting c to 
anything specific He is paring things down He is struggling. trying to face something G 
Jameson. for example. defines postmodern pasbche as: ’Blank parod! . a statue \\ ith blind e! eballs‘ 31 
(”Postmodernism“). 65. 
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he felt had to be faced Something nameless”’ Harkness’ collapse and subsequent 
hospitalization ‘In the end they had to carry me to the infirmary and feed me through 
plastic tubes’ (242) suggests that his method of purification is too extreme and that an 
existence completely free from any structure or external input (in this case from food) is 
untenable, and leads to total passivity and possibly even death 
Harkness is not the only character in the novel who attempts to free himself 
from the conventions of ordinary life His girlfriend, Myna, mirrors his attempt in her 
own battle against beauty. which she viems as a dangerous trap ‘It‘s hard to be 
beautiful You have an obligation to people You almost become public propert!. (67)  
Her solution is to make herself as unattractike as possible, thus avoiding c this attention 
S h e  weighed about 165 pounds Her face had several blotches of krarying size and her 
hair hung in limp tangled clusters She bit her nails, she waddled’ (66) Also notable, 
are the efforts made by two of his team-mates to cut themselves off from their 
respective ancestries Taft Robinson attempts to escape from the connotations of his 
status as a black quarterback by locking himself in his precisely furnished room. bhere 
he hopes to lose himself in the structure with which he has surrounded himself . h e  
got this room fixed up just the way I want it It’s a well-proportioned room I t  has just 
the right number of objects Everything is exactly where it should be. (238) Bloomberg 
is also trying to cut himself off from his history and heritage, this time by ‘unjebing‘ 
himself The most effective way of doing this, he believes, is by changing his accent 
and use of language ‘I try to speak in complete sentences at least ninety-he percent of 
the time Subject, predicate, object It’s a way of escaping the smelly undisciplined past 
with all its ridiculous customs and all its craziness - centuries of middle European guilt 
and anxiety I want to think clearly’ (1  86) The consensus among c the characters of Arid 
Zorw is thus that it is only by divesting themselves of all defining L characteristics and 
becoming interchangeable that they will manage to avoid the intrusive attentions of the 
contemporary media-ridden world What is apparent, however, is that all the! succeed 
in doing is exchanging one oppressive form of cultural narratike for another \lyna 
--. 
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realizes, for example, that her wholehearted attempts to escape the conventions and 
strictures of beauty have caused her to buy into the stereotypical image c of 
unattractiveness, and that she is thus still enslaved: ’ I  was just moping along c like an 
unreal person . . . .  I never really faced my own reality I was satisfied just consuming c
everything that came along’ (227) IGzdZorie is a novel, therefore, about the powerless 
of its characters to write their own narratives of subjectivity in defiance of a culture that 
is determined to condition and define them 
In many ways, as Keesey points out, Great .Jories Street picks up where Ltid 
Zorie left off, with the main protagonists in both novels attemptins to remove 
themselves from society in an attempt to find some space away from the mass media 
( J h r ?  IkLz//o, 48) Bucky Wunderlick is generally believed to have been based on the 
figure of Bob Dylan, whose preoccupation with freedom, according to Aidan Day 
‘Expressed itself most obviously as a desire to overcome or transcend many of the 
edges or boundaries - the limiting conventions and rules - of mainstream American 
culture’33 - views also ostensibly shared bv members of the Happy Farm Commune, 
whose professed motto is to. ‘Return the idea of privacy to American life’ (Gi”c-’ut , h ? c ~ . \  
Street, 16). The origins of Bucky’s final withdrawal from public life can be traced 
through his music, which evolves from a violent, noisy challenge to the system, to an 
increasingly meaningless and introspective babble. culminating in the infantile chant of 
‘Pee-pee-maw-maw’ ( 106). It is interesting to note that DeLillo himself describes 
Wunderlick and his different types of ’noise’ as epitomizing the evolution of .4merican 
society as a whole during that period: ’The interesting thing about that particular 
character is that he seems to be at a crossroad between murder and suicide For me. that 
defines the period between 1965 and 1975 .I thought it was best exemplified in a 
rock-music star”‘. This is an important statement for a number of reasons Firstly it 
draws our attention once more to DeLillo’s interpretation of the political legacy of the 
1960’s, in particular his oft-expressed belief that the murder of President Kennedy in 
1963 constituted the end of a period of American history characterized by hope and 
Aidan Da\ . Hob I )rkw Escaping on tht. Nun (Lancaslurc Wanted Man. 1984 ). 7-8 
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optimism ‘I think we’ve all come to feel that what’s been missing c over these past 
twenty-five years is the sense of a manageable reality Much of that feeling can be 
traced to that one moment in Dallas’3” More importantly in the context of the present 
discussion, however, it emphasizes that the tendency among c many of DeLillo’s 
characters to escape from America’s cities to her ‘blank spaces’ has many precedents in 
American culture ancient Native American tribes, like the Sioux. and musicians. like 
Dylan, have expressed the same desire to rid themselves of the repressive narratives and 
structures of the dominant culture The fact that the most repressive of these narratives, 
the language of the father as represented by Coach Creed and by patriarchal 
mythologies c, which define Bloomberg as a Jew and Myna as an overweight. and thus  
necessarily unattractive, woman, is also significant because it relates to a dominant 
American literary theme that of the Frontier As Atwood explains ‘ In  American 
literature. the family is something the hero must repudiate and leave, it is the structure 
he rebels against, thereby defining his own freedom, his own Frontier”” In their 
attempts to escape from the structures of a dominant. patriarchal societ!. therefore. 
DeLi1lo.s characters are, it.l a sense, conforming to yet another stereotype that of’ the 
American literary hero 
There are two aspects common to all of the quests undergone by the \various 
protagonists wishing to free themselves from what they feel are repressike and limiting c 
societal structures by divesting themselves of their identities The first is the unilateral 
emphasis placed on language as a means through which this liberation can be achieced 
Two of the novels introduce us to drugs that are designed to disestablish the signifying - L  
power of language The drug at the centre of (;rent ,Jorws Street affects the side of the 
brain that controls language, with the result that the person who takes it is no longer c 
able to speak ‘You’ll be perfectly healthy You won’t be able to make words. that’s all’ 
(255) Wunderlick greatly enjoys the sense of liberation from the repressh e relationship 
1 
n 
between words and their meanings afforded to him, albeit temporarily. bv the druq c
was unreasonably happy, subsisting in blessed circumstance’ (264) Its counterpart 
? >  DeLillo Inten iev \\ ith D e C m s  From Lentncchia. ed . Introduc inp I l o ~  LleLillo. 48 
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F%r~e Norse is Dylar, a drug designed to remove one’s fear of death Although it fails in 
this aim, it also affects one-s relationship uith words While the drug L taken bv 
Wunderlick destroys the connection between the object and its name. Dylar reinforces i t  
to such an extent that the utterance of a phrase is as real as the action being described 
“Plunging aircraft”, I said, pronouncing the words crisply, authoritatively He kicked 
off his sandals, folded himself over into the recommended crash position, head well 
forward, hands clasped behind his knees’ (-309) Divergent though c the efyects of the t u o  
drugs might be, they both result in the transcendence of the strictures of everyday life 
through language the one by severing all connection between signifier c and signified. c 
the other by reinforcing their relationship to such a degree that the! become 
interchangeable and thus meaningless 
The second common feature of the protagonists‘ search for purity is that their 
withdrawal from society is often linked to a delving into their childhood memories In  
other words, it appears to be necessarily regressibe David Bell‘s movie. for example. is 
primarily an exploration of his youth. for he believes that if he could onlb complete the 
‘Long unmanageable movie full of fragments of everything that’s part of m! life’ (205). 
he could perhaps ‘Get it straightened out in my head’ (205) and thus mo\e on Bell3 
return to his childhood is mirrored by Bucky Wunderlick, whose infamous Pee-pee- 
mawmaw’ chant (106), which marks the first steps of his regression, is reminiscent, 
according to Keesey, of a baby‘s first words ‘pa’ and ’ma’ Buck), therefore, could be 
trying ‘To call into being a loving world more truly responsive to his needs’, for 
according to philosophers ‘ A  return to the familial roots of language can indicate an 
attempt to go back to the source of thought itself, to a time before society imposed its 
own cruel logic on the mind‘ (Doti D d r / / o ,  53) ,4n observer at the mass uedding c ui th  
which hlao IZ opens comments on the happiness and relief radiating from the young 
couples as they pledge themselves to their leader ‘The terrible thing is they follou the 
man because he gives them what they need He answers their yearning, unburdens them 
of free will and independent thought See how happy they look’ (7) If this unburdening 
is the goal towards which so many of DeLillo’s characters strive. then the inference is 
obvious this kind of ‘freedom‘ can be achieved only in the absolute absence of 
freedom. This paradox, as Day observes, was clear to Bob Dylan who spoke of the fact 
that a drive to freedom could often lead one only to ' ( ; u r i u m t t ~  new forms of 
confinement' His song h.@ Hack I'agt>.$. for example, describes how 'In the manner of 
his attempt to test the boundaries of one system, he had contracted himself to the 
restricted and restrictive terms of another'" In much the same way. the danger c about 
the attempt made by his counterpart in Great ,Jories Street to undermine the Cery 
structure of language, first u i th  his meaningless babbling and then u i t h  his 
experimental drugs, is that his silence could be taken to represent a tacit approval for the 
system This is a concern voiced by Ope1 'If you want to go back out as a Los Yegas c 
version ofwhat you were. fine with me except I hope you know what it is w i r e  doing c 
You'll lose the perspective and the edge will crumble and you'll really become the other 
thing' (88) It is vital to remember, as Lentricchia emphasizes, that in relation to the 
fiction of DeLillo, 'plotlessness' does not mean the same thing as lack ofplot3h In other 
words, although the characters may appear to be divesting themselves of contemporart 
controlling structures by retreating from the conventions of language, beauty and other 
narratives, they are nevenheless, as I have illustrated, still subject to their guiding 
principles DeLillo's characters, therefore, cannot escape from these structuring 
narratives, but can merely exchange c one for another 
The overwhelming evidence from the material discussed aboLe is that the 
process of purification undergone by many of DeLillo's characters is an impossibilit! in 
a world so h l l y  under the control of the forces of consumerism and the mass media 
David Bell's attempt to delve into his past in order to escape from the contemporart 
world of images and signs can only be achieved through cinematic representation - an 
indication, according to Osteen, that the pursuit of pure origins is itself a cliched mobie 
image. c 'A piece of Americana available for consumption' (466), Buckv Wunderlick and 
Babette Gladney take highly suspect drugs, Gary Harkness becomes seriousl? ill. and 
Bill Gray actually dies in his bid to escape from the identity being forced upon him b t  
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the media Of course given the privileging of representation above realitv in the 
postmodern world, Gray’s personal assistant is correct in his assumption that his 
disappearance can never be truly permanent, as he will live on through his mvth ’The 
novel would stay right here, collecting aura and force. deepening c- old Bill’s legend. c 
undyingly The nice thing about life i s  that it’s filled with second chances Quoting c- Bill’ 
(224) This mirrors the way in which Oswald is reconstituted as a media creation after 
his assassination, both in real life and in Libru, as illustrated in his renaming L
‘Whenever they took him down, he heard his name on the radios and TVs Lee Harvev 
Oswald It sounded extremely strange He didn’t recognize himself in the full intonation 
of the name’ (416) Even death, as I will discuss in c greater detail below has thus  
become so mediated by the forces of consumerism and the mass media that i t  no longer c 
offers an escape from their intrusive presence Attempts to regress to their childhoods is 
similarly doomed for, as Murray Siskind points out, children do eventualh - c  grow up, 
lose their insight and become consumed by their simulacra-filled society ’Once vou-re 
out of school, it is only a matter of time before you experience the vast loneliness and 
dissatisfaction of consumers uho  have lost their group identity’ (@‘h/tc himc. 50) In  
the light of these failures, it is clear that another means of assertins the self uill thus 
have to be sought 
‘4 recurring c theme throughout c DeLillo’s novels is the sense that a secret pattern 
underlies and even determines the lives of the characters Its existence is felt, for 
example, by Jack Gladney amidst the commotion of the shopping-mall ‘ I  realized the 
place was awash in noise And over it all, or under it all, a dull and unlocatable roar, 
as of some form of swarming life just outside the range of human apprehension’ (Khi tc  
Noise, 36), and described by David Ferrie as the .third line’, uhich c grows out of 
‘Dreams, visions, intuitions, prayers, out of the deepest levels of the self, and forces a 
connection between seemingly unrelated events ‘It  has no history that u e  can recognize 
or understand But it forces a connection It puts a man on the path of his destim’ 
(l-~bm, 339) Unlike some of the characters discussed above, who opt to bou out of the 
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system in order to try to assert their identities’”, those who sense the existence of these 
secret patterns strive to submerge themselves completely in them Jack Gladnev 
believes, for example. that it is only by becoming one with the structures and images c of 
society that he can safeguard his existence ‘ I  went to the automated teller machine to 
check my balance The figure on the screen roughly corresponded to mv independent 
estimate Waves of relief and gratitude flowed over me The system had blessed mv 
life II felt its support and approval’ (bV%/te N m e ,  46) Gladney’s conviction i s  mirrored 
by Oswald who, in the letter to his brother which is reproduced in the Prologue c to I h L z ,  
speaks of his own desire to merge with the patterns of history, believing c that this is the 
only way in which he will be hlfilled ‘Happiness is taking part in the strugsle. where 
there is no borderline between one’s own personal world, and the world in c general’ 
This insight could be attributed to the dramatic changes that have characterized the 
postmodern world, in which the linear causality of the Newtonian universe appears to 
have been replaced by Baudrillard’s simulacrum, in which the distinction between 
observer and observed, subject and object. or even reality and representation. is no 
more Although this structureless state may seem to be the ideal longed for bv the 
characters discussed in the previous section, the majority are obviously reluctant to 
embrace the formlessness offered by this new world Day’s description of the 
disjunction between Bob Dylan’s professed yearning for freedom from stricture and his 
‘Self-restraining anxiety at the thought of losing all form’ (Hoh I > v / m ,  27) could also be 
applied to many of DeLillo’s characters who are obviously very dependent on the links 
and patterns that they formulate through a variety of strategies which I will now discuss 
Given that DeLillo is well known for his emphasis on language c -  as the 
identifying feature of contemporary life‘”. it is no surprise to find that language also 
constitutes one of the primary ways in which his characters narrate their positions in the 
world to themselves The subworld of the football players in k,td Zoiit? is ruled b\ 
,? 
-” As I noted at the beginning of t h s  section of the chapter. these categories are not rnutuall! ezclusi\e: 
some of the characters dabble \*.ith both methods in a bid to protect their identitm. 
Jolmston claims that DeLillo‘s p r i m 3  interest is in modern jargons and the poncr the!. ha\.e to define 
and order (263): n.hile Weinstein insists that l is  no\cls are based on the understandme L that languige is 
the ’Urgund’. the ultimate stage on 13-hich a societ! or culture li\.es and goes through its antics and ntuals 
(290). 
I I  ’ 
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Coach Creed whose status stems primarily from his role as the ‘name-gicrer* c to the 
various sequences of play Such is his authority in fact, that ‘No plav begins c until its 
name is called’ ( 1  18) A similar situation is illustrated in Mhte N o i w  where the reaction 
of the public to the Airborne Toxic Event, as I illustrated above, is proportional to the 
different words used by the media to describe it What is continually emphasized 
throughout DeLillo’s fiction is that as well as controlling the public. certain words can 
also reassure and comfort them In h h m i v r / d .  DeLillo’s nostalgic retrospective on the 
1950’s, the old familiar brand-names and advertizing slogans are used as a kind of 
comforting mantra ‘In a country that’s in a hurry to make the future. the names 
attached to the products are an enduring reassurance Johnson 6i Johnson and Quaker 
State and RCA Victor’ (39) The need for this linguistic connection with the past is also 
demonstrated by the demands made of the comedian, Jackie Gleeson, to perform not 
new and original material, but his familiar, well-loved routine ‘ M y  mother liked the 
familiar things best The more often he used a line, the more she laughed She baited 
for certain lines’ (106) Nick Shav first becomes aware of the mythical properties of 
language c when he is sent to a Jesuit school as part of a judicial correction process His 
teacher - appropriately a priest and thus responsible for Nick’s later faith in language - 
convinces him that access to true knowledge is available only to those uho strike to 
achieve linguistic control ‘You don’t see the thing because you don’t knon how to 
look And you don’t know how to look because you don’t knou the names’ 
( U ~ i d e ~ ~ i ~ o d d ,  540) This belief is echoed in Kzrmirlig Dog by Mudger who insists that 
‘You couldn’t use tools and materials well unless you knew their proper names’ 
(119) Nick therefore embarks on a life-long mission to master language, teaching 
himself and his children the proper names for the minutest aspects of eLeryday life . A  
hawser is a rope that’s used to moor a ship Or, The hump in the floor between rooms. I 
used to say This is called the saddle’ (102) He revels in discoveries such as ‘Residents 
of Phoenix are called Phoenicians’ (120), strongly believing that it is through his 
knowledge alone that he will be able to distance himself from his past ’This is the onh 
way in the world you can escape the things that made you’ (543) For Nick Shay at 
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least, the mastery of language represents a way to rise above the misfortunes of his past 
and steer his way through the chaos of the present 
Given the power invested by many characters in words and language, the 
benefits of achieving linguistic control are obviously huge This is illustrated bv 
Hoover‘s quick command of the news about the Soviet nuclear test ‘By announcing 
first, we prevent the Soviets from putting their own sweet spin on the event People 
will understand that we’ve maintained control of the news if not of the bomb This is no 
small subject of concern. (Uidtmtwrlu’, 28), and by the failure of attempts to defeat 
Mao Tse Tung ‘In China the narrative belonged to Mao So the experience of Mao 
became incorruptible by outside forces’ ( h i m  11, 162) For the same reasons, the 
penalties of losing linguistic control include isolation and pou erlessness The dyslexia 
from which Soviet tests revealed Oswald to have suffered“. for example. bars him from 
access to the codes and knowledge he believes will allou him to participate in the real 
world and condemns his search for a network of connections that mould include himself 
to failure It is interesting to note that Hitler, as Jack Gladney points out, experienced a 
similar difficulty with regard to the German tongue ‘Wasn’t Hitler’s own struggle to 
express himself in German the crucial subtext of his masshe ranting c autobiograph!, 
dictated in a fortress prison in the Bavarian hills? Grammar and syntax The man m a l  
have felt himself imprisoned in more ways than one’ (White ?hise, 3 1 ) In spite of these 
troubles, however, neither Oswald nor Hitler lost faith in the transcendent power of the 
word, for even before they achieved their fame they were regularly committing their 
thoughts to paper in the belief that these records, Oswald’s ‘Historic Diary’ and Hitler’s 
hkwi Kampj, would someday justify their existences Again, language is seen to be 
paramount in the constitution of identity 
Jack Gladney, who has also failed to master the German tongue, c attributes his 
difficulties to its impenetrable essence ‘The basic sounds defeated me, the harsh 
spurting northernness of the words and syllables, the command delivery’ (Whitr. ,“ci,iw, 
31) Rather than despising the language, however, Jack reveres it preciseh for its 
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inviolability. which he believes is the source of its power ‘ I  sensed the deathlv power 
of the language I wanted to speak it well. use it as a charm, a protective de\ ice’ ( 3  1 ) A 
similar belief underlies the school-course taken by some of the students in i:id Zoiw on 
the ‘untellable’, an experimental course designed to delve below language c c  in search o f a  
basic and original truth ( 1  8 1 )  It is significant that one of the conditions of entn into the 
course is that the students must have no prior knowledge of the German lanyuage, for it 
is on the sounds, rather than on the meanings of the words that they are focusing c The 
reason German is revered by some of DeLillo’s characters is thus because theb beliece 
it is invested with some protective power It is noteworthy that Gladney first immersed 
himself in German culture during a year noted for its turbulence and ciolence ’ I  
invented Hitler studies in North ,4merica in March of 1968’ (4)  Given that this u a s  less 
than a month after the Tet offensive in, it is likelv that DeLillo is drawing L our attention 
here to the psychological need experienced by many Americans at the time to immerse 
themselves in something they felt had the power to protect them from external e\ents 
Jack’s choice of Hitler as a figure larse enough to hlfil this role is explained b\ \lurra! 
Siskind ’Some people are larger c than life Hitler is larger than death You thought he 
uould protect you’ (287) - a situation that also suggests why so man! Germans, 
depressed and humiliated by -~ years of economic hardship, also clung c to the cision of 
strength V and success offered by Hitler Of course given that Hitler’s mission a a s  the 
promotion of death rather than of life. it is inevitable that Jack’s quest should also lead 
him towards violence Appropriately. the horror he feels after his attack on VVillie \l ink 
in Germantown leads to his immersion in the other great buffer of post-I968 America 
shopping It is significant that as well as the groceries with which he fills his shoppins 
cart, Jack also peruses the racks of tabloids that line his progression c touards the 
checkouts ‘Everything V we need that is not food or love is here in the tabloid racks The 
tales of the supernatural and the extraterrestrial The miracle vitamins, the cures for 
cancer, the remedies for obesity The cults of the famous and the dead’ (326) In spite of 
his experience in Germantown, therefore, Jack is obviously still convinced that his 
salvation lies in his immersion in the words, the codes, the systems and the structures of 
the contemporary consumer culture 
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Jack‘s belief in the protective power of certain words is also illustrated bv his 
decision to name his son ‘Heinrich Gerhardt’ in the belief that its solidity might c offer 
him some protection in the future ‘I thought it had an authority that might L. cling c to him 
I thought it was forceful and impressive and I still do I wanted to shield him, make him 
unafraid’ (63) Nor is he alone in his conviction that one-s name can thus  influence 
one’s identity Chess, a member of the Happy Valley Farm Commune in G r u /  J o r ~ c s  
Stree/, emphasizes that names can have an almost Pavlovian efY’ect on character, 
encouraging people to act in certain ways ‘People act in response to their names. 
(250)“ Jack Gladney’s wisdom in selecting the enduring name Heinrich for his son is 
further underlined in DeLillo’s play 7hc Zky Koon?. in which one of the characters 
believes that his own name has destined him for an early death ’It’s not an old man’s 
name We don’t last that long Something happens if you’re a Gar-y, fairly earl! on’4i 
Such is the awe in which DeLillo’s characters hold their names that they often rec’erse 
the traditional relationship between signifier and signified, c regarding L themseh es as the 
function of their names rather than vice versa Shlomo Glottle. one of the characters in 
Ratrier’s Star, who is often consulted about the origins v and meanings of people3 
names, explains that the basis for such enquiries is that people believe an understanding c
of their names can teach them something about themselves ‘People ask about their 
names in an attempt to add to their self-knowledge’44 (154) In much the same way. 
when characters wish to distance themselves from the past and forge c, a new identiti, one 
of the first things they do is change their names In IJrrderworlu’, for example. Klara-s 
father cuts himself off from his European roots by changing the German-sounding 
‘Sachs’ to the more ambiguous ‘Sax’ *What a distance he sought to travel from the 
L grating sound of that c-h with its breadth of reference, its CI guttural history and culture, 
those heavy hallway smells and accents - from this to the unknoun x, marh of mister 
anonymous’ (483) Oswald, the central figure in I,rhrcT, is, of course, the master of 
assumed names and identities, his past littered with a variety of aliases Most significant 
.’’ The esample Chess gnzs of tu.0 of his ernplo!.ees v.ho are nanied Spot and Res and thus unable to 
pre\mt thernsehts eshibiting canine beha\.iour makes thls reference to Pa\.lo\. esplicit. 
‘-’ Don DeLillo. The I l q ,  Room. .-lmerrc.an Theatre (September 1986). 8. 
Don DeLillo. Ratrier ‘s Srar (London: Vintage. 1976). 154. 11 
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is his use of ’Hidell’, derived perhaps from ’hide ‘L ’  (Lee)’, a name that he beliebes can 
shield him from external scrutiny ‘He wasn’t sure he knew exactlv what the id uas  but 
he knew it lay hidden in Hidell’ (101) Oswald is no doubt adhering L to the theory 
expounded by one of the cultists in The Names that a secret name represents a way out 
of his problematic life ‘ A  secret name is a way of escaping the world It  is an opening c
into the self (210) Unfortunately for Oswald, however, his use of so manv different 
names seems to destabilize his psyche to such an extent that in death he becomes 
subsumed into the media-created ‘Lee Harvey Oswald’ (416) The fact that his 
favourite alias, Hidell, also contains he words ‘Die and hell’ (440), suggests CL that his 
violent death, thus preordained by his name, was inevitable 
The use of names to order and structure the world reaches its fulfilment in lhc 
Names, where the ritualistic murders carried out by the cult members could be resarded 
as constituting a determined attempt to use language - the alphabet itself in this instance 
- to structure life In this context, the murder of a human being in a place bearing the 
same initials could be considered a life-affirming, rather than a destructive, act Owen 
Brademas’ theory is that this neat connection between location and bictim is 
representative of an attem?t to forge a sense of pattern on the world in order to block 
out their fear of the surrounding chaos ‘Perhaps they fear disorder Thev may have 
felt they were moving towards a static perfection of some kind To be part of some 
unified vision Clustered, dense Safe from chaos and life’ (1  16) This is a sentiment 
with which Brademas himself can sympathize for, as he explains ‘ I  feel I’m safe from 
myself as long as there’s an accidental pattern to observe in the physical world’ ( 1  72) 
This idea that it is better to find oneself in the middle of a vast, if bizarre and 
threatening, conspiracy than alone and unnarrated is one which I discussed at length c 
with regard to Pynchon’s protagonists It is also articulated by James Axton uho  
emphasizes the horror he would feel if what he believes is a well-organized cult turned 
out to be nothing more than a string of coincidences ‘ I  want to beliew they plotted 
well I don’t like thinking I was the intended victim It puts all of us at the merc! of 
events’ (328) At the end of the day, however, the attempts made by the cult to draw 
meaning and insight from their actions are redundant, for in the self-referential uorld of 
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the postmodern no simple connection between signifier and signified is possible. and 
the killings serve only to mock this disjunction ‘These killings mock us Thev mock 
our need to structure and classify. to build a system against the terror in our 
souls They intended nothing, they meant nothing. They onlv matched the letters’ 
(308) Moreover the self-referential nature of the cult ‘Cults tend to be closed-in. of 
course Inwardness is very much the point’ ( 1  16) suggests that what DeLillo i s  
describing is a closed circuit whose progress can only be towards extinction Although c 
Axton’s final offering to the Acropolis is ‘Not prayer or chant or slaughtered lambs’ 
but / m p a g e  (331) therefore, the evidence seems to suggest that its use as a means of 
ordering c our lives is effective only on a very superficial level In spite of the faith 
expressed by many of DeLillo’s characters in language c as a means of constituting their 
identities and structuring their surrounding environments, therefore, the e\ idence 
suggests that it has become emptied of significance in the postmodern uorld and is no 
longer any more than a closed system of signification 
If words thus fail to invest society with the deep sense of order and meaning 
necessary to illuminate our existence, there is widespread support and faith among c 
DeLillo’s characters in the ability of numbers to better hlfil this task The su i tab ih  of 
numbers to ‘save’ American society stems, according to David Bell, from the integral c 
role they continue to play in the make-up of the country ’The whole countn runs on 
numbers Everybody has numbers Everybody is a number’ (,4nitwc‘crm/, 121) - a 
sentiment echoed by Lyle Wynant in Hq7er.5, who hails the American Stock Exchange 
as the ultimate monument to order and organization ‘There were rules, standards and 
customs In the electronic clatter it was possible to feel you were part of a 
breathtakingly intricate quest for order and elucidation, for identity among the 
constituents of a system’ (28) ,4s long as the numbers add up and the stock sheets are 
balanced, the general feeling seems to be that control, order and stability will reign 
Given the tendency towards superstition displayed b! many of DeLillo’s 
characters, it is hardly surprising that numbers are often believed to shape, rather than 
merely explain, reality The novels abound with instances of incredible numerical 
coincidence We are told, for example, of the countless manifestations of the number 
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thirteen in the days and events surrounding the historic baseball c game recounted in 
~J?de?wor/d ‘The next day I think it was I began to see all sorts of signs c pointing c to the 
number thirteen Bad luck everywhere It was the date of the v game October third or 
ten-three Add the month and the day and you get thirteen Branca wore thirteen. (95), 
‘Isotope (of uranium) has the mass number two three eight Add the diqits c and YOU c get 
thirteen’ (122) Oswald, the ‘negative libran’ whose life seems very much controlled by 
numerology, also relates the string of seeming coincidences that have characterized his 
life ‘October and November were times of decision and grave e\-ent He arriied in 
Russia in October It was the month he tried to kill himself He’d last seen his mother 
one year ago October October was the missile crisis Marina left him and returned last 
November November was the month he’d decided with Dupard to take a shot at 
General Walker He’d last seen his brother Robert in November‘ (-370) There are two 
important points I want to make about Oswald’s concentration on these facts FirstlL, he 
uses numbers to connect himself to the wider history of his count3 he includes the 
missile crisis among all the events that happened within his family during c October 
Secondly, by emphasizing his entrapment within this system, he implies that his 
assassination of President Kennedy in November 1963 was a consequence of the 
‘decision and grave event’ characterizing this month rather than of any personal choice 
or action If Oswald is to be believed, numbers had become sufficiently pouerful to 
influence the very course of history itself I t  is important to remember here that numbers 
also constitute a language This numerical language is, therefore. also used to control. 
order and systematize a world that appears to be without structure 
As if these examples were not enough to convince us of the integral role plaFed 
by numbers in the structuring of the lives of his characters, DeLillo presents us u i th  
Rottier3 Stm,  a novel he himself describes as ’Almost all structure The structure of 
the book 1.7 the book A book which embodied pattern and order and harmon!. M hich 
is one of the traditional goals of pure mathematicsTJ5 A s  we are repeatedl! reminded 
throughout the novel, mathematics represent the ‘Pursuit of connective patterns and 
DeLillo Inten le\\ \I ith D e C W s  From Lentricchia. ed . Inrroducinp /?OH / k / , i I l o .  59 1 i  
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significant form’, and offers ‘ A  manifold freedom in the very strictures it 
persistently upholds’ (13)  The central role occupied by numbers in our lices stems, 
according to little Billy Twillig, from one undeniable fact *Mathematics made sense’ 
(13) The world of Ratiiclr’.~ Stnr is thus based on the premise - similar to that of Owen 
Brademas in The Aiames - that the world 1.5 comprehensible ‘ A  plane ofequations, all 
knowledge able to be welded, all nature controllable’ (64) Although this hope might 
have been sustainable in the past, however, in the present self-referential world of 
simulation and signs, flooded as it is with coincidences like those surrounding c the 
number thirteen in [Jiidmt oi*/d. so easy and convenient a conclusion seems improbable 
In fact, what happens, as Molesworth observes, is that such obsessiLe interest in 
numbers inevitably isolate the characters and lead to their exile from the human uorld 
.Might L involve us in a network of paranoia and control that would efiectiveh 
dehumanize us rather than provide us with a fulfilling sense of human purpose‘“’ Occen 
Brademas’ similar warning that such faith in numerical or linguistic c patterns can 
alienate one even hrther ‘This is my vision, a self-referring world, a world in uhich 
there is no escape‘ (297) is borne out by characters. such as Oswald, u h o  becomes 
trapped within the series of coincidences he initially believes will be his saltation In 
spite of their apparent potential. therefore, numbers, on which manv of DeLillo’s 
characters depend to provide them with an insight into their world, are more lihelp to 
have the opposite effect of isolating them even hrther Numbers, then, are simply 
another cultural language of structure and control 
Although both language and numbers have been discredited as sources of the 
structure and control so desperately sought by DeLi1lo.s characters. the! nonetheless 
continue to search for an underlying pattern to their lkes  One wa! in which  the\ 
manage to find such a pattern is through their widespread immersion in sames 
McLuhan is among those to cite games, which he describes as ‘Collectibe social 
r*rnctiom to the main drive or action of any culture‘, as the principle source of the 
structure needed to adjust to the stress of the contemporary world As extensions not of 
It’ Charles Molesn ortli. ”DeLillo’s Perfect S t q  Night“ From Lentncchia. ed . It7rrodiic / t y  / ) o i l  / k/ [Ilo. 
147. 
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our private, but of our social selves, he explains, games represent situations which have 
been: ‘Contrived to permit simultaneous participation of many people in some 
significant pattern of their own corporate lives’, thus giving us the practice necessary 
for a confident journey through life‘” DeLillo himself also emphasizes the sense of 
security which the rigid structure and rules of a game can impose on a chaotic life 
‘People leading lives of almost total freedom and possibility mav secretly craie rules 
and boundaries, some kind of control in their lives Most games are carefully structured 
They satisfy a sense of order”’* - a quality that becomes increasingly necessary as the 
world continues to flood with apparently random and unconnected signs c and images 
Indeed in complete opposition to those who search for an existence outside the 
structures of society, the belief expressed by some of DeLillo’s characters is that the 
stricter and more oppressive the rules, the better for everybody ‘Strict rules add dignit\ 
to a game’ (Hatiw’s Star, 334) It i s  for this reason that Harkness glories in the patterns 
and set-pieces that characterize football ‘The afternoon went bv in theoretically 
measured stages, gliding, and I moved about not as myself but as some sequence from 
the idea of motion, a brief arrangement of schemes and physical lams abstracted from 
the whole Everything was wonderhlly automatic, in harmony, dreamed b\ - c  qenius- 
(End Zoiie, 62) The panic felt by all the members of his team as the season draus to a 
close ‘I began to worry seriously about the fact that the season mas nearly 
over Without football there was nothing, really and absolutely nothing. to look 
forward to’ (156), underlines their reliance on the boundaries and sense of discipline 
imposed on their lives by this most structured of games 
The source of the structure that characterizes football is both numerical and 
linguistic, for each play is numbered and occurs only when it has been announced 30 
play begins until its name is called’ (End Zone!, 118) In his own mid-novel address to 
his readers, DeLillo explains that the appeal of football for many of its spectators lies in 
its capacity to create the illusion that order based on words and numbers is possible 
‘Football, more than any other sports, hlfils this need It is the one sport guided by 
I .n tier.\ ton c h  y g  .t le ih II 2 3 5.  2 1 5. 
DeLillo Inten-ieu nith Le Clair From LeClair and L a m  McCafTen. eds.. 31 
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language, by the word signal, the snap number, the colour code. the play name Here 
i s  not just order but civilization’ (1 12) The uisdom of DeLillo’s insight into the 
suitability of football as a guiding structure for modern life is echoed by Real uho  
d r a w  our attention to a number of integral similarities between the t u o  The basic aim 
of the football team is to win property (ground) by competition. a goal that is also at the 
heart of capitalism, football is as segmented temporally as the firings of a piston engine 
or the sequential read-outs of a computer, and, finally, the organization of personnel in 
professional football is almost a caricature of the discipline of a modern corporate 
military-industrial societyJy When we consider moreover how lucrative a business 
professional football has become, it is clear why it i s  such an appropriate metaphor for 
contemporary society 
Of course devoted though the characters in J : t d  Zotw are to the discipline and 
sense of purpose bestowed on their lives by the game - Bobby Luke, for example. is 
‘Famous for saying he would go through a brick wall fb-  Coach Creed The mords 
were old and true, full of reassurance, comfort, consolation’ (53-4) - it is not clear that 
the structure it offers them is in any way beneficial Many of them subscribe to the 
homophobia and racism traditionally associated with such enclaves of masculinitv the! 
are suspicious of Taft Robinson, the black quarterback who joins the team W v  team- 
mates seemed sullen at the news It was a break with simplicity, the haunted corner of a 
dream, some piece of magic forest to scare them in the night’ ( 5 ) ,  and become obsessed 
with a rumour that there is a homosexual in their midst ‘We have to figure out uhat to 
do and pretty damn soon There are guys walking around here naked right nou It could 
be any one of them’ ( 1  55)  Messenger also emphasizes the de-individualizing nature of 
the game the players are so well hidden behind their helmets and other protectke 
clothing that they become impossible to tell apart (261) Coach Creed‘s repeated 
instruction that the players should strive to subordinate themsehes to the team 
‘Oneness was stressed - the oneness necessary 
of the reasons Harkness feels obliged to take 
for a winning team’ (19) is perhaps one 
such drastic action to presen-e his own 
Michael R. Real. ”The Super BovY. From Newcomb. 39 
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identity at the end of the novel Having been written or narrated for so long c -  bc. the 
plays, he now seeks to write himself 
The most concerted attack on the idea that football provides conteniporan man 
with a c good example of how he should approach life comes in the form of its repeated 
connection with nuclear marfare Harkness and Robinson, the two star players, are 
obsessed with the stories of mass death and destruction ' I  liked reading L about the 
deaths of tens of millions of people I liked dwelling on the destruction of c great 
cities A thrill almost sensual accompanied the reading of this book' (20-1) 
Messenger points out that the movement of a football game, which is from assigned cr 
positions to a collision of bodies in a pile-up, is symbolic of nuclear war wh ich  is also 
based on atoms seeking collision (306) - a connection DeLillo appears to make evplicit 
in his setting of the novel in a desert landscape with strong associations with the Los 
Alamos bomb testing site in New Mexico (273) It is significant that baseball, the other 
national American sport with which hderwor/d opens, is similarly divested of much of 
its claim to offer transcendence from ordinary life by its close associations wi th  b a r  
The story of the historic game shared the front page of The New York 7/nius with  news 
of the Soviet explosion of a nuclear weapon - a dichotomy DeLillo claims is K h a t  
inspired him to write the novel in the first place5" Even more telling c is the reLelation b! 
Marvin Lundy that the baseball and the atomic bomb share certain characteristics 
'When they make an atomic bomb, listen to this, they make the radioactive core the 
exact same size as a baseball' ( 1  72) Once again, a structure in which many of the 
characters believe they will find the discipline and the order needed to help them 
survive amidst the chaos of the contemporary world, is revealed instead to be a 
harbinger of death and destruction 
In spite of the obvious failure of games, linguistic and numerical conventions to 
provide DeLillo's characters with the structure they need to navigate their way through 
the turbulence of the postmodern world, they retain their faith in the idea that life is 
indeed underlined by an endless series of interconnecting narratives and patterns, the 
'I' DeLillo Intenieii n-ith O'Toole. 5 
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discovery of which will be their salvation. Oswald’s main quest throughout I,/bm, for 
example, is not at all the part he is to play in the assassination of President Kennedy. but 
rather to find his place in the world by becoming a part of its history ‘He feels he is 
living v at the centre of an emptiness. He wants to sense a structure that includes him, a 
definition clear enough to specify where he belongs’ (-357). That the structure he 
eventually becomes part of is a conspiracy is really not all that surprising. for as Moll 
Robbins, the journalist in Rimmtig h g ,  observes ‘This is the age of connections, links. 
secret relationships World-wide conspiracies Fantastic assassination schemes’ ( 1 1 1 ) 
In fact what is most fascinating about Oswald is the extent to which his entire life 
appears to have been the subject of manipulation by one force or another. a fact 
encapsulated in Lentricchia’s observation that the central question posed in the noc,el is 
not ‘Who is Oswald’ but rather ‘Who or what is responsible for the production of Lee 
Harvey Oswald”’ The most obvious source of manipulation is, of course Win Ecerett, 
who along with his co-conspirators take it upon themselves to create the figure of the 
lone gunman who will be a pawn in their attempt on the life of the President What is 
significant, however, is that in spite of their meticulous preparations the real Osuald is 
far larger in life than the figure they had scripted. ‘ I t  was no longer possible to hide 
from the fact that Lee Oswald existed independent of the plot‘ ( 1  78)’: Osuald is 
himself aware of the attempts made by his mother to mould his character ‘She was 
always there, watching him, measuring their destiny in her mind. He had two 
existences, his own and the one she maintained for him’ (47) - efforts she continues 
even after his death when she tries to absolve him from blame for his actions by 
drawing attention to the environmental obstacles he had had to overcome ‘This bo!? 
slept in my bed out of lack of space until he was nearly eleven and we have lived the 
two of us in the meanest of small rooms’ (1  1 ) The fact that he was exposed to a number 
of assassination movies, such as Sinatra’s S‘idde~!~ (369), shortlF before his oun  
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attempt on Kennedy's life suggests that, like John Hinckley, 0swald.s actions could be 
interpreted as a direct result of his powerful exposure to particular media narratives 
What is most significant about Oswald. however, is the degree to which he 
appears to have been under surveillance by various security forces for much of his adult 
life In his biographical study O.YM~~/CJ'S Me. Mailer produces significant e\ idence. 
including transcripts from the KGB. which imply that Oswald's apartment in iL'tinsl, 
was under constant scrutiny - surveillance that was taken over by American security 
agencies c when he returned home So numerous were these manipulative forces that 
Oswald the man has, as Mailer remarks, all but disappeared as a historical presence 
'Given the variety of interpretations that surround him, he has continued to exist among c 
us as a barely visible protagonist in a set of opposed scenarios' ( 197) 'L1ailer.s e\ idence 
is particularly interesting in the light of Lentricchia's assertion that the question of M ho 
was responsible for the production of Lee Harvey Osuald is inseparable from the 
question of where DeLillo imagines power to lie in contemporarl Americai3 The 
generally accepted view that Oswald uas  most likely a pawn in a larger conspiracli4 
justifies the long-held suspicions of many Americans that the greatest danger i to their 
autonomy comes from within their own country, rather than from an\ traditional 
overseas foe Major Staley's remark that T m  afraid of the L'nited States of 
America If anybody kills us on a grand scale. it'll be the Pentagon On a small scale. 
watch out for your local police' (Fhd Zotw, 19-60)  echoes fears expressed by many 
contemporary .4merican w-iters, including Pynchon and perhaps most famously Heller. 
and exacerbated by evidence that all aspects of life are increasinglv c -  being monitored 
If Oswald's life, and indeed death, represents his usurpation by a larger c force. 
then this is a fate also in store for Nicholas Branch, CIA historian of the assassination. 
whose original aim is to impose a coherent order upon the masses of documents and 
photographs that have accumulated around the investigation 'He sits in the data-speu 
of hundreds of lives There's no end in sight' (1  5)  His problem obviouslv stems from 
> ?  
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his beliefthat he can force the data into a linear narrative based on cause and effect Of 
course given the nature of the postmodern world, such a neat imposition of order is 
impossible, and, like Oswald, Branch is inevitably subsumed by the larger narrative and 
drawn into the investigation himself ‘He knows he can’t get out Of course thev’ke 
known it all along That’s whv they built this room for him, the room of c qrouing old, 
the room of history and dreams’ (445) In this context it is perhaps inekitable that 
DeLillo’s novel, although specifically written as a fictional text, should itself also be 
pulled into the vacuum that has grown around the assassination ‘Inevitably some 
people reviewed the assassination itself, instead of a piece of work uhich is obviously 
fiction’5i DeLillo’s faith in the redemptive powers of fiction ‘ I  th ink fiction rescues 
history from its conhsions So the novel which i s  within histoq can also operate 
outside it - correcting, clearing up and, perhaps most important of all. findinr! c rhythms 
and symmetries that we simply don’t encounter elsewhere””, thus appears to be oberly 
optimistic given the unilateral collapse of the boundaries between fact and fiction that 
characterizes the postmodern world 
In spite of the apparent failure of I h a  to disentangle itself from the larzer 
narrative surrounding the assassination of President Kennedy, DeLillo appears to retain 
his faith in the narrative as a structuring force His most recent publication ’ m h t o t h ’  
presents us with a number of interlocking narratives, or ‘underworlds’, in which the 
main protagonist, Nick Shay, immerses himself What is significant about \ick is that 
like Oswald he feels isolated from his past, primarily because his family &as deserted 
bv his father when he was young ’I didn’t know if I accepted the idea that I had a 
histow’ (511) In much the same way as Oswald (albeit using less dramatic and 
destructive means), therefore, Nick submerges himself in a varietv of narratives u hich 
he believes can give his life a sense of stability The most obvious of these narratives is 
the mythology surrounding the baseball - the tangible symbol of the historic home run - 
which is pursued by a number of characters desperate to forge a link betbeen 
themselves and their past Nick himself is explicit about his need to revisit the past for 
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he believes that the bad luck with which he has been cursed since Branca made his 
fateh1 pitch can make sense to him only when he gets possession of the ball: ‘It’s the 
only thing in my life that I absolutely had to own To commemorate failure To have 
that moment in my hand when Branca turned and watched the ball go into the stands - 
from him to me’ (97) It is as if from that moment the hardships and misfortunes 
suffered by Nick in his youth had already been ordained, and the rest of his life was  
conditioned accordingly 
Nick’s obvious, although possibly unconscious, use of the narrative of the ball 
as a way of avoiding or escaping from responsibility for the way his life has unfolded is 
also apparent in his relation to the other narratives that form the karious ‘underuorlds’ 
of DeLillo’s novel” I have already discussed his obsessive interest in his uork as a 
waste disposal expert, and emphasized that what his work offers him is a sense of 
security and belonging ‘In the bronze tower I looked out at the umber hills and felt 
assured and well defended, safe in my office box and my crisp uhite shirt and 
connected to things that made me stronger’ ( 1  19) As well as providing hick with a 
shield against his memories of his absent father. who I will discuss towards the end of 
the chapter, his work also shelters him to some degree from the other great spectre that 
overshadowed the lives of his entire generation the atomic bomb Just as the 
importance of the baseball stem from its ability to forge connections betueen people 
and their past, so too, according to Hoover, does the ‘genius of the bomb’ lie not onl? in 
its technological wonder but in the multitude of secrets it inspires ‘For eke‘! 
atmospheric blast, every glimpse we get of the bared force of nature, that weird peeled 
eyeball exploding over the desert - for every one of these he reckons a hundred plots go 
underground, “ to spawn and skein’ (51) It is no coincidence that Matt Sha!, struggling 
like his brother to come to terms with his father’s desertion, also buries himself in his 
work as a ‘consequence analyst’ (401) - his mathematical investigations c into nuclear 
accidents representing an opportunity to provide answers for at least one area of his life 
_ _  
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That fear of the bomb was a significant part of the Bimerican consciousness is 
apparent in the ‘curriculum of fear’ taught by Sr Edgar to her students as she 
relentlessly drilled them in the mechanics of a potential emergency ‘She manted to 
make sure they were wearing their tags The tags were designed to help rescue uorkers 
identifi children who were lost, missing, injured, maimed, mutilated, unconscious or 
dead in the hours following the onset of atomic war’ (717) Surprisinglv. there is a 
certain insistence among DeLillo’s characters that frightening though their bomb- 
shadowed youths may have been, the presence of such a threat was also uhat gave their 
lives focus and a sense of stability Lundy, for example, is adamant that the end of the 
Cold War and its predictable hostilities was only the beginning of America’s nightmare c 
‘You need the leaders of both sides to keep the cold war going It’s the one constant 
thing It’s honest, it’s dependable Because when the tension and rivalry come to an end. 
that’s when your worst nightmares begin’ ( 1  70) This is a point of view echoed bv Klara 
Sax, who also bemoans the chaos and lack of referentialitv of the world since its c great 
source of order was dismantled ’Many things that were anchored to the balance of 
power and the balance of terror seem to be undone, unstuck’ (76) The reason these 
characters appear so reluctant to let the Cold War go is not, of course, because the\, 
dread peace, but rather because they believe that the definable, easily locatable ‘Great 
Terror’ associated with the Soviet Union will be replaced by a multitude of lesser, more 
hidden and thus deadlier terrors ‘She feels weak and lost The great Terror gone, the 
great thrown shadow dismantled All terror is local now’ (816) The end of the Cold 
War, therefore. heralds not the banishment of the enemy, but rather its ekolution into a 
number of different personae, ranging from the international ‘The Vietcong, the Yiet 
Minh, the French, the Laotians’, to the local ‘The monks, the nuns, the rice farmers. the 
pig farmers, the student protestors and war resisters and flower people‘ (612) The 
outraged response to a fairly unoriginal and outdated gasoline commercial in uhich the 
performance of two competing brands was compared ‘White car versus black car 
Clear implication U S  versus USSR’ (529) not from the Soviets but rather from the 
Congress of Racial Equality condemning the victory of the white car (530) is but one 
example of the splintering of loyalties in contemporary Bimerica Moreover, the fact that 
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the dependable KGB has been replaced by the less easily detected - and thus less easily 
contained or defeated AIDS (243) - suggests that the situation is worsening c
The point made in the previous paragraph that the Cold War era, for all its 
tension and anxiety, represents a period of history revered by many Americans for its 
simplicity, can be related to DeLillo’s own motives for writing his latest novel In an 
interview, he admits that it was his rediscovery of the front page of 7hc. Ncw ).i)rk /inw$ 
for the fourth of October 1951, on which the victory of the Giants and the Soviet 
explosion of a nuclear weapon appear side-by-side, which first drew him to the subject 
and inspired him to draw these seemingly diverse narratives together into a kind of 
inner, private history of the Cold War itself from 1951 to the early 199O’s, a period in 
which ‘paranoia replaced history in American life’ and the post-bar unity was lost 
forever’8 DeLillo’s endeavour to recover the sense of harmony and solidarity that 
characterized the 1950’s in order to assimilate the atrocities of more recent decades 
‘The novel is an act of recovery, an attempt to come to terms with a set of massive 
events that remained curiously inarticulate’” is thus comparable to Pynchon-s attempt, 
in his two most recent novels i>tie/md and Ililcrsotr mid Ilzxoti, to trakeel back to the 
moment where it all began to go wrong for America 
If DeLillo’s novel ultimately fails to deliver a message of hope for the future - 
the underworld of waste at the heart of his novel, as I commented earlier in the chapter, 
does not represent the same potential for transcendence as it does in Pynchon - I believe 
it is because he is unable to escape from the shadow cast over American history * -  by the 
1963 assassination of President Kennedy I have already drawn attention to DeLillo’s 
repeated emphasis on the psychological effects the assassination had on him He goes so 
far as to admit that ‘It’s possible I wouldn’t have become the kind of writer I am if it 
weren’t for the assassination’”” Certainly the assassination regularly finds its m a y  into 
his writing As well as the dedicated Lrhm and investigative articles like “.American 
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Blood”, his first novel Anitv-ic‘mn ends in Dealy Plaza (377) ,  one of the terrorists in 
P/qws claim to have known Oswald ‘before Dallas’ (161). while in W h t c  ,Vown 
Heinrich’s friend is serving time for a murder inspired by ’Voices Telling him to go 
down in history’ (44) Even ~Jiidetwodd, the novel that allegedly focuses on Thomson, 
the ‘anti-Oswald’, whom DeLillo describes as ‘The boyish Joyous counterpart 14 ho 
captured a moment of innocence before America’s slide into paranoia and confusion 
through the Cold War’“’. is overshadowed by the climactic events in Dallas The 
traditional question asked by all who remember the assassination is adapted tc\ relate to 
the baseball match ‘People still said to each other, more than fortv -~ vears later, Where 
were you when Thomson hit the homer3’ (94), while the famous Zapruder mokie 
emerges at an artists’ soiree (488) The contrast underlined between people’s reactions 
to the assassination ‘We watched TV in dark rooms We were all separate and alone’. 
and to the home run ‘People rushed outside People wanted to be together’ (93) 
suggests that DeLillo’s real subject is the irreversible changes forged in the 4nierican 
psyche by the assassination His own inability to come to terms with and rise above his 
historic legacy is abundantly apparent from its dominant presence in his literat-! 
imagination 
Throughout this chapter, I have outlined the effects of the forces of 
consumerism and the mass media on the world depicted by DeLillo, and examined the 
strategies adopted by his characters in order to survive in this world Different though c 
the two most popular strategies are - some characters try to purify themsehes by 
retreating from contemporary structures, while others throw themselves U holeheartedl? 
into the pursuit of these ordering narratives - the end result i s  the same the indikidual 
psyche becomes subsumed to such a degree by external forces that it disintegrates It is 
evident that DeLillo’s universe is subject to the same guiding principle as Pynchon’s. 
namely Newiton’s Second Law of Thermodynamics, which states that all progress c leads 
to disorder Newton’s words are echoed by Win Everett who asserts that ‘Plots carn 
their own logic There is a tendency of plots to move toward death’ (Z,/ht*cr. 221) 
Certainly the high incidence of violent death in DeLillo’s novels testifies to the truth of 
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this observation EtidZot~e not only frequently refers to the language of nuclear war, but 
carries an unusually high number of fatalities among its characters - A  team-mate is 
killed in an auto accident, the college president dies in a plane crash. one coach 
commits suicide, another succumbs suddenly to a debilitating illness, the star runninq c
back withdraws into mysticism, and the narrator himself. in the novel's last paragraph, c 
spirals into brain fever";?. (?cat hties S t iw t  posits its hero at the crossroads betueen 
murder and suicide, Hattw 's Star anticipates the impending c apocalypse, l<i/iwtig l hg  
and 1Vqer.Y feature groups of terrorists, Lihrcr recounts the violent deaths not only of 
the famous trio, Kennedy. Oswald and Ruby. but of anyone even remotelc connected 
with the plot to assassinate the President Ncholas Branch has a roster of the dead .4 
printout of the names of witnesses, informers, investigators, people linked to Lee H 
Oswald, people linked to Jack Ruby, all conveniently and suggestivel! dead. ( 5 7 ) ,  Mtro 
I1 describes both the professional and actual death of Bill Gray, but also draus our 
attention to the growing usurpation of art by terrorism, as illustrated by the 'fatwa' 
imposed upon Salman Rushdie which was one of the inspirations behind the n o d ' " .  
while ~ltidei*wor/d is narrated under the shadow of the Bomb Of course the noLe1 most 
wholly devoted to death is W u t e  Xoise. a n0~7el whose treatment of a new form of death 
associated with postmodernism merits hrther attention 
It is very appropriate that the working L title for PVhite A'oise was /hL) .-Inwi.tcuti 
Hook of the Dead' for it is populated with characters so enveloped in the idea of their 
impending deaths that they are hardly able to enjoy life What is significant c about death 
as it is represented in the novel is precisely that it is a representation, for ironicall\ the 
death-toll in the novel itself is remarkably lom What we do learn about death is that it 
has become almost completely mediated in the postmodern world The onh actual 
incidence of death in the novel, for example, is that of an old woman who dies of a 
'lingering dread' which was the result of her having been lost in a shopping mall for 
over four days (99) This makes the connection between the white nose generated b\ the 
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sounds and images of the supermarket and the white noise of death explicit I t  also 
undermines the belief expressed by the Gladney’s that consumerism represents a source 
of salvation for them 
Above all else, White Noise explores the idea that technology has radicallv 
changed the nature of contemporary death This change has occurred. according c to 
Moses, in two ways Firstly, by representing an individual-s death as svmbols on 
computer print-outs, it is transformed into yet another commodity intended for mass 
consumption Jack, for example, describes the alienation he experiences when his L ita1 
statistics are presented to him in such a way ‘It  is mhen death is rendered graphicallv. is 
televized so to speak, that you sense an eerie separation between your condition and 
yourself (142) The second, and related, way in which death, according to Moses. has 
been transformed is through our increasing identification with the camera eve u hich 
fosters the illusion that the individual viewer, like the media themsehes. IS ’ A  
permanent fixture possessing transcendent perspective”” 1 have explored this 
phenomenon in relation to Weed ‘4tman. in Pynchon’s h c h m l .  m h o  finds himself 
eternally trapped between the two mediated states of life and death. to Bill Gra! who 
experiences a kind of pseudo-death when his photograph is taken ‘Sitting for a picture 
is morbid business A portrait doesn’t begin to mean anything until the subject is dead’ 
(h40o/Z, 42), and to Oswald whose death will never be final as long as it continues to be 
replayed by the media The distress felt by Beryl Parmenter as she hatches Oswald’s 
death endlessly repeated on her television ‘She’d been crying all weekend, crying and 
watching’ (446) is an indication, Thomas explains. that she recognizes the truth of the 
argument that death is what gives life meaning ( 1 17) - a meaning nou foreLer lost due 
to the ease at which the media can repeat what was once a final and absolute state 
Thomas‘ observation can also be applied to White Xoise. where Murraly similar]\ claims 
that our acknowledgement of the boundary that is death is what gives our likes a sense 
of meaning and purpose ‘Doesn’t our knowledge of death make life more precious’” 
(234) Unfortunately, his advice that Jack should become a master rather than a victim 
‘’ Ibid. 73 
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of death by embracing violence under the proviso that ‘Violence is a form of rebirth 
The dier passively succumbs The killer lives on’ (290). does not benefit him to anv 
great degree for as he finds out when he confronts Willie Mink, ciolence onh adds to 
the entropy and conhsion already rife in contemporary society The characters in @ ’ ~ I / c ~  
NOIX are thus trapped within a society in which death is ever-present in the background 
noise of consumerism and the mass media, but has become mediated to such a degree 
that it can never be confronted and thus defeated In this context, Wilcox‘s claim that 
Jack‘s confrontation with Mink represents a metaphorical clash of modern and 
postmodern cultures is an interesting one, because it implies that mhat Jack fears most 
about his exposure to Mink’s dislocated and fractured psyche is that he will put the 
integrity of his own identity at risk 
This conclusion that society is moving ever hrther towards disorder has  also 
discussed in relation to the novels of Thomas Pynchon The latter, however. IeaLes us 
with some hope that this progression can be halted and even recersed His main 
instrument of salvation is the family, uhose sense of loyalty and community ma! be 
enough c to withstand the pressure from destructive external forces As I stated at the 
beginning of this chapter, although DeLillo does cover some of the same c ground as 
Pynchon, his conclusions about the hture of society are generally not as optimistic 1 
have also drawn attention to the fact that some of DeLillo’s pessimism stems from the 
dominant position held by the assassination of President Kennedy in his imagination 
One of the results of the assassination was, of course. the fact that both the Kennedy and 
the Oswald children were left fatherless This motif of a broken or incomplete family is 
one that resounds throughout DeLillo’s fiction, underpinning much of the action David 
Bell’s movie in Anier~cniin, for example. like so many of the quests undertaken b! 
Pvnchon’s characters, is motivated by his desire to recapture the essence of his deceased 
mother The passion that underlies the scenes featuring his mother ‘ I  cut again and 
asked her to get closer to him and to put her hands on his shoulders’ (3 17), as well as 
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the resentment he carries against his father, however, obviously point to an oedipal 
complexb6. This ultimately undermines the idea that his family can constitute any source 
of support for him. 
As I pointed out above, Oswald’s actions robbed his own children of a father 
What is interesting is that Oswald too grew up without a paternal influence. a situation 
to which his mother ascribes much of his future unhappiness ‘The other kids ragged 
him all the time and he had problems keeping up, a turbulence running through c him, the 
accepted fact of a fatherless boy’ (Libra 4)67 Nick Shay finds himself in a similar 
situation when his father, Jimmy Constanza, leaves one day to buy a packet of cigarettes L. 
and never returns His absence is felt acutely by Nick throughout his life and is 
compounded by the fact that he does not even bear his father’s name ‘He left her for a 
time before I was born This is why 1 carry her name, not his This is wh\r mv birth 
certificate says Shay’ (105) His description of his father’s disappearance ‘The earth 
opened up and he stepped inside . I think he went under’ (808) is significant because it 
suggests that the various bundemorlds’ in which Nick immerses himself represent an 
attempt to replace his absent father with some protective structure like his work 
Unfortunately, as I discussed earlier in the chapter, this kind of immersion in an external 
structure does not generally yield any benefits for DeLillo’s characters Finally, the 
hostility with which the Gladney children treat any visit from a member of their wider 
families. ‘They were suspicious of all relatives Relatives were a sensitive issue, part of 
the murky and complex past’ (249) implies that the tradition of the extended family. 
with all its implications of support and security, is a thing of the past in contemporary 
America. The sense of hope and transcendence surrounding the Becker-Traverse annual 
reunion in I hdaizcr’ is, therefore, not a possibility in DeLillo 
Sexual relationships in DeLillo’s fiction tend to be similarlv unfulfilling, mainl!. 
due to the fact that that sex has become so mediated by the mass media that it has been 
emptied of any significance. David Bell, who married his wife because they made such 
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a photogenic couple (Aniei.icniicr, 30), admits that he can make love to her only if he 
seduces her cinematically first ' I  had to seduce her first These seductions often took 
their inspiration from the cinema' (35) The Wynants, in P / q w . s .  regard sex as an 
obligation, as evidenced by the mechanical terms in which they think of it ' I t  i s  time to 
"perform". he thought She would have to be "satisfied" He would have to "service.' 
her' (35) This subordination of the act itself to the words associated with it reaches its 
culmination in The Dni- Kooni. where sex is effectively replaced by language c c  'Do this 
for me Say, ' M y  skin is alabaster" Describe your body for me Believable language c 
That's what we want' (10) Even Whi/e Noise, the novel ostensibly centred on a happv 
family, contributes to the dismantling of sex as a meaningful act Jack and Babette 
become so consumed in their bid to find some literature to use as foreplay that they lose 
interest in sex and look through some photograph albums instead (30), while Babette 
rehses to listen to any recriminations when it is revealed that she prostituted herself for 
a regular supply of Dylar 'This is not a story about your disappointment at m! silence 
The theme of this story is my pain and my attempts to end it' (192) Although usually 
regarded as a meaningful and life-affirming act. therefore, sex in DeLillo has become 
emptied of significance to such a degree that it no longer has the power to brins people 
closer together 
In spite of the general undermining of the family as an institution, DeLillo's 
characters appear to retain a faith that their salvation rests in their children The reason 
for this, as DeLillo explains, is that 'We feel, perhaps superstitiously, that kids hake a 
direct route to, have direct contact to the kind of natural truth that eludes us as adults'"x 
The reason children inspire adults with so much hope, according to MurraJ Siskind. is 
that they do not suffer from the most debilitating condition of all - fear of death 'You 
sense his total ego, his freedom from limits He doesn't know he's going to die' 
( @ h / e  Noise, 289) Wilder, the child in question, later illustrates his invulnerability b\ 
crossing a busy freeway on his tricycle 'They veered, braked, sounded their horns 
down the long afternoon, an animal lament The child would not even look at them, 
Quoted in DeCurtis. "An Outsider in ths  Soclet!". From Lentncchia. ed.. lntrodii( iyv I ) ( u t  I k I . r / / o .  04 68 
pedalled straight for the median strip. a narrow patch of pale c grass’ (323) His abilitv to 
navigate his way safely through the streams of traffic could also be related to the 
metaphorical significance of the two generations of the Gladney family the relationship 
between modernism and postmodernism Wilder’s casual confidence that he can suni1-e 
in the chaos of the contemporary world i s  the main reason his parents regard c- him as a 
source of security and protection for themselves 
DeLillo’s commitment to the possibility, however laid to waste bv contemporary 
forces, of domesticity as the life-support we cannot do without is the reason. Lentricchia 
suggests, for the huge commercial success of F%/tc lYo/.w If Lentricchia is correct. it 
is safe to assume that DeLillo’s readers are themselves clinging to the hope that family 
can constitute a protective shield against the outside world In spite of this apparent 
privileging of the family as the source of hope for the hture, however. I do not beliebe 
that DeLillo is really so optimistic about its ability to save its own members and the 
wider community from the entropic forces besieging them The problem is that his 
fictional families generally have an absence or void at their centre For all their apparent 
solidarity, for example, not one of the Gladney children is liviny with both biological c 
parents Moreover, like every other structure to which Jack and Babette clinr! c for 
support. their children also contribute in various ways to the surrounding c chaos 
Heinrich, who at the age of fourteen has a receding hairline (22), works ceaselesslv to 
collapse the boundaries betueen reality and representation - boundaries his father is so 
desperate to retain ‘ “It’s going to rain tonight” “It’s raining novC “The radio said 
tonight”’ (22), Denise and Steffie throw themselves wholeheartedly into the Airborne 
Toxic Event, obediently displaying the prescribed symptoms She could have heard it 
on the kitchen radio, where she and Denise had probably learned about sweat! palms 
and vomiting before developing these symptoms themselves’ ( 125) Bv volunteering c to 
be ‘victims’ during one of the simulations that are rapidly taking over in importance 
from the real disasters, they also contribute to the widespread reversal of the traditional 
relationship between cause and effect. ‘If she does it (death) nom, she might not have to 
[/ 
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do it later The more vou practice something, the less likely it is to actually happen’ 
(207), and even Wilder, who is idolized by his parents for his innocence and freedom 
for fear, is shown to be a relatively unhappy child given to frequent and unexplained 
bouts of crying ‘This was the day Wilder started crying at two in the afternoon At six 
he was still crying’ (75) Although Jack and Babette are too preoccupied to notice, 
therefore. the structure on which they base much of their lives together - their children - 
is itself obviously vulnerable to the ‘white noise’ from uhich they are tning to escape 
Again i this appears to support the argument that the Gladnev children represent the 
fluidity and uncertainty of the postmodern uorld from which their parents are 5 0  
desperate to hide 
A particularly poignant remark made by Oswald concerns the birth of his tirst 
child, June ‘When Marina told him she was pregnant he thought his life made sense at 
last A father took part He had a place, an obligation’ (206) The failure of his neu role 
as a father to provide him u i t h  the sense of belonging and stability he so desperatelb 
craved testifies to the diminishing strength of the family in a uorld increasingh c .  
swamped with the signs and images of consumerism and the mass media This is 
perhaps one of the things that motivated DeLillo to return, in >idem o/-/cl‘, to the more 
family-oriented 1950’s u hen. unimpeded by the manipulatibe force of tele\ ision. 
fathers and sons bonded over such simple traditions as baseball games ‘ A  man takes his 
kid to a game and thirty - -  years later this is what they talk about uhen the poor old mutt’s 
wasting auay in the hospital’ (31) The absence of Yick’s father at the time of the 
historic Giants-Dodgers clash obviously contributes to the sense of lack he continues to 
feel throughout his life What is significant, however, is the degree to uh ich  the famil! 
as an institution is denigrated in (hderw~rlu’ We are told that Nick’s situation is \er!’ 
much the norm in the Bronx where the monks who distribute food among the need! are 
the chief representatives of the male gender ’They were men in a place where fen men 
remained’ (240) The general consensus, in fact, is that children are probabl! better off 
without the interference of their parents ‘The truth of the matter there’s kids that are 
better off without their mothers or fathers Because their mothers or fathers are 
dangering their safety’ (244) The problem, perhaps, is that the older generation. 
frightened by the chaos and turbulence of the contemporary world. are impeding c- the 
progress " of their children Although DeLillo may thus have been hoping to recover the 
idea of family as constituting the centre of social life, the evidence uncokrered in the 
novel suggests that Russ Hodges is correct when he chides himself for thinking c of the 
family groupings among the spectators at the baseball game in such sentimental terms 
'He knows we don't look like that anymore The postwar boom has changed c the \+av we 
l 0 0 k " ~  (34) The fact that Hodges' musing does not appear in the later Lersion of the 
story of the baseball game in I hde~'~wr'Id suggests that the possibility that such family 
i groupings exist grows ever more remote as time goes by In spite of DeLillo's wishes, 
therefore, 7 Jt1det7-1~or'Id represents an acknowledgement c that the traditional ideal of the 
integrated family is no longer viable in a society besieged by the alienating c forces of 
consumerism and the mass media 
' I  Don DeLillo. "Pafko at the Wall". Harper's (October 1992). 34 
Chapter 3: Bret Easton Ellis. 
'Nobod? 's Home' - Oess 7'han Zero. 
Given that. as Bret Easton Ellis himself adm' t few of his gen ration were 
alive, much less remember, the assassination of President Kennedq ', it might appear 
that he could not possibly have too much in common with DeLillo whose work is so 
influenced by the chaos that followed Kennedy's death I believe, however, that the 
themes discussed in the previous chapter in relation to the fiction of DeLillo form an 
appropriate framework within which to examine Ellis, not least because much of 
what the former has prophesized for the future of American society - the increase of 
violence and the fracturing of the family, in particular - appears to hace come to 
fruition in the novels of the latter It is significant that Heinrich Gladney, who was a 
precocious fourteen-year-old when White A h e  was published in 1983, is of roughlc 
the same age as the college students in The Hz&s of iltfmctiori ( 1987) and as Victor 
Ward, the twenty-something model in Glamoruma ( 1998), for the superficial world 
in which Ellis' characters live could be regarded as an inevitable development on a 
~ o r l d  in which a young boy refuses to believe what he sees unless it is confirmed b l  
the media' In the terms of one of the arguments made in relation to DeLillo, Ellis. 
characters inhabit the postmodern world which was such a source of anxiet\, and 
terror for Jack Gladney The central role played by the forces of consumerism and 
the mass media in Ellis' novels mill be discussed in the course of this chapter 1 hill 
begin, however, with a brief overview of the characteristics of the world in which 
these texts are located 
On the surface, recent American history does not seem relevant to Ellis' 
novels to the same extent as it was to Pynchon and DeLillo History, after all, has 
been destabilized as a grand narrative in much of postmodern literature Ellis 
himself comments that due to the multitude of images shown on telecision his 
generation do not share the same memories and are thus less cohesive as an age- c 
group than previous generations would have been 'Given the conflicting images of 
' "The Tjienh somethings". H 1.  
' I am referring here to Heinrich's comzrsation uith hs father about rain (22) 
our upbringing, it's not surprising that this generation has defied 
categorization We have fractured into splinter groups connected only by 
birthdates'3 Unlike DeLillo's characters who are all bonded by their memories of 
the Kennedy assassination, therefore, Ellis' are less unified and less historicallv 
conscious This is not to say, however, that his novels are any less informed bv or 
relevant to the historical period in which they are set On the contrary. as Anneslev 
points out, Ellis' fiction is very much a product of the contemporary period 'Loaded 
with references to the products, personalities and places that characterize late 
twentieth-century American life profoundly aware of its own time and place" Far 
from undermining the concept of history, therefore, the foregrounding of the brand- 
names and advertizing slogans that characterizes Ellis' fiction makes it cerv much a 
product of the surrounding consumer culture One of the most dramatic 
consequences of this saturation of society with the signs and images of consumerism 
and the mass media, as was discussed in the introductory chapter, has been the 
replacement of the real with its representation and the subsumation of the 
commodity into its image - a condition Baudrillard calls the 'hyperreal' Ellis' 
fictional world corresponds in many ways to the ideal of the postmodern a5 
espoused by Baudrillard', and is particularly influenced by two aspects of the 
theory firstly, the idea that the surface or image should be privileged at all times. 
and, secondly. that many traditional distinctions - between realit\ and 
representation, art and life, for example - have been collapsed These characteristics 
will be discussed in relation to Ellis' fiction in the first section of the chapter 
Many observers lament the state of contemporary society in which the object 
is subordinated to its image, the real to its representation and essence to its 
appearance One critic complains, for example, that it is now almost impossible to 
find 'An intellectual who will use the word 'reality' without quotation marks'". for 
it is widely accepted that the ideal of authentic expression and of reality is itself but 
-' Quoted in Grossberg. IT2 Gotta Get Out Of This Place. 184. 
James Anneslei.. Blank Fi'ctions: ('onsunierisni. ('ulture and the ('ontemporan, .-tmtlrtc,m \'o\st)l 
(London: Pluto Press. 1998). 6. 
' Baudrillard's dominance with regard to the aspects of postmodern theor! with uliich Ellis prirnanl! 
engages is ackno\vledged b! Jameson in Postmodemism. See pp. 234. 395. 
'' T. J.  Jackson Lears. "Sheni.ood Anderson: Looking for the White Spot". From Richard Wiglitman 
Fox and T. J.  Jackson Lears. eds.. The Power of' (-ulture: C'ritical E~.ssq\x i n  .-fnwric.mi f ! i . v tor i ,  
(Chicago: Uni\.ersih of Chlcago Press. 1993). 13. 
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a cultural construct, mediated by representation and interpretation. Ellis' characters 
reveal themselves to be very much at home in a world characterized by superficiality 
for they focus above all else on their appearances They introduce each other 
primarily in terms of what they are wearing 'Spin's wearing a T-shirt that reads 
"Gumby Pokey The Blockheads" and black SO 1 'S .  (/,u.s.s 7 h m  Ztw, 184). 'Girls 
dressed in pinks and blues, Esprit and Benetton sweatshirts looking c- like the\, 
stepped out of a Starburst commercial' (7hu R i k 5  of Attrucfrot i ,  122). 'Price is 
wearing a six-button wool and silk suit by Ermenegildo c Zegne, a cotton shirt with 
French cuffs by Ike Behar, a Ralph Lauren silk tie and leather wing c tips bv Fratelli 
Rossetti' (Americnr? Y.c-i~cho, 5 )  Even their facial expressions are revealed to be 
superficial, deliberately assumed when appropriate The forced smiles on their faces 
' "Turn that frown upside down" 
correspond far less to any genuine emotions than to 'emoticons.. which are pictorial 
representations of emotions made from keyboard characters, and thus not 
necessarily linked to any particular depth of feelingx Nor do Ellis' characters 
demonstrate any desire to delve beneath this surface During a discussion about 
women, for example, the characters in Aniericnii P . y h o  conclude not onh that 
appearance is of primary importance 'It's all looks' (90)- but hrthermore that 
anything deeper is both unnecessary and unwelcome 'If they haLe a good 
personality then someth ng is very wrong' (91 ) Instead of revealing anv nostalsia 
for a time in which there was more to life than appearance, therefore. Ellis' 
characters are obviously quite content with their superficial lives 
I try to smile mimicking a normal person' 
7 
c 
One of the reasons the image or representation is accorded such a privilesed 
role in our society, according to Baudrillard, is that recent innovations in the 
electronic media have meant that information has started to circulate at the speed of 
light, thus collapsing the dif'ference between the real and its representation, a state 
that has reached its ideal form in the Polaroid photograph in which the object and its 
image coexist almost simultaneously (Anwica, 3 7) Any distinctions that ma! once 
have existed between reality and representation have thus been blurred to the point 
Bret Easton Ellis. The Ir?fomiers (GB Picador. 1993). 86 
Kaoe Arg le  and Rob Shields. "Is There A Bad! in the Net''" From Rob Shieds. ed . ( 'ulrurcf o f  
Itirernet J irrual Spaces. Heal tIistorres, Lil-ing Hotlie\ (Califorrua SAGE Publicauons. Inc . lW6 1. 
65. E.umples of these 'emoticons' are ) for 'happ! and ( for 'sad' 
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of extinction America itself is hailed by Baudrillard as the ultimate example of this 
hyperreality, for he claims that its entire way of life displays all the characteristics of 
fiction (Aniuricn, 95) It is thus in the streets rather than in the movie theatres that we 
will find the cinematic Many of Ellis’ characters accordingly live lives that bear a 
strong resemblance to movies Paul Denton, one of the narrators of lh J(ZI/C’s of  
Atti*actiozi, for example, considers taking part in a student play before dismissing c it 
as unnecessary Thought why bother, when I’m already stuck in one my life’ (39) 
Victor Ward, narrator of G/anior.nmn, is literally living his life as a movie, his ever) 
action scripted and recorded by a variety of directors and film crews ‘ I  mas told to 
look sad as if my world were falling apart’ (193), ‘It’s the cue for a kiss’ ( 2 5 ) .  
.Wakened suddenly out of a brief dreamless nap by someone calling “.Action”’ 
(282) The multi-layered composition of Victor’s life makes it impossible either for 
himself or for the reader to gauge whether he is ever being true to himself or mere\\ 
perpetually acting 
This collapse of boundaries and celebration of surfaces is, of course, one of 
the central features associated with postmodern art, and specifically U it h N hat 
Annesley describes as ‘blank fictions’ novels that are loaded with references to the 
products, personalities and places that characterize late twentieth-century American 
life (6) Indeed Ellis’ novels are often criticized for their overwhelming c and 
obsessively detailed lists of brandnames and celebrities In ..lmet*iccui J’.who, for 
example, Patrick Bateman gives us a full two-page run-down of his d a i k  beauty 
routine ‘In the shower I use first a water-activated gel cleanser, then a honey- 
almond body scrub, and on the face an exfoliating gel scrub ’ (26). while in 
(;i’unioramz, Victor leads us through a seemingly endless A to Z of the rich and 
famous of New York society ‘Naomi Campbell, Helena Christiensen. Cindy 
Crawford, Sheryl Crow, David Charvet, Courtney Cox ’ (8) To criticize these 
novels for their wealth of contemporary cultural references, however, is to miss the 
point Lehman’s dismissal of Ellis’ novels as possessing *.411 the intellectual 
nourishment of a well-made beer ~ommerc ia l ’~  may be accurate, but it fails to take 
into account that these novels only mirror their setting in a world dominated b! 
infomercials and advertizements, and are thus engaging with ‘The kind of‘ weight\ c -  
Da\id Lehman. ”Tmo Diime Decadents“. .2ew~srr~t..ek ( 7 September. 1087). 72. Y 
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material forces that are hndamental to the whole functioning of late twentieth- 
century society’“’ This is an important point to take into consideration when 
attempting to evaluate Ellis’ novels critically The fact that the depthless of the 
world in which he sets his texts is reflected in the superficiality of the narratives 
themselves forces the reader to forego the search for critical depth as it simply does 
not exist That this is a deliberate ploy rather than a weakness is emphasized by Ellis 
himself who, when discussing Clay. the protagonist of Zm.v That? Z t w .  remarks 
‘That would always bother me when people would say, .‘the hero of the novel” He 
isn’t a hero at all to me He’s like this big void’” This lack of psvchological c depth 
is hrther reflected in the dearth of critical material engaging with Ellis’ texts The 
fact that most of the secondary material cited throughout this chapter appears in 
newspapers or on the Internet (with the exception of books by Annesley. Young and 
Caveney, and a handful of journal articles) is indicative of a lack of critical interest 
in Ellis and a rehsal, perhaps, to take him seriously This is surprising c given that he 
is both a long-standing (Z,e.v.c 7hm Zero was first published in 1985) and a lvell- 
known author (the controversy surrounding the publication of Aniericmr P y h o  
generated quite an amount of interest) The derisive manner in which he dismissed 
by critics like Lehman is all the more surprising given that his fiction closelF 
adheres to the ’New kind of flatness or depthlessness. a nevi, kind of superficialitv 
in the most literal sense’ cited by Jameson (Yostmoderriism, 9) as one of the defining c- 
characteristics of postmodern literature 
It is appropriate that the phenomena described above came back to haunt 
Ellis in a very extreme way in the controversy that surrounded the publication of 
Aniei*ican P.sycho - public reaction that certainly underlines Ellis‘ claim that 
American society is predominantly superficial and that life and art are no lonrer 
distinguishable The problem, as Heath points out, was that many of his critics failed 
to differentiate Ellis himself from his characters ‘His critics see his characters’ lack 
of imagination as reflecting his own lack of imagination, their obsession with trivial 
pop culture and numbing intoxicants as reflecting his own shallowness. their moral 
’ I ’  Annesle!. 10. 
h t tp : / /~ i~ i~n  .altx.conl/intenien.s/bret .easton.ellis. html 
Ellis inten.ien iiith Mark AIneIlka and Alexander Laurence 
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purposelessness as reflecting his own' l 2  The connections drawn between his fiction 
and real life also resemble Baudrillard's Polaroid symbol, where the object and its 
image are virtually indistinguishable Ellis himself regularly clashed with his 
disclaimers about the relation of his novel to society 'Ellis feels we're living c in a 
murderous, contaminated world, His enemies see him as a murderoush 
contaminating presence He sees his fiction as a symptom of decay. Thev see his 
fiction as one of its causes"' In spite of his attempts to distance himself from his 
fictional psychopath ' I  would think most Americans learn in junior high to 
distinguish between the writer and the character he is writing about People seem to 
insist I'm a monster But Bateman is the monster I am riot on the side of that 
creep , he has been the subject of graphic and brdtal death threats and was forced 
to cancel his promotional tour as a precaution, a highly unusual occurrence for a 
best-selling novelist 
9 14 
One of the problems appears to be an insistence on the part of his critics that 
the novel's protagonist, Patrick Bateman, is a moral being with the abilitv to 
differentiate right from wrong In fact he is no such thing On the contrary, Bateman 
is a character utterly lacking in psychological depth and able to describe his 
barbarous deeds in such an unemotional manner simply because they mean nothing 
to him 'Earlier in the day I had sawed off her left arm, which i s  finally u h a t  killed 
her, and right now I pick it up, holding it by the bone ' (252) This detachment is 
further reflected in the narrative voice which neither condones nor condemns what it 
describes What is significant about dmerrcuri I'syho is that its narrative is full of 
contradictions In spite of a detailed and graphic description of Bateman's murder of 
Paul Owen, for example 'Blood sprays out in twin brownish c i  geysers. staining c -  mt 
raincoat This is accompanied by a horrible momentary hissing noise actuall! 
coming from the wounds in Paul's skull' (21 7), the alleged victim is said to be ali\ e 
and well at the end of the novel ' I  had dinner with Paul Owen twice in 
London just ten d q p  u p '  (388) There are a number of possible explanations for 
Chns Heath. "Bret Easton Ellis". Rolling Sfone ( 24 December. 1998). 
Nicci Gerard. "Bret and the Beast in the Corner". 7he Ohsenvr (16 October. 1994). Life. 14. 
http://nijv,. ennui. clara.net/ellis/stone 1.  html 
'-' Quoted in Roger Cohen. "Bret Easton Ellis Ansuers Critics of .-lnzericm I ? y d ? o " .  \iw I-orX. 
7inze.y (6 March. 1991). C18. 
this. Owen's murder, and by extension all the other violent incidents described in the 
course of the novel, could be no more than a figment of Bateman's unusually 
morbid imagination On the other hand, Owen's alleged reappearance could be 
nothing more remarkable than a case of mistaken identity After all, Bateman too is 
frequently misrecognized by those claiming to be close friends and acquaintances - 
another symptom of the superficial level of personal interactions in Ellis' fiction 
Finally, and in the context of this chapter as a whole most importantly. it could be 
regarded as hrther proof of the depthless nature of Ellis' fictional world a world so 
lacking in substance that the traditional relationship of cause and effect has been 
disestablished to such a degree that what one characters does, or claims to do, has 
little or no effect on any other Having thus established that the world in which Ellis 
sets his novels - and, in some respects, the world into which they were received - is 
one comprized of surfaces and one in which reality and representation are no longer 
distinguishable, the next section of this chapter will discuss the presence of the 
forces of consumerism and the mass media in Ellis' novels, emphasizing primarily 
the ways in which they impact on the lives of his characters 
Given the widespread preoccupation with surfaces in the postmodern world, 
it is no wonder that the outward appearance or packaging of a good often takes 
precedence over its essence This tendency was discussed in the previous chapter on 
DeLillo, and illustrated in the long conversation Jack Gladney and Murray Siskind 
have about the subject in White AVo~se 'Most of all I like the packages themselkes 
You were right, Jack This is the last avant-garde Bold new forms The pouer to 
shock' (19) This privileging of surface results, according to Boorstin. in a hrther 
blurring of distinctions between the object and its representation. making c it 
sometimes difficult to know 'Where the desired physical object ended and uhere its 
environment began' (The Aniericnizs, 435) This phenomenon reaches its apex in the 
appropriation of the face by cosmetics manufacturers and its subsequent 
objectification as a commodity" This objectification of the face is part of what 
Baudrillard calls 'the omnipresent cult of the body', which signifies a concentration 
on outward appearance not as a source of pleasure but rather in the obsessiLe fear of 
'' Thus objectification reaches its apes in Brim D'Amato's no\.el Henug,. in u.hich the narrator. a 
plastic surgeon. gstematicalll- remodels hs patients' faces \\.ith a h n d  of plastic that \\.ill cause the 
reconstructed areas to remain cold and numb (London: Gratton. 1992). 29. 
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failure or substandard performance (Anierrcn, 3 5)  This fanaticism is poignantly c 
illustrated in The hfiirmers, in which one of the characters, an anorexic c girl very 
close to death, focuses exclusively on getting the darkest tan possible before she 
dies ‘It’s all she wants to do Lie on the beach, in the sun’ (2 13) Nor incidentallv is 
her proximity to death regarded as an excuse for her haggard appearance, as a 
conversation between two of her friends illustrates “She’s looking pretty shitty, 
dude” “Yeah, but she still looks pretty shitty”’ (213) The 
society in which Ellis’ characters live is, therefore, one in which surface is 
privileged above all else, and one’s preoccupation with appearance is expected to 
continue until death and even beyond 
“But she’s dying” 
The meaning of life, according to (;/nmor.nmn, is inscribed in three words 
‘Prada, Prada, Prada’ (49) - an appropriate mantra for a novel about models w h o  
live their lives according to the maxim that beauty .Is a sign c of intellirrence. c (30) 
and the only commodity worth having For Chloe, one of the models, a f l a w  no 
matter how small or temporary, is a matter of extreme panic ‘She gets a blackhead 
and wants to kill herself (24). while Victor, her boyfriend and fellow model, is 
constantly mulling oker his own reflection ’Checking out my profile calms me 
down’ (143) This last example supports Baudrillard’s theory that the worship of 
beauty is far less a narcissistic pleasure than a way of checking that one‘s position 
within the world has not changed The high standards expected by another of the 
characters in (Jamoranin of the women he dates. ‘He would weigh girls 
to be a certain weight a certain height.. .in order to h c k  Bobby Hughes 
further underlines these extremes In this context, it is understandable that 





unfaithhl to her, but when he knowingly allows her to wear the same designer c outfit 
as his mistress to the opening of his club ( 1 0 )  Given this level of concentration on 
appearance, it is appropriate that Ellis also emphasizes the visual aspect of his bork 
almost as much as its content ‘If I see that a paragraph looks -just aestheticallv. 
visually - too long and for some reason interrupts some narrative flow or fluidity. 
then I will break that paragraph up”6 The structure of his texts thus reflect their 
’ ”  Quoted in George Higa. ”Representations of Good and E\il 117 a Modern and Postmodern U’orld“ 
http: //MXM .ennui. clara. net/ellis/goodde\.il. html 
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content to a large degree. The Hirles of ,4ttractiot1 is an unframed narrative, 
beginning and ending randomly in the middle of sentences ‘and it’s a story that 
might bore you my hand squeezing her knee, and she’ (283), reflecting c
the fact that ‘Life has no narrative - why should books3”7 The author of these 
novels in which image and appearance reign supreme is thus obkiouslv just as 
susceptible to the dictates of appearance as his characters 
’ (13, ‘ 
What i s  imperative to remember, as I have pointed out throughout this thesis, 
is that when the characters choose to buy certain brand names thev are also 
associating themselves with the mythology connected to these goods bv advertizing 
The slogans of various advertizements resonate throughout Ellis’ nob els and form 
the basis for many of the conversations between different characters Patrick 
Bateman’s detailed run-down of his preferred beauty products is a particularly good 
example of the extent to which the messages and cliches of advertizements hace 
been internalized ’The conditioner is also good - silicone technology c -  permits 
conditioning benefits without weighing down the hair which can also make kou look 
older’ (Anwicati Pwcho, 26) This appropriation of scientific jargon to sell 
shampoo is but one indication that advertizing has permeated many different aspects 
of life Annesley points to the cliches that dominate Clay’s language in /,LW /htrtr 
Zero as proof that he too is *Both deeply influenced by external impressions and 
wholly caught up in communicative codes that have more to do with the repetitibe 
slogans and commercial choruses of advertizing than the demands of personal 
expression’(95-6) The ’adolescent malleability’ denoted by his name’& makes him 
appropriately susceptible to the power of the image, as illustrated in the terror a 
billboard carrying the message ’Disappear Here’ (38) inspires in him 
In spite of this overwhelming sense of imprisonment within the cliches of 
advertizing, however, Annesley insists that Ellis’ characters nonetheless find a waq 
in which to express themselves by using elements from the commercial world for 
their own purposes (96-7) According to this theory, when Yictor, the narrator of 
Glamoramci, expresses himself through lyrics ‘I’m a loser, baby So w h y  don’t 
you kill me3’ (79) - a line from a Beck song incidentally also used by 4nnesleq as 
Quoted in Gerard. 11 
Eliabeth Young and Graham Ca\ ene! ~ Shopping in ,(;pace b z ~ $ . y i ~ ~  0 1 7  . lvrc.ncon ”NlmiX 
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an introduction to his own book - his emotions are no less real for their mediated 
expression Given that we are never quite certain if Victor’s life is ever conducted 
without the guidance of various directors and film crews, Annesley’s claim that he 
somehow manages to retain an authentic centre - regardless of the fact that 
authenticity is generally regarded as a mere social construct in postmodern culture - 
does seem overly optimistic, especially when put in the context of Amr)r/c~rri P ~ v h o ,  
a novel framed by assurances that we are firmly trapped within the confines of 
contemporary consumer society ‘ABANDON ALL HOPE YE WHO ENTER 
HERE’ (3) ‘THIS I S  NOT ’4N EXIT’ (399) Annesley’s optimism seems all the 
more unlikely when we consider that advertizing is only one of the powerfill forces 
exerting its influence on the world of Ellis. novels 
Alongside the forces of consumerism and advertizing, c the mass media are 
also a dominant presence in Ellis’ novels Once more, the power of the media - 
especially of television - stems from their ability to enter into the minds of their 
audience, thus confirming the predictions made by McLuhan in 195 1 ‘The ad 
agencies and Hollywood are always trying to U get inside the public mind in order 
to impose their collective dreams on that inner stage’ (lhe hfechnruccrl HI*/& 97) 
Even when not actually watching television, the spectator is nonetheless still 
affected by the images c he/she has already internalized This manifests itself. as 
Kinder points out, both in public. in the consumer’s deliberate choice of product, 
and in private, when images are reprocessed in thoughts or dreams’”, a tendency 
exhibited, for example, in Clay’s constant mulling over the words he reads on an 
advertizing billboard (Less 7 h n ~  Zero, 38) Ellis himself is quite open about the 
effect television has had both on his own life and his work, admitting c that .T\’ has 
unconsciously, whether we want to admit it or not, shaped all of our visions to an 
inordinate degree’, and citing his cultural reference points as consisting i of ’Books, 
movies, TV and rock ‘n’ roll’”’ It is thus no surprise that the lices of his characters 
are shaped by the mass media to the same extent as they are by the forces of 
consumerism and advertizing 
Marsh knder .  ”Music Video and the Spectator“. Film C_)unrter!\,. 1.01.38. no. 1 ( 1985 1. 1 1 




Television influences Ellis’ characters in a variety of ways Some look to it 
to f i l l  the void left by the dismantling of religion Clay, in Less Thnti Zero, listens to 
a television missionary who proclaims that Jesus will come ‘through the eye of that 
television screen’ in order to free the spectator of his frustration and hopelessness 
Needless to say, although Clay waits by his television for close to an hour, nothing 
happens ( 140) Similarly, when Danny, one of the characters in 7hu /i!forn?vrs. 
receives the news of the murder of a friend, he lies watching ‘some religious i shou 
on cable’ (82), a testament to the extent to which even prayer has become mediated 
Patrick Bateman’s obsession with a talk show called The Pat[\, Witzter.5 Sho\d. in 
Amerrcan Psycho, also corresponds to a quasi-religious devotion His narrative is 
punctuated with detailed accounts of the daily show, which explores every 
conceivable topic from Autism (63), to Perfumes, Lipsticks. Makeups (93). to 
Descendants of Members of the Donner Party (107), to Dwarf Tossing c ( 167). to 
Salad Bars (225), to Home Abortion Kits (330), and so on .4s uell as providing c us 
with a window into the preoccupations of network television, Ihhu Pat<\* l4’uittv.s 
Show, according to Young and Caveney, serves as an important barometer to 
Bateman’s sanity - his, references to increasingly unlikely show topics like Inten ieu 
with Bigfoot (381) and Interview with a Cheerio (386) provide us with the first clues 
that he is not to be trusted as a narrator (105) Alternatively, the correspondence of 
Bateman’s madness to the show’s increasingly bizarre topics could also suggest that 
the media, like consumerism, must bear some responsibility for the disintegration c of 
his mind This is a point that will be discussed later in the chapter 
One of the inescapable results of the permeation of contemporav society -~ b\. 
the media is, according to Hughes, that television now defines people‘s sense of 
reality to such a degree that only it can validate their lives in an othemise 
meaningless world (10) This condition is described by Baudrillard as the ‘\ideo 
phase’, and defined as the need for our lives to resemble a ’perpetual video. in order 
to be worthwhile today (America, 37) This need to see themselves on camera is 
displayed by many of Ellis’ characters One of the narrators of The Iilfo/*n?tv.\, for 
example, is a newscaster who videos and watches herself broadcast e\’ery night. 
conscious of the fact that this is the only time her lover, Dannl;. really looks at her 
(88), the image obviously more fascinating to him than the woman h i n g  - c  beside him 
in the flesh Similarly, Victor. the narrator, successful model and It-boy in 
Cflamorania, is compelled to buy magazines anytime he himself appears on the 
cover ‘I notice I’m still on the cover of the current issue of Yoirth Oiicrh-6. - and h e  
just got to buy another copy’ (19) In fact Victor initially appears to represent the 
fulfilment of the desire held by all his co-characters to live their lives in the spotlight 
of a ceaselessly recording camera As a successful model, he is in vogue c with all the 
latest fashion trends, and as a popular It-boy dating a glamorous model, he has a 
ready access into all social settings that would be the envy of Patrick Bateman 4t 
first, he appears to be only as susceptible to the power of the television as Ellis‘ 
other characters, echoing their use of mass-cultural references “4s i f ’ ,  I 4licia- 
Silverstone-in-(’/irele.c.c back at him’ ( 120) Shortly after his break-up uith Chloe, 
however, we become aware that he appears to be following a mokie script rather 
than expressing any personal emotions ’She hangs up The camera stops rolling c and 
the makeup girl drops a couple of glycerine tears onto my face’ (173) From that 
point on. his narrative is frequently punctuated with allusions to directors and 
camera crews “Can we do that again?” the director asks “Victor - put an 
emphasis on I ’m Okay, go ahead - weYe still rolling”’ (274) In particular. constant 
allusions are made both by Victor himself and by the various directors to the ‘script- 
- an iron rule from which they absolutely cannot deviate ‘Just v go about hour 
business Just follow the script’ (205) This clearly structured narratice is precisel! 
the reason such a life might appear so attractive to the characters in /,c\\ I h c ~ t i  ZCV-o 
and A n ~ e n c m  Psycho, who find themselves trapped within their apathetic. 
commodity-filled lives, unable even to articulate their predicament Interestinch, c -
this is a point also made by Sam, in Mason’s It? h r r i t t y ,  as she compares Emmett-s 
inability to express himself with some of her favourite television characters ‘On 
TV, people always had the words to express their feelings, while in real life hardl?, 
anyone ever did’ Her explanation for this ‘On TV, they had script writers’ (35) 
suggests, however, that she is aware of the simulated and mediated nature of the 
latter and realizes that this ability to express oneself comes at a price 
In this context, it is no real surprise to discover that Victor’s life is neither as 
ideal nor as klfilling as the rest of Ellis’ characters might think In fact, rather than 
providing him with a well-structured and meaningful existence, his mediated life 
quickly spirals out of control and he becomes trapped within two competing scripts, 
a situation that leaves him reeling with conhsion ’ “We didn’t shoot a chase scene, 
Victor” I felt something in me collapse’ (232) Victor’s inability to find his way 
out of the scripts into which he is written leads him to the inevitable conclusion that 
maybe there is no reality under the surface of the recording ‘Everything’s v bugged +L 
Everything’s wired Everything’s being filmed’ (348) His mounting L sense of 
claustrophobia reaches its climax when the different scripts converge c and he 
discovers that the directors. the terrorists he thought he had met by chance. and even 
his own father appear to have been involved in a conspiracy to remove him from 
America and trap him in Europe so that his immoral antics and wild lifestvle would 
not appear in the newspapers during his father’s campaign for political office ‘He 
felt that some of your antics, let’s say they were distracting unnecessary 
There was the possibility of bad publicity’ (402) Amid such a collapse of the 
distinctions he had believed existed between his life and his art. Victor can onlv 
conclude that truth and authenticity are concepts which are no longer viable ‘You‘re 
telling me we can’t believe anything we’re shown anymore3 That cwvyhmg is 
altered3 That everything’s a lie3’ (406) The belief that television is the one force 
still possessing the power to validate their lives and make them bearable is clearly. if 
Victor*s experiences are any indication, one in which the rest of Ellis’ characters are 
mistaken 
Before leaving the subject of television and its impact on contemporarv 
? ,  
society, I believe a brief discussion of The 7rzrman Show-’, a movie written bv 
Andrew Niccol and produced by Peter Weir, will provide hrther illumination of the 
points raised by Ellis in Glamorama On first glance, the differences between the 
texts appear to be substantial, most notably with regard to the fact that Victor is 
aware of his existence in front of a recording camera while Truman, on the other 
hand, has lived for twenty-nine years oblivious that his entire life has been broadcast 
all over America and with no reason to suspect the ’reality’ around him Nor is there 
any doubt that Truman’s life really is being filmed, whereas there i s  a chance, as 
Cooper points out, that the movie in which Victor stars may be of his own imagining 
- a device to help him detach himself from any situation that threatens to become 
’’ Andrev Niccol. The 7runzan S’hoM’ (London: Nick Hem Books. 1998). 
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too painful2’. Nevertheless, the close similarities at the heart of the texts merit, in my 
opinion, a comparative study 
It is significant that both texts were publishedheleased in 1998. for the 
feeling that life is being mediated by external forces is one that is becoming c eber 
more prevalent in the contemporary world In his Foreword to Iht) /riumiti Show, 
Niccol claims that his script grew out of a conviction that the feeling c that our libes 
were f u l l  of acting and even overacting was a common one ( iu)  Anv  strange v 
behaviour we notice among our friends or family could be accounted f’or bv actinr! c 
or scriptual errors, while a sense of dissatisfaction with the course of our lives could 
be blamed on bad direction and budget cuts (x)  - observations that could 
substantiate Cooper’s claims that Victor is imagining the presence of a film crew in 
order to distance himself from any responsibility for the mess his life has become 
The similarities continue within the scripts themselves. where the deliberate 
advertizing of sponsors’ products by the actors who constitute Truman’s familv and 
friends ‘Meryl picks up a package and holds it to a camera “Why don‘t 1 make 
you some of this new Mococoa Drink? All natural Cocoa beans from the upper 
slopes of Mount Nicaragua No artificial sweeteners.” (64). corresponds to the 
detailed discussions of brand names and products by Ellis’ characters Both \*ictor 
and Truman even meet girls they fancy, Marina and Sylvia respectively, who tn i  to 
alert them to surrounding dangers Marina tries to warn Victor of the threat posed by 
a package (ofexplosives) he has been tricked into transporting to London *You‘re 
in fucking danger, Victor Did anyone tell you to bring something - a package, c an 
envelope, anything - to London?’ (219), while Sylvia tries to explain the true, 
simulated nature of his environment to Truman ‘You think this is real? It’s all f’or 
you A show The eyes are everywhere They’re watching you - right rm. (35)  
Neither warning is heeded or even comprehended, and the girls are both removed 
from the scripts by the directors, although Marina, whose bathroom is subsequently 
discovered by Victor to contain traces of blood (225) appears to have come to a far 
more violent end than Sylvia, who i s  merely exiled from the set and forced to follou 
the rest of Truman’s life as a viewer Finally, as their prebiously ordered h e s  
-?  
-- Denis Cooper. ”He Came From the 80‘s“. Spin (December 1998). 
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become increasingly chaotic and confbsed, both Victor and Truman discover they 
have been set up by family, friends and directors, and trapped into a script they were 
not aware existed As Truman explains ‘Things that don’t fit Maybe I’m being c set 
up for something You ever feel like that3 Like your whole life has been buildin3 
up to something?’ (47) The fact that he first becomes aware that there is something c 
peculiar about his life when part of a camera light falls from the ’sky’ and lands at 
his feet is perhaps meant as a reminder that television hnctions as a legitimating c 
force in the postmodern world, having the power both to confer and to destroy 
meaning 
One extremely ingenious aspect of The lrirniaii S h m  i s  the inclusion. mithin 
the script, of a pseudo-realistic forum in which the finer points of the shou are 
discussed by Christoff, its director, and questions from the ‘viewers’ are answered 
Christoff s conviction that the immense and unfaltering popularity of the show is a 
reflection of the viewers’ secret desires to ‘be on television themselves’ (7 -3 ,  
corresponds closely to the theories of Baudrillard and other critics discussed aboke 
Moreover, the fact that Truman is the only genuine and authentic part of the show - 
a unique ‘True Man’ in a counterfeit environment - is inspiring to audiences finding c
it increasingly difficult to distinguish between truth and falsehood in their oun  
societies Christoff goes on to justify what some see as his exploitation of Truman 
by calling into question the notion that reality and representation continue to exist as 
separate entities anywhere ‘All the world’s a stage, and all the men and women 
merely players’, he quotes, adding that the only difference between Truman’s life 
and our own is that his is more thoroughly documented ‘He is confronted wi th  the 
same obstacles and influences that confront us all He plays his allotted roles as we 
all do’ (80) Moreover. as he later explains to Truman himself ‘There’s no more 
truth out there than in the world I created for you - the same lies and deceit’ (106) 
Chris tofs  claim is also of significance to Glamormna, for it precludes any 
discussion about whether or not Victor really is acting or merely pretending to The 
fact of the matter, as Christoff explains, is that reality has merged czith its 
representation to such a degree that such distinctions are outdated and irrelevant 
Baudrillard describes a 1971 televisual experiment conducted on the Loud 
family in America who, like Truman, had their entire lives broadcast to the nation 
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for seven months of uninterrupted shooting, without a script or a screenplay The 
experiment ended when a crisis erupted and the Loud family disintegrated, thus 
posing the inevitable question of whether or not the television itself was responsible 
Baudrillard himself seems to think so, explaining that through c- its constant 
supervision it became the ’truth’ of the Loud family (Sirnirlacru m c l  S /mid~r t /o i i ,  27- 
8) - a truth that inevitably amounted to a death sentence for them While this 
conclusion may be applicable to Victor, scripted and shaped as his life is by the very 
obvious interjections of his director, however, Christoff denies that Truman is 
trapped in any way by the cameras following his every move The ma-jor difference 
between Truman and Victor (and the Louds) is, of course, that Truman is absoluteh 
unaware of his starring role and thus free from the feeling of claustrophobia that 
engulfs Victor from time to time when he realizes the extent of his monitoring c
‘Everything’s bugged Everything‘s v wired Everything’s being filmed’ (348) W h y .  
therefore, does he not attempt to escape as soon as he begins c to suspect that 
something is amiss” The answer, according to Christoff, is that Truman prefers the 
comfort of his ‘cell’ to the potential freedom of the external borld (80) Asain this 
can be applied to Victor’s situation, for surely he could also have escaped from the 
film crew using any number of his well-connected friends. What these texts 
illustrate, therefore, is that for many inhabitants of the contemporap’ Norld. a life 
narrated and controlled by repressive, external forces is infinitely preferable to the 
alienation and isolation offered by the alternative, a point also made in relation to a 
number of Pynchon’s characters 
The forces of consumerism, advertizing and the mass media, u h i c h  have 
been discussed above, achieve their ideal merger in the form of IL.ITY. a station 
which more than any other addresses the ‘Desires, fantasies and anxieties of Ioung c 
people growing up in a uorld in which all traditional categories are being blurred 
and all categories questioned’” -4s MTV is a significant presence in Ellis’ noLels, a 
brief overview of its most important characteristics will be given before its eff’ects 
on the characters themselves is discussed The channel, which first went on air on 
the first of A4ugust 198124, became the fastest growing cable netuork in histop. 
’’ E Ann Kaplan. Rockiiip .lmiii?tl the (‘lock 
Culture (Nev York and London Methuen. lnc . 1987). 5 
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reaching 28 million -4merican households within five years" Its success, according 
to Aufderheide, is based on its claim not merely to offer videos but environment, 
thus giving a sense of identity and of an improvized community to young L people 
struggling to find a place for themselves in communities characterized by shopping c
malls and trivia26 In spite of its obvious popularity among America's youn2, c 
however, its critics are quick to dismiss its claims that it can offer any more than the 
most superficial of meaning to its viewers, drawing attention to its depthlessness by 
referring to it as 'Empty Vee'27 
The easy assimilation of MTV into the surrounding culture can be explained, 
according to Kinder, by the fact that it operates bv using the same codes already 
forged by the rest of the mass media, although it highlights and exaggerates c some of 
their most significant characteristics, in particular their relation to reality and the 
dream Just as advertizing. as was discussed above, hnctions by connecting c a 
product and a symbolic meaning or value, so too does MTV possess the power to 
evoke specific visual images in the mind of the spectator every time he/she hears the 
music with which they have been juxtaposed on television (3)  The links between 
MTV and advertizing are many, and indeed MTV is described as a '24 Hour 
Commercial' by some critics28 As Kinder explains, the primary function of the 
music videos shown an MTV is to promote and sell a product - the band they 
advertize While most television presents its programs as the primary text and the 
commercials that interrupt them as secondary, MTV exposes the simulated nature of 
this arrangement by erasing the illusory boundaries within its continuous flow of 
uniform programming and revealing the central mediating position of advertizinq c -  bv 
adopting its formal conventions as the dominant stylistic (2) In other uords. 
everything on MTV - advertizing spots, news, interviews, and especiallv music 
videos - is a commercial Ellis' characters frequently comment on the impossibility 
of distinguishing between the different components on MTV Paul Denton. for 
example, complains 'We watch another video or maybe it's a commercial, I can3 
li 
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tell' (The Rzt/es of Attractrot?, 168); while Victor draws attention to MTV's merger L 
of all aspects of contemporary life: 'MTV's on, Presidents of the United States 
merging into a Mentos commercial merging into an ad for the new Jackie Chan 
movie' (Glamorama, 90) More than any other form of television, therefore, MTY 
can truly be said to embody the ethos of the postmodern consumerist society 
As well as its similarity to advertizing, the continuous 24-hour flow of 
images is another of MTV's defining characteristics While this is connected to its 
place within consumerism - the strategy of keeping us endlessly watching 
(consuming) in the hope of fulfilling our (unappeasable) desires - it also has a more 
sinister aspect the abolition of history as a potential discourse This abolition has 
primarily been achieved by MTV's refbsal to give credence to the boundaries 
between different historical eras, flattening historical eras of music. for example. 
into its continuous, undifferentiated flow2' By blurring previously distinct 
boundaries between popular and avant-garde art, different genres and artistic modes, 
past, present and future, MTV seems to exist in a 'timeless present' where history is 
but a construct For this reason, MTV is described by one critic as 'a schizophrenic 
simulacrum', creating its world from a pastiche of cultural forms welded together 
with no mention of their original specificities"' Of course, as Kaplan points out, this 
flattening out of distinctions has also placed the viewer in a kind of endless present 
not dissimilar from the schizophrenic state, which she defines as the experience of 
one who cannot take the tightened pressure of capitalism anymore the sense of 
losing control and the sense of living without a hture3' Given that Ellis' teenagers c 
live their lives 'Awash in a blizzard of ceaselessly circulating codes, cliches and 
slogans by the light of MTV'32, it is interesting to examine the effect their 
exposure to the channel has had on them 
One thing that is very much in evidence is that keeping up with trends in 
music and fashion is considered crucial by Ellis' characters because it serves to keep 
them oriented within the otherwise fluid currents of popular culture Benjamin. one 
'' E. Ann Kaplan. ..Histo?. the Historical Spectator and Gender Address in Music Telei.ision". 
Journal ofC'or?irnunicntion I n q u i p .  i.ol.10. no. 1 (Winter 1986). 6. 
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of the characters in I,e.vs That] Zero, chastizes a friend for not staying L. abreast of 
popular culture, claiming that this is the only way to survive in an otherwise 
unstructured world ‘You don‘t know what’s going on, Kim No, I mean. you 
really don’t Otherwise you’ll 
U get bored’ (96) Meanwhile, one of the characters in 7 - h ~  IWe.5 of Attrac’trotr is doing c
his thesis on The Gratehl Dead, obviously in an attempt to connect himself to 
popular culture (32) - perhaps more significantly to culture that was popular during 
a simpler and less mediated time, while Victor, the narrator of ( J m w m n m ,  not 
content with his frequent appearance in the society pages of magazines, auditioned - 
fruitlessly - for all three series of MTV’s ‘The Real World’ (X), hoping perhaps 
that his immersion in MTV’s quasi-reality would structure his life in a wav  that his 
own attempts - and those of his film crew - have not The extent to which many 
young people’s lives are under the control of MTV is also symbolized in /h 
Irzformer.5, where one of the characters, Christie, acts like a string puppet who 
dances wildly while a video is playing, collapsing to the floor when it ends ( 1 C2), as 
if to imply that her animation is intrinsically reliant on the television Eken more 
poignant is the character dying of anorexia, whose increasing proximity to death is 
mirrored by the waning sound of her music ‘Madonna’s still plavinrr, - c  but the 
batteries are running low and her voice is all wobbly and far off, spacey, and she-s 
not moving, doesn’t even acknowledge my presence (217) The most extreme 
example of this dependence on popular culture to provide a structured existence can 
be found in Patrick Bateman, who follows each of his most brutal murders with a 
long analysis of particularly bland pop music groups, like Genesis (133-6). U’hitney 
Houston (252-6) and Huey Lewis (352-60) Although this practice could be 
interpreted as hrther evidence that Bateman is either mad or deceiving us about his 
brutality, it could also be regarded as a sign that he relies on the constant, calming 
presence of popular culture to draw him back to the world after his deviations into 
the underworld of murder (or at least into nightmares thereof) 
I bet you don’t even read The kace You-ve got to 
The obvious problem with this dependence is, of course, that because the 
world constructed by MTV is but a heightened simulation of the world it represents, 
it is highly unlikely that it could contain any benefits for its audience Characters 
like Clay, the narrator of I,e.~5 Than Zero, who frequently looks to bITV for relief 
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from the conhsion of his own life ‘I turn on MTV and tell myself I could get over 
it’ (1  2), are inevitably disoriented even hrther by the continuous present and ever- 
changing images it broadcasts The videos that constantly flash by do not help them 
blank out the anxiety they feel but rather heighten their disquiet and conhsion In 
these terms, therefore, MTV must be regarded as a negative force that underlines 
and heightens the sense of dislocation already haunting the characters 
Ellis himself is obviously fascinated by the phenomenon of MTY, for as well 
as exploring it through its effects on his characters, he also encompasses its structure 
into that of his novels Annesley points to his tendency to escheN references to fixed 
times and places in favour of a narrative that locates its events in an empty and 
eternal present (90) - a style that reflects the undifferentiated flou of music from 
different historical eras on MTV This is apparent, for example, in / / i c  I W C > ~  o f  
Attrnctioti, where the unframed narrative gives the impression that the book belongs 
within a sequence of ever-moving and fluctuating units. rather than being c- a closed 
narrative in its own right Similarly, the events narrated in i4nic.t.rcwi P y d ~ o  are not 
always sequential, and segments relating to Bateman’s life are often juxtaposed n i t h  
reviews of popular music or long-winded descriptions of his possessions hithout 
any sense of differentiation This modelling c of a text on hlTY reaches its 
culmination in C;/amor.ania, a novel described by Cooper as following c ‘Hilariouslv 
brittle pop-culture references fly by at the rate of anywhere from a handful u p  to 
dozens per page, all chronicled in an anxious, bemused manner that-s prstt? much 
the vernacular of the moment’” Not only does the text include man! references to 
MTV ‘We went to the MTV Movie Awards‘ ( 1  10), but it presents Victor’s life and 
its recording in such a way that neither we nor he himself are ever quite sure 
whether what we are seeing represents his reality or its representation The fact that 
his emotion always seem to be accompanied by the most appropriate background 
music - Sinead O’Connor’s ’The Last Day of our Acquaintance’ playing. for 
example, on the day he decides to leave the ‘real’ world and join the superficial 
world of models and celebrities ‘The future started mapping itself out 1 u a s  
floating above the palm trees, growing smaller in the wide blank sky until I no 
longer existed’ (481) - suggests not only its mediated nature, but also emphasizes 
Cooper. ht tp: / /ww .ennui.clara.net/ellis/spin 1. html 7 -7 
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that Victor is trapped within a world in which all aspects of his existence are 
continually controlled. 
In the first half of this chapter, Ellis' novels have been situated within a 
postmodern world defined primarily by its privileging of surfaces and its collapsing 
of many traditional boundaries. The very dominant presence of the forces of 
consumerism and the mass media in the texts has been noted, and their influence 
both on the world inhabited by Ellis' characters and indeed on the structural 
composition of his novels discussed The important question, however, is what 
effect a world so dominated by these forces has on the psvches of the characters 
The second half of the chapter will address this question by examining the strategies c 
employed by characters who are trying to define themselves amidst the turbulence 
and chaos of the surrounding world 
The characters generally react to the commodity- and sign-saturated world in 
which they live in two different ways either by becoming lethargic and opting out 
of life or by turning to violence, options that will now be discussed in turn The 
former is best illustrated in I,ess T h m  Zero, a novel whose characters are rich, 
indulged and beautiful, but also terminally depressed and directionless For all the 
money and leisure accessories they have, all they finally manage to effect, as Freese 
points out, is their physical and psychological self-destruction through drugs c and 
prostitution, with the result that. 'Although they appear to have everything, they 
really have "less than zero . One obvious reason for the depression experienced 
by many of the characters is that their reality has become mediated to such a degree 
... 34 
that they have no control over the forces that continue to drive them further into 
chaos and isolation. The teenagers attending USC - University of Southern 
California, or, as they very appropriately put it themselves, the 'University of 
Spoiled Children' (13) - are thus doomed to fragmentation, alienated by their Cliffs 
Notes and their bootleg videos from any potential understanding of their societ\. 
As Cummings points out, a prevalent feature of Ellis' work is that manv of 
his characters are plagued by a sense of abandonmentiemptiness and 
interchangeability. Despite assured monetary standing, the lives of these literary 
-" Peter Freese. "Bret Easton Ellis. Le.v.7 Than Zero: Entrop! in the MTV No\.el". From Rcingard 
Nischik and Barbara Korte. eds.. .\lodes of .\-arrnti\)e: .-Ipproadw.~ to ~ Iniericmi. ( 'nnntlirm cmtl 
British Fiction (Wurzburg: Konighausen and Neuman. 1990). 7 0 .  
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characters lack a sense of direction and purpose, and stripped of any possibility of 
emotional support from their friends and family, they are ’Living their lives half- 
dead, bobbing afloat by holding on to cultural references’3s Less / h i  Ztw is 
accorded the dubious distinction by Tyrnauer of having defined the particular ennui 
of Generation X ‘Before anyone else knew what the hell was up’, reflecting ‘ A  
certain kind of jaded, MTV sensibility that seems to imitate and incorporate 
everything it admiresy3” The reason for this widespread feeling of malaise, which 
was also discussed in the introductory chapter, stems, according to Boorstin, from a 
problem that is characteristically American There is an obvious cure for failure, he 
says, that of Success But what is the cure for Success3 The over-achievement of 
people buoyed by a successhl economy has led, he believes, to the creation of a 
common national ailment that is characterized not by misery. deprikation or 
oppression, but by malaise, resentment and bewilderment (I)t.‘nioct*my mid / t  5 
Dzscorlteilts, xi-xii) Boorstin’s theory is demonstrated in Ellis’ own inability to 
handle the public adulation bestowed upon him after the publication of / cw / h m  
Zetv ,  an inability that resulted in a nervous breakdown ‘I  was not mature enough L to 
sit around discussing myself I couldn’t handle it Young success is a bad t h i n g  a 
mistake, a freak of nature, it makes you feel the randomness and chaos of life’3- 
Once again the boundaries between Ellis’ experiences and his art are seen to 
collapse, and we are left to conclude that if Ellis himself found his life difticult to 
handle, it is little wonder that his characters are as frustrated and ineffective as the! 
are 
The title Less Thai? Zero is taken from a song by Elvis Costello which, in its 
entirety, reads ‘Everything means less than zero’ - an appropriate description of the 
novel’s lack of a coherent centre The fact that the book’s title i s  thus second-hand - 
mirroring Costello’s appropriation of rock ‘n’ roll’s most famous icon’s name - is 
revealing of the way Ellis’ teenagers feel themselves to be at the e i~d  of things, as if 
the excess of previous generations has eroded all potential experience” The fact 
_ I -  
” Raj Cumniings. ”Bret Easton Ellis And Wh\ You Shouldn‘t Hate Him“ 
httP://uwu .ennui. clara.net/ellis/rc. html 
Matthen T\ mauer. ”Who’s Afrrud of Bret Easton Ellis‘?“ 1 ivnh. E’nir (August. 1994). 72 
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that even the classics of literature, such as Faulkner’s ‘4.5 1 I,oy 1)?iwg, are accessible 
only at a remove through Cliffs notes is but one indication that all experience 
is now second-hand and mediated Clay’s friends are all rich, beautiful and popular, 
but also bored, purposeless and directionless, complaining that ‘There’s not a whole 
lot to do anymore’ (126) Every action and conversation is conducted in a vacuous 
manner and neither is ever invested with any sense of meaning or purpose “Where 
are we going?” “I don’t know Just driving” “But this road doesn’t go 
anywhere” “That doesn’t matter’’ L L  W hat does?” “Just that we’re on it, 
dude”’ (195) The disastrous vacation taken by Clay and Blair is another example 
that reveals very clearly the emptiness and the unappeasable hunger that lie at the 
heart of the book The couple, as Young and Caveney point out. are vounq!, c rich, 
attractive and ‘in love’, and yet the conventional components of a happy romance - 
sun, sea, sex and champagne - are consumed within a couple of days. whereupon 
the return of boredom and restlessness causes them to turn away from each other and 
re-focus on the ever-present television which, ironically, will be selling them dreams 
of exactly the kind they are engaged in (37) It is no coincidence that the holiday 
taken by Bateman and Evelpn, in Aniericari IJ.yr’cho, follows almost the exact same 
pattern, beginning blissfully ‘We went windsurfing We talked only about romantic 
things We had breakfast in bed’ (280), only to sink 
once more into the banality of consumerist society ‘Soon we stopped lifiing c heights i 
together and swimming laps and Evelyn would only eat the dietetic chocolate 
truMes’ (281) It would appear that the excess of information and images c with 
which society has become filled has abolished, or at least undermined. the 
possibility that a meaningful, unmediated connection can exist between two people 
The problem, perhaps, is that seduced by the possibilities advertized on telecision, it 
is no longer possible to be satisfied with what they actually have 
We took baths together 
This sense of alienation is one that suffuses 1xs.s That? Zero right c from the 
first sentence - a remark by Blair that ’People are afraid to merge on freeways in 
Los Angeles’ (9), which haunts Clay’s imagination for the rest of the novel 
‘Though that sentence shouldn‘t bother me, it stays in my mind for an 
uncomfortably long time Nothing else seems to matter’ (9) Clay’s feeling c of 
isolation is further emphasized by the fact that there is nobody at home to greet him 
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when he returns from college for Christmas (10) and by the repeated observations by 
his friends that he looks pale and untanned and thus different from the rest of them 
‘You look pale This is the address of a tanning salon’ (14), ‘You look kind of 
pale, Clay You should go to the beach or something’ (1 7) The fact that a tan is all 
that precludes Clay’s identification with his friends is yet another indication of the 
superficiality of the relationships portrayed throughout the novel The meaningless c 
nature of this method of identification is hrther emphasized by the fact that at the 
end of the novel Clay, although now homogeneously bronzed, is still feeling c as 
isolated as ever 
One obvious reason for Clay’s sense of alienation is that he has just returned 
home from his East coast college, a life about which neither we nor his friends are 
i given any information He drifts through his vacation with a deepeninq c- sense of 
disquiet at the pointless and drug-helled lives lived by his friends, although c unable 
to arouse himself from his own apathy to do anything other than describe it in a 
lifeless tone of voice ‘There’s a naked girl, really - -  young and pretty, Iving - c  on the 
mattress Spin digs the syringe into her arm I just stare Trent s a y  W O ~ ”  Rip 
says something’ (188) Even if he did try to communicate his worries to his friends, 
it is unlikely anyone would have listened to him, for even his psychiatrist is self- 
obsessed and more interested in his own possessions than in helping ClaF .He’ll tell 
me about his mistress and the repairs being done on the house in Tahoe and I ‘ l l  shut 
my eyes and light another cigarette, gritting my teeth’ (25) This lach of 
communication is widespread among all of Ellis’ characters, the most extreme 
examples appearing in Americuii Psycho, where Bateman’ s frequent attempts to 
confess his crimes are either ignored or unheard His confession to Evelyn that he 
decapitated her neighbour and is storing the head in his freezer, for example, is 
unacknowledged and does nothing to interrupt their discussion of dinner plans ( 1 18) 
In fact, Bateman is extremely dismissive of the theory that our lives are 
interconnected, claiming, on the contrary, that if he were to disappear his absence 
would go unnoticed ‘If I were to disappear into that crack the odds are good that 
no one would notice I was gone No one would care Our lives are r i o t  all 
interconnected That theory is a crock’ (226) Bateman’s claims seem to be borne 
out in The R z h  ofAttractim, a novel described by Ellis himself as ‘.4 lazy. draggy 
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campus comedy about people misrepresenting other people’s advances and 
 affectation^‘^^. Here we are given contradictory accounts of the same relationships. 
Paul Denton. for example. gives us repeated details about his alleged affair with 
Sean Bateman: ‘He stopped and breathed in and then kissed harder this time Then 
we both leaned back, flat, on the bed, him slightly on top of me’ (83), whereas Sean 
refers only briefly to the same night: ‘Go to Denton’s room. We drink some cold 
beer’ (83), thus leaving us with no idea as to its true status. Not that it would matter 
anyway, for as Lauren Hynde emphasizes the belief that two people can really 
connect is but a fiction ‘ k j m v  me3 No  one ever kriowc anyone Ever You will 
never h~ow me’ (227) Given this inability to forge a meaningful relationship uith 
another human being, it is little wonder that the characters depend so heavily on 
their clothes and taste in music to define them and make them part of a social c- group 
Lauren’s belief is reaffirmed in no uncertain terms in the attitudes the 
characters display towards sex. Bateman’s inability to become intimate with 
Courtney due to his over-emphasis on consumer products was discussed in the 
introductory chapter. Even more telling are the frequent allusions made to couples, 
unable or unwilling to connect, who forego sex in favour of masturbating c side-b\f- 
side: ‘After a while I stop and reach over to her and she stops me and says no. and 
then places my hand back on myself (I,es.v Thai) Zero, 121) This is surelv the 
ultimate indictment of a world whose inhabitants float past each other Nithout ever 
really coming in contact Ellis’ novels are thus populated by isolated characters, 
speaking as if into a void, with no expectation of being heard or answered Examples 
include a surfer who conducts a long phone conversation with nobody ‘He was 
pretending to be talking and that there was no one listening on the other end’ (LC~SS 
Than Zero, 200), and a girl in The Irzformers who writes a series of letters to 
someone called Sean, letters that disappear into the void never answered or returned: 
‘I feel like I might as well be stuffing them into bottles and tossing c them into the 
Pacific off Malibu’ ( 1  37). In fact it becomes increasingly apparent that these letters 
are far more self-indulgent than communicative, written for the sender’s pleasure 
rather than the receiver’s, much in the same way as masturbation has been seen to 
replace intercourse: ‘I can h l l y  understand you not having the energy or inclination 
Quoted in Tyrnauer. 73. 39 
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to write. But I hope you don't mind the onslaught of letters from my direction' 
(141). This corresponds very closely to Ellis' own description of his no\.els as 
consisting of a series of monologues - narratives existing in isolation from each 
other His insistence that Clay could never possibly be regarded i as a hero was 
discussed earlier in the chapter and fh-ther testifies to a condition of terminable 
apathy 'That would always bother me when people would say ..the hero of the 
novel" He isn't a hero at all to me He's like this big v void'"" If Ellis himself is so 
pessimistic about Clay's chances for hture enlightenment. then it seems unlikely 
that he will ever emerge from his apathy'" 
The disaffection and ennui that suffuses I,es.v 7'hari Zero and 7'hc /iifi)rnicv..\ is 
heightened by the fact that the end of the world does indeed seem to be approaching. c 
a possibility that manifests itself in a number of ways One of the characters in / 2 c w  
Than Zero has a dream in which 'I saw the whole world melt' (103) Although c this 
could, of course, be attributed to the widespread drug-abuse that pervades the book, 
it could also be a reference to the heat death of the universe Freese points out that 
the novel is full of references to the almost unbearable heat of the contemporary 
Californian climate"' Clay describes a Christmas in Palm Springs c when it was so 
hot that 'The metal grids in the crosswalk signs were twisting. writhing, c actualh 
melting " in the heat. (69), he reads a newspaper article about a local man so 
overcome with the heat that he 'Tried to bury himself alive in his backyard because 
it was 'so hot, too hot" (198), and hallucinates about 'Images c of people, teenagers 
my own age, c looking up from the asphalt and being blinded by the sun' (208) The 
malevolence of this imagery suggests that heat death is very much what Ellis 
believes to be in store for contemporary society 
The traditional entropic movement from diversity and difference to 
uniformity and sameness is also depicted in Less Ihari Zero, in which the characters 
are invariably young, tan and blonde 'They all look the same thin, tan bodies, short 
blond hair. blank look in the blue eyes, same empty toneless voices, and then I start 
to wonder if I look exactly like them' ( 1  52) The answer to Clay's question is, as 
~~~ 
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Freese remarks, that ‘Of course, he does’43 Ironically, Clay began the novel at odds 
with his friends ‘You look kind of pale’ (17) His progress through the novel, 
therefore, is not towards a more healthy skin tone as his friends believe, but rather 
towards the state of equilibrium that heralds impending death It is interesting c that 
Clay is often regarded as superior to his friends because he goes to college in the 
East, a situation that suggests that he is open to different influences and experiences 
This would appear to imply that Clay is not trapped within a closed system like his 
friends However, the similarity between his apathetic Californian life and his 
apathetic college life, which is depicted in 7hr Rides of .4ttrcrct/or?. suggests that the 
East and West coasts of America might themselves be reaching a state of 
equilibrium, possibly due to the fact that the transmission of the same television 
programmes throughout the country has overridden many of the differences that 
traditionally existed between them This is a point that was also made in the 
introductory chapter The possibility that there is thus no escape from the closed 
system into which America has evolved is firther underlined in A r n c m c w  P y h o .  a 
novel framed by references to entrapment ‘,4BANDON ALL HOPE YE WHO 
ENTER HERE’ (3), ‘THIS I S  NOT AIV EXIT’ (399) Perhaps C‘lav is correct to feel 
threatened by the billboard message that reads ‘Disappear Here‘ (38). for all the 
indications suggest that the world depicted by Ellis is drifting ever further along the 
entropic road to death 
Besides the general indications that Ellis’ universe is running down, death is 
ever present in the novels through the numerous allusions made to vampirism and 
brutality on the parts of the characters themselves One section of Ihe Ir?for.nic.r\, for 
example, is narrated by a vampire who displays astonishing similarities with Patrick 
Bateman by juxtaposing graphic descriptions of his murders ‘I’m screaming c on top 
of her, the mattress below us sopping wet with her blood and she starts screaming c
too and then I hit her hard’ (177), with descriptions of the ‘new customized coffin’ 
he has had specially built to fulfil his requirements ‘FM radio, tape cassette, digital 
alarm clock, Perry Ellis sheets, phone, small colour TV with built in W” and cable 
(MTV, HBO)’ (1  82) The high incidence of violence among Ellis’ characters will be 
discussed later in the chapter, but first, I would like to briefly examine the fear that 
a Ibid. 82 
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seems to be both a motivation for and a result of the surrounding brutality- and c goes 
hand-in-hand with feelings of ennui in many of the characters 
If Clay’s ennui and sense of alienation are awakened by Blair‘s remark that 
‘People are afraid to merge on freeways in Los Angeles’ (9), then the other seminal 
statement that colonizes his imagination is the message ‘Disappear Here’, which he 
reads on a billboard and which awakes in him all manner of fear and paranoia 
‘Even though it’s probably an ad for some resort. it still freaks me out a little and I 
step on the gas really hard I keep looking into the rearview mirror. c getting c this 
strange feeling that someone’s following me’ (38-9) From this point on. ClaF is a 
nervous wreck, scared even of his own reflection ‘I’d catch a glimpse of my - -  eves in 
the rearview mirror, sockets red, scared, and I’d get really frightened for some 
reason and drive home quickly’ (69) Nor does the surrounding L environment do 
anything to reassure him, for he is bombarded by rumours of friends who hace 
disappeared in an area werewolves are said to haunt ( 7 7 ) ,  warnings to keep his cats 
indoors at night to protect them from prowling coyotes (192), television re-runs of 
programs such as War of the F?)r/d.s (78), and music reminding him of the 
geological perils of living in LA .My surfboard’s ready for the tidal wabe Smack. 
smack, I fell in a crack Now I’m part of the debris’ (45-6) The Lriolence inherent 
in the surrounding environment, therefore, is both a natural consequence of I i L  inr! c in 
L A ,  a city located on a major fault line, and a frame of mind fostered bv the 
ubiquitous mass media, which constitute not the benevolent presence sometimes 
depicted in DeLillo, blessing its subjects with thoughts of transcendence, but rather 
an aggressive combative one. forcing the characters to ingest its apocalyptic images c 
Annesley insists that the general sense of wastehlness and ennui. which 
pervades much of ‘blank fiction’, is the source of the apocalyptic mood uh ich  
generates both fear and a capacity for violence ( 1  10) Winnberg, on the other hand, 
points to the sense of randomness detailed in the epigraph to 7’he Rules c?f .4ttmct/ori 
‘The facts even when beaded on a chain, still did not have real order Ekents did not 
flow. The facts were separate and haphazard and random even as the! 
happened no sense of events unfolding from prior events”“ as beinq c extremel! 
significant to our interpretation of Amerrcari Y.,:vcho, for he claims that Bateman-s 
Tlus epigmph is from Tim O‘Brien’s no\.el Going -?tier C’nccrclto 4 -1 
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brutality is a natural consequence of an existentialist world in which ’God is not 
alive‘ (Americari Psycho, 375) and the concepts of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ c no longer L 
apply4’ A common criticism of the theory of existentialism is that by collapsing c the 
distinctions between categories of actions - good and evil, important and trivial - it 
can propel society into chaos, a situation realized in America~ I’srrho, where 
Bateman appears unable to distinguish either between commodities and women he 
picks up one prostitute standing under a sign reading ’MEAT’ (168) and orders 
another over the phone using his gold American Express card ( 1  70) ,  or between 
consequential events like murder and trivial ones like daytime television This last 
tendency is best illustrated when, having killed a delivery boy, he begins to 
reminisce on the subject of that morning’s 7he Pat!,. Wititers S h w  ‘Place the order 
over the dead kid’s face and shrug apologetically, mumbling “Uh, sorry.’ and recall 
that 7he Parn, Wiriters Show this morning was about Teenage Girls Who Trade Sex 
for Crack ( 18 1 ) - a topic that provides yet another example of the commodification 
of the person Given that Bateman’s personality seems to have been fractured 
irrevocably ‘There is an idea of a Patrick Bateman, some kind of abstraction, but 
there is no real me, only an entity, something illusory’ (376), thus achietinc i the 
existentialist ideal of’ the disappearance of the self, it is perhaps inevitable that he 
will continue to move further auay from what we traditionally recognize as human 
and humane, thus making it impossible for him tcl break the circle of aneuish c and 
insanity The final words of the Novel ‘THIS I S  NOT A N  EXIT’ (399) appears to 
indicate that this will indeed be the case 
Many of the characteristics of existentialism described above - in particular 
the widespread blurring of boundaries - are also, of course, associated with the 
postmodern world in which Ellis’ novels are set The next section of the chapter uill 
argue that the violent behaviour exhibited by characters such as Bateman is 
intrinsically connected to the dominant forces in their surrounding environment. in 
particular the forces of consumerism and the mass media which, by floodinp the 
world with empty and meaningless signs and images, contribute significantlc to the 
increasing chaos of the contemporary world 
-I5 Jakob Winnberg. ”This is Not an Exit”. http://wTf v .ennui.clara.net/ellis/eessa\ . html 
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Certainly this is not the first time I have argued that violence is an inevitable 
consequence of the increasing rationalization of the world through an emphasis on 
consumerism, for this is a development also central to the novels of Pvnchon and 
DeLillo Weber has famously claimed that bureaucracies, which he compares to 
cages in which people are trapped and their basic humanity denied, are one source of 
the violence and aggression that permeate contemporary society"' This link, as was 
illustrated in the chapter on Pynchon, has already been proved in relation to the Nazi 
Holocaust. which Weber describes as a product of a rationalized world. combining 
the calculated destruction of humanity with the most efficient mechanism for doing L
so It is, of course, no coincidence that Bateman, who Brooker describes as '.A limit 
case of the unchecked and unopposed schizophrenia, loss of affect and loss of 
reality' which characterized the 1980's (44), is himself a cog in the machinery of 
bureaucracy The idea of linking Wall Street, whose locution for success is .killing' 
and whose favoured technique for it is the 'plundering and dismemberment ofasset- 
rich corporations', with a succession of random murders and mutilations was, 
according to Zaller, both an inspired and an inevitable oneJ7 The fact is that both 
late capitalism and serial murder involve what he calls 'Extreme forms of 
depersonalization in which all predators as well as victims are ultimately rendered 
faceless, action is reduced to function, and events seem randomly spewed out b\ a 
process whose design is inscrutable and whose purpose appears to be the mere 
reproduction of itself (320) If this theory is taken on board, one conclusion that 
could be reached is that because Bateman's violence amounts to a bi-product of 
bureaucratization, he is the victim rather than the perpetrator of his actions 
Zaller's theory is supported to a certain degree by Annesley, who agrees that 
Bateman's work on Wall Street and his 'Daily encounters with computer screens 
spilling digits with only a tenuous connection to the concrete values they represent' 
has created a sense of fictional and material unreality that weakens his c grip on the 
real and renders him incapable of seeing his actions in anything other than fictional 
See htzer.  The A\fcDonaldizntion o f  Societr,. 2 1. 
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terms (17) Incidentally, it is interesting to note that the brutality and depravity of 
Bateman’s world is far more extreme and irreversible than that experienced by 
Sherman McCoy, in Wolfe’s 7he Ro#w ofthe Ilaitrties, who also worked on Wall 
Street - in fact at the same firm, Pierce and Piercer - only a few years previously 
The fact that the hndamental source of McCoy’s turmoil is obvious (the accident 
and attempts by black activists to make a racially motivated crime out of i t )  means 
that redemption is ultimately available for him By the time Bateman is suffering 
from his unidentifiable and thus unshakeable angst, however, the traditional 
relationship of cause and effect has been polluted to such a degree c by the 
proliferation of mass media images that it is unclear whether he will ever again 
recover from his disintegration 
Another clue that Bateman’s violence has its origins in consumerism is the 
fact that his wellbeing seems to be dependent on material possessions This is best 
illustrated in his h r y  when his new business card ‘Barney’s, $850’ (44) is 
overshadowed by those of his companions, a fact that fills him u i t h  anger and 
causes him to suffer an anxiety attack ‘Suddenly the restaurant seems far away,  
hushed, the noise distant, a meaningless hum, compared to this card’ (44) His 
alleged murder of Paul Owen, the only victim known to Bateman and thus the onlk 
crime with a conscioJs motivation behind it, is similarly the result of his resentment 
that Owen managed to secure the ‘Fisher account’ (49) and is thus more successful 
than Bateman himself His inability to control his consumerist desires functions, 
therefore, as a microcosm - albeit an extreme one - of a society in which ekerything 
is consumable Interestingly this is a point brought very much to the fore in Mar! 
Harron’s recent movie adaptation of ,4rnerrcart Psycho, in which the importance 
attached by the Bateman character to owning the right commodities and being seen 
in the correct social milieu is constantly stressed Ellis’ intention. according to 
Annesley, is thus to offer violence as a metaphor for the processes of 
commodification he sees as infiltrating, objectifying and dismantling the social body 
of late twentieth-century America (20) Bateman himself is also being used as a 
symbol of how desensitized our culture has become to violence for although he 
becomes distraught when he can’t place the designer of a suit, he remains utterly 
unmoved by the brutality he describes in such graphic detail 
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There is, as was mentioned above, a certain amount of support for the theory 
that the murders allegedly committed by Bateman are merely symbolic. products of 
his own imagination rather than of any blood-lust, representing perhaps a warning c of 
how dangerous the consumerist madness of society could become There are a 
number of points within the novel at which the reader is offered a choice of 
alternative explanations for some of Bateman’s actions - stains on his sheets. for 
example, could be either blood or food-stains (84) - and thus nudge us towards two 
completely different conclusions about him His report of his murder of Paul Owen 
also casts some doubt on his credibility, for not only does he claim to have 
‘effortlessly’ swung the body into a taxi and up four flights of stairs to Owen’s 
apartment (219) - surely a feat of superhuman strength - but we are also given 
numerous accounts of people claiming to have met Owen in London in the 
following weeks ‘ I  had dinner with Pau 
days ago' (388) The final nail in the coffin 
extraordinary ‘Chase, Manhattan’ chapter, in 
indiscriminately in all directions, his victims 
Owen twice in London /I/.$/ / c v r  
of Bateman’s credibility comes in the 
which he goes on the rampage, killing c
including a saxophone player ( 3 4 9 ,  a 
young Iranian cab driver (348), a police officer (349), a janitor (35 1 ). and so on One 
of the problems with this passage, as Young and Caveney point out, is that Bateman 
appears to be exhibiting the behaviour of both a serial killer and a mass murderer, 
two quite different types who have never been known to coexist in the one person 
( 1  15) The fact that Bateman seems to regard himself in the third person while he 
narrates this section ‘Patrick keeps thinking there should be music. he forces a 
demonic leer, his heart thumping Patrick’s finger pulls the trigger’ (-349). also 
suggests that these events could be imaginary - a flight of brutal fantasv wi th  
Bateman himself in the starring role These are signs obviously ignored bv Ellis’ 
detractors, who preferred to impose a moral reading on the book rather than to 
recognize its engagement with a world of pure surfaces Interestingly. some 
observers believe that the reaction to the novel was a consequence not so much of 
the violence it portrayed, but rather of the fact that its alleged perpetrator is 
successful, popular and of high social standing This is an interesting observation as 
it appears to indicate that Bateman’s critics, like his colleagues in the novel, regard a 
commanding position within consumerist society as a shield against all allegations c 
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of misbehaviour“. This would appear to hrther support my argument that the 
superficiality of Ellis’ text makes it the perfect allegory for contemporary 
consumerist society 
Another way in which Bateman’s violence can be linked to the surrounding L- 
environment is related to a point made in an earlier chapter in relation to a number 
of Pynchon’s characters that an excess of information or signs in the surrounding c 
environment can cause meaning to be destabilized and the individual psyche to 
become paralyzed. This warning manifests itself in i4n~ei~~cczt~ I’y’cho where it is 
clearly the overabundance rather than the lack of choice available that causes 
Bateman to lose his grip on reality. This is illustrated. for example, in the near- 
nervous breakdown he suffers when trying to select a video from the vast arrav on 
display: ‘Suddenly I’m seized by a minor anxiety attack. 7hew are too m r r i i *  - .  f k k h g  
videos to choose .from’ ( 1 12). The excesses of a consumerist society also appear to 
have made it impossible for Bateman to interpret anything except as a commodity. 
with the result that murdering a woman becomes as easy and as natural for him as 
eating a pizza or buying a camera. The fbrther collapse of distinctions betueen fact 
and fiction, which is a characteristic of a society suffering from information 
overload, is revealed in his inability to separate his murders from day-time television 
(304); in his description of his crimes in the third person, thus placing himself in the 
position of spectator rather than perpetrator (349); and, finally, in our inability to 
deduce whether his narrative is true or false. The feeling of dislocation and 
alienation promoted by this excess of information has meant that drastic measures 
must be found in order to ground the self. Bateman’s response to the situation in 
which he finds himself is an obsessive focus on the body, and in particular on the 
infliction of pain. He admits himself that his murders constitute for him the only 
reality in an otherwise mediated world: ‘I’m loosening the tie I’m wearing c with  a 
blood-soaked hand, breathing in deeply. This is my reality. Everything i- outside of 
this is like some movie I once saw’ (345). His explanation about why he always 
‘’ Ths assemon is supported to a large degree b!. Wolfe v.ho indicates that public opiruon against 
McCo!.. in The Bonfire of the T ktuties. \+as certainl! influenced b!. hls h g h  social - and b\ extension 
moral - standmg v.ithin the commuruh: ’The \.ilification poured forth from e\.e~ channel. Prominent 
Wall Street inyestment banker. top echelon at Pierce and Plerce. socialite. prep school. Yale . .  . .. 
(559). 
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videos his victims as they are tortured and eventually murdered by him: ‘As usual, 
in an attempt to understand these girls I’m filming their deaths’ (304) makes it clear 
that his violence constitutes a desperate, and ultimately futile, attempt to find some 
sense of meaning beneath the surface of a society rendered depthless by the forces of 
the mass media. 
An important component of Bateman’s brutality is thus the voyeuristic 
pleasure he takes in it. This is a trait he shares with a number of his co-characters. 
who also derive great pleasure from coming in contact with scenes of violence or 
destruction. Clay’s sisters, in Ixss  7hari Zero, for example. display gea t  excitement 
whenever they pass a road accident, always pleading for an opportunitv to have a 
closer look. ‘A car lays overturned, its windows broken, and as we pass it, mv sisters 
crane their necks to get a closer look and they ask my mother, who’s driving, c to slob 
down’ (67). Similarly, when one of the narrators in The Irifi)rnit?r.s visits the site 
where his father’s aeroplane has just crashed, he insists on being photographed next 
to the wreck ‘I stand against a rock next to the ranger as the Cessna specialist 
hesitantly takes some photographs of us that I want’ (166), while in /he Rides of 
Attraction, Paul Denton decides to recount the (untrue) tale of a friend’s death in a 
car accident as part of his (seemingly successful) seduction of Sean ‘ I  used the dead 
best friend sto ry.... I kept my head lowered, tingling with excitement’ (80) 
Obviously the combination of violent death and technology is an irresistible 
combination as far as the majority of Ellis’ characters are concerned 
This coupling of violence and spectacle reaches its climax in Ballard’s novel 
(’ra~h’~, which is thematically close enough to Amerrcan Psycho to merit a brief 
discussion of its main characteristics. It is appropriate that the director of its screen 
adaptation, David Cronenberg, was one of the few who spoke out in favour of 
,4mericntz P.sycho, praising it for highlighting the fact that its brutality represented an 
attempt to achieve a sense of meaning in a superficial world: ’You invent a world 
where clothes and money and brand names are the value system and you are in the 
mind of someone who is locked into that. But inside that mind there is an auareness 
J.G. Ballard. Crash (London: Vintage. 1995 - orig. pub. 1973). Although (’rash is a now1 n.ritten 
bv a British n.riter in the 1970‘s. its rein\,ention as a nio\-ie b\- American director Da\.id Croncnberg 
in 1996 and nidespread influence on other contemporary American no\& and mo\.ies makes i t  an 
appropriate test to dscuss in the contest of Ellis‘ fiction. 
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that it is all meaningless and artificial, completely invented. And the murders, the 
hideousness, are an attempt to break out of that, to try to shatter it and to connect 
with something real’”), because this is also the agenda that also informs (’rmh What 
is important to realize, as Sinclair points out. is that although closely based on 
Ballard’s novel, Cronenberg’ s movie incorporates some significant changes that 
relate it specifically to end-of-century America His world is. in fact. recognizable L as 
that in which Ellis’ characters also live ‘I t  belongs to a climate of pre-millennia] 
boredom It’s a novella of the last days’” In this context, it is significant that 
Cronenberg chose Toronto as the location for his movie, for unlike the recognizable c 
London of Ballard‘s novel. Toronto is generally described as ‘The paradigm of 
North American cities (although it’s not recognized like all the others)’i’ This 
mixture of familiarity and anonymity makes it a perfect symbol of the blurring i of 
distinctions that characterizes the postmodern world 
One important point about the various sexual acts that happen i I the course 
of the movie i s  that they clearly do nothing to bring the characters closer together c - a 
situation that mirrors the many examples of disinterested sex in E lis This is 
symbolized, as Sinclair points out, by the fact that Cronenberg’s couples neker face 
each other during sex but rather stare out of the frame until it is over (47)  The more 
extreme among them even forego human partners, experimenting instead U ith the 
different ways in which a crash could result in injury to the genitalia, thus achieving c
a true merger with technology This phenomenon was previously discussed in 
relation to Pynchon, whose characters also occasionally choose mechanical partners 
over other human beings as part of their bid to transcend their humanity Although 
this generally leads to a slow process of objectification (as with V who yraduall! 
becomes more mechanical), the merger c is occasionally violent Gottfried’s death in 
the Schwarzgerat, at the end of G r . a i ~ ~ * ’ s  Rnrrzhow, for example, is described in 
brutal, though erotic, terms similar to those used by Vaughan to explain the pleasure 
he derives his own self-inflicted injuries ‘The car crash is a fertilizing rather than a 
destructive event - a liberation of sexual energy that mediates the sexuality of those 
” ’  Quoted in T!-rnauer. 10 1. 
- -  Quoted in Sinclair. 87.  
Iain Sinclair. (‘rash (London: British Film Institute. 1999). 57 il 
i- 
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who have died with an intensity impossible in any other form’” What all of these 
characters are doing is striving towards what Springer calls ’technoeroticism’ - the 
intersection of technology and eroticism (3) - in an attempt to achieve the same 
feeling of connection and meaning for which Bateman looks in his cannibalized 
bodies Given the lack of depth that characterizes the worlds of ( ’rcrsh and . A t m v * u r t i  
I )s-dw,  and the unstoppable entropic progression of Pynchon’s novels, however, it 
is unlikely that the characters will ever succeed in their quests for meaninq c
Another trait shared by the characters of Ballard/Cronenberg and Ellis is 
their intrinsic need to have their violence validated by the mass media In the same 
way in which Bateman often videotapes or photographs his treatment of his cictims, 
so too do the formers’ characters receive a much more intense sexual charge c if thev 
are being filmed In fact, being filmed soon becomes a precondition for orgasm c- 
among Ballard’s characters ‘ I  had felt the same fall in excitement Without 
Vaughan watching us, recording our postures and skin areas with his camera, my 
orgasm had seemed empty and sterile, a jerking away of waste tissue‘ (120) For 
Cronenberg’s characters, living as they do in a world in which much of life IS being 
filmed anyway, the fantasy that their acts are being recorded is enough ‘Did you 
fantasize that Vaughan was photographing all these sex acts3 As though the\ were 
traffic accidents3’ (38) Another significant difference between the texts is that 
Ballard’s characters are very much haunted by the presence of Elizabeth Taylor and 
the world of Hollywood glamour she symbolizes In many ways. Yauyhan’s 
frequent ‘accidents’ are but rehearsals for the day he hopes to die alongside v the 
movie star ‘During the last weeks of his life Vaughan thought of nothiny else but 
her death, a coronation of wounds he had staged with the devotion of an Earl 
Marshal’ (7) The fact that his eventual death (ironically, ‘his one true accident’) 
happens within metres of her limousine - although without her participation - could 
be an indication that the forces of the mass media were willing to validate his life’s 
work The absence of Taylor from the scene of Vaughan’s fatal accident in 
Cronenberg’s movie, however, suggests perhaps that meaning and significance are 
no longer attainable in a postmodern world comprized more of gaps than 
connections The message at the heart of Cronenberg’s movie, therefore, appears to 
Da\.id Cronenberg. (’rash (London: Faber and Faber Limited. 1996). 12. 5 -3 
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be that even the most violent merger between sexuality and technologv can no 
longer ward off the feeling of widespread alienation - a discovery also made by the 
ever-searching, never-satiated Bateman 
Given the multiple similarities that exist between Anier/cm I’.y*cho and 
Crash, it is appropriate that their publications were greeted with the same outrage 
and horror - (’rash of course received a second round of criticism when its screen 
version was released in 1996 Interestingly, the decision made by top publishing- c 
house Simon and Schuster to break the contract they had with Ellis to publish 
Amerrcm Psycho is not unlike the attempt made by Ted Turner, another dominant 
force within mainstream American culture, to ban the release of on video in 
America (in fact he succeeded in delaying its release for a Ballard’s 
explanation for the controversy caused by his novel is almost identical to Ellis’, for 
he claims that the fact that he did not situate the text within a reassuringlv moral 
frame was one of the reasons people were so outraged Finally, - -  iust as the source of 
the public outcry against Arnericaii Psycho was questioned by some critics who 
believed that Ellis’ merger of violence and the cut-throat world of late capitalism 
might have been too close to the bone, so does Ballard believe that the response to 
(’rash indicates that it too struck a nerve He remarks himself that ‘People seem to 
be really excited by car crashes or filmmakers wouldn’t film them’. Nhile 
Cronenberg admits ‘The problem with car crashes is that they’re so damned 
difficult to film! Filmmakers wouldn’t make all this effort if they didn’t think people 
were getting a thrill from them”j The world-wide preoccupation with the morbid 
details of the car crash in which Princess Diana died in 1997, as well as the huge 
demands for the photographs of her body still entangled with the car (photographs c of 
the nature Vaughan delighted in) in spite of the prurient and extremely - i  hvpocritical 
condemnation of the photographers who took them, is a fkther indication that the 
issues raised by Ballard and Ellis about the nature of violence in the postmodern 
world - its voyeuristic quality and its rooting in the forces of the market-place - are 
.. Chns Hall. ”Future Shock“. http://\~.\i.~~..spikema~azine.com/l 197ball.html 
” Ibid. 
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both true and in widespread evidence throughout society’” 
In the course of this chapter, I have conducted an examination of the forces 
of consumerism and the mass media which are widely believed to shape and mould 
the contemporary world, and have concluded that the ennui and violence into which 
Ellis’ characters have variously fallen are their inevitable bi-products Nor does their 
embrace of these behaviours do anything to help his characters achieve a sense of 
identity or belonging On the contrary, the more lethargic Clay becomes and the 
more violent Patrick Bateman becomes, the more fragmented and alienated an 
existence they lead The problem, as the novels reveal, is that a dependence on the 
empty signs and signifiers of consumerism has grown to such an extent that the 
integral identities of the characters themselves have been deconstructed This results 
in the widespread lack of individuality witnessed among Ellis’ characters The 
blurring of Clay and his friends into one homogenous blonde and tan mass h a s  
discussed earlier in the chapter A similar fate befalls Patrick Bateman. for not only 
are we never quite sure whether or not the murderous deeds described are his ohn, 
but his identity is also a matter of some doubt In spite of the aggressive nature 
displayed to us, for example, none of his friends believe he has the capacity for such 
evil, dismissing him as ‘the boy next door’ (20) or ’the voice of reason’ (37)  ELVen 
when he confesses his crimes into his lawyer’s answering machine, his claim is 
dismissed as .hilarious’ because ‘Bateman’s such a bloody ass-kisser, such a 
brown-nosing goody-goody’ (387) that he could not possibly be culpable Alonqside c 
these conflicting accounts of his personality, Bateman is also frequenth 
misrecognized and mistaken for someone else His own explanation for this 
conhsion about his identity is that .Patrick Bateman’ exists only as an abstraction 
‘There is no real me, only an entity, something illusory’ (376) As a ’noncontingent 
human being’, whose personality is ‘sketchy and unformed’, he appears to disappear 
and dissolve, and no matter how often he analyzes his behaviour it is clear that the 
’’ Ttus is hrther underlined b! the plethora of media representations de\,oted to the role of \.iolence 
in postmodern societ!. Of prncular note is P a l h u k ‘ s  1996 no\.el F’iphr (‘luh (released as a mo\.ic 
in 1999). i + k h  examines the emergence of bare-fisted boxing among a large group of disaffected 
professionals. \+,ho come to depend on their weekl!- dose of thls primal actiiih to \\.ake them out of 
the numbing stupor of their commodih--filled li\.es. As the central protagonist of the no\.el explains: 
’You aren‘t alive anx\+.here like !-ou‘re ali1.e at fight club‘. Chuck Palahniuk. E-iphr (’luh (London: 
Vintage. 1997). 51. 
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absence of depth and meaning in his world will preclude the possibility of putting c 
his fractured psyche back together again ‘Even after admitting this and coming 
face-to-face with these truths, there is no catharsis I gain no deeper knowledge 
about myself, no new understanding can be extracted from my telling There has 
been no reason for me to tell you any of this This confession has meant wthitig’ 
(377) The main reason that Ellis’ novel - and his psychopath - lacks a moral centre. 
therefore, i s  because the structures that could uphold it have collapsed 
In many ways, Victor, narrator of Warnorama, has evervthing c Patrick 
Bateman wants - a glamorous job, a beautihl girlfriend and automatic entn into the 
most exclusive clubs and restaurants, something L- that was always a source of anxiety 
for Bateman ‘I’m on the verge of tears by the time we arrive at Pastels since I’m 
positive we won’t get seated’ (39) In fact the superiority of his social standing in 
relation to Bateman is illustrated by the fact that the latter has to procure an 
invitation to the club Victor is opening and is very polite to him when they happen 
to meet ’Patrick Bateman, who’s with a bunch of publicists and the three sons of a 
well-known movie producer, walks over, shakes my hand. eves Chloe, asks how the 
club’s coming along’ (38) In spite of this and the fact that he achieves the 
Baudrillardan ideal of a life validated by the media, however, Victor i s  e\en less 
sure about his identity than Bateman He is similarly misrecognized and mistaken 
for someone else After a long and seemingly coherent conversation with his agent, 
for example, we realize that his agent thinks he has been talking to ‘Dagbv’ all along 
and seems never to have even heard of Victor (30) He also seems to suffer from the 
same feeling of homogeneity as Clay, because when he looks at his reflection in 
some c glass covering an advertizement for Armani, he feels that he is merging c with 
and disappearing into the model on the poster ‘I catch my reflection superimposed 
in the glass covering of an Armani Exchange ad and it’s merging with the sepia- 
toned photo of a male model until both of us are melded together’ (94) At first. this 
constant misrecognition seems to be nothing other than yet another example of the 
apathy and lack of interest that characterizes many of Ellis’ characters When Victor 
becomes trapped in Europe as a result of his roles in an indeterminate number of 
movies, however, it begins to seem increasingly sinister .4n acquaintance, for 
example, insists that they had dinner together in New York recently ‘Last 
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Tuesday At Balthazar A whole bunch of us You put it on your card Everyone 
gave you cash‘ (331). and moreover that many of the issues that were unresolved 
before Victor left for Europe have now been sorted out ‘You and Damien patched 
things up, the club‘s a resounding success’ (332) The one problem with this 
optimistic account is, of course, that Victor has been nowhere near New York in 
recent months 
What is most significant about Victor’s sense of separation and alienation 
from his own identity is the central role played by technology in its production The 
mystery of his apparent dual existence stems from recent advances, for it is through c 
the ‘magic’ of the computer that files have been prepared of pictures of him 
superimposed into groups of family and friends in various locations “YICTOR” 
Dogstar concert w/K Reeves’, “VICTOR” New York, Balthazar’, and so on (-357) 
The implication is that in a world in which all experience is mediated, and all human 
contact superficial, a photograph of ‘Victor’ dining with friends is more than enough 
to convince them that he really was present The plot thickens, however. when after 
a t eaf i l  reunion with Chloe in Paris, she mentions a night they had alleyedl! spent 
together recently in New York ‘Four weeks ago I was in London Four ueeks ago 
I was not in New York’, thus leading Victor to the inevitable conclusion that an 
impostor has assumed the role of ’Victor Ward’ in New York while he himself 
remains trapped in Europe (412) The ease with which this neM/ ‘Victor Ward. takes 
over the role - to the extent that Chloe does not realize she has had sex u i t h  a 
stranger - is a chilling testament to both the fluidity of identity and the lack of 
meaningful connections between people in the depthless postmodern world 
Victor’s entrapment within his movie scripts and separation from the identitb 
he once thought was his is, in a sense, a reflection of the way Ellis treats all of his 
characters, for he continually draws our attention to the lack of psychological - and 
emotional depth with which he has invested them The frequency at which they 
reappear in his various novels is astonishing As well as narrating Less l h m  k o ,  
Clay also appears briefly as a student in 7he Rules of Attractioti (182), Patrick 
Bateman, narrator of American Psycho also turns up as the brother of Sean Bateman 
in The Rule5 ofAttracltiori (233) - a visit reciprocated by Sean Bateman in .4n?ericnri 
Psycho (224) - as well as in Glamorama (38), in which Sean is also mentioned 
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(1  83). and Victor, Lauren and Jaime, all characters in 7he Kir/c..v o f  Attrcrc’trori, c qo on 
to ‘star’ in (Jamoranta, although the character we come to know as ’Lauren Hvnde’ 
is subsequently revealed merely to have assumed the role. the original Lauren 
having died in a car crash years earlier (425) The novels also share a huge c cast of 
seemingly interchangeable minor characters who contribute to this lack of 
differentiation This blurring of distinctions between the various novels has a fect 
important consequences Firstly, it confirms Patrick Bateman‘s prediction at the end 
ofAmewcat? Psycho that ‘THIS I S  NOT AN EXIT’ (399), for although L free to slip 
from one novel to another, the characters are nonetheless limited to the world 
portrayed within them It also implies the triviality of human existence, for having c 
been the only voice in Less Thai? Zero, Clay hardly merits a sentence when he 
_ -  
appears in ]’he Kzrles oj Attractiot? This triviality is hrther emphasized ct hen. in 
spite of the claustrophobic nature of the world inhabited by the characters and the 
fact that they are thrown together with some regularity, thev never seem to recognize 
each other, even if they allegedly shared an intimate relationship in the past Instead 
they ‘slide down the surface of things’, meaning no more to each other than the 
endless litany of famous names chanted throughout (;/amoranin Indeed, Ellis does 
his best to convince us of their lack of depth, doing very little to give them any kind 
of individuality In one striking example, two of the characters in 7he I h k s  of 
Attractiorz, Scott and Ann. have almost exactly the same conversation - about Ann’s 
decision not to drink and subsequent change of mind under pressure from Scott Tll 
be daring and have a rum and Diet Coke’ (257) - as they do at another restaurant 
with a different couple in Americari Psycho ‘Listen 1-11 be daritig I’ll have a Diet 
Coke with rum’ (97) In addition, another part of their conversation. relating to 
‘Californian Cuisine’, which features in both 7he K i r k s  of .4ttmctro~ ( 2 5 6 )  and 
Americarz Psycho (94), is repeated almost verbatim by another couple, Stephen and 
Lorrie, in (Jamorama (213) Ellis’ intention is obviously to make the point that his 
characters’ do not have significant individual identities but are, rather. 
interchangeable and superficial He reinforces this point hrther by situating c them 
firmly within a fictional world Patrick Bateman, for example, works at Pierce and 
_ _  
’ Oedipa Maas‘ stature as the heroine of 7hc (’qvzg of  Lot 49 \+as similarl! undercut 11 hcn she \ \as  
@.en a one-sentence mention in T inelmd.  
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Pierce, which is also Sherman McCoy’s investment firm in Wolfe‘s Ho~fire (!I the 
Iaziities; and Alison Poole, heroine of Jay McInerney’s Story ofMJ I ~ f e ,  appears in 
both Americari Psycho (207) and Glamorama (12)” The implication for the reader 
is obvious. in a world ruled by the forces of consumerism and the mass media, all 
reality is mediated and all existence relegated to fiction. 
An interesting feature of Ellis’ novels is that each works to systematically 
quench any hope that may have remained at the end of the previous one. In I,e.s.s 
Than Zero, for example, the ‘hope’ - Clay’s salvation as it were - lies on the East 
Coast, in college education, a possibility that evaporates amidst the apathy and 
disaffection of The Rides of Attractzoii Moreover, the adult world of work. mature 
relationships and a career in New York to which some of the characters turn at the 
end of The Rides of Attractiori is quickly and comprehensively destroyed in 
Amerrcm Psycho. In spite of the fact that (ilnmorama appears to follow the same 
pattern by implying that the validation of life by the mass media, for which many of 
the characters in the earlier novels longed, does not lead to any sense of meaning c or 
stability, however, Ellis seems to regard it as a relatively optimistic novel In an 
interview, he explains that while his earlier fiction was written at a time when he 
believed life was but a series of random, unconnected facts, he has subsequently 
come to believe that it does have a structure after all: ‘The older I*ve gotten, I realize 
that lives do have narratives . . . .  They do have arcs. When you’re twenty-three, vou 
tend to see the world as a series of random events that happen? This change c of 
opinion is reflected in the structures of his novels: Less 7hari Zero and 7hc 
Ir!fi,rmers are far less coherent narratives than sequences of loosely connected and 
random monologues; The i?irks of A ttractzori is an unframed narrative. beginning c c
and ending suddenly in the middle of sentences ‘and it’s a story ’ (13). my 
hand squeezing her knee, and she’ (283) ,  while Amerrcari Psycho assures us that 
there is no way of escaping the chaotic world in which we have become entrapped 
AE3ANDON ALL HOPE YE WHO ENTER HERE’ (3), ‘THIS IS NOT A N  EXIT’ 
(399). In contrast, Glamorama, according to Ellis, was written with a clear sense of 
progression in mind. One of his first decisions about the novel was that it would 
See Young and Ca\zne>. 108. 




begin with the word ‘specks’ and end with the word ‘mountain’, and that there 
would be a clear connection between the words, so that unlike the aimless, 
directionless lives of the earlier characters, Victor’s life was going to progress along c
a clear trajectory? Presumably the huge difference in scale between a speck and a 
mountain is supposed to symbolize a progressive increase in Victor’s knowledge c 
and self-awareness throughout the course of the novel In this case, Victor’s 
replacement by a clone in the superficial world of modelling L from which he 
originated and the cutting of his role from the various movie scripts are obviously 
meant to be regarded as positive developments. 
In the final scene of (Jamorania, Victor sits staring at a mural which has a 
mountain as its central feature Behind the mountain is a highway, along U which are 
billboards with .the answers’ on them Victor has a vision of himself ascending c the 
mountain, reading all the answers and moving confidently into the future .19m 
surging forward, ascending, sailing through dark clouds, rising up, a fierce wind 
propelling me . .The future is that mountain’ (482). The fact that the chapter 
numbers in all other sections of the novel count backwards - Section 1 from chapter 
33 to chapter 0, for example - suggesting a progressive fall towards nothingness c 
perhaps, with the one exception of this final section, is another indication that Ellis 
is being serious when he suggests that Victor does indeed have an optimistic chance 
of a future. Moreover Grossberg insists that postmodern billboards, such as those in 
Victor’s mural, are empowering because they constitute little reminders to us that 
we are alive and that we should continue to struggle to remain so ’They are like 
the ‘tags’ of hip-hop culture, marking sites of investment and empowerment’”’ In 
spite of this optimistic assessment, however, I am not convinced of the viability of 
Ellis’ hopes and Victor’s chances because of one intrinsic flaw in Victor’s euphoric 
vision. There is no doubt that he does have the vision. My argument concerns its 
nature: His mountain is part of a mural and therefore no more than a representation 
of the real thing - if indeed there is a real thing. There is thus no more depth to 
Victor’s mountain than there is to any of the other representations, like brand names 
and designer labels, which were dismissed in the course of the novel. Furthermore, 
“ ’  Ibid. 
Lawrence Grossberg. **Putting the Pop Back Into Postmodernism“. From Ross. ed.. 18 1 61 
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the answers Victor is so confident of receiving are displayed on advertizing c
billboards, a medium also proved to be superficial and lacking in any relation to 
authentic values or truths In fact, in the belief and trust he displays in these 
advertizing messages, Victor demonstrates that he really has not progressed from the 
situation in which Clay - also haunted by messages on billboards - finds himself in 
Less Than Zero In the same way that the sense of hope of each novel uas  
subsequently destroyed in the next, Victor’s chosen means of sahation in 
(Jnmoramn could be regarded as turning full circle back to L c ~  / h m  Zc)ro. the 
point at which Ellis started In a sense, Ellis’ fiction as a whole thus represents the 
kind of closed system described by Pynchon and Farina In spite of Ellis’ expressed 
optimism about Victor’s fate, therefore, I would argue that the fact that he locates 
his sense of meaning deep in the heart of the mediated culture of the postmodern 
world means that he has no more chance than the rest of the characters of escaping c
from the forces of consumerism and the mass media which control and regulate 
external reality in order to forge a meaningful and authentic future for himself A n  
inevitable corollary, perhaps, is that neither do we 
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Chapter 4: Douglas Coupland. 
‘And so the time came The saenties \+ere o\ er With them left a 
sv eetness. a gentleness No longer could modern citirens pretend 
to be nane We uere no\\ jaded. the uorld \\as spinning more 
quickl? ‘ - Girlfriend 117 n (‘omn 
The over-riding impression of the contemporary world as it is depicted in the 
fiction of the authors I have discussed so far i s  of a societv numbed and holloued b! the 
plethora of commodities and media images that flood it Although many contemporaw 
Americans appear to have fulfilled traditional dreams of prosperity their possessions no 
longer seem to have the power to comfort them, a point made by many obseners 
including Vice President ‘41 Gore ‘The accumulation of material goods is at an all-time 
high. but so is the number of people who feel emptiness in their lives” The sahe for 
this emptiness, as I illustrated in relation to the fiction of Pynchon, DeLillo and Ellis, is 
often found in violence Douglas Coupland is an interesting author with uhich to 
conclude this thesis for he insists that an alternative is available His own efforts to 
come to terms with the rapid changes that characterize the modern uorld are most 
apparent in PoIaroid.5 E?om 7he Dead, a collection of factual and fictional articles and 
photographs c gathered together in order to illustrate the moods and trends that define the 
last decade of the twentieth century ‘Back in 1990, North American society seemed to 
be living in a 1980’s hangover and was unclear in its direction I hope the 
photographic c imagery in the book will help accentuate this feeling of riming through c 
evocative old missives’ ( 1  ) Mirroring these authorial intentions, his characters 
constantly strive towards new ways of defining and extending themselves in relation to 
the surrounding environment Whereas the demographic group on which he focuses is 
often dubbed ‘The Lost Generation’ or ’The Blank Generation’ - an apt name certainl! 
for Ellis’ apathetic teens - Coupland prefers to regard the tendency of his oun 
’ Quoted in PoInrord.5 From The Ilend. 16 1 Because Coupland‘s no1 els focus on Amencan. rather than 
North American. soclet!. I vi11 dscuss them in the Same conte\;t that informed pre\ ious chapters I \\i l l .  
hove\ er. return to the issue of Coupland‘s nationalih touards the end of this chapter 
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characters to drop out of mainstream society as positive and life-affirming Speaking 
about ‘Generation X’, the term he is often (wrongly) credited with coining, he stresses 
that ‘X ’  suggests possibility rather than social exclusion ‘(X) is an inherent 
unknown to be yourself’ 
When his protagonists opt out of the system, therefore, it is not to lose themselves in 
drugs like Ellis’ characters, but rather to recreate themselves so that they might surbive 
- and even prosper - in the contemporary world 
To be X is to have a limitless range of self-expression 
One notable characteristic of Coupland’s fiction is his invention of words and 
phrases meant to serve as definitions of many contemporary phenomena The characters 
in (ferieratrori X. for example. speak of the prevalent problem of ‘Option Paralvsis The 
tendency, when given unlimited choices, to make none. (I 39). a condition illustrated by 
Ellis’ Patrick Bateman who almost loses his mind when trying to select a \ideo 
‘Suddenly I’m seized by a minor anxiety attack 7hhere are too mariy \xko\ /o choose 
j v m ’  (Arnericaii Psycho, 112) Coupland’s characters appear better able to cope u i t h  
this situation than Bateman, for when commodities become too plentiful to describe 
they simply adapt their language accordingly ‘It seems everybody’s twin2 to find a 
word that expresses more bigness than the mere word “supermodel” - h?per m o d d  
~r~arnou‘t./-rne~amod~/’ ( k f i c r o . w f ~ ,  206). ‘ Anna-Louise and I are speakine c to each 
other in Telethon-ese Telethon-ese is all about acceleration’ (Shampoo Hmwt, 28) 
They even seem to have come to terms with the many confusing aspects of 
postmodernism, adapting its theories to describe the world as it appears to them Susan, 
one of the MicroserfA, for example. echoes Baudrillard’s definition of hyperrealit! u hen 
she explains the world in terms of multiple images existing in isolation in a simulacrum 
’The BIG issue nowadays is that on TV and in magazines, the images u e  see. while 
they appear surreal, “really areri ‘t surrealistic, because they’re just random. and there‘s 
no subconscious underneath to generate the images”’ (34) Given the faith expressed by 
many of DeLillo’s characters in the mythical power of language ’You don‘t see the 
thing because you don’t know how to look And you don’t know how to look because 
you don’t know the names’ (Uridenvor/d, M O ) ,  it uould appear that the ability 
- Quoted in Karen Pakula. Tul ture  Shock“. Tzm Our (1 -8 April. 1992). 27 
displayed by many of Coupland's characters to name and define contemporap social 
phenomena c greatly increases their chances of survival I t  is ironic, therefore, that they 
are subject to the same feelings of dissatisfaction and loneliness often displayed bv the 
characters of Pynchon. DeLillo and Ellis In this concluding chapter. 1 will examine 
both the underlying sources of these feelings and the strategies adopted by characters 
wishing L. to overcome them in order to participate fruitfully in contemporary life 1 bill 
begin once more by looking at the role played by consumerism, the mass media and 
other communicating technologies like the Internet 
It is no surprise that 'Generation X' was quickly adopted as a catch-phrase by 
advertizers hoping to cash in on the fifty million young Americans aged i between 
eighteen and thirty which it encompassed' Even Coupland himself was targeted he 
was invited to do an ad for The Gap, which he refused, although he did do some 
voiceovers for MTLd Generally speaking, Coupland' s characters are pleased that t hev 
are the focus of so much attention by advertizers Even k w o t i o t i  .Y, a novel in mhich 
the three main protagonists drop out of the frenzied pace of the corporate world to seek 
some inner peace ' I  needed a clean slate with no one to read it I needed to drop out' 
(3 11, celebrates the legitimating power of advertizing ' I  was both thrilled and flattered 
and achieved no small thrill of power to think that most manufacturers of life-style 
accessories in the Western world considered me their most desirable target market' 
(19) Although an occasional reference is made to the objectification often associated 
with consumerist society 'Sometimes I wish I was a skeleton No skin So I didn't hake 
to feel like an object' (Polaroid5 1-rom 7he Ilead, 23), the characters are usually happy 
to submit to its standards Tyler Johnson, narrator of Shanipoo f'lotiet, derives great 
comfort from his vast collection of hair-care products 'First-Strike@ sculpting mousse 
manufactured by the plzrTONiumTM hair-care institute of Sherman Oaks, California It's 
self-adjusting, with aloe, chamomile, and resins taken from quail eggs Gloss. hold L i t d  
confidence. What a deal' (7); while Daniel Underwood, one of the ,1111~r~o.~~vf5. 
7 
- Tlus group is estimated to be n.orth about $125 billion in spenhng power! See "alt.culture". 
http: //WMW. altcult ure. com/aentnes/g/gens. html 
Douglas Coupland. "Generation X'd". Detoi1.v (June 1995 ) .  hnp://im\..au.dk/-bo~us/fra~nes.htrnl 4 
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confesses to a weakness for anything new: ’I don’t like shopping but I czni a new 
product freak. Slap a “NEW’ sticker onto an old product, and it’s in my cart’ (80) This 
widespread obedience to the dictates of advertizing is also illustrated bv the almost 
identical clothes worn by many of the characters ‘I  shouted, “ ( h p  chrck’“ and 
everyone in the office had to guiltily ‘fess up to the number of Gap garments currently 
being worn’ (Microserfs. 270), ‘Ryan, a Gap clone - khakis, white T-shirt with flannel 
shirt on top” The triumph exhibited by Karla, the only ’Gap-free soul’ among c the 
Microserfs ‘For the remainder of the day wore the smug, victorious grin of one who 
has escaped the hungry jaw of bar-code industrialism’ (270) may appear to suggest that 
Coupland’s characters are unhappy about their submission to advertizinq c Evans ek’en 
suggests that the characters of Shampoo I’lnrwt, a novel he describes as ‘the Shopping 
Mall Novel’, are secondary to the commodities that flood the text ‘Coupland has 
invented characters he has no real interest in and then fitted them up with a plot that 
lights not their emotions. but his own love affair with the by now tedious ectoplasm of 
American material culture’6 Evan’s claim is obviously comparable to Lehman’ s 
dismissal of Ellis’ novels as possessing ‘All the intellectual nourishment of a uell- 
made beer commercial’ (721, which was discussed in the previous chapter Again c the 
lack of critical engagement with Coupland is striking - and surprising considering c the 
wide-spread usage of phrases such as ‘Generation X’ which he popularized This lack of 
interest, as Evan’s comment suggests, is indicative of a feeling that his novels, like 
those of Ellis, lack depth Whereas this is undoubtedly true of the latter who, as uas  
illustrated, deliberately portrays a depthless world peopled by superficial characters. I 
uould argue that Coupland, on the other hand, does invest his characters with more 
psychological and emotional depth Although Evans is right to emphasize the dominant 
role played by commodities in Coupland’s fiction, therefore, I believe he incorrect to 
suqgest c that the characters are somehow subordinate to these commodities Certainly 
Tyler Johnson’s obsession with his shampoos is comparable to Ellis’ Patrick Bateman, 
who uses his vast collection of cosmetics to try to shield himself from the horrors of the 
’ Douglas Coupland. .lifiss Il1\*onzinp (London: Flamingo. 2000). 1 16. 
‘ Julian Elms.  ”Rei.ien of Shnnipoo I’lnnef“. The Ckmlian (6 April. 1993 ) .  http:i/\iT\.n .guardian. Co. uk 
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outside world Coupland’s characters do not give the impression that they are so 
vulnerable, however On the contrary, their extensive and up-to-date information about 
the most recently developed products suggests that they are well equipped to sumive in 
the contemporary world Daniel Johnson’s admission that he and the majority of his co- 
workers are ‘Gap victims’, therefore, is almost certainly meant to be taken ironically, 
particularly given that they have managed to escape from Microsoft, one of the most 
powerfid corporations of all, in order to set up their own competing c software company 
Although Coupland is acutely aware of the dominant presence of commodities in the 
contemporary world, therefore, he is confident that his characters have the ability to use 
whatever products they need without falling prey to their controlling power 
Rushkoff suggests L. that another appropriate name for the demographic group on 
which Coupland focuses is ‘Screenagers’, which draws attention to the fact that they are 
the first generation born into a culture largely mediated by television and computers 
((’hiILJ1”eti of (’huo.5, 3) As I illustrated in the introductory chapter, television has 
effectively usurped many of the roles traditionally played by parents and educators, its 
many hnctions including ‘Third parent. second teacher, entertainer. 
informer babysitter ’ ‘  Coupland’s interest in the media is apparent not onl\ 
through its presence in his novels, but also through the influence a number of media 
stories have had on his own imagination Most notable is his constant reference to the 
story of Patty Hearst, a millionaire’s daughter kidnapped by terrorists in 1973 and later 
brainwashed into becoming Y part of their organization, who was famously captured on 
security cameras taking part in an armed robbery Her story is told in Life Afler Gocl’, 
where she is depicted as a victim of the consumerist mentality ‘Becoming locked in the 
world’s imagination as a sacrifice to middle-class longing - looted by the forces who 
would strip our world of tennis shirts and French lessons and gourmet mushrooms. 
(241), and her ransom note i s  somewhat cryptically reprinted in L44icr.o.w+ ( 108-9) 
Coupland’s explanation as to why Patty Hearst’s story had such an effect on him echoes 
DeLillo’s sentiments about the assassination of President Kennedy, for U hat 
7 
Palmer et al. 274, 
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both authors emphasize is the way in which the emotions stemming from these 
incidents are unique to a certain generation ‘When Patty Hearst was kidnapped in 1974, 
it was like Marcia Brady was kidnapped That’s true child-of-the-70’s stuff It’s like a 
real demarcation point Do you care about Patty Hearst or not?” Coupland’s interest in 
media stories continues in Grr/frrend 111 a (’orna, which is based on an article from 
Newsweek, entitled “A Long Twilight Comes to an End” The article tells the tale of 
Karen Ann Quinlan (Coupland’s coma victim is Karen Ann McNeill) who fell into an 
unexplained coma in 1977 and remained so until her death in 1986“ The fact that the 
novel’s title is taken from a song by 1980‘s band The Smiths is further confirmation 
that Coupland is very much influenced by popular culture 
If Coupland’s novels can be described as ‘Shopping Mall hovels’ due to their 
inclusion of many popular brand names and advertizing slogans, so too can his uriting c 
be hailed as ‘A hymn to the catch songs, TY programs. brand names and slogans c that 
colonize our inner lives’“’, for it abounds with references to popular television programs 
and movies Such is the influence some of these programs have on his characters that 
they inspire the creation of new words and phrases 7hu Hradv Hiirich,  for example. wi th  
uhich many of the characters are obsessed, has given rise to definitions like ‘Bradvism 
A multisibling sensibility derived from having grown up in large v families. ( (  k r w i u / i o t ~  
X, 134), and ‘Operation Brady’, which is the name given by Susan Colgate to her plan 
ta find the perfect house in which to raise her son (kfis.5 Wpnrrig, 263) Elsewhere. 
characters indulge in ‘Tele-Parabalizing’ - the use of incidents from sit-com plots to 
deal with real life situations ‘That’s just like the episode where Jan lost her glasses’‘ 
((hrratrorz X, 120), and become depressed when their lives fail to live up  to their 
media-based ideals ‘I used to get depressed because our relationship more like a 
beer commercial’ (Shanipoo Hariut, 35) They also display many of the same symptoms 
of over-exposure to the media as characters discussed in previous chapters T’ler 
‘ Quoted in Scott Timberg. ”In LIP .?fier God Coupland Eschej1.s His (knc>ror/o)? .\. Iron!.. . 7 h e  
Nnltimore Siin (2  March. 1 994). ht~:/ / in~~..aau,dk/-bo~s/tester/ l ife/C)2~)-~ 94. htnd 
‘’ Heather Mallick. ”Generation Ex“. Toronro A‘Lu? ( 15 March. 19%). 
http://cmtcanada.coIn/JamBooksRe\.ie\\sG/girlfriend coupland.htm1 
Peter Jukes. .\kw Statesmm nnd .Socien,. Quoted on dust jacket of .\ fiiroserfi 10 
mirrors the reluctance expressed bv many of DeLillo’s characters to match television in 
someone else’s presence due to the personal nature of his interaction with the medium 
‘Watching TV with another person is vaguely embarrassing - you feel like vou’re 
partially on display - like you’re riding in a glass elevator at the mall’ (Shcmy)oo J’ltnw. 
26) Coupland also supports Baudrillard’s theory that only events verified by the media 
are regarded as fact in the contemporary world In (Mf ixwd i t?  LI  (lonm. for example, 
the characters derive immense pleasure from repeatedly watching a video of the first 
CNN pictures of the end of the world, recorded minutes before the television station 
went off air itself forever ’Every human activity has shut down - hospitals, dams, the 
military, malls All machines are turned off Once again thev watch the C N h  C‘HS tapes 
Karen recorded earlier that afternoon before the power failure’ (197) Thev obciouslv 
find these mediated images more palatable and more interesting than the evidence the\/ 
themselves can see first-hand as the only remaining survivors of the human race 
Similarly, in h4z3.5 FP)wniitig, Susan Colgate’s miraculous escape from a plane crash 
becomes real for her only when she watches footage of the crash site on the television 
news ‘The events on TV seemed more real to her than did her actual experience‘ ( 19) 
The fact that a group of blind people asks one of the narrators of Life A f / L v .  God to take 
a photograph of them on the basis that ‘They still believed in sight In pictures’ ( 3 3 8 ) ,  
is an indication of just how important a legitimating role the media play in the lives of 
Coupland’s characters This is an important point as it shows that Coupland’s characters 
are the inheritors of a certain legacy passed down to them by writers such as Pychon 
and DeLillo, whose characters also frequently experience difficulty in distinrruishing c- 
between the mediated and the ‘authentic’ As the next section of this chapter illustrates. 
however, Coupland’s characters have also managed to transcend the restrictions of this 
legacy and are forging a new way forward for themselves 
Although the examples cited above point to one of the arguable benefits of the 
media - namely their ability to package our experiences in such a way as to mahe more 
sense to us - Coupland’s characters crucially are not blind to their manipulative 
tendencies When the newly recovered Karen is getting ready to be interviewed about 
her experiences, for example, she is advized by a friend that it is her appearance rather 
than what she says that is all important ‘TV isn’t about information It’s about emotion’ 
(Gir/frieid 117 n (’onin, 160) The truth of this statement is illustrated by the concerted 
attempt made by the interviewer to direct Karen towards the kind of answers she Mants 
to hear ‘Karen realizes that Gloria wants to present a plucky, back-from-the-brink-of- 
death woman, eager to sing the praises of the new and changed c world’ (163) Even if 
Karen’s predictions about the end of the world had not been edited out of the sequence, 
however, it is unlikely that they would have survived their mediation by telecision, for, 
as Pynchon also frequently illustrates, everything transmitted is subject to distortion 
’Karen, so emaciated in real life. looked almost fashionably thin So what they say 
about cameras adding ten pounds is true’ (189) What angers c Coupland’s characters 
most about this mediation of reality are the very obvious attempts made by the media to 
create false memories among the population In Getwrntioti X this phenomenon is 
called ‘Legislated Nostalgia’, and defined as ‘To force a body of people to haLe 
memories they do not actually possess’ (41) This manifests itself in the impossibly high  c 
ideals to which some of the characters aspire ’These /,#e-ish images are now, of 
course, the images that have come to define the probably-never-existed-anyha! ironic 
norm of the Cold War Boom culture Dad smoking a pipe, h’lom in an apron It’s 
beyond a joke’ (t’ol~zroid.5 I+oni 7he Dead, 123) The fact that the characters seem so 
susceptible to these images even though they realize they are false is a testament to the 
degree to which they continue to be controlled by the forces of advertizing and the mass 
media 
The cumulative effect the many media images in the surrounding encironment 
have on Coupland’s characters i s  a widespread confusion Jared, the ghostly narrator of 
Girlfirerzd iii n Conia, describes what he claims is the dominant sensation for man! end- 
of-millennium people ’The faint buzzing noise in your ears. a heaviness on both sides 
of your skull, and the sensation that your brain i s  twitching inside your cranium like a 
fish on a beach This is the opposite sensation of clarity’ (247) - a description clearly 
drawing on the metaphor of white noise Indeed the progression of a media-saturated 
society towards entropy is suggested throughout the novel both in the general blurring 
of the characters’ identities ’1 have always noticed in high school yearbooks the 
similarity of all the graduate write-ups - how, after only a few pages, the identities of all 
the unsullied young faces blur, how one person melts into another and another’ (32)- 
and in the overwhelming feeling that traditional distinctions between realitv and 
representation have been leveled ‘What I notice is that everybody’s kind of accusing 
everybody else of actirig these days Know what I mean? Kind of, uh. not beinq c
geiizme’ (82) Such is the situation that one of the characters in Life After (iod despairs 
of ever regaining a sense of truth ‘I try to be sincere about life and then I turn on a TV 
and I see a game show host and I have to throw up my hands and give up’ (286-7) ho 
matter how hard the characters try to escape from the pewasice presence of the 
television, therefore, it appears to have infiltrated every aspect of their lives 
One possible solution is, of course, to try to insulate oneself from the 
surrounding images ‘I am choosing to live my life in a permanent power failure I look 
at the screens and glossy pages and I don’t let them become memories’ (Po/m~)id\ froni 
the Dead, 112) Given that the decision to opt out of popular culture led onlv to further 
isolation when it was attempted by DeLillo’s characters, however, it i s  not clear that this 
is a feasible strategy Indeed when John Johnson, one of the protagonists of \h 
Wj)omitzg, attempts to erase his past as a movie producer by dropping L out of society 
completely ‘He’d uanted those rocks and highways and clouds and winds and strip 
malls to scrape him clean He’d wanted them to remove the spell of haciny to be John 
Johnson’ (212), he fails and almost dies of food poisoning in the process This 
discovery that the freedom and peace traditionally offered to those who went ‘on the 
road’ into uninhabited parts of America is but an empty myth by the end of‘ the 
twentieth century was also made by many of DeLillo’s characters What is siqnificant c 
about Coupland’s most recent novel, however, is that the media are also represented as 
a source of transcendence and empowerment for the characters On another occasion, 
John comes close to dying once again and is saved by a vision he has of a woman who 
encourages him to take better control over his life ’So then go clean your slate Enter 
your own private witness relocation program’ (30) The mythical force of this \ision is 
undermined somewhat when John realizes that what he actually heard was none other 
than the sound of his television ‘He suddenly realized that his vision of Susan’s face 
was a rerun that had been playing on his bedside TV. and it meant nothing!’ c (1 73-4). 
What is important, however, is that John does eventually meet Susan in person, and the 
fulfilling relationship on which they have embarked by the end of the novel is indeed 
likely to be the source of his salvation. His vision was thus no less transcendent because 
of its mediation by television. Susan herself also demonstrates that television is by no 
means as omnipotent as it might appear, and indeed that it can be used to further one’s 
own end. She also manages to drop out of society for over year, and uses her status as a 
famous actress to carefblly orchestrate her return to life on her own terms ‘She made a 
point of looking directly and forlornly into all of the cameras, knowing c- that the police 
department might well earn enough to finance a new fleet of patrol cars from selling the 
footage she was generating for them’ (264-5). Her control over every aspect of her 
reappearance indicates that it is pqsible to be empowered, rather than enslaved, by the 
media. As with consumerism, therefore, although Coupland is aware of* the man\’ 
potentially detrimental effects of the media, he remains confident that his characters are 
strong enough to overcome their power and use them to improve their lives 
The analogy drawn by Zach, narrator of Rushkoff s 7he L c s t q ,  ( ’ / i t / ? ,  between 
the now omnipresent ‘@sign’ and ‘the fetus, the Internet address, the DNA strand 
viewed from above.. . .the cosmic spiral is an extremely appropriate one as it mirrors -11 . 
the prevalent opinion that one of the dominant characteristics of the ‘brave new world’ 
inhabited by Coupland’s characters is the recent explosion of technological innokrations, 
in particular communication media such as the Internet’’. So intrinsic has the 
connection between one’s identity and one’s computer become that Daniel, one of the 
Microserfi, defines the changes in his life in terms of his new e-mail address: ‘ I  am 
danielugmicrosoft.com‘ (3); ‘ I  am now dmel<!oop.com’ (232) He even goes so far as to 
suggest that it is through our e-mail addresses that we will be known in the future 
.@” could become the “Mc” or “Mac” of the next millennium’ (232) This c gradual 
colonization of identity by technology is in fact one of the first changes to strike Karen 
Douglas Rushkoff. The Ec.sm.$? (’luh (GB Hodder and Stoughton. 1997). 205 I 1  
” Coupland‘s OMII interest in computers is demonstrated b! the publication. in 1998. of / o r a  5 N o o k  
Lnrn C‘roft niicl rhe 7omh Rnitlev Phenomenon. uhich charts the success of the popular coinputer game 
and its star 
when she awakes from her coma in 1997 ‘The whole world seems to be working c too 
hard They talk about their machines as though they possess a charmed religious c 
quality’ (Gir/frieiiu’ 117 a Coma, 142) Indeed many of the characters do refer to their 
machines in terms of awe and even of endearment Karla, one of the , M c w w t f ~ ,  for 
example, admits that ‘When I was younger I went through a phase where 1 wanted to 
be a machine‘ (72), while one of the pages of her partner Daniel‘s journal - a page, c 
incidentally, written in the computer language of binary code - reads ’This is my 
computer My computer is my best friend It  is my life’ (104-5)’’ Even Karen herself 
owes her life to the various machines that performed her bodily functions for her as she 
lay comatose ‘The machinery of her new life was fully set in motion - the IVs? the 
respirator, tubes, and wave monitors’ (C;ir!fvreriJ iri a (’oma, 29) One of the most 
frequent charges leveled against recent technological developments is the 
dehumanization that many critics see as its inevitable bi-product As earl\ as 1960, 
Daniel Bell, for example, was warning about ‘The regulated, v hnctional man (who) 
emerges as a new type, hard and ruthless, a cog in the technological press’14 Indeed. at 
many stages throughout her coma, Karen appears to her friends to be just that - a cog 
connecting the various machines ‘The food goes in one tube and out another Think 
about how her body is like an earthworm, kind of a big food-to-compost concerter‘ 
(Gi~./j?ieiiu’ iri a (‘oma, 41) The almost irrelevant part played by Karen in this scenario 
appears to support Hamilton’s declaration that ‘It’s not up for debate We lost 
Machines won’ (Gir/jwiu’ zri a Coma, 142), for it appears that it is the machines. rather 
than Karen herself, who are alive This last example is, of course, reminiscent of the 
badly injured ‘soldier in white’ in Heller’s (’atch-22, whose comatose form is hooked 
up to so many drips and machines that one onlooker remarks -Why can’t they hook the 
two jars up to each other and eliminate the middleman? What the hell do they need 
him for?’ (281) The similarity between these images i s  interesting because it indicates 
that Coupland is both aware of, and willing to engage with, issues raised in this seminal 
American novel It also suggests that his fiction can be discussed not only in the context 
l 3  For a full translation of these pages see \+.MM .inn .au.dk/-bogus/kames.html 
Daniel Bell. The E.hd q f  Ideolog. (Illinois: The Free Press of Glencoe. 1960). 24 11 
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of the novels of Pynchon and DeLillo, as is argued in this thesis. but in relation to a 
wider number of American texts published since the 1960’s 
In spite of Coupland’s tendency to describe his characters in technolozical 
terms ‘We emerge from our mother’s womb an unformatted diskette, our culture 
formats us’ (Yo/aroiJ.c,fi*om the Iknd-  122)- however, I would argue that this statement 
of Hamilton’s is not symptomatic of his beliefs as a whole In fact, he repeatedlv makes 
the point that machines are built by humans and are, therefore. semants rather than  
masters ‘I mean, people from outer space didn’t come down to earth and make 
machines for us \*e made them ourselves So machines can only be products of our 
being’ c- (Mici.o.eutfc, 228) Rather than submitting to the rather pessimistic Liehpoint of 
theorists such as McLuhan. who believed we have become the victims of our oun  
technology - compelled to answer a phone whenever it rings, for example’’ - Coupland 
seems determined to use technology in order to discover, rather than t o  enslaLe. 
humanity ‘What is it about our essential hzrmntiiy that we are expressing c u i t h  our 
inventions3 What is it that makes us ii.e3‘ (/.$e Aftrr. God, 12) Technolog?. in 
Coupland, thus represents a key to unlocking his characters’ identities. rather than a tool 
for repressing them 
I t  is in his appropriately named Mic~o.\erf\, a novel that traces a group of’ 
disaffected Microsoft workers who. upon realizing that they don’t ‘have lives’ in this 
oppressive environment, set off to make their oMin way in the new electronic order, that 
Coupland most thoroughly examines the reciprocal relationship he sees as existing c 
between his protagonists, self-confessed ‘computer geeks’ (2)  and their machines The 
novel i s  hailed, on its dust-jacket, by New Stntesmari atid Sociep for articulating L the 
‘profound theme of how at the micro level, we are all slaves to the information that 
bombards us’, and indeed its characters, as mas pointed out above, do exhibit a 
tendency to allow brand names and television programs to shape their perceptions of 
themselves and the world at large ‘They watched Martha Stewart tapes and felt guilt! 
for not orchestrating their lives more glamorously’ (2  14) Their attitude tom ards 
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technology, however, is not that of victims but of experts aware of the opportunities for 
the advancement of the human race now available ‘Our species currently has major 
problems and we’re trying to dream our way out of these problems and we’re using 4- 
computers to do it The construction of hardware and software is where the species is 
investing its very .wrwid (61) One of the primary benefits offered by computers is 
their facility to store vast amounts of data, with the result that we have access to more 
information than we could possibly assimilate ourselves in the course of a life-time 
‘We’ve reached a critical mass point where the amount of memorv fie hace 
externalized in books and databases now exceeds the amount of memorv contained 
within our collective biological bodies’ (253) The benefit of this, as Micheal explains, 
is that we have an opportunity to learn from historically documented mistakes . I t  
means we’re no longer doomed to repeat our mistakes, we can edit ourselves as we go 
along, like an on-screen document’ (253) This belief is at the heart of Daniel’s project 
to create a ‘subconscious file’ in his computer, for although the words and phrases he 
types in may appear to be unconnected and random ’Ziggy Stardust We’re -just 
friends Wells Fargo Death Star Kraft Singles * (54), he is working c on the 
principle that it is only by gathering these spontaneous thoughts that he nil1 come face- 
to-face with his own true being As his counterpart in L f e  ‘4fter (;oJ explains .If we 
were to collect these small moments in a notebook and save them over a period of 
months we would see certain trends emerge from our collection - certain cokes would 
emerge that have been trying to speak through us’ (255) If Daniel’s efyorts come to 
fruition, therefore, we would certainly have to acknowledge the truth of Vichael’s 
statement and conclude that it i s  possible for technology to have an extremely liberating 
effect on the human consciousness 
Coupland’s optimism is not shared by many theorists, including McLuhan. Mho 
claimed that technological progress always corresponds with biological or cultural 
decay“ - a view also articulated by Karen, who notices that ‘The uorld became 
faster and smarter and in some ways cleaner people J e \ ~ ) l \ ~ e C r  ((h/k/c~mi 111 CI but 
(’orno, 214). One of the reasons for the caution expressed by many observers is that 
although modern technology can give rise to: ‘The beginning of a truly professionalized 
and caring society which has ready access to knowledge’, it also potentially leads to 
‘A tightening of control over the citizenry’” The extent to which every aspect of life is 
recorded by a variety of surveillance devices is illustrated in f k . 5  ifwmitig in which 
the most private details of Susan’s life are accessible to those trying to find her ‘Oh, 
grow up The era of privacy is over As I was saying. I was patterning her phone 
data ’ (169) Again, as was illustrated with regard to the media, Coupland remains 
convinced that technology represents a positive force, for it is by using the information 
derived from her phone data that John finds Susan and reunites her with her son The 
reason modern communications technology can help to foster relationships between 
people is, according to Rushkoff, that while television often *deadens the senses and 
numbs the reflexes’, the interactive quality of computers heightens them - to the dem-ee c 
that the latter are increasingly used to reorient stroke victims18 This is the case at the 
end of micro serf^ when Daniel’s mother suffers a stroke and learns to communicate 
with her family through a computer Her new abbreviated language ’GR8 I LK M Y  
BODY‘ (369), reminiscent of Daniel’s experiments with his computer’s ‘subconscious 
file’, imply that technology does indeed foster genuine communication ‘Mom speahing 
like a license plate like a page without vowels like encryption .411 of my messing 
around with words last year and now, well it’s real life’ (370) The air of 
transcendence that suffuses her reemergence from silence ‘Mom, part woman/part 
machine, emanating blue Macintosh light’ (369) indicates that the Microstvfs were right c 
all along to connect the survival of the human race with continued adLances in 
communication technologies 
As I have illustrated in the first section of this chapter, recent advances in 
consumerism, the mass media and technology have contributed significantl! to the 
shaping of the modern world as it is depicted in the novels of Douglas Coupland His 
Webster. T/ieone.c. q f the Itiforrnntioti Socieg*. 1. 
Douglas Rushkoff. ”The Computer Made Me Do It“. ?he Guardian (Thursda!. 17 June. 1009) 
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characters exhibit an awareness and appreciation of these innovations, and a 
determination to use them to advance their careers and relationships As well as 
influencing the world on this relatively superficial level, recent advances have also led 
to some drastic social changes In the next section of this chapter, I will discuss some of 
the more dramatic of these developments, most notably the way in which manv 
traditional structures, such as history, time and a belief in an omnipotent God. have 
been undermined and even dismantled Central to my investigation will be the wavs in 
which the characters come to terms with and survive the far-reaching consequences of 
these changes 
One of the most startling consequences of recent technological advances, as 
Baudrillard points out, has been their destruction of the concepts of time and histon 
The dizzying ‘acceleration of modernity’, he explains, has propelled us to ’escape 
velocity’, with the result that we have ‘Flown free of the referential sphere of the real 
and of history’ In its place, we now have its representation, the television news report 
‘We shall never know again what history was before its exacerbation into the technical 
perfection of news we shall never know again what anything was before disappearing c 
into the hlfillment of its model’ ’‘) Coupland’s characters occasionally express a 
nostalgia for the less mediated past ‘Before history was turned into a press release. a 
marketing strategy, and a cynical campaign tool’ (Getzerotioti .Y, 15 1 ) Generallv. 
however, they are happy to participate in the undermining of the idea of history by 
indulging in some ‘Decade Blending’ ‘Sheila = Mary Quant earrings (1960’s) + cork 
wedgie platform shoes ( 1  970’s) + black leather jacket ( 1  950’s and 1980’s)’ (( /6’/7c)l”LIf10/1 ’ 
X, 15) For many of them, history - and indeed time itself - has become commodified to 
such an extent that it can only be expressed in terms derived from the marketplace ‘ A  
Tricia Nixon dress - that’s so cool History is cool’ (Polaroids t m m  lhc’ l k ~ i d ~  9), 
‘It’s Friday - ‘jeans day” (Mzcrmerfs, 167) Such is the colonization of time by 
corporations in Microserfi that they seem to be becoming indistinguishable ‘In the 
future, clocks won’t say three 0’ clock anymore They’ll just get right to the point 
The Illusion ofthe EI~LI. 1  6. 19 
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and call three 0’ clock, “Pepsi”’ ( I  3 1 )  Coupland is thus an advocate of Baudrillard’s 
theory that recent advances have radically changed the concepts of history and time and. 
in many instances, rendered them obsolete 
There are a number of reasons why history and time should be discounted as 
structures in the contemporary world One of the characters in I,ifi) . 4 f / u .  God claims 
that technological advances have shrunk the world to such a degree that time is no 
longer a consideration ‘I think it’s the spirit of the age All these machines we have 
now Like phone answering machines and VCRs Time collapses’ (334) M‘hen the 
obliteration of the human race brings time to an end in (;rt*/fi*retid it1 n (’onitr. the repose 
is greatly enjoyed by the protagonists who now recognize the strictures they had been 
subject to in the modern world ‘Each new advance made by “progress” c created its own 
accelerating warping effect that made your lives here on Earth feel even smaller and 
shorter and more crazed’ (263) This idea that time is but a human construct i s  echoed 
by Baudrillard, who claims that the current undermining of historv is not due solely to 
technological advancements, but is rather a consequence of the fact that -History itself 
has always, deep doywn, been an immense simulation model’ ( Ihe I h w w  c!f the h d ,  
7 )  This is represented in the ’Legislated Nostalgia To force a body of people to have 
memories they do not actually possess’ ( ( h e r a t i o i i  X, 4 1 ) forced upon Coupland’s 
characters by the media Baudrillard also denies that this lack of faith in the concepts of 
history and time i s  a new one On the contrary, the whole of history has had ‘a 
millennia1 challenge to its temporality’ running through it in the form o f a  faith in the 
after-life - a point that exists beyond both history and time and which manifests itself in 
the .Global fantasy of catastrophe that hovers over today’s world’ ( M e  I / / i t w o t i  o f  /hc 
Etid, 8) This comes to a head in each one of Coupland’s novels in the form of ’Mental 
Ground Zero’, which he defines as ‘The location where one visualizes oneself during c
the dropping of the atomic bomb, frequently, a shopping mall’ (Getwru/roti X, 63) In 
Life Afier God, for example, we are presented with a collection of apocalyptic memoirs 
‘1 was by the fridge in the kitchen when it happened I was having my hair done when 
it happened I was in rush hour gridlock traffic in the middle of the three express lanes 
leaving the city when it happened I &as in the I was at the mall uhen it happened 
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office and it was near the end of the day and people were getting ready to go home 
when it happened? The sequence concludes with the message: ‘We are not with you 
anymore It is much later on, now’ (127) Some of the characters have thus apparently 
managed to accelerate to ‘escape velocity’ and are now existing in a state beyond both 
time and history 
Grr/fiieiiu’ it1 n (’onin is a particularly significant novel in the context of this 
discussion, for it addresses a number of key themes For one thing, Karen’s emergence c 
from her coma after twenty years is a metaphor, as Mallick puts it, for ‘Somethins that 
has been foisted on us - 70’s retro’” The fact that many of today-s fashions stem from 
the 1970’s ‘Her hair is washed and styled in a manner considered fetching c -  b\ 1997. 
and, for that matter, 1978, standards’ (Gir/frietd i t?  LI (‘oni~i, 220) is indicative of the 
circular nature of time and perhaps of a kind of ‘running down’ of imagination I t  is also 
significant that Karen wakes up just in time to prophesize and then to experience the 
end of the world Although i her mother, Lois, is actually at the mall when ‘i t  happens’ 
(182). the world, as Karen remarks ‘Was never meant to end like in a Hollvuood 
motion picture - you know a chain of explosions and stars having sex amid the fire and 
teeth and blood and rubies That’s all fake shit‘ (205) Instead the horld literally falls 
asleep, with the exception of Karen and her friends who thus live to see the end of time, 
history and the mass media What they eventually realize is what Baudrillard has 
claimed all along that history and time are but human constructs and thus mere 
simulation *Other animals don’t have time - they’re simply part of the unicerse But 
people - we get time and histocy And now there aren’t any people Without people, 
the universe is simply the universe Time doesn’t matter’ (235) A unicerse beyond 
history and time is thus possible because, as Coupland’s protagonists discover, life bill 
continue even if human beings and all of their constructions cease to be 
In a short story “Intimate Distance and the Power of Memory”, Coupland 
returns to the idea that a computer’s hard-drive serves as a metaphor for human 
memory Echoing the assertion by the Microserj5 that memory has non become 
-1 I 
- I>ifeAfrer <iod. 115-125. 
- ’  Mallick. “Generation Ex“. http://\+v.n crntcanada,corn/JarnI3ooksRe\~ic\+ sG/.girlfncnd coupland.1111iil 
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externalized (insofar as the information stored in various databases now exceeds what 
we contain within our collective minds), Coupland claims that this situation has 
rendered history - if not dead - then decidedly beside the point By corollary, the idea of 
defined periods of time, such as generations, are themselves irrelevant as each 
individual now has access to an unlimited number of influences, both past and present 
The benefit of this situation. as the A41lcro.~cv$~ also point out, is that we are no longer c 
doomed to constantly repeat our mistakes ‘We can edit ourselves as we go along. like 
an on-screen document’”2 (;ir/fi*ie~id 111 a (’omn is essentially a dramatization of this 
point for when the protagonists fail to make any use of their time as the only remaining c- 
inhabitants of the world ’Our lives have remained static - even after ue’ve lost 
everything in the world - shit the world rtsdf Isn’t that sick3 All that we‘\ie seen and 
been through and we watch videos, eat junk food, pop pills and blow thinss up‘ (256)”, 
they are given a second chance and sent back to the beginning of the end of the uorld 
(the day Karen awoke from her coma) in order to rectify the mistakes they nob 
recognize were made by humanity ’If necessary, you’re going to need to reject and 
destroy the remains of history - kill the past - if it hinders the truth’ (27 1 ) In this sense, 
GirIfkieIid 11.1 CI C’oma is comparable to I hidatid, kfasori mid I,)ixori and >idtv*wotk/ for 
they all encompass attempts to use the lessons of the past in order to succeed better in 
the future Whereas the novels of Pynchon and DeLillo represent journeys into the 
American past by their respective authors, however, Coupland reverses this by brinsing 
Karen, an inhabitant of the 1970’s, directly into the future This places her in a better 
position to help her fellow characters recognize their mistakes than the decidedly 
nostalgic recollections of Pynchon and DeLillo Having pointed out their worst 
tendencies to her friends ‘There’s a hardrie.s.5 I’m seeing in modern people Those little 
moments of goofiness that used to make the day pass seem to have gone Life’s so 
71 
-- Douglas Coupland. -.Intimate Distance and the Po\+.er of Memo?“. 
http://im\..au. dk/-bogdframes. htrnl 
’’ Interestingl!.. this schedule of looting and destruction is similar to the manner in u h c h  the characters in 
Vidal‘s Knllii spend their time u.hen they too become the last remaining inhabitants of the jjorld: 
’Geraldine and I nude the rounds of the famous dressmakers . . . .  I assembled a set of  star rubies’. Gore 
Vidal. h-4-i (US: Ballantine Books. 1978). 234. Again this similarit>- is interesting because i t  situates 
Coupland‘s no\.els in relation to a test other than those n-ith \\.hch t h ~ s  thesis drectlj- engages. 
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serious now’ (1  53), ‘ A  lack of convictions - of beliefs, of wisdom, or even of c qood old 
badness No sorrow, no nothing’ (213), she slips back into her coma where she 
continues to fbnction as a kind of reminder to them of how bad life can become if thev 
do not keep trying to improve themselves ‘I have to go back into my L’OI?ICI Unless 
I make it, none of you can go anywhere That’s what 1 saw, Richard Back in 1979 
This Me - I’m your Plan B’ (272-3) With Karen thus serving as their conscience, and 
Jared to help and guide them, it would appear that the protagonists of GitYfiiwd i t i  L I  
(’onin at least have a chance to ‘reformat’ themselves and rewrite the future 
In spite of their discovery that time and history are but human constructs, 
Coupland‘s characters are nonetheless aware that life without their restrictions would be 
very difficult indeed This is perhaps one of the reasons that Karen’s relapse into her 
coma is a necessary precondition for the salvation of the world, for her presence b i l l  
serve as some kind of structure for her friends One of the pervading fears amonq c the 
characters is of a condition called ’Mid-Twenties Breakdown’, which is defined as ‘ A  
period of mental collapse occurring in one’s twenties, often caused bv an inabilitk to 
function outside of school or structured environments coupled with a realization of 
one’s essential aloneness in the world Often marks induction into the ritual of 
pharmaceutical usage’ (27) Although not applicable to the protagonists of ( J ’ t’# Ic’f‘Lrf of I 
Xthemselves, who manage to live quite successfully in the Californian desert having 
consciously escaped from their over-structured former lives, this definition does 
describe the difficulties experienced by some of their counterparts in the other nobels 
when they find themselves adrift in the vast world One of the minor characters in 
(;erierntiori X explains that ‘The only reason we all go to work in the morning v is 
because we’re terrified of what would happen if we stopped We’re not built for free 
time as a species’ (23) This is confirmed by the recently-separated narrator of L&J .qftvt* 
God who confesses ‘I have to remind myself that time only frightens me when I think 
of having to spend it alone’ (18) This fear of the unstructured is particularly apparent in 
Gidfrzetzd zri n C‘omcr, in which the overwhelming feeling of emptiness ‘We‘re all 
working We all have jobs but there’s something missing’ (78) forces the characters 
to clutch at various straws in order to survive As Karen notices when she rejoins the 
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living ‘Pam and Ham did smack - still do because the notion of forty more years of 
time was, and continues to be, too much for them Wendy lost herself in grueling 
routine Linus apparently went away for years trying to figure out the meaning of 
life Richard drank and placed all his hope in me’ (215) Even Karen herself is hardly 
blameless, for it was in an attempt to avoid this fate herself that she fell into a coma 
Nor was this a coincidence for comas, as Linus points out, are ‘A  phenomenon of 
modern living as modern as polyester, jet travel, and microchips,’ and indicatke of 
the prevalent mood of apathy (62) The protagonists of n.lrcro.sei$s are similarly terrified 
when they leave the hierarchically structured environment of Microsoft, where ’Bill 
(Gates) is a moral force, a spectral force, a force that shapes, a force that moulds 4 
force with thick, thick glasses’ (3), and find themselves the keepers of their own 
destinies, ‘Nobody rules here in the Valley N o  Bills It’s a bland anarchy I t  takes some 
getting used to’ (108) Regardless of the obviously simulated nature of such constructs 
as history and time, therefore, Coupland’s characters continue to search for some kind 
of narrative that will protect them from the terrifying vastness of an unstructured world 
The idea that an omniscient God constitutes a structuring metanarrative is one 
that is generally reiected by contemporary theorists who insist that, like time and 
history, it is but a human construct Baudrillard, for example, claims that belief in God 
is not a reflection of His existence but is rather there in His place, just as language is no 
longer merely a reflection of meaning but has actually replaced it ( W e  I / / i i s / o i l  of thc 
Em’, 92) Rushkoff s summation of the situation is characteristically optimistic, for he 
claims that the reduction of the world to ‘a single networked being’ gives us the chance 
to experience ‘A direct connection with the forces of nature without the intermediarb 
parental device of metaphor or authority’ In other words, if by losing God the ‘children 
of chaos’ lose the restricting but reassuring belief in damnation, evil and ‘Big c Brother’, 
they also gain a willingness to participate in their own evolution on a personal. societal 
and even global level, using the new tools available to them to help them make their 
‘personal navigational choices’ (Chr/dreri of (’hcros, 262) It is unfortunate that 
Rushkoff s optimism does not translate into his own fiction, for the young people, in 
The Ecstas-9 U u h ,  who move into a squat precisely in order to escape the forces of 
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parental, cultural and institutional authority, very quickly arrange themselves into a 
c group of subservient cult members, dependent on their leader, Duncan, for inspiration 
and legitimization ‘As Duncan went through c the list, everyone he mentioned smiled 
Their experiences were real because Duncan acknowledged them as such‘ ( 184) 
Obviously the opportunities for advancement through liberation from traditional 
structures prophesized by Rushkoff in his theoretical ( ’hi/drcw o f  ( ’hms are irrelevant as 
far as his fictional characters are concerned. for they continue to cling stubbornly to the 
security - and repression - offered by an authoritative leader .4 similar reluctance - or 
perhaps even inability - to completely reject the idea of an omniscient God will be 
discussed in relation to Coupland’s novels in the next section of this chapter 
Initially it appears as though Coupland’s fictional world is indeed uholll 
secular Z~fe After God is ostensibly based in a world in which God is no longer L present 
e\en as a narrative ’You are the first generation raised without religion’ c ( 16 1 ), U hile 
the afterlife presented in Gidfiierid 111 n (’onin owes nothing c to traditional reliqious c 
ideals The apparent absence of a God is compounded by the fact that the characters 
search desperately for substitutes with which to f i l l  the void left in His wake The 
characters of GerierLrtiori X structure their lives around a ‘Personal Tabu., w hich is - A 
small rule for living. bordering on a superstition, that allows one to cope ct i th  eLerydav 
life in the absence of cultural or religious dictums’ (74). while John Johnson, in . $ l i s 5  
W~yoniirig similarly immerses himself in a grueling schedule ‘He one dac realized he 
was taking a measure of comfort in following a rigid schedule He quickly deLeloped a 
notion that he might just be able to squeak through if he kept his days fastidiouslq 
identical’ (2 13) Elsewhere, Tyler Johnson takes refuge in his shampoo collection ’Hair 
is important’ (Shampoo Plmet ,  7), the narrator of Qft. Afler God transfers his allegiance c 
to Superman ‘I have always liked the idea that there is one person in the world who 
doesn’t do bad things’ (85), the M~croser f~  invest their computers with a sense of 
transcendence ‘Do we pray to machines or through them?’ (183) and regard c Bill Gates 
as their spiritual leader ‘Maybe this whole Bill thing is actually the subconscious 
manufacture of God’ (16), while the protagonists of (;ir./frietid 111 n (’onin f i l l  their lkes 
with drink, drugs and memories of the comatose Karen ’Richard drank and placed all 
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his hope in me I wasn’t supposed to ever wake up hchard could have spent his life 
mooning away about me and never have to deal with real life’ (215) These examples 
appear to confirm Baudrillard’s theory that belief in God now precludes His existence, 
for the faith invested by Coupland’s characters in these various things appears to stem 
from a determined rehsal to acknowledge that there might be nothing underpinninq c
their lives 
What is astonishing about Coupland’s characters is that in spite of their 
sometimes parrot-like reiteration of Baudrillard’ s theories - Susan, for example. echoes 
his ideas about the simulacrum when she declares that all television images c are 
‘random’ ‘There’s no subconscious underneath to generate the images’ (Ahc t *osw f\ .  
44) - many of them retain an intrinsic belief in a universal, underlying - c  order In 
(;rr/frrtwd it? a Coma, for example, Richard confesses ‘ I  still lived, as did Hamilton, 
with the belief that meaning could pop into my life at any moment’ ( 7 6 ) ,  while Linus 
explains that it is not a return to the old age of repressive religious structure he desires. 
but merely a clzie that some form of external legitimization does exist (236) Even the 
depressed narrator of Lfe A f l u  God admits that ’In spite of eberything that has 
happened in my life, I have never lost the sensation of always being L on the brink of 
some magic c revelation - that !f otdy I would look closely enough at the world, then that 
magic revelation would be mine’ (73-4) In fact, in spite of all Baudrillard or Rushkoff 
might claim about technology liberating us from, and even taking the place of, religious c 
belief, Coupland seems to argue the opposite that in a society in which traditional 
institutions have been dismantled, and time and distance have been imploded by 
electronic advancements, we need, more than ever before. to believe that life has an 
intrinsic meaning and structure ‘My secret is that I need God - that I am sick and can 
no longer make it alone I need God to help me give, because I no longer seem capable 
of giving, to help me be kind, as I no longer seem capable of kindness, to help me love, 
as I seem beyond being able to love’ ( L f e  A$er God, 359) The sentiments expressed b! 
its narrator thus belie the title of this particular novel 
As well as these verbal assertions that God is still verv much a part of 
contemporary life, Coupland borrows extensively from religious imagery throughout his 
novels The apocalypse, as I discussed earlier in the chapter, is a theme central to both 
Life After. God and Gir./frieizd i / i  n (’onin It also features at the end of ( k t i e r ~ i t i o ~ i  X.in 
the form of what the narrator initially believes is a thermonuclear cloud His relief when 
it transpires that the cloud is nothing more sinister than the result of some controlled 
land clearing ‘Farmers within a small area were burning off the stubble of their fields’ 
( I  76) is heightened by two blatantly redemptive images, symbolic perhaps of the fact 
that he has been given a second chance The first of these is of a ’cocaine white egret’ 
who has approached the burning field in anticipation of the wildlife that will be forced 
to flee from the flames and thrills onlookers with its presence ‘We quicklv and 
excitedly realized that it was going to swoop right over 11.5 We felt chosen’ (178) The 
fact that the bird actually collides with Andy. slightly injuring him ’The egret had 
c grazed my head - its claw had ripped my scalp’ is perhaps suggestive c of a stigmata, c 
which is traditionally the sign that one has been selected to guide one’s people into the 
future The second of the redemptive images comes in the form of a group of 
handicapped children who envelop Andy shortly after his encounter with the egret c The 
pleasure he derives from his immersion into this group ’Suddenlv I was dog-piled by 
an instant family, in their adoring. healing, uncritical embrace. ( 179), clearlv testifies to 
Coupland’s belief in the importance of other traditional structuring narratic es. such as 
the community or the family, which will be discussed later in the chapter 
One final biblical motif that recurs throughout Coupland’s fiction is the idea of 
baptism, which traditionally symbolizes the beginning of a new, more fblfilliniz c life 
The world-weary narrator of L<f> After God immerses himself in a mountain spring c as a 
sign that he is prepared to return from his exile in Canada in order to rebuild his life 
The redemptive terms in which this event is described ‘And the water from the stream 
above me roars Oh, does it roar’ Like a voice that knows only one message, one truth - 
never-ending’ (357) suggests that the fbture is indeed looking bright A similar scenario 
unfolds in MISS Wyomi/ig, in which Susan marks the beginning of a more authentic life, 
away from the constant attention of the media, with a swim ’She then stripped off all 
her clothes and Karen Galvin’s wig - wigs usually made her scalp itchy and sueat! in 
any role she played - and she gently walked into the Maumee River, her toes touching 
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mud and rock‘ (77-8). Her reemergence as a stronger character, who is in sole control of 
her life, indicates that she too was successfully reborn AAer his first meeting with 
Susan, John’s sense that he is about to embark on a new. more fblfilling c phase of his 
life, is also marked in this manner: ’John stood, clutching the silk to his heart while the 
sprinkler drenched his feet, as though they were seeds’ (13) The most dramatic 
manifestation of the baptism motif comes at the end of Shampoo Platiet, in which the 
floor of the apartment above Tyler collapses, covering him in water and a number of the 
pets kept by the man who lived upstairs: ‘The floor above Anna-Louise and me has 
collapsed from the weight of the carp pond’s water and has fallen into the bedroom 
below - become a gangplank for the many animals of Mr Lancaster’s menaqerie’ c 
(299) Tyler’s joyous remark that. ’The world IS alive. can be interpreted in t u o  bays 
Evans insists that Coupland is parodying the Garden of Eden myth in order to underline 
the lack of redemption available in the contemporary world24 Given that Tyler has 
recently returned from a life of drifting in California in order to take up employment 
with a major company, has saved his mother from a brutal attack by her ex-husband and 
is in the process of rebuilding his relationship with his ex-girlfriend, however. it does 
appear as though hisl life is returning to an even keel His immersion in water could thus 
be interpreted as evidence that he too has been reborn. Overall, the examples discussed 
above suggest that in spite of Coupland’s own secular upbringing. ‘1 was raised in a 
totally secular environment”’, he is unwilling to give up his faith in the existence of an 
omniscient deity who underpins life and gives it meaning. 
Of course the number of characters lucky enough to receive first-hand 
confirmation that their lives are thus validated is small. For the remainder, other 
structures or narratives must be sought. The problem. as Coupland points out in 
Polaroids From The Ilead, is that until fairly recently no matter where one was born on 
earth, one’s culture provided one with: ‘All components essential for the forging of 
identity’ - components which included religion, family, ideology and a general sense of 
”Rei-ieu of‘ LS‘hnnipoo Plmer”. http://niix .guardian. co. uk 
’’ Quoted in Alexander Laurence. *.Inten-ieii With Douglas Coupland“. 
http://im\..au.dk/-bogus/frames.html 
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living ‘within a historic continuum’ ( 180) Within the last decade. however, the deluge c 
of new media and electronic information has obliterated the ‘stencils within which we 
trace our lives’, with the result that people - in particular those living on the West Coast 
of America - suddenly find themselves ‘denarrated’, or alive without any of the c guiding i- 
frameworks to help them (182) In the remaining ‘vacuum of nothingness’, c the 
individual is forced either to daily ‘reinvent’ himlherself, or perish like Marilyn Monroe 
who eventually found it too difficult to repeatedly ‘Put a pleasant facade onto - 
nothingness‘ (184) The next section of this chapter will examine a number of the 
strategies adopted by Coupland’s characters, as they struggle to connect themselves to a 
meaningful and 1 i fe-affirming structure 
Perhaps the easiest option, as 1 have already discussed in relation to many of the 
characters who inhabit the novels of Pynchon, DeLillo and Ellis, is denial - a retreat 
into drugs, drink or ovenvork as a way of avoiding ‘realitv’ This is the option chosen 
bv all of the protagonists of Grr.!fr.zend 117 n Coma, as the n e d y  awake Karen is quich to 
notice ‘Pam and Ham did smack Wendy lost herself in b grueling routine Linus 
apparently went away for years trying to figure out the meaning of life Richard 
drank’ (215) It is also espoused by the narrator of L!fe After God uho insists that his 
course of anti-depressants have had a beneficial effect on his personality .M\  uorh 
became more efficient, and so overall I became a more productive member of societv It 
was, I suppose, like cosmetic surgery of the brain’ (276), and by Ethan. the most 
disaffected of the Mrcroserfs, who claims that ‘Drinking allows me to take an identity 
holiday’ (235) Of course, as evidence in previous chapters showed, this stifling c of 
one’s personality is unlikely to result in any long-term happiness Karen is highlv 
critical of the way in which her friends have chosen to develop in her absence ‘She had 
expected people to be grown up at the age of thirty-four Instead, they seem at best 
insular and without a central core, which might give purpose to their lives‘ ( 1  C-C), the 
narrator of L!fe After. Cfod only realizes how much of the world’s beauty had passed him 
by when he stops taking his anti-depressants ‘Suddenly I realized that 1 uas  actually 
feelrrig My old personality was, after months of pills and pleasant nothingness, 
returning I felt a lump in my throat, and I spent the rest of the dav walking around 
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this strange and beautiful city’ (326), while even Ethan admits to occasionallv feeling L 
‘Nostalgic for my old personality’ (235) Clearly this obliteration of personality bv 
drink, drugs and overwork is not a course Coupland encourages his characters to follou 
A similar, although possibly less destructive, strategy adopted bv some of the 
characters is their all-consuming involvement with the dominant forces in the 
surrounding environment This belief that a close association with contemporarv 
technological advances is one way of surviving in today’s world is illustrated in 
h4icr.o.wrf5, in which the narrator’s father turns to computing after losing his job ‘Dad 
signed up for a night course in C++ He’s going to make himself relevant‘ ( 193) This 
belief that technology can validate one’s existence results in a situation where 
‘Todd like many 1990‘s people, equates his self-worth with the number of messages v 
on his phone answering machine If the red light’s not blinking c YOL’ ARE 4 
LOSER’ (321) Another option is, of course, to look to consumerism and the mass 
media for guidance So popular is this strategy with a number of Coupland’s characters 
that he coins a new name for them ‘The McDead’ - people whose ‘Ideas and objects 
and activities (are) made of fake materials ground up and reshaped into preciselc 
measurable units (entered into some rich guy’s software spreadsheet program‘ 
(I’o/nm& fi-ont the Dend. 23) Of course, the problem with all of these strategies is that 
they eventually become the end rather than the means of identity In other words, 
although Coupland’s characters intend to use aspects of the surrounding culture in order 
to formulate and express their individuality, they are in danger of becoming c nothino 2
more than glorified advertizements for their favoured brand names or sofluare 
packages An over-dependence on popular culture leads thus not to the enhancement, 
but rather to the obliteration, of their own personalities 
In the light of this failure to locate the self through the use of tribal badges of 
identity, such as shampoo brands, the protagonists of ( h w a t i o r z  -1- decide that their 
onlv option is to withdraw from mainstream society to the Californian desert uhere they 
hope to discover their true essence Given that they have lost faith in traditional 
metanarratives, but still believe that ‘It’s not healthy to live life as a succession of 
isolated little cool moments’, they resolve to literally ’tell’ themseh es into existence 
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through a series of storytelling sessions, for as Claire remarks ‘Either our lives become 
stories, or there’s just no way to get through them’ (8) Their goal. therefore. is quite 
simply to ‘Tell stories and to make our lives worthwhile tales in the process’ (8) I have 
already discussed this use of narrative as a means of structuring life in relation to 
characters such as Pynchon’s Oedipa Maas, DeLillo’s Oswald and Ellis’ Victor 
Johnson What inevitably happens to these characters is that the narratives they are 
pursuing eventually swamp them, with the result that their identities are smothered 
rather than asserted Coupland’s characters, however, as I have pointed out before. are 
more resilient and benefit considerably from the stories they tell. without becoming 
subsumed by them There are two main strategies they use in order to accomplish this 
Firstly, they adhere to Brecht’s ‘alienation effect’ theory, which demands that the 
audience be kept aware of the artificiality of the theatre at all times Rushkof’t’ cites the 
ironic and cynical distance promoted by television programs like 7hu S‘inipoiis. in 
which Bart ‘Seems aware of his own role within the show and often comments on what 
his family must look like to the audience watching along’, as an example of hou the 
modern audience is encouraged to view the action not as an end in itself, but as fodder 
for future discussion and conversation between themselves (( .hi/dreii (?f (’h~zos, 225) 
By creating fictive settings for their own stories. like the mythic world of ‘Texlahoma’. 
Andy, Dag and Claire thus enable themselves to preserve a certain distance from the 
real feelings and experiences they describe, and to comment upon them afterwards 
without the risk of embarrassing or offending each other 
The other strategy adopted by the characters can be related to Mandelbrot’s 
theory of fractals, which proposes that any individual component represents a 
microcosm of the whole” In other words, instead of losing themselves in their stories, 
the protagonists of Geizeratiori A’ use them to explore different facets of their 
personalities In these terms, Andy‘s story about Edward, the young man who had such 
faith in his own self-sufficiency that he locks himself away from the world in a room 
filled with books for ten years, only to find himself an outcast in the new world which 
’’ See Rushkoff. (‘hrldren o f  (’Iinos. 22. 
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has been built ‘not of words but of relationships’ (SO), could be interpreted as an 
indication both of Andy’s own fear of finding himself alone and friendless, and his 
gratitude that he has escaped this fate through his friendship with Dag and Claire 
‘These creatures here in this room with me - these are the creatures I love and uho  love 
me If I could have it thus, I would like this moment to continue forever’ (130) I t  is 
thus clear that narration and storytelling is not being used by these characters as an 
antidote or as an escape mechanism from reality, but rather as an exercise that both 
heightens and unifies their sense of self By being true to themselves and becominq c
conversant with every aspect of their identities, it would appear that in spite of the 
abolition of traditional means of character formation, such as a knowledge c of one-s 
history, Coupland’s characters may indeed survive and even prosper in the 
contemporary world 
In many ways. as I have illustrated throughout this chapter, Coupland’s novels 
could be regarded as the fictional reworking of much of contemporarv theory, for it 
abounds in references to consumerism, the mass media and other technoloijcal 
advances that have had such huge effects on the formation of modern societv 
influencing fashion, work and opinions, dismantling many traditional metanarratives. 
and forcing a drastic change in the formation and expression of one’s own identity 
What becomes apparent when his novels are examined in the light of the more radical 
of these theories, however, is his reluctance or even inability to buy in completely to the 
weightlessness and lack of referentiality of the new world as depicted, for example. by 
Baudrillard Towards the end of (7irlfi.ieizd 11.1 a (’oma, Linus describes his oun  attempts 
to reach a state of epiphany and transcendence, attempts which fail because of his 
inability to ‘surrender’ himself sufficiently ‘I still wanted to keep a foot in both worlds’ 
(235) This statement could be applied to Coupland’s characters as a whole, for in spite 
of their alleged desire to free themselves from all vestiges of tradition and structure, 
each and every one of them eventually immerses him/herself in the bosom of the most 
ancient institution of all - the family The importance of the family for Coupland’s 
characters is repeatedly emphasized throughout his novels, where it is generally 
regarded as a haven of personal values and as an opportunity for the reaffirmation of the 
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blood connections so vital for the retention of a sense of self in an increasinglv c -  anarchic 
post-industrial society In the concluding section of this chapter, I will examine the role 
played by the family in Coupland’s fiction, before looking briefly at his own ancestry 
and heritage 
Family is a term used relatively loosely by Coupland, for in the postmodern 
world it does not necessarily refer to the traditional unit of parents and their children, 
but can also mean a group of tightly-woven and interdependent friends, although in his 
novels the two are often intermingled In Getzeratrori A*, for example, it is with his 
friends, rather than his own biological family, that Andy feels most safe and loved 
‘These creatures here in this room with me - these are the creatures I love and who love 
me I feel so happy I could die’ ( 130) Shnmpoo J’lnrwt brings the focus once more 
onto the biological family Its narrative is actually framed by two crucial references to 
the father, beginning with Jasmine’s abandonment by her abusive ex-husband * U ’ C ~ .  I 
think to myself,.father/es.c. agniti’ (4), and ending when she is dramatically rescued bv 
Tyler from yet another assault ’You said you needed my help, Mom I’m your 
immune system, Mom’ (291), an action that solidifies their sense of dependence and 
togetherness The fact that the novel ends with Tyler’s reconciliation with his ex- 
girlfriend heightens L this sense that salvation resides in a close family groupins 
Similarly, the events and stories in L!fe @er God are recounted as the narrator drikes 
with his young L. daughter back to his familial home in Canada, in order to heal himself 
after the trauma of his separation from his wife, while MISS Wyomrrig ends happih 
when Susan is not only reconciled with her long-estranged mother, but is about to 
embark on a potentially very fulfilling relationship with John Perhaps most interesting c
are the occasions on which both real and surrogate families are merged, as happens in 
both Mzcroserfs and Gir/~?iend i t i  a Coma In the former, Daniel and his friendsko- 
workers move en masse into his parents’ home, while attempting to set up their own 
software company ‘For financial reasons, we have to work at Mom and Dad’s place, 
until we’re flush with VC capital’ ( 1  17) Daniel even manages to merge Y family wi th  
technology, using as a password for his computer the phrase ‘Hello Jed’, a greeting to 
his dead brother whose spectral presence hovers over the novel as a whole ‘I  still miss 
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Jeddie I can’t get him out of my mind’ (41) Even more bizarre is the situation at the 
end of Gir./fr.imLi I I I  a Coma, where the characters have not only all moved back into the 
neighbourhood in which they grew up ‘Richard, looking at all their lives from a 
distance, sees the recurring pattern here a pattern in which the five of his friends seem 
destined always to return to their quiet little neighbourhood’ ( 14 1-2) - indeed into the 
same house when the rest of the world has fallen asleep! - but have also paired off into 
three sets of couples Their fantasy, their idea of heaven, is one shared bv all of 
Coupland’s characters ‘Just imagine a world without loneliness Every trial would 
become bearable, wouldn’t it3’ (222) This statement epitomizes what I believe is one 
of the central themes of all of Coupland’s novels that as long as the characters can draw 
upon the support and encouragement of their friends and family, they b i l l  succeed in 
navigating their way through the conhsion and turbulence of contemporary life The 
frequency with which these sentiments are repeated throughout the novels testifies to 
the faith Coupland has retained in the family as a source of strength and regeneration in 
the postmodern world 
This idea that the family continues to hnction as a potential source of salvation 
for the characters is one that has been discussed, in earlier chapters, in relation to the 
novels of Pynchon and DeLillo Atwood insists, however, that it is more commonlp a 
trait of Canadian literature, for whereas in American literature the family is aluavs 
something the hero must repudiate and leave in order to define ‘his own freedom, his 
own Frontier’, his Canadian counterpart finds himself unable to break free because of a 
strong sense of group-, as opposed to self-preservation ‘Families in Canadian fiction 
huddle together miserable and crowded, but unwilling to leave because the alternatic e 
is seen as cold, empty space’ (S‘zin~ivd, 131-2) I will finish the chapter by briefly 
discussing the implications Coupland’s nationality has for his fiction and for his status 
as a commentator on contemporary American society 
The first point I would like to make is that although Coupland is himself 
Canadian, his intrinsic knowledge about and appreciation for contemporag American 
culture makes his inclusion in this thesis valid His novels, with one exception, are all 
set on the American West Coast and his characters clearly products of this media- 
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dominated environment Even the exception, (;ir./frit.Id III n (’orno, is located in a city 
characterized by its lack of individuality, a trait that makes it a popular choice for low 
budget television series and movies ‘They film everything here because Vancouver‘s 
unique You can morph it into any North American city or green space ~ i t h  little ef’fort 
and even less expense See that motel over there? That was “Pittsburgh” L in ‘Ilovie of 
the Week’ (Gidfiie~w’ III n (’omn, 87) Indeed. there is a certain amount of support for 
the theory that, as a Canadian, Coupland is in the ideal position to comment upon 
contemporary American culture for. on the one hand, he is exposed to the same Lolume 
of media as his American counterpartsi7, while on the other. as fellow-Canadian 
McLuhan points out, his distance allows him to preserve a degree of objecti\,ity 
‘Sharing c the American way without commitment to American goals or responsibilities. 
makes the Canadian intellectually detached and observant as an interpreter of American 
destiny”’ What makes Canadian discourse on technology particularly significant and 
privileged, according to Kroker, is that while fully implicated in the ’spearhead of 
modernity’ ofthe US, it also makes room for the opposing reflection on the price being c
paid for the comforts of technological society2” This breadth of perspectix certainly 
explains the high regard in which many Canadian theorists, such as McLuhan and Innis, 
are held It is also perhaps the reason why Coupland’s characters manage c to interact 
with their surrounding environment without losing themselves in the process. as Lbas the 
case with characters in the novels of Pynchon, DeLillo and Ellis 
By far the most important role played by Canada in Coupland’s fiction is as a 
place of rehge for characters at times of great emotion Tyler Johnson retreats to 
Canada in an attempt to distance himself from a particularly traumatic period in his life, 
during which he broke up with his long-term girlfriend and witnessed the return of his 
mother’s abusive ex-husband: ‘My past lies behind me like a bonfire of anchors and I 
7 -  - Since 1974. Canada has been the number one market for American mo\.ies. See Manjunatli Pendakur. 
C’nnntiinn Dreams anti .-lmericnn ( ’ontrol: The Politicnl L k o t i o y 1 ,  o f  77Ie ( ’mindinn I.Ilur lntii/.<fr\, 
(Detroit: W q n e  State Unkwsih- Press. 1990). 30. 
” Marshall McLuhan and Bruce R. Pouw-s. The (Johal I i‘llage: 7rnii.);fOr)?intio)7.\. i n  II i)rf(l J . I k  (ind 
.\/etiin in ihe lit,ent1~-Fir.st ( ’eiitzm, (Nev York and Oxford: Oxford Uni\.ersit!- Press. 1989). 1 SO. 
’s Arthur Kroker. ’Technolop- nMd the C‘nnnciiaii -\iinti: Innis  .\icl,uhan (irnnr (Montreal: Ne\\ World 
Perspectila. 1984). 1 3 .  
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am freed from the trappings of identity’ (Shampoo Platiet, 187) The narrator of Z,/fi) 
After God similarly brings his young daughter up to Prince George after the break-up of 
their family and the ‘patch of deep brooding’ that followed (29) Canada also represents 
a place of hope for many characters Michael, leader of Microser-ii‘ computer nerds, 
finds true love (via the Internet) in Ontario ‘I’m in love with I t  The BarCode entitv 
lives in Waterloo, Ontario, Canada’ (323), while the Vancouver-resident protagonists of 
G/r/frierd it1 a Coma are the last remaining inhabitants on earth and are, moreover, 
charged c with leading humankind towards a better future Although these examples 
could be dismissed as evidence of a cultural bias, I believe that the value of Canada for 
Coupland lies in its representation of an escape valve To return to one of Pvnchon’s 
favourite analogies, if American society, flooded as it is with the signs and images of 
consumerism and the mass media, has come to resemble a closed system becoming c 
progressively i more entropic, then Canada, a country characterized primarilv - -  by its vast 
areas of untamed land, represents a way in which this closed system can be reopened 
and regenerated It is no coincidence that Coupland’s characters generally return from 
their excursions to Canada feeling happier and more confident about themselves ‘As 
long as there is wilderness, I know there is a larger part of myself that I can always visit, 
vast tracts of territcry lying dormant, craving exploration and providing c sanctity’ ( I  !fc> 
&er God, 344) As this last statement illustrates, Canada, for Coupland, symbolizes not 
only a physical refuge from the pressures of contemporary life, but also a place 
relatively immune to the forces of consumerism and the mass media, where the psyche 
can thus heal and reintegrate itself, before returning to society to reassume its fight c 
against entropy This facility is perhaps the main reason Coupland’s characters display 
an optimism and a determination to survive that surpasses all other characters discussed 




-One of In! omn stra! childhood fears had been to ~ionder  ulhat a 
\+hale inight feel like had i t  been born and bred in captnit!. then 
released into the \+ild - into its ancestral sea - its limited i+orld 
instantl! bloi\ing up mhen cast into the unknonable depths‘ - 
Gir-lfrie\id i / i  n ‘onin 
The reason the plight of a newly released whale makes such an impression on 
Richard, narrator of Coupland’s (Xpieriu’ iri n (’omn, is that it corresponds to his own 
fear: ‘Of a world that would expand suddenly, violently, and without rules or laws: 
bubbles, seaweed and storms and frightening volumes of dark blue that never end’ 
(1  07) What this describes is, of course, the transition to adulthood, where the individual 
is expected to make hidher way through life without the constant direction and 
validation of the family Metaphorically, this passage also refers tc the journey 
undertaken by many of the protagonists discussed during this thesis, who were the first 
to venture forth from the linear and hierarchically-structured world of their ancestors 
into the previously uncharted realm of the postmodern, where recent innovations in 
consumerism and the mass media have undermined the previously unquestioned 
concepts of history, time and a belief that life is validated by a series of ‘grand 
narratives’, like the presence of an omniscient God. 
The general consensus among the authors I have examined i s  that their 
characters car3 survive and adapt to the rapid changes occurring around them, as long c as 
they draw upon the strength and support of their friends and family, and on their own 
intrinsic ability to assume responsibility for the narration of their lives in the absence of‘ 
traditional epistemological and ontological certainties. Indeed in their most recent 
publications, all four actively help their protagonists to achieve this goal In I itiulmd, 
h4n.vot3 md Ijixori, and Uriu’urv~orlu’, Pynchon and DeLillo journey into the past in order 
to discover how the values and traditions of a simpler era might be recovered. in 
(;/nnioi.anin, Ellis appears to release Victor Johnson from the numbing cycle of drugs 
and media saturation that destroys his students and makes a psychopath out of Patrick 
Bateman: while Coupland not only gives the protagonists of Gir/fiietiJ i t )  L I  (’onicr a 
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second chance to save themselves and their world from extinction, but begins L the 
millennium with the optimistic and life-affirming Miss Uj*oniirig, which celebrates the 
all-conquering power of love 
One of the prerequisites for adulthood, as Coupland points out, is the willingness 
to take responsibility for one’s own actions, without expecting L. the constant validation 
needed by a child ‘So much of being adult is reconciling ourselves with the 
awkwardness and strangeness of our own feelings Youth is the time of life lived for 
some imaginary audience’ ((W’ierd iri n (’onin, 48) The problem is that none of the 
authors appear willing, or able, to make this break As I pointed out above, Pynchon and 
DeLillo retreat into their memories of and nostalgia for a simpler past, Ellis locates 
Victor Johnson’s salvation among the mediated words of a billboard, while Coupland 
gathers his characters together in claustrophobic groups In spite of their wealth of 
knob ledge L about the forces shaping contemporary American society, therefore. it w ould 
appear that these authors are ultimately as nervous and unsure about venturing into the 
future as the narrator of (;ir/fiierid iri CI (‘onicr The widespread apathy, which man! 
critics regard as the dominant mood in contemporary America, is clearl) thus a 
symptom of this fear of the unknown - a fear fostered by the dramatic changes that have 
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